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Research has been undertaken to obtain a thorough understanding of
the existence and degree of gender disparity in students’ participation and
performance in introductory university physics courses at the University of
Edinburgh. The research on this topic has focused on three main subject
areas: the proportion of male and female students enrolled in undergraduate
physics courses and their reasons for choosing to study this subject, gender
differences in student performance and, finally, how students’ attitudes and beliefs
towards studying physics change after a period of instruction. Gaining an insight
into students’ attitudes towards studying and learning physics, as well as their
conceptual understanding of the topics being assessed, can draw attention to
potential areas of weakness which can be targeted in future teaching.
This thesis comprises a comprehensive review of the current situation
surrounding male and female participation in the undergraduate physics degree
programme at the University of Edinburgh in comparison to other STEM
subjects, as well as a description of factors potentially influencing the gender
performance in physics. With respect to student performance, conceptual un-
derstanding tests have been used as evaluation tools to measure the effectiveness
of introducing interactive engagement, such as Peer Instruction, into teaching
environments in order to improve student performance, as well as a means by
which male and female learning gains could be compared. Results indicate that
female students show a lower level of conceptual understanding of Newtonian
Mechanics than male students when entering the degree programme, and that
this gender difference remains after a period of instruction. Qualitative interviews
highlight the preconceptions of first year undergraduate physics students with
regards to Newtonian concepts of force and motion and demonstrate the range
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of misconceptions held by both male and female students.
The research presented here compares male and female performance on
different forms of assessment; coursework, laboratory assessments, examinations
and peer instruction in-lecture questions. Results indicate that while examination
scores show no distinct gender trends, female students show consistently higher
coursework scores compared to males across physics, chemistry and biology
first year courses. Analysis of Peer Instruction questions implemented in the
introductory physics lectures suggest that such teaching methodologies have had
an overall positive effect on class performance, although there is evidence that
differences exist between male and female performance on individual questions.
Students’ attitudes towards learning physics have been measured at under-
graduate level in order to evaluate the level of ‘expert-like’ thinking of first
year undergraduate students. One notable finding of this study has been the
lack of decline in the ‘expert-like’ thinking after a semester of teaching in recent
years, where previously a decline had been witnessed in this expert-like thinking.
This result coincides with a change in the format of lectures to a ‘flipped-
classroom’ approach and may have implications for the introduction of new
teaching methods. As well as focusing on the progression of undergraduate
students’ attitudes, this study has evaluated UK academics’ attitudes towards
physics. This has enabled a UK level of ‘expert-like’ thinking to be established,
with gender differences between male and female academics identified. Students’
opinions of the transferable skills gained and their experiences during their degree
programme are discussed. Each of the gender topics discussed in this thesis
has provided a deeper insight into gender differences in student attainment at




Females are highly under-represented in university physics courses. The
deciding factors that contribute to the decision to pursue physics are discussed
using data collected from students at the University of Edinburgh. For those
students who have made the decision to enrol in the physics degree programme
there exists evidence of a gender gap in performance.
One of the main aims of an undergraduate physics degree programme is to
improve students’ overall understanding of physics concepts and develop their
ability to transfer this knowledge to solving problems presented in a diverse range
of contexts. The most common way of tracking the progression of students’
attainment is through the comparison of course grades. Such analysis has
reported the existence of gender differences in physics students’ performance on
different courses, a result which opens up many avenues for further investigation.
This can ultimately influence teaching methods used to target problem areas,
particularly in the first year of university, which can benefit both genders.
While the use of interactive teaching methods has shown an overall improve-
ment in students’ understanding after a semester of teaching at the University
of Edinburgh, differences exist between the performance of males and females.
Comparisons of male and female learning gains are possible through the use of
concept inventory tests which measure the level of understanding of a particular
physics concept using multiple choice questions. These questions are created
specifically to target common misconceptions held by students. One of the
foremost examples of gender discrepancy is in relation to concepts of force and
motion, where it was found that females had consistently lower scores than males.
These responses were further explored with respect to the specific misconceptions
of students. Gender differences in students’ responses to a question and their
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confidence in their answer were two emerging themes that emerged from listening
to students’ problem solving strategies during interviews. For example, it was
seen that females were much more likely to show a high degree of confidence in
their incorrect answers than males.
Student performance on university courses was evaluated using a variety of
different assessment methods. This thesis compares students’ scores on course-
work, examinations, laboratory reports and in-lecture questions with respect to
gender. An evaluation of these results found evidence that females invariably
outperformed males on continual assessments, both in physics and other first
year science courses, but no consistent gender trends existed for examination
scores. In-lecture questions, which students answered using personal response
clickers, showed high learning gains by both cohorts, although performance levels
and gender gaps differed depending on individual questions.
The final area of research in this thesis explored students’ perceptions of their
degree experiences and their attitudes towards learning and studying physics.
Overall, students showed relatively high levels of thinking towards the subject
compared to experts in the field. The change in students’ attitudes towards study
over their first year of university was measured and indicated that, while students
previously showed a decrease in ‘expert-like’ thinking after two semesters, recent
years have showed no such drop in students’ positive attitudes towards studying
physics. Discussions with students, both in the early years of their degree and on
graduation from the degree programme, offered interesting insights into areas of
the courses which they found successful or alternatively in need of improvement.
Such results have implications for planning courses for future students.
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The under-representation of women in physics is of considerable concern at all
stages of the academic pipeline. Despite high achievement in school qualifications,
the number of girls making the decision to pursue physics in tertiary education
is low compared to many other sciences. Multiple factors can contribute to
a student’s decision to study a subject either at school or university [1, 2].
In order to encourage more students to study physics at a tertiary level, first
we must investigate the motivation for students’ interest in the subject, the
reasons which may cause that interest to wane and why this ultimately leads
to a disproportionate number of males entering physics. Gaining further insight
into students’ reasons for their degree choices may help inform instructors of how
STEM disciplines can be made more attractive to female students. In addition
to the gender disparity in participation levels, evidence suggests that, females
who have made the conscious decision to enrol on a university physics course
underperform compared to males in physics [3, 4]. Exploring the existence of this
performance gap and identifying areas which could be targeted to minimise the
gender difference in attainment are important for improving gender equality in
physics education.
Why there should exist a gender difference provokes ongoing speculation.
Some studies have suggested that this may be a consequence of innate cognitive
and psychological differences between males and females, for example gender
differences in spatial or visual reasoning [5]. There exist conflicting results,
with many arguing that small biological differences are not sufficient to explain
the under-representation of women or observed performance differences between
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genders [6, 7]. The focus of the research presented in this thesis is on identifying
where gender differences exist in university education, as measured by student
performance and attitudinal levels.
This thesis examines three key features in the university experience in order to
gain a wider picture of gender differences in the undergraduate physics population
and an understanding of how multiple factors contribute to the overall gender
disparity, specifically: participation, performance or attainment and students’
perceptions and attitudes to learning. Each of these areas has been investigated
to provide further insight into the gender issues surrounding physics education at
university. In this thesis, the focus is placed on exploring measurable differences in
male and female students’ conceptual understanding in physics, the change in the
magnitude of these differences as students progress through their degree, and on
investigating their experiences during their undergraduate studies. Results from
such research then can be used to inform future teaching methods and strategies
to support students’ academic studies.
While Physics Education Research (PER) is a developing area in the UK,
many North American institutions have well established research groups. The
majority of studies examined in the literature have focused on gender differences
in secondary school education or at North American universities, which have
different educational and instructional programmes to those in the UK. North
American universities also often have considerably different proportions of male
and female, and major and non-major, students taking first year courses. These
marked differences in the composition of introductory physics course cohorts
between North American and UK universities offer us the opportunity to explore
similarities and differences in student participation and attainment between the
two.
There is extensive literature on gender issues in science education, in particular
the discrepancies at secondary school level [8, 9, 10]. This study does not seek
to measure potential effects occurring in primary and secondary education that
may have influenced the already existing participation gap, but acknowledges
that there may exist differences in the backgrounds and prior exposure to
physics among the incoming cohort of students as they transition into university.
Therefore, the research questions focus on the gender discrepancies seen in our
undergraduate courses. Further understanding of participation gender gaps can
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be gained by asking if there is an evident gender difference in reasons for students’
interest in the subject or their expectations of their learning environment. The
issue of undergraduate performance consists of several different areas including
students’ conceptual understanding, misconceptions and the effect of assessment
type. Whether male and female students exhibit similar growth in conceptual
understanding after a period of instruction, and whether the difference between
gender performance is dependent on the format of the assessment administered,
also is approached in this study. Finally, this research questions how the attitudes
of undergraduates towards studying and learning physics change over a period of
time.
Each of the chapters in this thesis will provide information on the motivation
behind and results from each area of the study along with comparisons with
previously published data. In this introductory chapter, relevant literature will
be discussed with specific reference to the overarching research aims of this thesis.
1.1 Student participation in STEM subjects
It is widely recognised that there is a need to encourage more students to
pursue further study in all STEM (Science Technology Engineering Mathematics)
disciplines. The decline in levels of engagement in STEM subjects has led to the
initiation of local and national projects to raise the profile of STEM careers across
the UK [11, 12].
Ongoing concerns are emerging regarding a gradual downturn in students’
interest in studying physics in particular. The number of students taking physics
at secondary level in the UK has decreased dramatically over the last few decades.
In 1985 the number of entries to A-level physics stood at 47,000 (approximately
7% of all A-level entrants), falling to less than 28,000 (approximately 3.5% of
all A-level entrants) by 2006 [13]. As well as a reduction in the total number of
students studying physics at secondary level, there is strong evidence to indicate
an under-representation of girls in physics courses throughout Britain. A report
published by the Institute of Physics (IOP) about “Girls in physics” showed that
while the total number of pupils completing A-level physics increased by 5%
between 2011 and 2012, the proportion of girls remained relatively unchanged,
going from 20.5% to 20.9% [14]. Additionally, the proportion of females taking
3
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physics A-level examinations has remained much lower than that in other STEM
disciplines such as mathematics (41%) [15], chemistry (47%) and biology (57%)
[14]. Retention is also a factor in the gender imbalance, particularly the retention
of female students. For example, in 2010 the proportion of females dropped from
24% to 21.5% from AS level to A-level [15] and in Scotland from 27% in Higher
physics [16] to 23% in Advanced Higher [17].
There have been reports that enrolment in mixed or single sex schools could
have an effect on the gender uptake of physics courses by school pupils and on
females’ confidence [18]. Gill and Bell noted that males studying at a mixed school
and females in single sex education were more likely to choose to pursue physics
at A-level [1]. The authors commented that this may be due to both teachers’
and students’ expectations of it being a more male orientated subject. A recent
study by the IOP investigating gender participation in physics at secondary school
similarly found that girls attending a single sex school were 2.5 times more likely
to study physics at A-level [19]. Alarmingly, in 2011, 46% of secondary schools
in England had no girls taking A-level physics [19]. This IOP report, along
with other studies looking at the factors affecting participation and attitudes to
studying science and mathematics, comment that teachers and family members
play a crucial role in encouraging and supporting girls to study science [19, 20].
The gender participation problem is not confined to secondary education
and it is on the situation at university level that this thesis is focused. The
number of accepted applicants to degree courses in physics has been rising in
the last few years, but still remains relatively low, with 4,000 applicants in 2011
(0.93% of accepted applicants to all degree courses in 2011) [21]. There exists
a noticeable gender gap in the number of students enrolling in undergraduate
physics degree programmes in the UK. Statistics released by the IOP indicated
that the proportion of females entering first year undergraduate physics has
remained between 18-20% for the last 15 years [22]. Retention rates at university
are also an area of unease. The decline in physics students across secondary and
tertiary levels has been described as a ‘leaky pipeline’ [6]. Students, particularly
women, who were initially interested in pursuing a career in physics and other
sciences, are lost at various stages along this pipeline: in the transition from
secondary school to university; over the course of their university degree; and
after completion of a science degree in entering a non-scientific career. In the
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UK many steps have recently been taken to encourage girls to pursue degrees in
the sciences including the introduction of projects such as Women into Science
and Engineering (WISE) [23] and Girls into Physics [24] which aim to promote
science in formative years.
Blickenstaff refers to several possible explanations for the gender discrepancy
in the uptake of STEM subjects and careers [6]. The influence of social and
cultural stereotypes, teacher and family encouragement, the absence of female role
models in the sciences, and the teaching environment of the science curriculum
which some suggest favours male students, have all been alluded to as potential
contributors to the observed gender gap in participation [4, 6]. An increasing
volume of research is being undertaken to determine what factors influence
attitudes and interests in science, the selection of physics as a degree course, and
factors affecting retention rates, both in the transition between secondary and
tertiary education and during university [25]. Whether there is an identifiable
gender dimension to these factors is an emerging issue and is touched upon
in Chapter 7, in which students’ reasons for choosing to take the first year
undergraduate physics course at the University of Edinburgh are explored to
determine if gender differences exist.
1.1.1 Stereotype threat
In addition to tracking student participation at different levels of study, some
studies have looked at social-psychological influences and effects of stereotypes
on the observed gender discrepancies in participation and performance in STEM
subjects [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. This is an extensive area of study with previous
research claiming that gender preconceptions and stereotypes can affect children’s
attitudes towards science as early in their education as primary school [31].
McAdams believes that stereotypical images formed at a young age establish
“attitudes and social expectations which are seldom modified by subsequent
experience” [31] and these stereotypes can go on to influence whether a child
chooses to continue studying a subject. Several studies have been done in the
last fifty years about students’ views of what it means to be a ‘scientist’ [32, 33].
When asked to describe or draw a scientist the majority of students visualised
a “white-coated man in a laboratory” with very few suggesting that the scientist
may be female [31, 34]. Despite continued promotion of science as a career, this
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stereotype of science as a male dominated field still persists.
As well as its potential influence on the uptake of STEM subjects by students,
stereotype threat has been linked to performance outcomes. A growing area
of research discusses the under-performance of minority groups due to negative
stereotypes relating to intellectual ability [29, 35]. In a paper published in 2010,
Miyake et al looked at how a simple intervention consisting of a short writing
exercise could affect the performance of women on a Force and Motion Conceptual
Evaluation (FMCE) test [36] as well as an end-of-course examination [37]. It
was suggested that women may feel extra pressure to perform highly in case
a negative performance in an assessment may affirm performance stereotypes,
that men are better than women in the sciences. It was also noted that their
perception of their performance may continue to have a profound effect on their
performance on further assessments. This study, undertaken with students at the
University of Colorado, implemented the intervention at the start of the course
and again a week before the midterm assessment. In the 15 minute writing
exercise students wrote about the values which were most important to them,
such as family, friends and procurement of knowledge, and which were entirely
unrelated to the context of the course being taken. The authors stated that
when students “affirm their core values in a threatening environment, people re-
establish a perception of personal integrity and worth, which in turn can provide
them with the internal resources needed for coping effectively” [37]. The exercise
was introduced to students not as a gender issue but as a way to improve their
overall course performance. Students who completed the affirmation exercise
showed both a decrease in the gender performance gap on examination grades
(and a positive shift in grade distributions) as well as a complete elimination of
the gap on the FMCE. While a decrease in the gender gap was witnessed, it had
the negative outcome of disadvantaging males and decreasing male exam scores.
This values affirmation exercise was administered to students at the University
of Edinburgh, the results of which are discussed in Chapter 3.
Similar studies carried out looking at differences in male and female perfor-
mances on maths diagnostic tests have shown improvements in the gender gap if
an affirmation statement is presented prior to the assessment [26, 27]. A study
by Martens el al investigated the effect of including a self-affirmation exercise on
females’ mathematics performance on questions dealing with spatial rotation [26].
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Women who were introduced to a negative stereotype underperformed compared
to males, whilst women who completed a form of self-affirmation performed
equally to males. The inclusion of the affirmation exercise did not show any
effect of increasing the male performance level. Claims that the gender gap could
be completely eliminated through the introduction of such interventions as the
values affirmation exercise were not universally witnessed [38]. The concept of
‘stereotype threat’ was further examined by Kost-Smith et al by repeating the
values affirmation exercise with students in another semester [39]. The study
was carried out in the same course as the original study with the same course
instructor. While they saw a reduction in the gender gap in exams which was
consistent with the original study, they did not see a replication of the FMCE
results from the first study. Females in the control group statistically outscored
both females in the affirmation group and males in the control group.
As well as the influence of stereotypes on a person’s confidence and potential
performance, students and academics may also be affected by ‘Imposter Syn-
drome’. The term ‘Imposter Syndrome’ is used to describe the psychological
phenomenon in which someone is unable to internalise personal achievements ir-
respective of external evidence [40, 41]. Rather than associating their success with
intellectual ability or competence, those experiencing the Imposter Syndrome can
feel a lack of confidence or guilt, often attributing their success to luck or chance.
It has been theorised that high-achieving females are more likely to feel that they
are undeserving of their success and adopt a mindset that they are an ‘imposter’
or ‘fraud’ in their work. In a study by Clance and Imes the beliefs of 150 women
were investigated. They witnessed the prevalence of the feeling of not being
intelligent enough for their current role [40]. Interestingly, they commented that
“In our clinical experience, we have found that the phenomenon occurs with much
less frequency in men and that when it does occur, it is with much less intensity”,
suggesting a gender difference in attitudes or confidence.
Stereotype threat may result from an overarching impression that science is
a stereotypically male domain. Increasing the prominence of role models may
help to overcome this barrier. A lack of female role models in physics, and
science in general, emanates from the fact that males comprise a significant
proportion of those employed in academia and science and technology related
fields [42]. This low proportion of women results in a possible misconception
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that science is stereotypically a male domain. Family members, teachers and
public figures can all have an impact in encouraging more females into STEM
subjects. The presence of high profile women in academia and science professions
can have the affect of altering girls’ perceptions of possible future careers [43].
However, Blickenstaff concluded that examining “issues like the presence of role
models in science is a way of looking at the environment that girls and women
encounter as they learn science. It seems that the presence of role models in a
science or engineering department would be unlikely to fix the problem of under-
representation of women, but could be one part of a solution” [6]. He makes it
clear that although the lack of female role models may have an effect on girls’
choices of future subjects to study at high school, or even choice of future careers,
on its own it cannot be held solely responsible for the gender disparity in science
participation.
1.2 Performance and attainment in physics
The first year of university is a key period in students’ education. During this year
students build on their previous school knowledge and develop their conceptual
understanding of key physics concepts. Students are exposed to a new learning
environment and teaching methods which differ considerably to those previously
experienced. This means that students need to adopt new learning strategies
and partake in more independent study. It is important to identify students’
initial level of comprehension and identify potential misconceptions. Studies
have investigated the idea that teaching strategies and pedagogical approach
have a measurable effect on students’ overall performance [44, 45]. In this thesis,
the progression of students’ understanding of physics concepts, and Newtonian
mechanics in particular, is explored. This is examined both from the perspective
of students’ understanding of physics concepts upon entry to university, measured
using conceptual tests such as the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [46] or Force
and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) [36], and from gender gaps in
performance in assessed coursework and examinations. In the following section
the use of conceptual inventories to measure student performance will be discussed
along with a review of literature discussing the effects of teaching and assessment
methodologies on student attainment and gender performance differences.
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1.2.1 Concept inventories
The development of concept inventories in science subjects has had a significant
impact on testing methods undertaken in science education research [47]. The
primary purpose of research-based inventory tests is their use by instructors
to gauge students’ understanding, or the change in this understanding, of
fundamental concepts within an area of study. By determining an initial reference
point to students’ understanding, lecturers and course organisers are able to test
the level of effectiveness a specific course has had on students, as well as judge
how effective any changes to teaching methods have been.
One of the most extensively employed tests of conceptual understanding is the
Force Concept Inventory (FCI) which was developed by Hestenes et al to measure
students’ understanding of Newtonian mechanics [46]. This diagnostic instrument
has been used as a benchmark for the creation of a range of concept inventories
employed in science education. There exists a diverse range of instruments
targeted at different subject areas [48]. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, results from
the use of three diagnostic tests, the FCI [46], the FMCE [36] and the Brief
Electricity and Magnetism (BEMA) test [49] are discussed. Results from the use
of these instruments in previously published studies are discussed in the following
sections. The design and validation of each of these instruments will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.2.2 Interactive engagement and Peer Instruction
Growing evidence exists to suggest that specific teaching methodologies can
increase students’ learning more than traditional lecture formats [50, 51]. In
a paper by Hake, in which he investigated the effects of different instructional
methodologies, he defined interactive engagement methods as “those designed at
least in part to promote conceptual understanding through interactive engagement
of students in heads-on (always) and hands-on (usually) activities which yield
immediate feedback through discussion with peers and/or instructors” [44]. For
comparison, traditional courses were classified as those making “little or no
use of IE [interactive engagement] methods, relying primarily on passive-student
lectures, recipe labs, and algorithmic-problem exams” [44]. Hake used data from
6,542 high school and university students from 62 introductory physics courses to
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test the correlation between pedagogy and student scores on conceptual tests
including the FCI [46] and Mechanics Diagnostic test (MD) [52], as shown
in Figure 1.1 [44]. On this figure Hake plotted the percentage gain against
percentage pre-test score from the MD or FCI for each of the high-school,
college or university courses. Each course was defined as a ‘traditional’ course
or a course that made use of ‘interactive engagement’. Drawn on this figure
are slope lines indicating regions of low, medium and high gain. He found
that the average normalised gain1 in those that followed interactive engagement
techniques (<g>=0.48±0.14) was significantly higher than traditional lecture
courses (<g>=0.23±0.04), suggesting the efficacy of interactive teaching methods
in improving student learning compared to traditional methods. Although, as
seen in this plot, not all courses taught using interactive engagement methods
examined in Hake’s study demonstrated higher learning gains than traditional
courses, this result has been noted in studies undertaken in other disciplines
[53, 54].
Figure 1.1: Relationship between average gain and average pre-test score for 62 courses with
a student population of 6,542 [44].
1Normalised gain is defined as the change in score from pre-test to post-test as a fraction of
the total possible increase in score.
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Research conducted by Lorenzo et al at Harvard demonstrated the effective-
ness of such interactive engagement in closing the performance gender gap [55].
They employed the FCI to investigate the influence of different types of teaching
instruction on the gender gap in introductory physics over a seven year period
between 1990 and 19972. Their study focused on integrating Peer Instruction [50]
and collaborative problem-solving techniques into the lecture environment of an
introductory calculus-based physics course taken by non-major students. They
formed a comparison between three separate groups: traditionally taught classes,
those that were partially interactive (Peer Instruction in lectures but traditionally
taught tutorials) and those classed as fully interactive (Peer Instruction in lectures
and group problem solving in tutorials). When students commenced the course
there existed a statistically significant gender gap of 9-15%, with males performing
more highly than females. After a semester of teaching they found that post-test
FCI results indicated a decrease in the gender gap for both partial and fully
interactive classes, with the gender gap in fully interactively taught courses no
longer statistically significant. Female students also showed a higher absolute
gain than their male counterparts. Furthermore, they commented that particular
methodologies, such as the interactive engagement style of lecturing using Peer
Instruction introduced by Mazur [50], were more effective than others at reducing
the gender disparity in performance.
A study undertaken by Pollock et al at the University of Colorado showed
that the introduction of interactive engagement methodologies in calculus-based
physics courses was not sufficient to completely eliminate the gender gap in
performance on the FCI [3, 56]. Despite noticeable improvement between pre-test
and post-test scores by both cohorts, the gender gap was not fully closed, and,
despite a few cases arising where the gender gap was reduced, no statistically
significant reductions were seen in the gender gap. In the case of some courses,
the gender gap was statistically widened. Comparing this study to that done
at Harvard, two differences were noted: The FCI pre-test scores of the students
presented in this study were much lower than at Harvard, and the Force and
Motion Concept Evaluation (FMCE) test [36] was used in place of the FCI.
2The gender performance gap can be defined as the difference between male and female
performance and is arbitrarily defined as positive or negative depending on whether it is male
score minus female score or vice versa. Throughout this thesis the gender performance gap has
been defined to be the average male score minus the average female score.
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The authors proposed that differences in background preparation in physics
and mathematics of incoming students may partially explain the evident gender
disparities in performance and attitudes at university level. They speculated
that instructor effects, such as different levels of implementation of techniques
may contribute to the observed differences between semesters. A meta-study
by Madsen et al provides a concise review of studies undertaken to measure
the gender performance gap [57]. Results from courses have shown that the
implementation of teaching methods have in some cases resulted in the decrease
of, or even elimination of, the gender performance gap, although not all such
results were replicated in subsequent studies.
A form of formative in-lecture assessment is the use of electronic voting
systems (EVS). The introduction of electronic voting systems in science courses
has encouraged an increase in peer discussions amongst students both during and
outside classes and has been shown to increase student performance in different
subject areas [51, 58, 59]. Students are presented with a personal EVS device and
during the course of a lecture the instructor presents a question to the class and
asks students to individually vote on what they believe to be the correct answer.
After this initial vote students are then encouraged to discuss the question and
their choice of answer with neighbouring peers before participating in a second
round of voting. It has been noted that increases in students’ understanding of
topics can be improved both through listening to explanations from peers as well
as through actively explaining concepts to other students [60]. Presented within
Chapter 6 is a review of the use of interactive clickers in first year physics lectures
at the University of Edinburgh.
When considering the effectiveness of new teaching methodologies it is
important to recognise that different instructors may execute these techniques
differently with regard to interactive engagement methods such as Peer Instruc-
tion or collaborative problem solving [61]. The potential influence of instructors
on the changes in students’ performance as measured by conceptual tests is
also noted in a study by Docktor and Heller. Docktor and Heller presented a
decade worth of results from the use of the FCI in 40 classes with more than
5500 students and 22 different course instructors [62]. Averaged over all courses,
they too witnessed a gender gap prior to instruction, with males outperforming
females by more than 15%. After a semester of instruction, the gap decreased
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marginally to 13%, remaining statistically significant. They did however witness
a wide range of changes in the gender gap between pre-instruction and post-
instruction. The change in the gender gap ranged from -8% (narrowing of gender
gap) to +7% (widening of gender gap), and they hypothesised that this was
due to the influence of different course instructors in different semesters. Unlike
Mazur et al [50], Docktor and Heller observed a significant decrease in the existing
gender achievement gap only for those students with higher pre-test and post-
test scores, with no significant decrease for those with lower pre-test and post-test
scores. Despite both studies analysing courses which employed Peer Instruction
and interactive engagement techniques, a huge discrepancy was observed in their
results. This highlights the potential importance of instructor and student cohort
factors.
The introduction of interactive engagement methods in first year physics
classes at the University of Edinburgh has resulted in consistent high learning
gains over the course of a semester, as measured by conceptual tests [63, 64].
The difference between undergraduate populations in US and the UK offers
the opportunity to observe the gender imbalance in students from a different
academic background to those reported in previous studies. Results of first year
introductory physics students’ performance on concepts inventories are discussed
in Chapters 3 to 5.
1.2.3 Pedagogy and assessment
One of the key features of the research presented in this thesis is the comparison
of different assessment types in the exploration of gender differences. The
view that females are able to perform more effectively through group discussion
and interaction, while male students favour a teaching technique that promotes
a structured learning environment and one that enables them to work more
independently, is one that has been extensively researched [65, 66]. Stewart
stated that “physics has traditionally been taught in an abstract rule-dominated
way, which appeals more to boys than to girls” and that girls are more likely to be
influenced by the “perception of subject difficulty” than males [67]. The author
reported that, after sampling 128 A-level physics students, results on GCSE
exams proved to be more of an influence on the choice of A-level subjects for
females than males. Results suggested that a move towards a more interactive and
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collaborative learning environment may not only improve students’ performance,
but may benefit the learning approach of women in particular.
Over the course of their undergraduate degree, a student’s performance is
assessed through a variety of different methods, including continual assessment
and final examinations. The test performances of males and females has shown
differences depending on the type of assessment administered [3, 62]. This gender
bias in the format of assessment is not unique to physics but has been noted across
several disciplines [66, 68, 69]. For example, a study by Elwood noted that females
showed higher performance levels than males in coursework at GCSE level across
several disciplines including English, Mathematics and Science [66].
Different forms of assessment type at undergraduate level in physics were
examined by the University of Colorado in a study that looked at coursework
and examination grades separately to see if there was a gender bias [3]. For each
of the seven semesters examined, there was no significant difference in the total
course grade. Despite this, males were recorded to have outperformed females by
an average of 5% on examinations and females outperformed males on coursework
by approximately 5% [3]. In an earlier study, the authors note that in some
cases coursework assignments are designed to be collaborative with little time
dependence, whilst exams are individual and involve an element of competition
with a specific time constraint [56]. At Edinburgh, students are encouraged to
work on problems within peer groups during course tutorials prior to submitting
individual coursework assessments. Docktor and Heller also examined potential
differences between male and female performance on overall course grades [62].
Males on average scored 1.5% higher than females in undergraduate assessments,
but this gap increased slightly to 3.9% if only examination marks were considered.
They suggested that this increase may be due to the fact that the final course mark
takes into account lab reports and participation, and therefore may be influenced
by student diligence. A similar comparison between gender performances on
different types of assessment was examined using data collected at the University
of Edinburgh and will be discussed later in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
Steinberg and Sabella explored the difference between students’ answers on a
multiple-choice diagnostic test and exam problems [70]. While there was some
correlation between exam performance and performance on FCI questions relating
to the same context, there were questions on which student performance did
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not match. The authors hypothesised that one of the reasons for this may
be that the FCI relies on multiple-choice answering, whereas the end-of-course
exam comprises open-ended questions. They stated that, while most of the
incorrect exam responses related to possible answer options on the FCI, in some
cases students answered correctly on the exam but provided incorrect reasoning.
They commented that “it would not be surprising if the reason that some of the
students answered differently on the FCI and the exam was that the FCI triggered
responses (right or wrong) that would not have been produced by the students
on their own” [70]. This idea of students’ answers to multiple-choice questions
not reflecting their true understanding or reasoning of a topic is particularly
significant. When interpreting class scores instructors need to appreciate the
limitations of such diagnostic tests in quantifying students’ understanding, as
well as the need for further investigation into qualifying individual misconceptions
about certain concepts. Literature has also suggested that the use of multiple-
choice tests themselves may exhibit gender bias across different disciplines [71]. A
study by Bolger aimed to explore the previously published idea that male students
outperform females in multiple-choice tests and females perform more highly than
males on open-response questions due to a superior verbal ability [71]. Results
collected by analysing student performance on mathematics, Irish and English
examinations showed a gender differences in favour of males on multiple-choice
assessments for mathematics as well as languages.
1.2.4 Contextual bias of assessments
Although not examined explicitly in the research undertaken in this thesis, it
is acknowledged that potential contextual bias of questions used in assessments
can have an impact on student performance. Studies have noted that students
may be sensitive to problem contexts depending on how familiar they are with
the scenario described in the question [72, 73], with a review of existing research
of context-based physics instruction conducted by Taasoobshirazi and Carr [74].
McCullough stated that conceptual tests such as the FCI contain questions which
are heavily representative of stereotypically male contexts (for example rockets
and cannonballs) and therefore may introduce a further gender dimension to the
problem [75]. The author created an alternative version of the FCI, involving the
same fundamental physics, but using extreme stereotypical female contexts and
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altering all situations to refer to female physicists in each question. Initial results
suggested there was no significant change in female students’ scores who took part
in the test, but males taking the alternative version of the FCI had statistically
significantly lower scores. However, it must be noted that female scores were
close to the threshold score achieved by random guessing on a multiple choice
test, therefore these results should be treated with some caution.
1.3 Attitudes to Science
The role played by students’ attitudes to learning and studying physics on
their attainment and participation in physics, and science in general, has been
widely investigated and is recognised as a substantial factor in students’ learning
outcomes and can even influence their approaches towards studying their chosen
subject [76, 77]. The attitudes and beliefs of students about physics may have a
significant effect on their performance in the subject at university. A study by
House found that self-belief and expectations can be a good predictor of exam
performance [78].
As touched upon earlier in this chapter, the way students think about a subject
may stem from their preconceptions of scientists and the study of science at a
young age, gained through exposure to literature and media [31]. Studies have
shown that high school pupils often have different perceptions of scientists and
career opportunities depending on their gender [32]. Catsambis suggested that
in secondary school girls may possess a more negative attitude towards science,
despite performing at a higher level, and that males often consider it to be more
applicable to future careers [79]. A paper by Osborne contains a comprehensive
review of possible factors affecting the attitudes of pupils in STEM subjects and
the implications these may have on students’ performance [80].
A broad range of qualitative and quantitative techniques has been employed to
measure students’ interests and attitudes towards science. Traditionally this area
has been explored using qualitative interviews and questioning of why students
like particular subjects [80, 81]. Several survey instruments have been created
to quantitatively assess students’ beliefs. These include the Maryland Physics
Expectation Survey (MPEX) [82], the Views about Science Survey (VASS)
[83] and the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) [84].
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The development of such instruments has allowed for students’ attitudes to be
quantised at different intervals throughout a period of study, thereby enabling
the progression of these attitudes and beliefs to be observed.
The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) [84] is an
instrument developed by the University of Colorado to measure the attitudes and
beliefs of students about physics. The attitudinal survey has been extensively
used across North America [84] and more recently worldwide [85]. It utilises
a series of 42 statements marked on a 5 point Likert scale, in which students’
beliefs are compared to those of physics ‘experts’. The ‘expert’ response to each
statement was validated through both surveys and interviews with 16 physicists,
some involved in Physics Education Research, until consistent responses to all
statements were established [84]. A more thorough discussion of the development
and validation of the CLASS survey is presented in Chapter 2. In a paper
published by the physics education research group at the University of Colorado,
they distinguish between the ways in which experts and novices view physics,
stating: “Experts think about physics as a coherent framework of concepts which
describe nature and are established by experiment. Novices see physics as isolated
pieces of information that are handed down by authority (e.g. teacher) and have
no connection to the real world, but must be memorized” [86].
Extensive studies carried out by institutions in North America using the
CLASS survey have observed changes in introductory physics students’ level of
expert-like thinking after a specified length of teaching [84]. Results showed
that introductory physics students had differing views from ‘expert’ physicists,
and it was generally found that they become less ‘expert-like’ over the course of
an introductory course [84, 85]. This perhaps surprising decrease in measured
attitudes and beliefs was seen at many institutions in different subject areas,
both those that used traditional and innovative teaching methods [85, 87]. This
reported decline has become an established fact in the area of Physics Education
Research. There have, however, been published results showing an increase in
students’ attitudes when specific epistemologies have been targeted by changes
in the curriculum or learning environments [88, 89].
The University of Colorado employed the CLASS survey to understand
whether students’ ideas about what physicists believed differed from their own
opinions and whether these personal beliefs are affected by university instruction
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[90]. The authors asked students to complete the survey twice, once answering
the statements with respect to their personal beliefs and then again on how they
think a physicist would respond. It was found that students’ scores from the
perspective of a physicist were significantly higher than those when answering
the survey personally, suggesting that despite the fact that students know what
physicists believe about learning physics, they are not in agreement. While
students’ personal scores showed an overall decrease after a semester of teaching,
those from the viewpoint of an ‘expert’ remained relatively stable [90]. Overall,
despite women scoring lower than males in their personal CLASS results, they
showed a slightly higher perception of what they thought a physics ‘expert’
would believe. The reasons behind this observed decrease in students’ attitudes
towards science following instruction still remain unclear despite an increase in
research into attitudes and beliefs across a broad range of subjects. It has been
suggested that it may be linked to student confidence in their own abilities and
understanding [91].
In Chapter 7 the topic of attitudes towards study will be discussed, with
reference to the change in beliefs of first year students, as well as graduating
students’ views about their experiences of the undergraduate programme. The
CLASS survey has been used both in order to investigate the attitudes in first
year of study as was done in the original study by Adams et al [84], and to attempt
to establish a UK measurement of academics’ views of expert-like thinking.
1.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced several of the key issues surrounding gender disparity
in undergraduate physics performance as well as assessment measures employed
to determine the performance level and understanding of students. It is widely
reported in the literature that females are greatly under-represented in STEM
courses both at secondary and tertiary level, with research proposing that many
factors may contribute to the relatively low percentage of women in university
courses: stereotype threat, imposter syndrome, lack of role models and links
between students’ attitudes and their success. A large proportion of research
surrounding gender physics performance has been undertaken at a secondary
school level or within North American universities which have very different
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student demographics compared to UK institutions. This, alongside the fact
that students’ success in a course can impact whether they continue to pursue
this major, makes it important to further investigate the factors that do and
do not promote student learning in order to understand the gender gap and find
ways to eliminate it. While some evidence of differential performance of male and
female students has been documented, the gender differences in understanding
of particular concepts has been less well understood or investigated and will be
explored further in this thesis.
It is often asked why it is important to investigate gender differences in science
education. Increasing the number of science students is imperative for the growth
of industry and academia. Including a larger cross-section of the population,
particularly females, may increase the interest of future students and ensure
physics is more accessible and approachable to those who want to study the
discipline. It is imperative that a student’s interest is maintained as they move
up the academic ladder. For instructors in particular, it is important to know the
needs of the students at which a course is aimed and target areas in which the
attainment is unbalanced. We need to be able to identify areas in which females
are under-performing in order to help instructors to target difficulties students
have with particular concepts for construction of future knowledge concepts. The
results of such research can then be extrapolated to other disciplines.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
In addition to this introduction, this thesis contains a comprehensive description
of the methodology and assessment tools used in this research which can be
found in Chapter 2. Chapters 3-7 contain results collected throughout this
study in relation to the topics introduced earlier, discussed alongside results form
previously published studies. Chapter 3 focuses on results from a quantitative
study of students’ performance on conceptual understanding assessments at the
University of Edinburgh as well as results from a comparison with the University
of Hull and the University of Manchester. Chapter 4 comprises a question
by question analysis from a Newtonian mechanics diagnostic test. In addition
to this, student misconceptions are discussed in Chapter 5 through qualitative
analysis carried out on questions of conceptual understanding. Differences
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found in male and female coursework and examination results, both in physics
and other sciences, are discussed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 looks at both
student and academic attitudes and beliefs about learning and studying physics.
Finally, Chapter 8 contains discussion and conclusions of this thesis research and




The focus of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive description of the
educational context in which this study has been carried out as well as the
different methods used in the analysis of collected data. Throughout this study
different instruments have been implemented to investigate the existence of
gender differences in students’ performance and attitudes. This chapter serves
as a reference, introducing the conceptual understanding diagnostic tests and
assessment tools used. In addition to this, the statistical tests implemented to
establish the significance of the data will be compared and discussed.
2.1 Education Context
The majority of the results presented in this thesis have been collected from
students studying at the University of Edinburgh, with the exception of results
used in a comparison with two English universities (University of Hull and
University of Manchester), and results from UK members of the Institute of
Physics which are discussed in later chapters. It is therefore important to establish
the educational context and background of this institution as an environment in
which students are exposed to different methods of teaching and learning.
The University of Edinburgh is a member of the Russell Group of UK
universities focusing on academic research. Approximately 31,000 students are
enrolled on either undergraduate or post-graduate courses across the university,
of which almost 8,000 are within the College of Science and Engineering. Physics




The School of Physics and Astronomy consists of four Institutes: The
Institute for Condensed Matter and Complex Systems, The Institute for Particle
and Nuclear Physics, The Institute for Astronomy and the Edinburgh Parallel
Computing Centre. The school also has four research centres: the Centre
for Science at Extreme Conditions, the Higgs Centre for Theoretical Physics,
the UK Centre for Astrobiology and the Tait Institute. The wide range of
research interests of staff working within the school is reflected in the variety
of undergraduate degree programmes on offer to students. Students can enrol
on one of ten degree programmes, five of which are based within the School
of Physics and Astronomy and five of which are completed jointly with other
university schools. Those offered by the School of Physics and Astronomy include
Physics, Mathematical Physics, Computational Physics, Theoretical Physics and
Astrophysics. Each of these provides students with the opportunity to study
towards either a Bachelor of Science or to continue their studies for an additional
year as a five year integrated Masters of Physics degree qualification. In order
to progress onto the Masters programme students must first achieve a baseline of
no less than 55% overall in their third year. The masters year(fifth year) is often
viewed as a stepping stone for students considering studying a PhD following
graduation and consists of a substantial independent research project. The five
degrees offered jointly with other schools within the university are Mathematics
and Physics, Physics and Music, Physics with Meteorology, Computer Science
and Physics, and Chemical Physics. At the time of data collection for this thesis
only Chemical Physics offered the option of a Masters degree course, with all
other joint degrees ending with a Bachelor of Science qualification.
The majority of the research presented in this thesis has been conducted in
first year introductory physics courses. These courses offer the opportunity to
study students’ levels of knowledge at the point of entry to university, prior
to any university teaching. They have provided the chance to investigate
the possible impact of teaching methodologies implemented by members of
the Physics Education Research Group on learning. These teaching methods
and the use of diagnostic testing have enabled changes in students’ conceptual
understanding and attitudes to be measured through data collection using the
survey instruments discussed later in this chapter.
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2.1.1 First year course structure
The Scottish Bachelor’s degree has a typical duration of four years, with a first
year that is slightly broader than that in England. The first year class studied
here comprises both students for whom physics is a mandatory requirement
for their degree programme, mainly students on physics degrees but may also
include students on other degree programmes including Chemical Physics and
Geophysics, and those who are taking it as an elective. In their first year of
study students on the physics programme complete one third physics, one third
mathematics (although delivered by the School of Physics and Astronomy) and
one third a subject of their choosing.
The first year introductory physics course, ‘Physics 1A’, is an 11-week course
with a typical class size of 200 to 300 students. Approximately half of the students
enrolled on the course are studying with the intention of completing a physics
degree and the other half are taking physics as a chosen elective. We have defined
these students as ‘majors’ and ‘non-majors’ respectively for the purpose of this
study. It is important to note that these are not necessarily equivalent to ‘non-
majors’ at North American institutions, for which some comparable studies have
been carried out, as all students taking our first year physics course are required
to meet all entry qualifications for the course and thus differ only in that they
have chosen not to pursue physics as their final degree subject. The number of
‘non-major’ students choosing to study physics in their second year is very small
and all students in physics courses above this level are ‘majors’.
This course has for many years been a focal point for curriculum innovation
within the School, and details of the instructional design [93] and the role of
studio-based workshop classes [94] have been reported elsewhere. Recently this
course has included two further interventions: student-generated assessment
content (PeerWise) [64, 95] and the introduction of the ‘inverted’ classroom
approach [63, 96]. The move to an ‘inverted’ or ‘flipped’ classroom approach
rather than a traditional lecture environment involves all students completing
weekly reading assignments covering material which will be discussed in the
upcoming week’s lectures in addition to an online reading quiz completed prior
to the Monday morning lecture. This reading quiz consists of five questions
testing students’ understanding of the content from the reading assignment and
one question asking the students to comment on what they found difficult or most
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interesting about the reading material. The responses to the final question are
then collated by the course instructor and used as basis for the focus of lectures.
Students attend one hour lectures three times a week in addition to a three
hour weekly tutorial workshop. Personal electronic voting devices (‘clickers’) are
used during the lectures as an integral part of the inverted classroom approach
to engage students in discussion about topics as well as provide the instructor
with feedback on students’ understanding. The lecturer uses clicker questions
to promote discussion with the whole class, rather than a traditional lecture
format in which the instructor presents the course content to the class in the
format of a presentation. Routine gathering of data in first year physics classes,
allows a baseline to be established to which any changes that occur during the
teaching period can be compared. The use of in-lecture questions also provides
the opportunity for data collection, some of the results of which are presented in
Chapter 6 of this thesis.
2.1.2 Gender participation in physics
In order to examine gender issues in the undergraduate years of physics education,
it is essential to first understand the demographics of our student population. On
average, the physics undergraduate population at the University of Edinburgh
comprises approximately 24% females, compared to 40% in the College of Science
and Engineering and 56% across the entire university. Although low, this is
higher than the UK national average for first degrees in physics, which has
ranged between 18% and 21% since 2008 [21]. In this thesis, results were
collected for students between 2006-13. Table 2.1 shows the number of students
enrolled on the first year physics course (‘Physics 1A’) each year, as well as
the gender proportions for each year’s cohort. There was fluctuation in the
number of students taking ‘Physics 1A’ each year, between approximately 200-
300 students. The proportion of male students was consistently much higher
than female students, on average 76%, reaching 82% in the 2012-13 academic
year. Changes in the university recruitment method in 2010-11 have introduced
a selection process rather than recruitment policy which resulted in an increase
in the average entry qualifications.
Comparing this undergraduate gender profile with that of postgraduates and
post-doctorates, we find that there exists little difference between populations. Of
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Table 2.1: Number and proportions of male and female students completing the first year
undergraduate ‘Physics 1A’ course.
Year N Total N Males % Males N Females % Females
2006-07 239 179 74.9 60 25.1
2007-08 273 210 76.9 63 23.1
2008-09 291 224 77.0 67 23.0
2009-10 304 242 79.6 62 20.4
2010-11 207 146 70.5 61 29.5
2011-12 208 152 73.1 56 26.9
2012-13 295 241 81.7 54 18.3
approximately 150 PhD students in the School of Physics and Astronomy, 26%
are female. Approximately 25% of post-doctorate researchers are female [97].
This is considerably higher than the UK national average of 17%. These figures
suggest that we see no evidence of a leaky pipeline between PhD students and
post-doctoral researchers, although the large number of postgraduates and post-
doctorates that enter from other institutions means we need to be cautious about
how we interpret the leaky pipeline with respect to the University of Edinburgh
population.
Table 2.2: Number and proportions of major and non-major students enrolled in the first
year undergraduate ‘Physics 1A’ course.
Year N Total N Majors % Majors N Non-Majors % Non-Majors
2006-07 239 114 47.7 125 52.3
2007-08 273 108 39.6 165 60.4
2008-09 291 167 57.4 124 42.6
2009-10 304 157 51.6 147 48.4
2010-11 207 91 44.0 116 56.0
2011-12 208 89 42.8 119 57.2
2012-13 295 99 33.6 196 66.4
As mentioned previously, not all students enrolled on the first year introduc-
tory physics course are intending to complete a physics degree. The proportions
of major and non-major students taking the introductory physics course in their
first year of study are shown in Table 2.2. On average the number of students
enrolled on a physics degree programme, approximately 45%, is outnumbered
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by the number of students taking it as an outside course. The proportion of
majors and non-majors has shown large fluctuations between academic years. In
particular, 2007-08 and 2008-09 showed an increase in the proportion of physics
majors in the class. In comparison, 2012-13 had a similar number of students on
the course, but a greatly reduced number of physics major students.
2.2 Pre- and post-test methodology
Integral to this study has been the use of pre- and post-instruction testing. The
administration of a performance or conceptual based assessment prior to and
after a period of instruction allows for the change in students’ performance over a
defined timescale to be measured. In many studies this occurs over one semester of
teaching, but longer timescales, such as in longitudinal studies, can be examined.
The pre-instruction assessment (‘pre-test’) acts as a baseline from which changes
in a student’s performance or attitude can be compared. Following a period
of instruction or intervention, a post-instruction test (‘post-test’) is used and
changes measured. Instructors must consider the timing of both of these tests, in
particular that of the post-testing. It has been proposed that differences in results
can be seen if students are tested immediately after the end of the instruction or
if they are tested after a few days or weeks [98, 99]. In this thesis pre- and post-
testing with the same students has been used in the administration of the Force
Concept Inventory [46], which measures students’ understanding of Newtonian
mechanics, as well as in the use of the CLASS instrument, which measures
the changes in student attitudes. It has also been used with the FMCE [36]
and BEMA [49] diagnostic tests delivered to second year undergraduate physics
students, discussed in Chapter 3.
Another method sometimes used in pre- and post-testing is the use of
isomorphic testing. This involves students being given a different post-instruction
test containing isomorphic questions relating to the same topic or concepts tested
in the pre-instruction test. It has been argued that students who are able to make
connections between two different problems with different surface features gain
the additional skill of being able to transfer their knowledge and therefore become
more expert-like in their problem solving ability [100]. The use of isomorphic
questions may also avoid potential concerns that the gains witnessed in student
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performance may be due to students remembering surface features of questions
when they did the pre-test. Isomorphic questions were not used in this study.
Any pre- and post- testing presented in this thesis was undertaken using the
same instrument prior to and post instruction to ensure consistency between
assessments and year group comparisons.
2.3 Tests of conceptual understanding
Diagnostic tests are frequently used in Physics Education Research to measure
the change in students’ understanding over a period of time. They can be
employed as an instrument for assessing the effects of new teaching methodologies
or interventions. Concept inventories are typically administered as multiple-
choice assessments to ensure the reproducibility of results across large cohorts
and between institutions. In many cases distractors used for each question have
been specifically chosen to highlight a specific idea or misconception held by
students. These misconceptions are often determined through interviews with
students or through open-response questions.
During their development the reliability and validity of the concept inventory
must be checked. A test is considered valid “if the skills or knowledge it measures
are directly relevant to the stated domain of the test. Validity cannot be assessed
statistically and is usually determined by a consensus of expert opinions” [101].
The validity of an instrument can be explored through three main areas: content
validity, construct validity and criterion validity. The content validity measures
the degree to which the instrument reliably represents the content it is created
to test. Construct validity refers to the extent to which the test measures what
it purports to be measuring. Criterion validity compares the outcome of the test
with that of other validated measures. The use of such validation techniques will
be discussed with respect to each individual concept inventory presented in this
chapter.
The reliability of each individual test item must be established alongside the
reliability of the test as a whole. A test can be considered to be reliable if
“one can have confidence that the same students would get the same score if they
took the test more than once. In addition, on a reliable test, a large fraction
of the variance in scores is caused by systematic variation in the population of
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test takers; students whose levels of understanding or mastery are different will
achieve different scores on the test” [101]. The reliability of an individual test
item can be determined using several statistical tests. A few of those which
were used in the original construction of the concept tests used in this thesis are
discussed below.
The difficulty level of a test item can be calculated using the Item Difficulty
Index (P). This is a ratio of the number of correct responses on the test item
(Ncorrect) to the total number of question responses (N). A higher P value indicates
that a higher proportion of students answered correctly. The Item Difficulty Index
ranges from 0 (no one answering correctly) to 1 (everyone answering correctly),
with an optimum value of 0.5 [101]. Naturally, there will be some variation in
the difficulty of test items, and in many cases an averaged difficulty index is used




The Item Discrimination Index (D) can be employed to determine the
ability of test item to discriminate between students with a strong understanding
of the material and those with less robust knowledge. The discrimination index
is calculated by counting the number of correct responses by students above the
median total score (NH) and similarly counting the number of correct responses by
those students below the median total score (NL). It ranges from -1 (all students
in the lowest performing group answer correctly but no one in the top performing
group is correct) to +1 (all students in the top performing group answer correctly
and no one in the bottom performing group is correct).The discrimination index




where N is the total number of responses. Similarly, D can be calculated using the
top 25% of student responses and the bottom 25% of student responses [101]. This
method eliminates the middle 50% of data and includes only the most consistent
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A Point Biserial Coefficient (r) measures the correlation between a
respondent’s score on an individual test item and their overall test score and
ranges between -1 and +1. Ideally all the test items on the concept inventory
should have a high correlation with the final test score. A high r value indicates
that a student who answers correctly on a test item is likely to achieve a high
overall test score. When calculating r for a particular test item the Item Difficulty
Index (P) is used along with the average overall test score of those who answered
that item correctly (X̄c), the average overall test score for the entire sample (X̄)







The Ferguson’s Delta (δ) is another example of a test statistic which looks
at how respondents’ scores are distributed over the total possible range of scores.
For a well designed test that has been created to distinguish between students’
levels of understanding it is expected that a wide range of final scores is seen. The
Ferguson’s Delta takes a value ranging between 0 and 1, with values greater than
0.9 deemed to show good discrimination [101]. It is calculated by comparing the
final scores of two respondents and determining the number of equal and unequal
scores within the sample. The Ferguson’s Delta is calculated as
δ =
N2 −∑ f 2i
N2 −N2/(K + 1)
where N is the total number of students, K is the number of test items and fi is
the number of occurrences of each score.
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A wide variety of multiple-choice diagnostic tests are available to test
conceptual understanding in different subject areas [48]. In this section three
diagnostic tests in Newtonian mechanics and electricity and magnetism will be
discussed, along with a brief overview of the validation processes used in their
design.
2.3.1 Force Concept Inventory (FCI)
One of the most extensively used assessment instruments is the Force Concept
Inventory (FCI) which was developed by Hestenes et al as a tool for measuring
students’ understanding of Newtonian mechanics [46]. The creation of this test
originated from the fact that students’ commonsense beliefs about force and
motion are often found to be incompatible with Newtonian mechanics concepts
[52]. A full version of the FCI diagnostic test can be found in Appendix A.
The survey has been employed extensively in institutions throughout North
America and more recently worldwide. The authors highlighted the three main
applications of the survey instruments. Firstly it can be used as a diagnostic tool
for assessing students’ misconceptions and to bring these to the attention of a
course instructor so that interventions can take place to instigate conceptual
change. Secondly, the FCI can be use as a measure of the effectiveness of
instruction. Administering this test both at the start and completion of a specific
course (as a pre-test and post-test) allows for it to be used as a measure of how
a specific course has affected students’ understanding of tested concepts. Finally,
the authors suggest that it could be used as a placement exam in conjunction
with the Mechanics Baseline test [102].
One of the key features of this instrument is that students are forced to
make a choice between commonsense misconceptions and Newtonian concepts
when choosing a multiple-choice answer. A ‘common sense knowledge state’ is
defined as knowledge originating from a person’s personal experiences and not
derived from formal physics instruction. The survey authors reported that the
concept inventory “is not a test of intelligence; it is a probe of belief systems”
and that incorrect responses are often more informative than correct answers
as they inform instructors of students’ preconceived beliefs. Halloun et al
created a detailed taxonomy of the misconceptions probed by the FCI [103].
These misconceptions were grouped into six categories: Kinematics, Impetus,
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Active Force, Action/Reaction Pairs, Concatenation of Influences and Other
Influences on Motion (Resistance and Gravity). The original FCI consisted
of 29 questions which probed six individual concepts relating to Newtonian
mechanics: Kinematics, Newton’s First Law, Newton’s Second Law, Newton’s
Third Law, Superposition Principle and Kinds of Force. Each inventory question
was associated with one of these concepts, with the exception of question 12 which
discusses both gravity and buoyancy (See Appendix A).
Validation of the Force Concept Inventory
The Mechanics Diagnostic Test (MDT) was originally administered as an
open-ended qualitative assessment to more than 1000 college physics students.
Students’ responses to each of the questions were then used to develop multiple-
choice answers probing the most common misconceptions by students [103]. The
content and face validity of the test were established by presenting the test to
both graduate students and physics faculty. Face validity looks at the extent
to which an assessment is viewed as covering the content or aims it has been
created to measure. In addition to this, introductory-level physics students were
interviewed to establish whether each question and its possible answers were
correctly understood. Students were asked to reiterate their answers from their
written test and did so “virtually without exception”, and therefore the reliability
of results was seen through the confirmation that students’ responses to the open-
answer and multiple-choice tests were highly comparable. The authors found that
test results indicated that the “students’ answers reflected stable beliefs rather
than tentative, random, or flippant responses”.
The FCI is heavily based on the Mechanics Diagnostic Test [52], with about
half the questions from the original version replicated from this assessment. The
reliability and validity of the FCI was not however fully re-established. Twenty
students were interviewed about their responses to the inventory items. Further
interviews with 16 graduate students highlighted a clear lack of understanding
of Newton’s Third Law, with several students unable to recognise the situations
in which it could be applied or draw a suitable free-body diagram. Two test
items were eliminated because it was found that many students had difficulty
understanding the wording of these questions. Test scores on the MDT and FCI
showed similar scores for similar student populations. A revised version of the
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FCI contains 30 test items. It was noted that this version has “fewer ambiguities
and a smaller likelihood of false positives” [44].
Hestenes et al issued this test to over 1,500 secondary school students and 500
university students and found that students from all participating institutions
had unexpectedly low pre-test scores. They went on to classify a score of 60%
on the FCI as an ‘entry threshold’ for Newtonian mechanics [46]. Below this
score Hestenes et al proposed that students have an insufficient understanding of
Newtonian concepts for effective problem solving. A follow up to this research set
a score of 85% on the FCI as a ‘mastery threshold’, where a student was classed
as having a full grasp of Newtonian mechanics [104].
In this thesis a revised and extended version of the FCI containing 33 questions
was used in the first year introductory physics course between 2006-10 [105]. A
copy of this test can be seen in Appendix B. After this time, we used the revised
version of the FCI containing 30 questions [46]. This enabled our results to be
more readily compared to those from other institutions both in the UK and in
North America. Quantitative results collected from first year students at the
University of Edinburgh and qualitative results from interviews with students
both here and in other UK universities are discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of
this thesis.
2.3.2 Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE)
The Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) is a conceptual survey
containing 47 multiple-choice questions probing understanding of Newtonian
mechanics [36]. These questions are arranged in five categories: Newton’s First
and Second Law, Newton’s Third Law, Velocity, Vertical Motion and Energy.
The FMCE uses a combination of graphical and verbal representations of one
dimensional force and motion. A full version of the FMCE can be seen in
Appendix C. As with the FCI, this assessment is traditionally used as a pre- and
post-instruction measure of the change in students’ conceptual understanding.
The multiple-choice answer options were established through free-response
answers and student interviews. Statistical tests of reliability were not formally
established by Thornton and Sokoloff, but instead an investigation into the
correlation between a student’s written responses and their multiple-choice
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answers was completed. A later study by Ramlo found that factor analysis and
content validity showed the assessment to be a reliable instrument for measuring
students’ understanding of force and motion [106].
A further study by Thornton et al compared test results from the FMCE and
the FCI [107]. They found that, although there was a very strong correlation
between average score on the two assessments, students typically had higher
scores on the FCI. They commented that the FMCE “provides a more detailed
measure of student understanding by virtue of a greater number of items covering
a narrower range of topics” whereas the FCI “is a good indication of student’s
ability to solve problems dealing with Newtonian mechanics” [46]. In this thesis
the FMCE was used to test the initial conceptual knowledge of second year
undergraduate physics students at the University of Edinburgh. Students had
previously completed a pre- and post-test FCI in their first year and therefore
would have been familiar with the concepts tested by the instrument. Results
from the use of this survey are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
2.3.3 Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA)
The Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment was developed by Chabay and
Sherwood to measure understanding of introductory concepts of electricity and
magnetism for calculus-based physics courses [49]. This instrument contains
31 multiple-choice test questions. A copy of this instrument can be seen in
Appendix D. It is not based around a specific curriculum but instead focuses
on topics which are typically covered in introductory calculus-based electricity
and magnetism courses and matter and interaction curricula. The majority of
items are qualitative, with a few quantitative questions involving only simple
mathematical calculations.
The validity and reliability of BEMA was explored through statistical tests on
item analysis and whole test reliability. When establishing the content and face
validity of the original assessment, the test was checked by eight faculty members
at Carnegie Mellon University who had taught on an electricity and magnetism
course within the last five years. The faculty members checked whether questions
dealt with topics which had been covered in the course on which they had taught.
Any questions that had not been covered by lecturers were eliminated from the
assessment. Subsequent testing was undertaken with a group of senior physics
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majors. An earlier version of the test contained both multiple choice questions and
short-answer quantitative questions. These short-answer questions were changed
to multiple-choice questions in the final version of BEMA. The reliability and
discriminatory power of individual test items were evaluated using five different
statistical tests including the item difficulty index and item discrimination. Full
details of the results of these tests can be found in the paper by Ding et al [101].
Results from the use of this conceptual test will be presented in Chapter 3 of this
thesis.
2.4 The Colorado Learning Attitudes about
Science Survey (CLASS)
This section aims to provide an overview of the key features of the CLASS survey
instrument. The CLASS instrument was first developed at the University of
Colorado by Adams et al in order to measure changes in students’ attitudes and
beliefs about physics over a semester [84]. A full copy of this survey can be found
in Appendix E. It was developed as an extended and more extensive version
of the Maryland Physics Expectation Survey (MPEX) [82] and the View about
Science Survey (VASS) [83]. It was first presented at the 2004 Physics Education
Research Conference (PERC) [108]. Unlike conceptual understanding tests, the
CLASS survey was created in order to provide a survey that specifically probed
individuals’ opinions and investigated how students thought about physics and
approaching physics problems. The authors stated that the statements were
written specifically to have a single interpretation and be suitable for use with
students over a range of ability levels and physics courses. The survey itself
has been subsequently modified for use in other science disciplines including
Chemistry [109] and Biology [110].
The attitudinal survey contains a series of 42 statements to which students rate
their level of agreement on a five-point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly
disagree. Student scores on this assessment can be analysed both as an overall
agreement score and on individual categories of questions. These categories
were determined through empirical groupings based on responses from students,
rather than groupings determined by survey creators based on characterisations of
student beliefs. Factor analysis was carried out at the time of the survey’s design
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to determine the series of categories in which questions could be grouped. In total
eight categories were defined; Personal Interest, Real World Connection, Problem
Solving General, Problem Solving Confidence, Problem Solving Sophistication,
Sense Making and Effort, Conceptual Understanding and Applied Conceptual
Understanding.
Students’ responses to the survey are directly compared to those of physics
‘experts’ and are therefore given a percentage of ‘expert-like’ thinking score. This
allows for students’ attitudes to be compared to those of physics academics and
also enable students for various cohorts and institutions to be compared to a
specific reference point. The validation of the expert responses is discussed in the
next section.
2.4.1 Survey design and validation
As stated above, the survey statements were originally based on those from the
MPEX survey instrument created by the Redish Group at the University of
Maryland [82]. In order to modify some of these statements to fit the guidelines of
the survey, interviews were carried out with both students and experts [84]. This
allowed for the statement wording to be such that it represented the vocabulary
used by students and therefore eliminated any ambiguity in the meaning of
each statement. For example, the authors stated that the word “domain” and
“concepts” were not prevalent in students’ explanations and should therefore be
avoided to make the survey accessible to a wide range of students. Similarly,
it was decided that the survey should not refer to specific courses to allow for
it to be universally applicable. In addition to this, new statements referring to
problem solving, personal interest and sense making and effort were created.
The survey contains a fail-safe question which states “We use this statement to
discard the survey of people who are not reading the questions. Please select agree
- option 4 (not strongly agree) for this question to preserve your answers”. This
statement allows for unreliable data to be omitted from further analysis, although
it does not necessarily eliminate survey results from students not taking the survey
seriously. For a student’s responses to be included in scoring, a minimum of 32
of the 36 statements that are scored must be completed.
Students’ responses are scored by determining a percentage favourable
agreement (percentage to which the student’s response is in agreement with the
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‘expert’ response) and percentage unfavourable agreement (percentage to which
the student’s response disagrees with the ‘expert’ response). Survey results are
given an ‘overall’ percentage favourable score as well as individual scores for
the eight categories mentioned above. The survey itself contains 42 attitudinal
statements, 27 of which have been included in the eight categories. A further
9 statements are included in the ‘overall’ percentage score. The 6 remaining
statements do not have a defined ‘expert’ response and “are statements that are
not useful in their current form” [84]. The survey authors have not offered further
explanation of why these statements have nevertheless been included in the final
instrument.
Answers to each of the statements are scored on a five-point Likert scale (from
Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree). The authors commented that interviews
with students highlighted that those students who chose the neutral answer to a
statement did so because they did not know how to answer the questions, had
no strong opinion, had different opinions from different physics courses they had
experienced, or were unsure whether to answer “what they think they should do
versus what they actually do in practice”. Because of this, the five-point scale
was treated as an ordinal scale, in which the difference between each possible
response is not an equal distance. Despite this, the five-point scale was collapsed
into a three-point scale (agree, neutral, disagree) for analysis. The authors stated
that students felt “that agree vs strongly agree (and disagree vs strongly disagree)
was an important distinction and that without the two levels of agree and disagree
they would have chosen neutral more often”.
The survey was validated using four different validation processes: face
validity through interviews and survey responses from both students and
physics faculty; construct validity with survey responses collected and analysed
from thousands of students from which statement categories were determined;
predictive validity from correlation of students’ incoming course performance and
beliefs; and concurrent validity comparing responses to expert results.
One key feature of the CLASS survey is that a student’s attitudes and
beliefs are directly compared to those of physics experts. The predefined expert
responses to each statement were determined through a series of interviews with
physics faculty members [84]. Initially three experts provided comments on
statements which could be interpreted in multiple ways. After this, a further 16
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experts took the survey and their answers compiled to give the ‘expert view’ used
in the survey scoring. Each of these experts was a member of the physics faculty
at the University of Colorado and had prior experience in teaching introductory
physics courses. Several of these faculty members were also involved in physics
education research, and all were male. Where there was not a general consensus
between the staff responses, discussion was used to try and agree on an expert
response. Their responses were mutually consistent for all but four of the CLASS
statements. These four statements were subsequently not included in any of the
eight categories and focused on students’ learning styles and beliefs about the
nature of science. The reliability of this expert response is investigated from a
UK perspective in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
The survey was further validated by conducting interviews with 34 students
across six different physics courses, including both major and non-major students
as well as students representing both genders and different ethnic backgrounds
[84]. Students first completed the survey before being interviewed about how
they interpreted each statement. One important consideration that the authors
explored was whether students answer the survey thinking about what they
themselves think about physics or whether they answer the statements in the
way they believe a physics expert should respond. This was investigated in a
study by Adams et al in which students were explicitly asked to answer each
question twice, once as themselves and once as a physics expert [111]. Results
showed that students did make a distinction between the two viewpoints. It
is therefore important, when administering this instrument, to make it clear to
students that they should answer the statements from their own viewpoint.
The CLASS survey was implemented in first year undergraduate courses at
the University of Edinburgh using pre- and post-test methodology. This enabled
any changes in students’ attitudes and beliefs towards physics to be measured
over a specific period of time. Further details of how it was implemented and




Quantitative data collected in this thesis has been analysed using tests of
statistical significance to determine whether observed changes in a cohort’s
performance or attitudes are evidence of real changes, or simply numerical
fluctuations. Tests were used to compare both pre- and post-test results of a
single cohort and to compare results from different populations. Data analysis
in this study has been conducted using Microsoft Excel and SPSS software, both
from integrated statistical analysis features and raw data calculations. Each of
the statistical tests used in data analysis in this project will be presented and its
uses discussed.
2.5.1 T-tests
A T-test is a parametric test used to determine whether the mean values of
two distributions show a statistical difference, where the underlying populations
are normally distributed. The t-test assumes a null hypothesis that the two
distributions are the same and that experimental manipulations have no effect
on the populations. If the null hypothesis is rejected, it can be assumed that
the means of the two samples are different because of different experimental
manipulation. In the case of results presented in this thesis, it is not the the result
of randomised controlled experiments, but an influence or relationship between
the variables being measured.









where x̄1 and x̄2 refer to the means of the first and second sample and n1 and
n2 are the sample sizes of the two populations. The standard deviation of the
results of the two samples is denoted by sd. In all results presented in this thesis
a confidence level of 95% has been assumed. Therefore, if the t-test results in a p-
value of p≤0.05 there is said to exist a statistically significant difference between
the means of the two samples.
When using a t-test one must also determine whether to use a one or two-
tailed t-test. The number of tails specifies the predicted direction of the measured
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difference between two groups. If there is no predicted direction made during data
collection or analysis, then a two-tailed t-test is used. If the hypothesis states
that the two data sets will differ from each other in a certain direction, then a
one-tailed t-test is used. In all cases presented in this thesis a two-tailed t-test
has been used.
There are two different types of t-tests that can be used depending on whether
the two distributions being compared comprise the same or different populations
[112]. The first of these is a ‘Paired t-test’ (‘Dependent t-test’). A ‘Dependent
t-test’ is used if the same population is tested over two different variables and
assumes that the distribution of the differences in the scores is normal. For
example, such a test is used when comparing the mean pre-test score of the male
population to the mean post-test score of the same male population. The SPSS
output from a dependent t-test provides both the Pearson’s r value and the two-
tailed significance. The test statistic t is calculated by dividing the differences
of the means of the two samples by the standard error of the differences. SPSS
uses the degree of freedom to determine the probability that this t value could
be obtained if the null hypothesis was true and denotes this as the two-tailed
significance value p [112].
An ‘Independent t-test’ is used to assess data where two different populations
are tested against a fixed variable. For example, this is the case when comparing
the mean pre-test score of a male population to the mean pre-test score of a female
population. Unlike for the Dependent t-test, there exist two possible output
options for an Independent t-test: equal variances assumed or equal variances
not assumed. The Levene’s test is used to test whether the assumption that
the variances in the two groups are equal holds true. If the Levene’s test shows
a significance of p≤0.05, then the variances are assumed to be unequal. The t-
statistic is calculated by dividing the difference between the means of the samples
by the standard error of the sampling distribution. For an independent t-test the
number of degrees of freedom is calculated by adding the sample sizes of the two
populations together and subtracting the number of samples. Once again the




The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test is used to test whether there
exist any statistically significant differences between the means of three or more
independent samples [112]. The ANOVA assumes that the distribution within the
sample groups is normally distributed. Completing multiple t-tests could result
in an increased chance of a ‘false positive’ result, showing statistically significant
differences between groups which do not exist. As the number of t-tests conducted
between samples (n) increases, the probability of finding a wrongly significant
independent result will also increase. This error arising from multiple statistical
tests on the same data is referred to as the familywise error.
Error = 1− (0.95)n
The F-statistic produced by the ANOVA compares the amount of systematic
variance to the amount of unsystematic variance [112]. The output of the ANOVA
test statistic cannot specify which samples are significantly different from each
other, but only indicates that at least two samples are different. Post hoc tests can
then be used to determine which groups show statistically significant differences
from one another. A ‘one-way’ or ‘two-way’ ANOVA can be used depending on
the number of independent variables.
2.5.3 Mann-Whitney U test
It is important to note if the data collected is not normally distributed. It is
possible to rely on the central limit theorem which states that if the sample
size is sufficiently large, the distribution of the sample can be considered to be
normal. Alternatively, a non-parametric test can be used. The Mann-Whitney
U test is a non-parametric t-test used to determine whether significant differences
exist between two independent groups when the dependent variable is ordinal
or continuous, but not normally distributed [112]. For the data included in this
thesis which did not demonstrate a normal distribution, the Mann-Whitney U test
was used. For example, scores on post-instruction FCI tests were not normally
distributed since scores on the post-test were close to the maximum, with little
fluctuation above the mean value. The Mann-Whitney U statistic compares
ranked data for each condition, with the U statistics denoting the difference
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between the two rank totals, taking into account the different sample size. The
smaller the U value, the less likely it is that the measured difference has occurred
by chance.




where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of groups 1 and 2 and R1 is the sum of the
ranks of group 2.
2.5.4 Kruskal-Wallis Test
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance test is used to determine if
the differences between three or more samples is significant by testing the null
hypothesis that all the populations have identical distribution functions. Unlike
the ANOVA test, it does not assume a normal distribution [112]. If the test shows
significance, a difference exists between at least two of the samples and a further
test must be used to determine which of the samples are significantly different.
As with the Mann-Whitney U test, the Kruskal-Wallis test is based on ranked
data. The test statistic is given by
H =
12





− 3(N + 1)
where N is the total sample size, ni is the sample size of a specific group and Ri
is the sum of the ranks of each group.
2.5.5 Chi-squared test
The Pearson’s chi-squared test can be used to test whether the observed frequency
distribution of a sample diverges statistically from the expected values under the
null hypothesis of no association. The expected values calculated for each cell








where n is the total number of observations in the table. The chi-square test
compares the distributions of the variable rather than just the mean of the
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This is distributed as a χ2-distribution with (Ncolumn − 1)(Nrow − 1) degrees of
freedom, and can test whether the observed value for the statistic is significant
by looking at the p value for the χ2 distribution. It has been used in this thesis
to compare the distributions of two samples to determine if they could be derived





As was explained in the introductory chapter of this thesis, there are a number of
factors influencing male and female academic performance in physics and other
sciences at undergraduate level. There is evidence to suggest that the pedagogy
of science classes can improve student performance and may result in a narrowing
of the observed gap between male and female attainment [44, 50, 51, 55, 62]. A
study conducted by Lorenzo et al during an introductory calculus-based physics
course at Harvard University showed that both male and female learning gains
increased after one semester following the instigation of interactive engagement
techniques and Peer-Instruction [55]. The pre-instruction gender gap was fully
closed at the end of the semester. This is not, however, a result that has
been universally reproduced and there is a suggestion that both instructor
effects and the background experience of students may be factors in explaining
observed differences [56]. We are motivated to re-examine the gender performance
difference in the context of UK physics undergraduates, in part because of the
lack of clear consensus in the literature, but more so because both the format of
university education and the education background prior to coming to university
are very different from those in the United States. In addition to this, many of the
studies that have been carried out at US institutions relate to courses delivered to
a cohort of students made up primarily of non-majors in physics. These courses
often have a gender profile atypical of those at UK institutions.
This chapter focuses on the measurement of students’ conceptual understand-
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ing in the first two years of university and on exploring whether students at
the University of Edinburgh show evidence of a gender performance discrepancy.
Students’ understanding of concepts of force and motion, as well as electricity and
magnetism, were measured using diagnostic tests. The change in performance of
first year undergraduate students at the University of Edinburgh will be discussed
with reference to data collected over seven consecutive years of conceptual
testing of Newtonian mechanics. First, the performance of the class as a whole
is reviewed, both prior to and after instruction. An in-depth study of the
quantitative changes in male and female conceptual understanding measured over
a period of instruction will also be presented, followed by conclusions from a study
comparing observed gender discrepancies at three UK universities.
The first year of study at Edinburgh allows students from other degree
disciplines to choose to enrol on first year physics courses as an elective. This
means that a high percentage of our first year physics students are not intending to
continue on a physics degree programme, despite holding similar school-leaving
qualifications to those intending to graduate from the School of Physics and
Astronomy. In this chapter the differences seen between these students and
those on the physics degree programme are compared. When comparing results
to those from previously published studies by institutions in North America,
it must be acknowledged that their ‘non-majors’ represent a very different
cohort of students. Whereas at the University of Edinburgh all students taking
‘Physics 1A’, including ‘non-major’ students taking it as a chosen elective, are
required to possess the entry requirement physics qualification, for students taking
introductory physics courses at US institutions a final year school qualification
in physics is not always essential. In many cases there is also a large contrast
in the number of physics majors in US and UK introductory physics courses.
For example in a study by Kost et al, they commented that only 6% of their
population were declared physics majors, whereas approximately 50% of the first
year cohort at Edinburgh are majors [3].
In order to address whether observed gender differences are unique to first year
studies or to the understanding of Newtonian mechanics, student performance on
conceptual understanding assessments in second year physics courses, focusing on
mechanics and electricity and magnetism, have been measured. The make up of
the second year cohort differs from that of first year in that almost all students
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taking the second year course are enrolled on a physics degree with only a small
number of students taking it as an additional course.
3.1 Conceptual understanding in first year
undergraduate physics
This section discusses a study of the change in the understanding of Newtonian
concepts of force and motion of the first year physics class at the University
of Edinburgh. When investigating students’ conceptual understanding it is
necessary to establish a foundation from where changes in performance can be
measured. As well as establishing the improvement of the class as a whole, this
study aimed to investigate the existence and extent of a possible performance
gender gap in the first year introductory physics course. Results presented in
the following sections, from a typical UK cohort of students in which females
are under-represented in the physics population, focus on changes in students’
performance on conceptual understanding tests after one semester of teaching.
In addition to evaluating differences between male and female students, it was
examined whether students enrolled on a physics degree programme performed
significantly differently to those who chose to study it as an elective.
3.1.1 Educational background of cohort
The first year physics cohort at the University of Edinburgh comprises students
entering from a variety of different educational backgrounds. Approximately 55%
of students enter from Scottish schools, 20% from across the rest of the UK and
25% are international students [113]. The difference in backgrounds means that
students are starting the course with a wide variety of different school leaving
qualifications: Highers, Advanced Highers, A-Levels and a small number with
Irish Leaving Certificate or the International Baccalaureate. Students from a
Scottish educational background typically enter with either Higher or Advanced
Higher qualifications awarded by the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA).
Students typically study five subjects at Higher level before proceeding to tertiary
education, although the majority of pupils remain in secondary education to
complete Advanced Highers in some of these subjects. Pupils from the rest of the
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UK (and in some independent schools in Scotland) complete Advanced Subsidiary
Levels (AS-Levels) and Advanced Levels (A-Levels) in their final years of school.
It is common for students to complete four or five AS-Levels in their penultimate
year, proceeding to choose three subjects to continue to A-Level. The format of
the A-level curriculum means that students are taught six modules over the course
of their two years of study. However the course modules for A-level subjects differ
depending on the exam board used in a particular school or region. Because of
the variation in the physics and mathematics educational background of incoming
students, including the content, assessment type and practical skills to which
they have been exposed, it must be expected that there exists some variation in
students’ prior learning, despite entering with broadly equivalent qualifications.
3.1.2 Methodology
As described in Chapter 2, the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) is one of the
most extensively used diagnostic tests of conceptual understanding in physics
and has served as a benchmark for the creation of a wide variety of instruments
and inventories in science education research [46]. The FCI is conventionally
administered to students twice, prior to instruction and again after the completion
of the course (pre- and post-test methodology).
In the 2011-12 academic year the decision was made to begin using the original
version of the FCI in place of the alternative slightly extended version (FCIext)
that had been in place since 2006 [105]. Although this does not allow a direct
comparison with previous years’ data from the University of Edinburgh, it enables
us to directly compare overall results and responses to individual questions with
both the literature and other institutions. FCI data has been collected continually
at the University of Edinburgh in the introductory physics course (‘Physics 1A’)
for the past seven years between 2006-13, although when introduced in 2006 the
FCIext was not fully embedded in the curriculum as part of a weekly assessment.
Pre- and post-test methodology was employed with the higher mark of the
students’ two attempts contributing 3% to their final course mark (equivalent
to one weekly coursework assessment). In addition to a change in the assessment
instrument, in 2010-11 active recruitment of physics undergraduate students was
replaced by a selection process which may have had an effect on the incoming
cohort of students, with higher entrance qualifications being introduced.
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The test is delivered online through the course VLE (Virtual Learning
Environment) system, with students given a time constraint of 90 minutes in
which to complete the test. The test remains open for students to complete at
any time over a week long period. Although students are encouraged to complete
the questions in the order in which they are presented, there is no restriction on
the order in which they are able to answer them before submitting the test.
The FCI consists of 30 questions which probe six individual concepts relating
to Newtonian mechanics: ‘Kinematics’, ‘Newton’s First Law’, ‘Newton’s Second
Law’, ‘Newton’s Third Law’, ‘Superposition Principle’ and ‘Kinds of Forces’.
A complete version of the FCI can be found in Appendix A. In answering
these questions students are compelled to choose between Newtonian concepts
of force and common misconceptions. Hestenes et al issued this test to over 1,500
secondary school students and 500 university students and found that students
from all participating institutions had unexpectedly low pre-test scores [46]. As
mentioned in the previous chapter, the authors classified a score of 60% on the
FCI as an ‘entry threshold’ for Newtonian mechanics. Further research set a
score of 85% on the FCI as a ‘mastery threshold’, which they believe indicates
that a student should have a full grasp of Newtonian mechanics [104]. These
classifications have allowed us a benchmark upon which to judge our students’
conceptual understanding at the point of entry. The FCIext administered between
2006-10 contains 33 questions of which 19 are consistent with the original version
of the FCI: testing the same concept, but with minor changes to wording or
representation. A copy of the FCIext can be found in Appendix B.
3.1.3 Simpson’s Paradox
The Simpson’s Paradox is a situation in which a trend or a statistical significance
between different sample groups disappears or is reversed when these samples
are combined into one data set. Similarly, a statistical significance may appear
when the data is broken down into different sample groups. It is particularly
important to consider this paradox when forming conclusions from individual
data sets which have been aggregated.
For example, if we observe male and female students’ scores in two different
year groups it may be found that males had a slightly higher score than females in
both cases. However if the data for each gender is combined across year groups,
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as shown by the hypothetical data in the table below, a different conclusion could
be made, with females showing a marginally higher average score than males.
Gender N Average Score
Year 1 Females 20 0.30
Males 30 0.31
Year 2 Females 30 0.40
Males 20 0.41
Gender N Weighted Average Score
Years 1 and 2 Females 50 0.36
Years 1 and 2 Males 50 0.35
The implications of the Simpson’s Paradox is particularly relevant when
discussing results of male and female physics majors and non-majors in section
3.1.8, in which small number statistics show different results between individual
year groups than in the combined data sets.
3.1.4 Whole class FCI performance
In this section the results collected from the FCI will be presented with reference
to the performance of the whole first year cohort. In this and all following results
only matched data points have been included in analysis; i.e. only students who
completed both the pre- and post-test FCI. As a result of this, the sample size
for each cohort is lower than the total number of enrolled students on the course.
The ‘Physics 1A’ course covers all the material tested in the FCI within the
first five or six weeks of the semester, with the remaining weeks focusing on energy
conservation, momentum and simple harmonic motion. Students are tested on
their knowledge of Newtonian mechanics both in weekly coursework assignments
and a midterm class test which comprises a past exam question. The FCI pre-test
is completed in week one of the first semester. The post-test is then distributed at
the end of the semester, approximately five weeks after formal teaching of these
topics has been completed.
Between 2006-10 the content of the ‘Physics 1A’ course, as well as the teaching
methods used, remained unchanged. A Kruskal-Wallis test was carried out on
the data to look for any statistically significant differences between the five sets of
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Figure 3.1: Mean pre-test and post-test scores for five consecutive years of the FCIext and the
combined 2006-10 data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(2006)=117,
N(2007)=190, N(2008)=190, N(2009)=228, N(2010)=133. N=858 for combined data set of
2006-10. Horizontal lines indicate the average FCI pre-test (blue) and post-test (green) scores
for the combined 2006-10 data set.
data collected from consecutive first year classes during this period. Average pre-
test scores between successive cohorts showed no statistical differences at the 95%
confidence level. The one exception to this was a statistically significant difference
between the pre-test results for the 2008-09 and 2010-11 cohorts (p=0.032).
Although there existed slight differences between post-test results, the five years
between 2006 and 2010 were combined to create a larger sample size and higher
confidence level in the statistical tests. The consistency of mean scores prior to
instruction is evident in Figure 3.1, which shows the percentage pre-test and post-
test scores for the five consecutive years of data alongside those for the combined
data set. In total, 858 students completed both the pre- and post-tests to form
the matched data set.
In each year, after one semester of teaching, students on average showed a
statistically significant increase in their conceptual understanding. Looking at the
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combined data set, it was found that students’ average pre-test score of 60(1)%
increased to 80(1)% by the end of the course. Here, and in all subsequent values,
the number in the brackets represents the standard error on the mean. It is
worth noting that, on average, students are entering with a level of conceptual
knowledge equal to that of the ‘entry threshold’ defined by Hestenes et al [46].
Each academic year showed large ranges in student scores, particularly in the pre-
test, as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The standard deviations of pre-test and post-test
scores were 18.3% and 15.7% respectively. This increase in FCIext scores offers
reassurance about the course effect on student learning and is in line with previous







































Figure 3.2: Histogram showing distribution of FCIext (a) pre-test scores and (b) post-test
scores for combined 2006-10 data set. N=858.
As a consequence of the decision made in 2011 to implement the original
version of the FCI in place of the FCIext, results from the 2011-12 and 2012-13
cohorts were considered separately from previous years. In addition to this, from
2011 onwards, the course implemented an ‘inverted classroom’ methodology in
lectures [63]. Looking first at the data sets independently, we can see that the
students in both the 2011-12 and 2012-13 cohorts entered their degree programme
with a level of conceptual understanding well above that of the ‘entry threshold’
for Newtonian mechanics (64(1)% and 69(1)% respectively) [46]. After one
semester of teaching the students’ scores exhibited a significant increase with
the class average increasing to 84(1)% for 2011-12 and 85(1)% for 2012-13,
comparable to the ‘mastery threshold’ of 85% [104]. Once again we saw a large
range in student scores. The pre-instruction standard deviation of 19.7% was
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reduced to 14.3% post-instruction. Once again the two data sets were combined
in order to create one larger data set (n=383) to increase the size and statistical
confidence of the sample. Figure 3.3 shows pre-test and post-test results from





















Figure 3.3: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2011-12, 2012-13 and the combined
2011-13 data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(2011-12)=161,
N(2012-13)=222 and N(2011-13)=383 for pre- and post- instruction data. Horizontal lines
indicate the average FCI pre-test (blue) and post-test (green) scores for the combined 2011-13
data set.
Over the course of the seven years in which the FCI or FCIext has been
used to assess first year students, the average whole class pre-test scores have
remained fairly consistent, with a slight increase in scores after the switch to the
original version of the FCI. The mean pre-test scores for each year ranged from
57.9% to 69.4%. One feature of particular interest was the modal score on the
post-instruction test. At the end of the ten week course we witnessed a ceiling
effect. A ceiling effect on an assessment occurs when a high proportion of the
population achieve maximum scores and there is very little variation amongst the
top performing students. Data collected in the post-test showed that results were
skewed towards the highest possible FCI scores. This post-test ceiling effect can
be seen in Figure 3.2 (b). For 2006-10 the modal score was 88% and for 2011-13
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the modal score was 97%.
The change in diagnostic test used, and therefore change in test questions, does
not allow for a direct comparison of the seven years of data. One way to compare
students’ improved conceptual understanding among different year groups is to
compare the average normalised gains of each population. Normalised gain is
defined as the change in score from pre-test to post-test as a fraction of the total
possible increase in score:
〈g〉 = 〈x〉post − 〈x〉pre
100%− 〈x〉pre
(3.1)
This is often considered a measure of instructional effectiveness, representing
the fractional improvement in understanding, as described in Hake’s study [44].
Presented in Table 3.1 are the average normalised gains for the first year cohort
in each academic year. The average normalised gains of each population are
particularly useful as students often begin with very different pre-test scores and
a comparison of normalised gains allows us to compare the improvement in overall
student FCI performance across year groups with different student populations.
Table 3.1: Average FCI normalised gains <g> for 2006-13 cohorts. The number in the









As discussed in Section 1.2.1, Hake’s study found the average normalised gain
for courses employing interactive engagement techniques to be <g>=0.48±0.14
compared to traditionally taught lecture courses which had a much lower than
average normalised gain of <g>=0.23±0.04 [44]. Our results showed that all of
the years considered demonstrated a normalised gain within the boundaries of a
‘medium gain course’ (0.7 ≥ <g> ≥ 0.3) as defined in Hake’s study, suggesting
an effective teaching/learning environment [44].
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3.1.5 Gender differences in performance in ‘Physics 1A’
In addition to looking at the scores of the cohort as a whole, a comparison was
made between male and female students’ FCI scores. Any differences seen can
be denoted by the gender gap, G, where the difference between male and female
mean scores is defined such that
G = <Xmale> - <Xfemale>
where X represents either the pre- or post-test mean score. The convention
adopted implies that a positive G indicates that male students are performing






















Figure 3.4: Mean pre-test and post–test FCIext scores for combined 2006-10 data set as a
function of gender. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(males)=623 and
N(females)=235.
Results showed that a statistically significant gender gap existed between
first year undergraduate physics students as measured by both versions of the
FCI. As can be seen from Figure 3.4, which shows results from the combined
2006-10 data set, the males outperformed the females, scoring on average 12%
higher than incoming females. This gender difference was found to be statistically
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significant using a Mann-Whitney U test (p<0.001). This suggests that females
may enter university with a significantly lower understanding of key Newtonian
concepts. After one semester of teaching, both cohorts improved greatly, as
expected by the overall improvement of the whole class cohort. However, male
students still performed on average 4% higher than females and the gender gap


























































Figure 3.5: Gender distribution of FCIext (a) pre-test scores and (b) post-test scores for
combined 2006-10 data set. N(males)=623 and N(females)=235.
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Further investigation of the pre-test scores of each gender cohort showed a
mixed familiarity with Newtonian concepts, with both genders having a wide
distribution of test scores, as illustrated in Figure 3.5 (a). Although it decreased
greatly, the significant gender gap persisted in the post-test results. Once again,
the post-test score distribution seen in Figure 3.5 (b), showed a slight ceiling





















Figure 3.6: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for combined 2011-13 data set as a
function of gender. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(males)=292 and
N(females)=91
Looking at data from 2011-13, shown in Figure 3.6, we see a similar pattern in
performance with respect to gender. There remained a persistent gender gap at
the end of the semester. Males outperformed female students by 11% as measured
in week one, reducing to just under 8% by the end of the semester, but remaining
statistically significant (p=0.012). This result is in partial agreement with the
study by Docktor and Heller who also found that the gender gap remained
significant post instruction, but the gender performance gap measured in their
study did not show as large a decrease between the pre- and post-tests (15.3% to
13.4%) [62]. Mazur et al found a statistically significant gender gap of comparable
magnitude (9-15%) when students started the course [55]. However, in contrast to
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our finding, after one semester of teaching they witnessed a complete elimination
of the FCI gender performance gap.
A point of interest is the comparison of normalised gains of both genders.
In most years, with the exceptions of 2006 and 2011, females had an equal or
higher normalised gain than males, as shown in Table 3.2. Over the seven years
studied, females showed an average normalised gain of 0.52 compared to 0.49 for
the males. This higher normalised gain may go towards explaining the decrease
in the gender gap over the semester, with females having a greater improvement
in their conceptual understanding. Once again all cohorts exhibited high gains
consistent with successful interactive courses.
Table 3.2: Average FCI normalised gains <g> for male and female students between 2006-13.
The numbers in the brackets indicate the standard error on the mean.
Year Normalised Gain Normalised Gain








3.1.6 Changes in the gender gap over time
As well as measurements of the gender performance of each academic year group,
the progression of the gender gap over the course of a semester was studied. By
comparing the FCI pre- and post-test scores for each gender for the matched
data sets, an indication of the change in the gender gap over a semester could be
determined. The change in the gender gap was defined as
∆ G = G(post−test) - G(pre−test)
where a positive value of ∆ G indicates a that gender gap between male and
female students has widened, and a negative value indicates that the gender gap
has narrowed.
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For all years in question the change in the gender gap was negative (Figure
3.7), indicating that the magnitude of the gender gap decreased after one semester
of teaching. The average change in the gender gap was calculated to be -6.38%.
The shift in the gender gap for each year lay within one standard deviation of the
average change in the gender gap. This further allowed for 2006-10 data to be
combined into a single data set covering the whole cohort. This observed change
in the difference between male and female performance is contrary to conclusions
previously found by Docktor and Heller [62]. Over a decade of teaching they found
that, while some semesters showed a decreasing gender gap, others resulted in a
widening of the gender gap.
Figure 3.7: Percentage change in the FCI gender gap for students enrolled on ‘Physics 1A’
between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Horizontal line indicates
the mean percentage gender gap over the seven years analysed.
3.1.7 Comparison of physics majors and non-majors
As mentioned earlier, only around 50% of students who take the ‘Physics 1A’
course are enrolled on a degree programme where their intention is to study for a
physics degree. Throughout all following sections, these students are referred to
as physics ‘majors’. The term ‘non-majors’ is used to refer to students who are
not intending to complete a physics degree, but are instead choosing to enrol on
the ‘Physics 1A’ course as an outside course. Of the 858 students who completed
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both the pre- and post-test FCIext between 2006-10, 854 could be classified as
‘major’ or ‘non-major’; 432 majors and 422 non-majors. The remaining four
students not included in the final analysis were visiting students on exchange
from international universities.
Figure 3.8 shows the pre-test and post-test percentage scores for majors and
non-majors averaged over all years between 2006 and 2010. Several points of
interest can be seen from this figure. First, a direct comparison of the two
populations suggests that physics majors and non-majors entered the course with
different initial levels of conceptual understanding of force and motion. Results of
a Mann-Whitney U test indicated a statistically significant difference (p<0.001)
between majors and non-majors in the pre-test FCIext. When students completed
the test in week one of undergraduate teaching, majors on average scored 62(2)%,
compared to non-majors who scored on average 57(2)%. Majors performed on
average 5% higher than non-major students. Another interesting point is the
change in the performance gap between major and non-major students. This
difference decreased to 2% after one semester of teaching, suggesting that non-
majors had a higher percentage improvement over the course. Despite this, the
gap between the two cohorts remained marginally significant (p=0.030).
The 2011-13 cohorts demonstrated a similar pattern in physics majors’ and
non-majors’ scores. A total of 383 students could be classified as ‘major’ or ‘non-
major’; 159 majors and 224 non-majors. The combined 2011-13 cohort contained
a lower proportion of physics majors than the previous combined data set, with
42% of students enrolling on a physics degree programme. Results from 2011-13
majors and non-majors, illustrated in Figure 3.9, showed higher mean pre- and
post-instruction scores compared to 2006-10. However, a different version of the
test had been used in these two year groups and new teaching methods introduced,
so it is not valid to draw any statistical comparison between these cohorts. When
comparing majors and non-majors in 2011-13, a statistically significant difference
was witnessed between the two groups prior to instruction (p=0.042). Students
who declared themselves as physics majors at the start of the semester scored
on average 4.5% higher on the FCI than those who completed the course as an
elective. Major students scored 70(2)% on the pre-test compared to non-majors
who scored 65(1)%. This statistically significant gap was completely closed by
the end of the semester and was no longer significant (p=0.456). Both major
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Figure 3.8: Mean pre-test and post-test FCIext scores for majors and non-major in 2006-10
combined data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(majors)=432 and
N(non-majors)=422.





















Figure 3.9: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for majors and non-majors in 2011-13
combined data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. N(majors)=159 and
N(non-majors)=224.
and non-major students showed improved post-test scores of 85(1)% and 84(1)%
respectively. We can note that the majors and non-majors had now reached a
level of Newtonian ‘mastery’.
Although this pre-test difference between the two groups may not be entirely
unexpected, it is interesting to note that major and non-major students enter the
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course having met the same minimum entrance qualifications and it is simply due
to their personal choice that non-majors have chosen not to enrol on a physics
degree but instead pursue another discipline. The higher pre-test scores between
2011-13 is a reflection of the higher performance level of the whole cohort on the
original FCI compared to the FCIext. Irrespective of this change, both combined
data sets showed comparable percentage differences at the start of the semester.
The normalised gains of each cohort are shown in Table 3.3. There was a
large variation in normalised gain amongst individual years between 2006-13. In
almost all cases cohorts of students not enrolled on the physics degree programme
had a higher normalised gain than physics majors. The one exception was 2009-
10 where physics majors had a significantly higher normalised gain than physics
non-majors.
Table 3.3: Average FCI normalised gains <g> for major and non-major students between
2006-13. The numbers in the brackets indicate the standard error on the mean.









Combined 2006-2010 0.50(4) 0.51(4)
Combined 2011-2013 0.47(4) 0.51(3)
As shown earlier in this chapter, the 2011-12 cohort had a much higher
normalised gain than that of 2012-13 students. Majors in 2011-12 had a
normalised gain of 0.52(6) compared to non-majors who had a normalised gain
of 0.58(4). This difference was not significant at the 95% level. Similarly, in
2012-13, the majors had a lower normalised gain of 0.43(5) compared to non-
majors who had a gain of 0.46(4). Results from the 2011-13 combined data
set showed a slightly higher, but not significant, normalised gain for non-major
students (<g>=0.51(3) for non-majors and <g>=0.47(4) for majors). This is in
agreement with the fact that we see a closure of the significant difference between
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major and non-major students’ performance on the post-instruction FCI test.
3.1.8 Gender analysis of physics majors and non-majors
After observing this difference between major and non-major students prior to
instruction, further investigations were undertaken to determine whether there
was a gender dimension to these results. Is the gender difference a result of a
difference between the performance male and female non-major students? Do
female majors and non-majors have a significant difference in levels of conceptual
understanding of Newtonian mechanics? The matched data were coded for both
subject major and gender. Once more, data for the five years 2006-10 were
combined to form one data set and considered separately from data from 2011-
13. Table 3.4 shows the number of students completing the FCI in each cohort
for each academic year.
Table 3.4: Number of students split by subject major and gender who completed both pre-test
and post-test FCI assessments.
Year Male Male Female Female
Majors Non-Majors Majors Non-Majors
2006-07 41 37 22 16
2007-08 54 83 25 28
2008-09 84 55 26 22
2009-10 98 78 24 27
2010-11 41 47 17 28
2011-12 50 66 18 27
2012-13 72 104 19 27
Combined 2006-2010 318 300 114 122
Combined 2011-2013 122 170 37 54
Examination of the pre-test and post-test scores for the FCI depicted in Figure
3.10 illustrated that there was a marked difference in performance depending
on both subject major and gender. Between 2006-10 male majors significantly
outperformed all other cohorts both pre- and post-instruction. The significant
difference that existed between male majors and male non-majors in the pre-
test (p<0.001) remained in the post-test results (p=0.023), although the gap
decreased. Similarly, a statistically significant gap (p<0.001) existed between
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male majors and female majors both at the start of the semester (15.2%)
and following a semester of teaching (5.14%). A statistical difference with p
value of 0.002 was found post-instruction. Unlike for males, female majors and
female non-majors showed no statistically significant differences in either pre-test
(p=0.877) or post-test scores (p=0.707), with scores almost identical for both
tests (51(2)%). Incoming male non-majors significantly outperformed female non-
majors by approximately 10% (p<0.001). After a semester of teaching, the gap
narrowed (3.3%) but remained significant with a p value of 0.047.
Looking at the 2011-13 combined data shown in Figure 3.11, it can be seen
that male majors outperformed all other sub-cohorts both prior to and post
instruction. This is in agreement with the results seen in the previous five
years. However, the difference between male majors and male non-majors was
not statistically significant. The significant difference (p=0.001) that existed
between male majors, who scored 73(2)% at the beginning of the semester, and
female majors, who scored 61(3)% pre-test, decreased but remained significant
(p=0.018), even after ten weeks of teaching. A similar pattern was seen when
comparing male and female non-major students. Male non-majors performed
significantly higher (p=0.028) than female non-majors pre-test, 69(1)% and
55(3)% respectively. This significant gap persisted in the post-instruction
assessment but reduced to 9.5%. The difference between male majors and female
non-majors was very evident. Male majors scored 17.7% higher than female
non-majors who under-performed compared to all other subgroups. Despite this,
there was no significant difference between female majors and female non-majors
either pre-test or post-test.
When data for each year’s cohort were examined separately, large variations
were seen from year to year, particularly with the performance of female non-
majors compared to other subgroups (Figures F.1 - F.7 in Appendix). In four
of the seven years examined, female non-majors underperformed compared to all
other cohorts in the pre-test administration of the FCI. The three years in which
this was not the case were 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2010-11. In 2010-11 female non-
majors outperformed both male non-majors and female-majors and there was
no statistical significance between any groups in the FCI pre-test, nor was there
any difference between male non-majors, female majors or female non-majors
at the end of the semester. These fluctuations could be a consequence of the
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Figure 3.10: Mean pre-test and post-test FCIext scores for male and female majors and non-






















Figure 3.11: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for male and female majors and non-
majors in combined 2011-13 data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
variation in number of female students who participated in the test. In 2010-11,
the proportion of female students rose to almost 30% compared to 20-25% seen
in previous years. Of these females, almost 60% were non-major.
Table 3.5 shows the normalised gains for each cohort. As seen when comparing
male and female students’ conceptual understanding performance in section 3.1.4,
female majors had a consistently higher normalised gain after one semester of
teaching than male majors. This difference was statistically significant (p=0.019)
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in 2009-10 but not in other years.
Table 3.5: FCI normalised gains <g> for each cohort split by subject major and gender. The
numbers in brackets indicate the standard error on the mean.
Year Male Male Female Female
Majors Non-Majors Majors Non-Majors
2006-07 0.36(8) 0.41(5) 0.37(7) 0.35(5)
2007-08 0.52(6) 0.56(3) 0.66(5) 0.65(5)
2008-09 0.50(4) 0.61(4) 0.53(6) 0.61(6)
2009-10 0.55(4) 0.49(5) 0.73(5) 0.53(7)
2010-11 0.31(7) 0.39(5) 0.39(6) 0.41(5)
2011-12 0.51(7) 0.61(3) 0.55(8) 0.49(9)
2012-13 0.40(6) 0.47(5) 0.54(7) 0.42(6)
Combined 2006-2010 0.48(2) 0.51(2) 0.55(3) 0.52(3)
Combined 2011-2013 0.44(5) 0.53(4) 0.55(5) 0.46(5)
3.1.9 Relationship between pre-test and post-test scores
Having found evidence of gender disparity in average scores on a conceptual un-
derstanding test of Newtonian mechanics which remained statistically significant
even after a semester of teaching, it was investigated whether male and female
students with similar pre-test scores also completed the course with equivalent
post-test scores. Results discussed in section 3.1.5 have shown both cohorts to
have high normalised gains between the two FCI assessments, with females having
equal or higher normalised gains in all but two years (2006-07 and 2011-12). In
this section an attempt was made to understand if this higher normalised gain was
the result of a high level of improvement by female students in the lower quartiles
of the class. Similarly, is the gender difference more distinct in a particular
quartile of students?
In order to understand the narrowing of the gender gap further, students were
binned into four bins, hereafter referred to as quartiles, based on their pre-test
FCI scores. Each quartile contained an approximately equal population size. For
each performance quartile the subsequent average post-test score was calculated
separately for both the male and female populations in each bin. Variations in
size of quartile populations resulted from large numbers of students scoring on
the boundary levels of each quartile.
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Figure 3.12: FCIext post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for combined 2006-10 data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from each gender cohort
represented by each bar. N(males)=623 and N(females)=235.
It can be seen from Figure 3.12, which shows 2006-10 male and female ‘Physics
1A’ students’ average post-test score as a function of their pre-test quartile,
that students who obtained comparable pre-test scores also had similar post-test
scores. Analysis indicated that there were no statistically significant differences
between genders in any of the four quartiles. Comparisons of this data with the
entry threshold value for Newtonian mechanics set out by Hestenes et al (60%),
showed that on average all subgroups of students achieved this level by the end
of the semester of teaching [46]. In fact, the mean scores of the top two quartiles
exceeded that of the Newtonian ‘mastery’ benchmark (85%) [104].
Data combined from the two years 2011-12 and 2012-13 (Figure 3.13) showed
that, although there was no evident gender gap between males and females in the
top three quartiles of the class, female students in the lowest quartile significantly
underperformed in the post-test compared to their male counterparts (p=0.001).
Females in this quartile scored an average of 68(1)% post-test compared to males
who scored 75(1)%. If we then consider all of the data sets, we see that females
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in the lowest quartile scored lower than males in five of the seven years analysed
(Figures G.1 - G.7).
Pre-test Score (%)




























Figure 3.13: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for combined 2011-13 data set. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from each gender cohort
represented by each bar. N(males)=292 and N(females)=91.
One of the key features of this analysis is the distribution of the male and
female cohorts across the four performance quartiles, as defined by pre-test
scores. A comparison of the two genders between 2006-10 showed that a much
higher percentage of female students fell into the lower pre-test score quartiles,
with 50% of females scoring less than 48% on the FCI when they began their
undergraduate degree, compared to only 23% of males (Figure 3.12). Conversely,
a higher proportion of male students (54%) achieved FCI pre-test scores in the
highest two quartiles compared to only 27% of females. In each year the male
population is distributed relatively evenly across the four pre-test quartiles. The
proportion of the female students in each quartile bin decreased as we moved up
the quartiles. This was also the case between 2011-13 as seen in Figure 3.13.
Once again 50% of the female population performed in the lowest performance
quartile compared to 21% of male students.
Students were rebinned into quartiles of approximately equal population size
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based on their post-test FCI scores, using the same approach discussed earlier
in this section. If we look at the ‘churn’ in the distribution of students between
pre- and post-testing, shown in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, we find that the majority of
students who scored in the bottom quartile pre-test also scored in the bottom
quartile at the end of the semester. In fact, the percentage of females who
remained in the lowest quartile is higher than that of males, particularly in the
combined 2011-13 data set (Tables 3.8 and 3.9).
These results may suggest that the initial gender gap seen between incoming
students is a result of this high proportion of lower scoring females, and that
the reduction in the gender gap witnessed after one semester of teaching may be
attributed to the fact that female students have a higher normalised gain than
males. Nevertheless, a high percentage of these females remain in the lowest
quartile. It may be tempting to suggest that this is due to these students simply
being weaker overall at the point of entry. Looking at students’ educational
backgrounds and school leaving qualifications, we find little evidence for this.
Although it is difficult to obtain data informing us of the physics and mathematics
modules completed by students in their final years of secondary school, entrants
to the physics course arrive with very similar, high level qualifications. In recent
years students are applying with straight As in their final school examinations.
Despite this, comparing students with the same grades may not accurately reflect
their prior exposure to concepts of Newtonian mechanics. In fact evidence
suggests that, across the UK, females outperform male students in school-leaving
examinations, including physics [115, 116].
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Table 3.6: FCIext quartile distribution of males in combined 2006-10 cohort. N(males)=623.
The percentage values represent the proportion of male students from each pre-test quartile
present in each post-test quartile.
FCI Post-test Q4 (≤23) Q3 (24-27) Q2(28-30) Q1(31+)
FCI Pre-test Nm=132 Nm=154 Nm=177 Nm=160
Q4 N=144 71 33 27 13
(≤16) 49.3% 22.9% 18.8% 9.0%
Q3 N=143 40 44 37 22
(17-20) 33.8% 43.2% 17.6% 5.4%
Q2 N=192 18 60 65 49
(21-25) 9.4% 31.3% 33.9% 25.5%
Q1 N=144 3 17 48 76
(26+) 2.1% 11.8% 33.3% 52.8%
Table 3.7: FCIext quartile distribution of females in combined 2006-10 cohort. N(female)=235.
The percentage values represent the proportion of female students from each pre-test quartile
present in each post-test quartile.
FCI Post-test Q4 (≤23) Q3 (24-27) Q2(28-30) Q1(31+)
FCI Pre-test Nm=84 Nm=45 Nm=58 Nm=48
Q4 N=118 61 18 24 15
(≤16) 51.7% 15.3% 20.3% 12.7%
Q3 N=53 15 16 14 8
(17-20) 28.3% 30.2% 26.4% 15.1%
Q2 N=49 7 10 14 18
(21-25) 14.3% 20.4% 28.6% 36.7%
Q1 N=15 1 1 6 7
(26+) 6.7% 6.7% 40.0% 46.7%
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Table 3.8: FCI quartile distribution of males in combined 2011-13 cohort. N(males) =292.
The percentage values represent the proportion of male students from each pre-test quartile
present in each post-test quartile.
FCI Post-test Q4 (≤23) Q3 (24-27) Q2(28-29) Q1(30)
FCI Pre-test Nm=61 Nm=106 Nm=88 Nm=37
Q4 N=62 34 19 5 4
(≤16) 54.8% 30.6% 8.1% 6.5%
Q3 N=74 25 32 13 4
(17-21) 33.8% 43.2% 17.6% 5.4%
Q2 N=82 2 38 34 8
(22-25) 2.4% 46.3% 41.5% 9.8%
Q1 N=74 0 17 36 21
(26+) 0.0% 23.0% 48.6% 28.4%
Table 3.9: FCI quartile distribution of females in combined 2011-13 cohort. N(female)=91.
The percentage values represent the proportion of female students from each pre-test quartile
present in each post-test quartile.
FCI Post-test Q4 (≤23) Q3 (24-27) Q2(28-29) Q1(30)
FCI Pre-test Nm=45 Nm=21 Nm=17 Nm=8
Q4 N=45 35 8 2 0
(≤16) 77.8% 17.8% 4.4% 0.0%
Q3 N=25 8 10 5 2
(17-21) 32.0% 40.0% 20.0% 8.0%
Q2 N=11 1 3 4 3
(22-25) 9.1% 27.3% 36.4% 27.3%
Q1 N=10 1 0 6 3
(26+) 10.0% 0.0% 60.0% 30.0%
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3.1.10 Effect of reordering questions
An alternative question asked of the observed FCI results is whether the gender
gap between male and female first year students is a ‘real’ gender feature or is
it an inherent feature of the concept inventory? Gray et al found that the order
of questions in a conceptual test could have a statistically significant effect on
students’ performance [117]. Their study investigated the effect of reordering two
FCI questions relating to Newton’s Third Law. The first of the two Newton’s
Third Law questions considered the forces between two accelerating objects in
contact whilst the second question referred to the same two objects moving
at a constant speed in contact with each other. When presented with the
accelerating scenario first, almost 10% of respondents stated that in the second
scenario there existed no force between the two objects travelling at a constant
speed. In contrast, when presented with the constant speed scenario prior to
the accelerating question, no students indicated that they believed there to be
no interactive forces between the objects. The statistically significant difference
found between these results suggests that question order is an important issue
for consideration. In order to explore this, two versions of the FCI were used in
the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years to test whether question order had an
effect on students’ attainment. One of these versions was the original FCI. The
second version featured the original FCI with the questions reordered randomly
(but clusters of questions that are connected to one another or refer to the same
diagram were maintained). For the full order of FCI questions in the random order
test see Appendix A. Students were randomly assigned to either the ‘Original
order’ or ‘Random order’ FCI and took the same version of the test both pre- and
post- instruction to ensure a fair comparison of any effects of this intervention.
In 2011-12 and 2012-13 the male students completing the ‘Original order’
FCI significantly outperformed female students completing the same test in both
the pre-test and post-test results (Table 3.10). There was no such significant
difference if we compared genders in the ‘Random order’ FCI for 2011-12,
although we saw a gender difference in 2012-13 students. Interestingly, a
difference in performance was found when comparing males students across the
two test versions in 2011-12. The male students who completed the ‘Random
order’ FCI performed significantly lower than the ‘Original order’ male students
(p=0.020) in 2011-12. This difference was eliminated by the end of the semester,
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Table 3.10: FCI percentage pre-test and post-test scores for ‘Original order’ and ‘Random
order’ FCI as a function of gender. Numbers in brackets represent the standard error on
the mean. In 2011-12 N(males ‘Original order’)=62, N(males ‘Random order’)=54, N(females
‘Original order’)=21 and N(females ‘Random order’)=24. In 2012-13 N(males ‘Original
order’)=90, N(males ‘Random order’)=86, N(females ‘Original order’)=22 and N(females
‘Random order’)=24.
Original Order Random Order
Year Gender N Pre-test (%) Post-test (%) Pre-test (%) Post-test (%)
2011-12 Male 116 71(3) 87(2) 63(3) 85(2)
Female 45 54(5) 76(4) 59(4) 80(3)
2012-13 Male 176 72(2) 87(1) 73(2) 87(1)
Female 46 56(1) 78(3) 60(3) 78(3)
with both groups scoring above 85%. Conversely, females students scored slightly
higher in the ‘Random order’ test in the same year, but the difference was
not significant at the 95% level. When this study was repeated in the 2012-
13 academic year, no statistical differences were seen in student performance
across the two versions of the FCI. This may imply that the results seen in the
previous year were a result of differences in the cohorts who had been randomly
grouped into the two tests. Whether this change in male performance is the
result of a change in the cohort is uncertain. It is possible that it is a reflection
of changes in the make up of the physics class compared to previous years; the
2012-13 class had a noticeably higher proportion of male students compared to
previous years (Table 2.1). Whilst the absolute number of female students in the
class remained almost constant over the two years, the number of male students
increased greatly. Additionally, the 2012-13 cohort had an increase in the number
of non-major students enrolling in ‘Physics 1A’. Although differences can be seen
between subgroups across the two tests, this does not necessarily imply causation
and may simply be the result of a statistical fluctuation.
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3.2 A three institution comparison of gender
differences in conceptual understanding
3.2.1 Aim of quantitative study
In addition to exploring gender differences in students entering first year at the
University of Edinburgh, it is important to understand whether these apparent
differences in male and female conceptual understanding are reflected in results
nationwide. In this section results are presented from a comparison of the
gender differences witnessed in performance in Newtonian mechanics at three UK
universities in 2011-121. Here results are detailed from pre- and post-instruction
testing using the FCI at three different UK institutions: University of Edinburgh,
University of Hull and University of Manchester [118]. This study aimed to not
only evaluate the existence, and possible persistence, of a performance gender gap
in introductory physics courses, but also to look at the test questions individually
for any significant gender differences that are common across all three institutions.
3.2.2 Implementation of FCI
All three universities have been using the FCI (or the variant FCIext) as an
assessment instrument within their first year introductory physics courses for
a number of years. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the University of
Edinburgh had been using the FCIext prior to 2011. All three institutions aligned
their processes in the 2011-12 academic year, on which the results in this section
are based, with each group using the original version of the FCI with first year
students.
There existed slight variations in the implementation of the FCI at each
university, as detailed in Table 3.11, for reasons of practicality and course
assessment. Both Hull and Manchester universities administered the FCI in paper
form and gave no course credit for student participation, with Manchester also
enforcing a time limit of sixty minutes. As mentioned in the previous section,
students at the University of Edinburgh completed the inventory test online with
1This study was undertaken in conjunction with the University of Hull and the University
of Manchester. Data from first year undergraduate students at the three universities were
compiled by, and the statistical analysis conducted by the thesis author.
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a time limit of ninety minutes. The best of their two attempts contributed an
overall 3% to their final mark.
Table 3.11: FCI implementation details at participating universities and contribution of
assessment to final course mark.
University FCI used Delivery Time Timing Contribution to
since mechanism limit pre- / post- final mark (%)
Edinburgh 2006a Online 90 mins weeks 1 / 8 3
Hull 2008b Paper none weeks 0 /10 0
Manchester 2008 Paper 60 mins weeks 0 / 6 0
a Between 2006 and 2010 a variant of the FCI was used with additional questions
(FCIext).
b Matched pre- and post-data were collected for the first time in 2011.
3.2.3 Institutional contexts
All three universities require students to have fulfilled specific school qualifications
in physics and mathematics before enrolling on first year undergraduate physics
courses, but there were slight differences between entry qualifications and cohorts
amongst the universities. Students in this study have completed a range of types
of school leaving qualifications and therefore their prior knowledge of the subjects
could vary depending on their examination modules.
Edinburgh
As outlined in section 2.1.1, the School of Physics and Astronomy at the
University of Edinburgh has an average intake of approximately 120 students
enrolling on the physics degree programme, with a total class size of 200-300
students in the first semester physics course (‘Physics 1A’). Of these students,
approximately 24% are female. The Scottish Bachelor’s degree extends to four
years, with the first year presenting a broader curriculum than in England. In
this first year a third of students’ courses are filled by those of the students’
choosing, with the remaining two thirds comprising compulsory courses for their
degree programme. In 2011-12 academic year the first semester course included
PeerWise and an ‘inverted’ classroom approach in lectures [63, 64, 95, 96].
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Hull
The first year physics course at the University of Hull has a general intake
of approximately 70 students, most of whom enrol with A-level qualifications.
Of the students in 2011-12, 10% were female. The introductory physics course
runs for 10 weeks in the first semester and employs both formal instruction and
interactive engagement teaching methodologies. The formal instruction is based
on a structured approach to the use of multiple representations in constructing
models, with the role of representations in evaluating, describing, analysing and
solving problems being emphasised. Results from the implementation of this
teaching model are discussed further in a study by Sands and Marchant [119].
Manchester
At the University of Manchester between 230 and 290 students enrol on the
first year undergraduate programme each year. Of these students approximately
20% are female. The 11-week Newtonian mechanics based course taken by
students in their first year employs interactive electronic voting, Peer Instruction
and Just-in-Time Teaching [96]. The implementation of these teaching techniques
has shown an increase in both student examination performance and overall
course satisfaction [120, 121].
3.2.4 Quantitative results from the FCI at three
institutions
The FCI was administered to each cohort before and after relevant instruction,
during which time all content tested by the FCI was covered. In results presented
in the following section, only matched pairs of data (data for students who had
taken both the pre- and post-instruction tests) were included. Once again, this
led to the sample size stated for each institution being lower than the total class
size. For the members of each cohort undertaking both a pre- and post-instruction
test, the pre- and post-instruction average percentage scores were calculated.
The three populations started the course with very different average pre-test
scores; ranging from 59(3)% to 76(1)%. A comparison between the cohorts was
made by calculating the overall learning gains for each university. Cohorts from all
three institutions showed substantial normalised gains (<g>) on the FCI, ranging
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from 0.41 to 0.55, comparable with those seen on ‘reformed’ courses in studies
reported in the literature [44]. These gains, presented in Table 3.12, provided
evidence to suggest that interactive methodologies used in these lecture courses
have led to high levels of student performance.
Table 3.12: Three institution student performance on the pre-test and post-test FCI in 2011-
12. Values in brackets are the standard error on the mean.
Institution Group N 〈x〉(%) 〈g〉 G p ∆G
Edinburgh Whole class 161 Pre 64(2)
Post 84(1) 0.55
Hull Whole class 46 Pre 59(3)
Post 76(2) 0.41
Manchester Whole class 258 Pre 76(1)
Post 88(1) 0.48
Edinburgh Male 116 Pre 67(2)
Female 45 Pre 57(3) 10.6 0.005
Male 116 Post 86(1) 0.57
Female 45 Post 78(3) 0.50 7.7 0.013 -2.8
Hull Male 40 Pre 62(3)
Female 6 Pre 43(6) 18.7 <0.001
Male 40 Post 77(3) 0.41
Female 6 Post 67(5) 0.43 10.1 <0.001 -8.6
Manchester Male 198 Pre 79(1)
Female 60 Pre 66(2) 13.1 0.015
Male 198 Post 89(1) 0.49
Female 60 Post 82(2) 0.46 7.5 0.050 -5.6
Despite these reassuring normalised gains in improved conceptual understand-
ing measured by the instrument, all three of the universities found a positive
performance gender gap (positive G) in pre-instruction test results, as shown in
Figure 3.14. This gender gap ranged from +10.6% to +18.7% prior to instruction.
Results collected after a semester of teaching are encouraging, with a narrowing
of the gap seen across all three institutions. However, the gap did persist and was
statistically significant (p<0.05). The change in the gender gap between post-test
and pre-test assessments ranged from -2.8%, at Edinburgh, to -8.6%, at Hull.
Despite each institution having different whole class mean scores on the pre-
instruction assessment, it is clearly seen in Table 3.12 that female students entered
the courses with lower FCI attainment. This was a result consistent across all
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Figure 3.14: Percentage gender gap for University of Edinburgh, University of Hull and
University of Manchester for pre-test (white) and post-test (hatched) in 2011-12.
three universities as well as with previous results found at University of Edinburgh
which have been discussed earlier in this chapter. The difference between male
and female scores was statistically significant at the 5% level both pre- and post-
instruction in each of the three institutions.
The distribution of students across pre-test scores and their outcome on the
post-test was investigated. To do this the same methodology as in section
3.1.9 was completed. Each institutions’ population was split into quartiles of
approximately equal size on the basis of pre-instruction test performance. Each
quartile was then separated into male and female subgroups and post-test scores
calculated. Figure 3.15 illustrates the results for each university’s gender-split
quartile performance on the post-test.
Absolute number of students varied considerably between universities due to
the overall cohort size. The total female population completing both rounds of
the FCI assessment at University of Hull was particularly small (Nf=6). For
the data from Hull, there were no female students in the top two quartiles and
the small sample (particularly of female students) means it is unreasonable to
try and draw conclusions from the distribution of the two gender populations.
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Figure 3.15: FCI post-instruction mean score for gender-split pre-instruction quartile groups.
Male students are represented by blue bars, female by green. Data refer to students from (a)
Edinburgh, (b) Hull and (c) Manchester. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
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Both Edinburgh and Manchester had larger sample sizes, but results showed no
statistically significant difference between post-test scores of the male and female
cohorts within each quartile group. Although females performed slightly lower
than males in the bottom quartile at both universities, this difference was not
significant. Despite this, we do note that mean post-instruction test scores for the
lowest scoring pre-instruction quartile barely exceeded the pre-test average for the
whole cohort at the corresponding institution. On average students in the lowest
quartile pre-instruction showed the lowest normalised gain post instruction.
By considering the proportions of male and female students in each of the
pre-instruction bins (Table 3.13), a greater understanding of the gender gap
can be gained. The fraction of male students in each of the four quartiles was
approximately equal, and furthermore this was consistent for the male student
cohorts from all three institutions. Males were distributed relatively evenly across
the ability range upon entry to first year, prior to any instruction taking place.
This was in direct contrast to the distribution of female students. The results from
2011-12, shown in Table 3.13, present a worrying picture about the distribution
of females across the whole class performance. Across all three institutions,
approximately half the female students in each of the institutions was in the
lowest quartile prior to instruction. These results reflect those seen at Edinburgh
over the five years prior to this data being collected and therefore show that this
is not a feature unique to the University of Edinburgh.
Table 3.13: Fraction of male and female students in each quartile group of pre-instruction
FCI scores for three UK universities. Ntot/M/F represents the number of students in total,
those who are male and those who are female, respectively. fM/F gives the proportion of male
or female students, respectively, who are in each of the four quartile groups Q1 (highest) to Q4
(lowest) expressed as a fraction of the total number of male or female students in the cohort.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Institution Ntot NM NF fM fF fM fF fM fF fM fF
Edinburgh 161 116 45 0.30 0.13 0.24 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.44
Hull 46 40 6 0.20 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.23 0.50
Manchester 258 198 60 0.21 0.03 0.30 0.20 0.29 0.27 0.21 0.50
An alternative way to analyse the data is to consider the transitions of students
between quartiles from the start to the end of the semester. Of particular
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interest is the behaviour of those students who begin the course in the lowest
ability quartile. Considering the Edinburgh data, we find that approximately
70% of students initially in the lowest quartile were also found in the lowest
quartile on the post-instruction tests, with all of the remainder elevated to just
the third quartile. For Manchester almost 60% of those students initially in
the lowest quartile on the basis of pre-instruction FCI scores, remained there.
This is of particular concern when we consider female students in this quartile.
Approximately half of females start in the lowest quartile, the majority remain
there, and for these students their post-instruction test performance remains, on
average, the lowest of all eight sub-cohorts for the larger data sets from Edinburgh
and Manchester.
3.3 Conceptual understanding in second year
undergraduate physics
Having established a consistent gender difference in students’ understanding
of Newtonian force concepts, it was investigated whether such differences
pertain only to first year courses or if gender discrepancies in understanding or
performance persist once students have progressed into the second year of their
degree program. It is important to note that almost all students taking the second
year courses are doing so as a requirement for their final degree course (majors)
and are therefore not choosing to take it as an outside subject. In this section
the performance of male and female students in two second year courses will be
discussed, with reference to data collected in the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic
years. Two diagnostic tests were used to probe student understanding as well as
form a baseline from which any effects that may have resulted from the use of a
values affirmation intervention could be measured.
3.3.1 Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE)
As described in Chapter 2, the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE)
assessment is a research-based assessment developed by Thornton and Sokoloff to
measure understanding of Newtonian mechanics [36]. The diagnostic instrument
contains 47 multiple-choice items. As with the FCI, the FMCE was presented to
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the whole class online using pre- and post-testing methodology. The choice of the
FMCE for use with the second year cohort resulted from a decision not to further
test first year students who were already participating in the FCI. Administering
both the FCI and the FMCE to the same cohort would conflict with any pre-
and post-testing carried out. The decision was taken not to use the FCI with
second year students because they had already been exposed to the test twice
(pre- and post-test) in their previous year of study and the high average post-
test results suggested that there would be little room for improvement in student
performance if used for a second year.
The FMCE was administered to the 2011-12 second year physics cohort at the
University of Edinburgh in week one of the academic year as part of the ‘Physics
2A’ course. This course covers material from three areas of physics: Dynamics
and Relativity, Waves and Geometric Optics. Students attend four one hour
lectures per week in addition to a three hour computational and data analysis
session and a two hour workshop in which they work on physics problems. The
degree examination is worth 70% of their final course mark with data analysis
contributing 20% and weekly assignments a further 10%. In 2011-12 this course
had a cohort size of 117 students; 80 males and 37 females.
3.3.2 FMCE results from whole class analysis
In total 94 students participated in the pre-test for a response rate of 80%. This
fell to a 52% response rate (61 students) for students completing the post-test.
Students were informed that their best score from their two attempts of the FMCE
diagnostic test would contribute to their written assessment mark, equivalent to
one weekly assignment. The average pre-test score for the whole class was 81(2)%
with a modal score of 44 out of 47, and average post-test score was 90(2)%, again
with a modal score of 44.
Only 48 students completed both the pre- and post-tests to form the matched
data set. Of these 29 were male and 19 were female. A Mann-Whitney U test
concluded that there were no statistically significant differences between the male
and female performance on the FMCE prior to instruction (p=0.228), although
male students performed slightly higher than female students; 84(3)% and 77(4)%
respectively. After 5 weeks of instruction both cohorts showed improvement in
their understanding. Post-instruction male students scored 91(2)% and female
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students scored 88(3)%. Once again this difference was not significant (p=0.463).
The average normalised gain for students was 0.33. Overall, males had a higher
normalised gain (0.38) than females (0.25).
It was concluded that the difficulty level of the FMCE was too low for the
students being tested and was more suitable for a first year cohort. Of the 94
students who completed the pre-instruction test, 73% achieved a score greater
than 80%. These high pre-test scores undoubtedly had an influence on the low
uptake by students on the second administration of the test. Figure 3.16 shows
the distribution of pre-test and post-test scores as a function of gender. It is
evident from the histograms that the majority of both male and female students























































Figure 3.16: Histogram of gender distribution of FMCE (a) pre-test scores and (b) post-test
scores for the 2011-12 cohort. N(males)=29 and N(females)=19.
Reported studies by Kost et al and Lauer et al both showed male students
outperforming females on FMCE pre-test scores [3, 38]. Looking at post-test
scores, Lauer et al reported an increase of 5.8% in the gender gap between the
two administrations of the test. Unlike the results from Edinburgh, Kost et
al found no change in the overall gender gap between the pre- and post-test as
averaged over several semesters of the course. However, they did record variations
in the gender gap for individual semesters.
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3.3.3 Second year understanding of electricity and
magnetism
The Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment (BEMA) multiple-choice test
was developed in 1997 by Chabay and Sherwood [49] as an assessment tool to
measure students’ understanding and retention of concepts of electricity and
magnetism. BEMA is a multiple-choice test consisting of 31 qualitative and
quantitative questions, with up to ten possible answer choices, covering a broad
range of concepts traditionally covered in an introductory electromagnetism
course. A full copy of the BEMA assessment can be seen in Appendix D.
BEMA was administered to second year physics students at the University of
Edinburgh in 2011-12 and 2012-13. In spring 2012 the BEMA was distributed
during the second semester ‘Physics 2B’ course for second year physics students.
This course comprised three sections; Properties of Matter, Electricity and
Magnetism and Quantum Physics. The BEMA pre-test was administered to
students in week 3 of semester, prior to teaching of the electricity and magnetism
section of the course. The post-test BEMA was taken by students five weeks
later (semester week 8). Changes in the curriculum in 2012-13 academic year
resulted in the creation of a new 10-week course, ‘Physics of Fields and Matter’.
Students were again presented with the BEMA assessment prior to instruction
(semester week 1) and at the very end of the course (semester week 10). In both
years the test was administered online with a maximum time of 2 hours given to
complete the test. The best of the students’ two attempts (pre-test and post-test)
contributed to their course grade, equivalent to one weekly hand-in assignment
(approximately 2% of their final course mark).
3.3.4 Whole class BEMA results
Only matched student responses were included in the analysis so that changes in
individual students’ performance between pre- and post-tests could be recorded.
This led to 54% of students being included in 2011-12 and 67% in 2012-13 analysis
respectively. Table 3.14 shows the percentage of each cohort included in the
matched data as a function of gender. The percentage of matched responses was
14% to 18% higher for female students than for male students.
Despite the structure of the second year electromagnetism course undergoing
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Table 3.14: Number and proportion of second year students completing both pre-test and
post-test administrations of BEMA.
Male Students Female Students
Year N cohort % cohort N cohort % cohort N cohort % cohort
2011-12 47 54% 27 49% 20 63%
2012-13 79 67% 57 63% 22 81%
a significant change between the 2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years, the prior
level of knowledge, as well as the material covered over the course of the
electromagnetism course, remained fairly consistent between the two years. This
was further reinforced by the consistency of the pre-test scores over both years.
There existed no statistically significant difference in pre-test scores between the
2011-12 and 2012-13 cohorts. On average students scored 46(3)% and 45(2)%
on the pre-test in 2011-12 and 2012-13 respectively. This is a higher pre-test
result than that seen in other published studies which find the average BEMA
pre-test score to be approximately 25% [101, 122, 123, 124]. In the case of the
data presented in this section, results from both years in which the BEMA was
administered have been combined in order to create one data set.
As can be seen in Figure 3.17, there existed a large range of scores pre-
test, with a standard deviation of 17.7%. This wide spread of results persisted
post-instruction, although there was evidence indicating that students in both
academic years improved greatly after the teaching period. Once again there
did not exist any significant difference between results from the two academic
years, with average post-test scores increasing to 68(3)% in 2011-12 and 67(2)%
in 2012-13. These results are slightly higher than those presented in previous
studies [101, 124].
3.3.5 Gender analysis of BEMA results
In order to determine whether there were any differences between male and
female students’ understanding of electricity and magnetism, the results from
the combined 2011-13 data set were analysed to find the average score for each
gender, as shown in Figure 3.18. The results prior to any instruction showed
no significant differences between genders, with male students scoring on average
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Figure 3.17: Histogram of (a) pre-test and (b) post-test BEMA scores from the combined
data set of 2011-12 and 2012-13. N(2011-13)=126. Curve indicates a normal distribution.
45(2)% compared to an average of 46(3)% for female students. Both males and
females on the course demonstrated an improved understanding of electricity and
magnetism after one semester. Male students reached an average score of 69(2)%
and female students a score of 63(3)% as measured by the post-test.
Other studies have observed the existence of a gender gap of the BEMA
assessment, with the gender gap increasing post-test [57]. The lack of a statistical
difference between males and females in our population is in contrast to results
found during the 2007 Fall semester at the University of Colorado [124]. In
their study a statistical difference was found in the pre-test scores, with males
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Figure 3.18: Graph showing mean (a) pre-test and (b) post-test BEMA scores for male and
female students between 2011-13. N=126. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
scoring more highly than females. In fact, this gender gap increased in the post-
instruction results. Previously reported results from a multi-semester study at the
University of Colorado indicated that in five of the eight semesters tested there
existed no significant gender differences at the 95% confidence level between male
and female pre-test BEMA scores [125]. The statistically significant gender gaps
that existed in the remaining semesters were much smaller than those typically
seen on the FCI or FMCE (males scoring between 2.6-3.6% higher than females).
Conversely, the post-test results showed a significant gender gap in all semesters.
These results differ from those seen in the Force Concept Inventory which,
as discussed earlier in this chapter, showed a significant and consistent gender
difference between male and female students both prior to and after instruction.
The absence of a measurable gender difference in conceptual understanding in
the second year course is perhaps suggestive of students’ exposure to certain
physics concepts prior to university. Students have minimal exposure to concepts
of electricity or magnetism prior to the instruction they receive during this second
year course, either in their first year as undergraduates or indeed at secondary
school. In contrast, Newtonian concepts of force and motion are a primary focus
of physics at secondary school level. These results may imply that a lack of
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prior teaching of electromagnetism has meant that they are less likely to have
formed preconceived ideas about this topic prior to this course. Both genders are
receiving their initial teaching of the subject at the same time, through the same
teaching methods.
3.3.6 BEMA question by question analysis
Despite no gender difference in the overall test scores of students, analysis of
individual items on the BEMA test showed large variations in the percentages
of males and females answering each question correctly. Figure 3.19 shows the
percentage gender gap2 for each question on the diagnostic test for both 2011-12
and 2012-13 academic years in the pre- and post-tests.
Although the second year course focuses on electricity and magnetism,
students are not given any formal teaching regarding electric circuits which
are tested in seven of the test questions. Despite this, it is expected that
students would be familiar with the content of these questions from previous study
at school level. When interpreting the statistical significance between gender
performance, one must be aware of the relatively small sample sizes, particularly
for females, in each of the year groups discussed.
Comparing results from the 2011-12 academic year with those from 2012-13
we see that, prior to instruction, males performed better on 15 of the questions
in 2011-12 and 19 of the questions in 2012-13. Depending on the test item, there
was a large range in the measured percentage gender difference of the number of
students answering correctly; between -33% and +33%. The sign of the gender
gap is, however, not consistent for each question between the two years; in 2011-12
males sometimes performed better on a specific question and in 2012-13 females
sometimes performed better on the same question and vice versa. The sign of
the gender gap was the same for both years in 17 of the 31 test items. The
large variation in the direction of the gender gap between year groups makes it
unclear whether these results are highlighting a true gender difference or are the
result of fluctuations or ‘guessing’ due to a lack of knowledge amongst students.
In this section the difference in male and female performance on a selection of
2The percentage gender gap has been defined as the percentage of male students answering
the question correctly minus the percentage of female students answering the question correctly.
A positive percentage gender difference indicates that a higher proportion of male students
identified the correct answer than female students.
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Figure 3.19: Percentage gender gap of students answering each question of BEMA correctly
(a) pre-test and (b) post-test. The percentage gender gap has been taken as the percentage
of male students answering the question correctly minus the percentage of female students
answering the question correctly.
items from the BEMA assessment will be presented in more detail, with reference
to questions showing contrasting changes in gender performance gap after one
semester of teaching.
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Question 13
Figure 3.20 shows Question 13 of the BEMA test. Students are shown a
diagram of a circuit containing an ammeter, a capacitor and a resistor in series
with a switch and are asked how the current in the ammeter will behave if the
switch is closed. From 2011-13 a total of 74% of students answered this question
correctly in the pre-test. In both years the gender gap was positive, indicating
that a higher proportion of male students answered this question correctly. The
gender gaps was 23% in 2011-12 and 11% in 2012-13. After a few weeks of
teaching the difference between male and female performance was almost entirely
eliminated on this item, with measured differences of only -1% and 2% in 2011-12
and 2012-13 respectively.
 Q12: Which of the following statements is true about the electric field inside the bulb filament?
(a) The field must be zero because the filament is made of metal.
(b) The field must be zero because a current is flowing.
(c) The field must be zero because any excess charges are on the surface of the filament.
(d) The field must be non-zero because the flowing current produces an electric field.
(e) The field must be non-zero because no current will flow without an applied field.
(f) The field must be zero for reasons not given above.
(g) The field must be non-zero for reasons not given above.
 Q13: The capacitor is originally charged. How does the current I in the ammeter behave as a function 
of time after the switch is closed?
(a) I = 0 always
(b) I = constant  0
(c) I increases, then is constant.
(d) I instantly jumps up, then slowly decreases.







Figure 3.20: Question 13 from BEMA. See Appendix D for complete version of test [49].
Question 14
Question 14, depicted in Figure 3.21, was the first of three questions pertaining
to the same diagram showing a uniform electric field. Students were asked to
identify the potential difference between two points in this field. Approximately
47% of students answered this question correctly at the beginning of the semester,
increasing to 67% after teaching. This question demonstrated almost no pre-test
gender difference between students in 2012-13 and only 8% more males than
females answered it correctly in 2011-12. In 2011-12 the gender gap increased
greatly to -21%. The negative percentage gender gap indicated that females
outperformed males. The 2012-13 cohort also showed a growth in the gender gap
to 9%.
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In a certain region of space there is a uniform electric field of magnitude E:








 Q14: The potential difference  = ?
 Q15: The potential difference  = ?















Figure 3.21: Question 14 from BEMA. See Appendix D for complete version of test [49].
Question 18
Figure 3.22 shows Question 18 of the BEMA test which asks students to
identify the charge enclosed in a cylinder. Students choose one of five multiple
choice statements to answer the question. This question was answered correctly
by only 44% of students in the pre-test. In both 2011-12 and 2012-13 females
performed more highly than males (a negative percentage gender difference).
In 2011-12 18% more females answered this question correctly than males and
in 2012-13 23% more females answered this correctly. Interestingly, the gender
gap narrowed after teaching to -6% in 2012-13, but in the previous year, males
outperformed females by 15% post-instruction.
Analysis of student performance on individual items of the BEMA test
suggests a lack of a clear pattern in the change in the gender gap over time.
A large proportion of questions showed a different sign of gender gap (positive or
negative) depending on the academic year studied. As a result, it is difficult to
draw definitive conclusions about any potential gender preferences for individual
test items from these two years of data collection. Irrespective of this, it can be
seen that an almost identical overall performance on the diagnostic test by males
and females is not reflected by identical performance on individual items on the
test. Male students are outperforming females on some questions and females
are outperforming males on other questions. Collection of data from future year
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 Q17: What is the magnitude of the potential difference between points A and B on the circuit, while 





(e) None of the above.
Here is a cylinder on whose surfaces there is an electric field whose direction is vertically upward, but 
whose magnitude varies as shown.
 Q18: The cylinder encloses
(a) no net charge.
(b) net positive charge.
(c) net negative charge.
(d) There is not enough information available to determine whether or not there is net charge inside
the cylinder.






E = 800 V/m upward
E = 400 V/m upward
E upward, magnitude varies
Figure 3.22: Question 18 from BEMA. See Appendix D for complete version of test [49].
groups may help to determine if the lack of gender gap on the test overall is a
continuing trend.
3.3.7 Values Affirmation study
A Values Affirmation exercise was administered in second year physics courses
in 2011-12 to investigate its effect on whole class performance as well as acting
as an intervention to potentially improve female performance and reduce the
overall gender performance gap. As discussed in Section 1.1.1, Miyake et al
investigated the use of a short writing exercise, in which students wrote about
their personal values, on improving the performance of female students on the
Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) [36, 37]. It was hypothesised
that many females experience additional pressure not to affirm stereotypes which
suggests that females are more likely to perform negatively compared to males in
sciences [37]. By engaging students and providing them with the opportunity to
affirm their own personal values in a non-threatening environment, it is suggested
that they build up personal coping mechanisms.
Previous studies have suggested that students with a high level of self efficacy
or belief in their own learning capabilities are more likely to show higher gains in
inquiry-based assessments. A study by Cavallo et al found that self-efficacy was
a positive predictor for both male and female students’ conceptual understanding
and overall course achievement [126]. Their study of an introductory physics
course for biology students also indicated that females had a significantly lower
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level of physics self efficacy throughout the course compared to males. Similarly,
a study by Shaw found significant differences between the self-efficacy of males
and females in non science major classes [127]. These gender differences may
contribute to observed differences in academic performance both at secondary
school and university.
The affirmation exercise was first used at Edinburgh in conjunction with the
FMCE. As mentioned previously, it was decided to administer this test to second
year students so as not to influence results collected from first year students
completing the FCI. These results proved inconclusive due to the difficulty level
of the FMCE proving too low, with almost 75% of students achieving scores of
at least 80% pre-instruction. The study was subsequently conducted during the
second semester ‘Physics 2B’ course. The BEMA test was used to establish a
baseline for students’ prior performance and administered again after completion
of this section of the course to measure student improvement.
3.3.8 Methodology
The Values Affirmation was disseminated during the tutorial session directly
following the closing of the BEMA pre-test. Students were randomly assigned to
either the ‘control’ group or the ‘values affirmation group’. All students sitting
at the same tutorial table were assigned to the same group to avoid students
recognising that there were two different forms of exercise.
At the start of the tutorial students were given a brief introduction informing
them that the purpose of the exercise was to encourage effective writing and
communication skills which become increasingly important as they progress
through their degree. The head of the physics tutorial workshop introduced the
exercise and told the students that they would not be writing about physics, but
instead would be discussing what values they feel are important to others and to
themselves. All teaching assistants aimed to minimise the possibility of students
discovering the difference between the control and affirmation exercises. Students
were asked to complete the exercise individually without conferring with their
neighbours. Participants were also told that they would receive short feedback
on their individual writing exercises in a future tutorial workshop. They were
asked to write their matriculation numbers on their work so that BEMA results
could be correlated with students in either the ‘control’ or ‘values affirmation’
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groups, although it was made clear that no one outside this study would see their
assignment and no course credit would be given for participation.
The first page of the assignment listed the twelve personal values used by the
original authors [37]. Those students assigned to the ‘value affirmation’ group
were instructed to circle two or three of the values they felt were most important
to them. Similarly, students in the ‘control’ group were instructed to circle two
or three values least important to them. The options were as follows:
• Relationships with family and friends
• Government or politics
• Independence
• Learning and gaining knowledge
• Athletic ability




• Spiritual or religious values
• Sense of humour
• Art
• Creativity
The second part of the exercise instructed students to describe in a few
sentences either why the values they had previously selected were important
to them (affirmation group) or why they might be important to someone else
(control group). Finally, students were again asked to look at the values they
selected. They were instructed to list the top reasons why these were important
to them or others.
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3.3.9 Values Affirmation results and correlation
with BEMA
Only 23 students from the 2011-12 matched BEMA data set completed the values
affirmation exercise. Of these students, 11 were male and 12 were female. As a
consequence of the small number of participants, it is almost impossible to derive
a clear conclusion about the effect of the affirmation intervention on student
performance. These 23 students were representatives of both the ‘control’ and
‘values affirmation’ groups; 14 control students and 9 values affirmation students.
Both these subgroups performed equally in the pre-test, as shown in Table 3.15.
Although the control group achieved a higher post-test score, the large standard
errors on the means resulted in no statistical difference between cohorts. The
very small numbers of students in each gender subgroup, in conjunction with the
lack of gender difference in the electricity and magnetism assessment, either prior
to or post instruction, makes it difficult to conclude if this had a preferential
effect on a specific gender of student. Further data collection is required in order
to establish if this intervention could have a desirable effect on closing observed
gender gaps.
Table 3.15: Results from BEMA diagnostic test for students who completed the Values
Affirmation exercise. Numbers in brackets represent the standard error on the mean.
N(male)=11 and N(female)=12.
Test Group N Pre-test (%) Post-test (%)
Control Total 14 43(4) 71(6)
Males 6 47(5) 74(9)
Females 8 40(5) 69(8)
Values Affirmation Total 9 43(8) 60(9)
Males 5 43(6) 68(12)
Females 4 44(19) 51(16)
Miyake et al found that applying the values affirmation exercise with students
from an introductory physics course resulted in a decreased gender gap, as
measured by the FMCE, for those students who completed the writing exercise
[37]. Students who were in the control group had a larger gender gap. A later
replication of this study with the same instructor and course did not result in
an improvement in the gender gap [39]. Results did suggest that females who
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completed the self-affirmation exercise outperformed females from the control
group on course examinations. This may suggest that similar interventions
are an area ripe for further investigation and may provide an opportunity for
improving the gender disparity in science courses. It is also important to be
aware of potential consequences of students’ attitudes and self-efficacy. Further
discussion of students attitudes to studying and learning physics will be presented
in Chapter 7.
3.4 Chapter discussion and summary
In this chapter diagnostic tests have been extensively employed to investigate
the performance of different first and second year undergraduate populations
on conceptual understanding assessments. As well as results from whole class
cohorts, analysis has been undertaken to compare physics majors and non-
majors as well as male and female students. The differences between these
populations have been measured to gain a clearer understanding of the existence
of such performance gaps as well as how the difference between male and female
performance changes over the course of their first two years of study.
Results from seven consecutive years of implementing the FCI in first year
physics classes have shown evidence for a clear and consistent gender gap at the
point of entry to university. In each academic year males entered the course with
a greater understanding of Newtonian concepts of force and motion than females,
as measured by the concept inventory. This difference cannot be explained by a
disparity in the school leaving qualifications of incoming students, who have all
achieved the necessary school results. In fact there is evidence to show that female
students outperform males in school-leaving exams, both in physics and other
subjects [116]. Hazari et al considered the impact of US high school education on
student performance and found that female students entering university physics
courses had a statistically stronger background in most subjects, although this
difference was not significant for physics, but nevertheless performed at a lower
level in the introductory courses than male students with the same background
[128]. Following a semester of teaching at Edinburgh, in which the level of
interactive engagement methods implemented has increased from year to year,
this gender difference narrowed. Although the existence of a gender gap has been
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widely reported in previous studies, these results suggest a worrying pattern
[55, 57, 62]. The statistically significant gender gap in our first year course
persisted post-instruction and the difference between male and female scores was
not entirely eliminated, with females still under-performing compared to males.
Results from a calculation of normalised gains for the whole cohort did suggest
that students showed an encouragingly high level of improvement over the course.
In five of the seven years females had a higher normalised gain than males.
The relationship between pre- and post-instruction scores showed that, on
average, students with similar FCI scores at the start of the academic year
tended to have comparable post-test scores. Although there was an overall gender
difference in conceptual understanding, no indication of a difference between
males and females scores in any of the four performance quartiles between
2006-10 was found. Data from 2011-13 showed that female students in the
lowest performing pre-test quartile significantly underperformed in the post-test
compared to male students. Interestingly, there was an observed discrepancy in
the distribution of students across the quartiles. Females were disproportionately
represented in the lowest performance quartile. What was particularly concerning
was that approximately 50% of the female cohort who completed both the pre-
and post-tests lay in the lowest quartile bin. Conversely, the male population
was distributed more evenly across the quartiles. Results suggested that a large
proportion of those who started the semester in the lowest quartile remained in
this quartile after a semester of teaching.
A comparison study showed that these results are reproduced at other
UK institutions and are not unique to the University of Edinburgh. Despite
differences in the educational contexts at the University of Hull and the University
of Manchester, as well as variations in method of delivery of the FCI to students,
all three universities showed high learning gains and a positive gender gap
between males and females before instruction. Similar to the results seen at
the University of Edinburgh, the gender gap narrowed after one semester, but
remained statistically significant. Taking into account the small number of
female participants at the University of Hull, again it was seen that at all three
institutions around half of females were in the lowest ability quartile prior to
teaching.
Looking at physics majors and non-majors, large differences in students’
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ability in conceptual understanding tests of Newtonian concepts of force were
seen. Physics majors entered with a significantly higher level of conceptual
understanding than physics non-majors, despite both cohorts holding the same
entry qualifications. One explanation for these observed differences may be that
students’ perceptions of their studies and course choices may influence their
motivation and thus their overall performance [129]. Non-majors may believe
that they should focus their studies on their compulsory degree courses and
may therefore view their ‘outside’ subjects as less important. The non-majors
considered in this thesis are dissimilar to those in North American studies. Non-
major students at the University of Edinburgh are required to have the same
entry qualifications as physics majors, the only distinguishing feature being that
they have not chosen to enrol on the physics degree programme. Both groups
improved over the semester but the performance gap remained significant.
Notable differences were also seen when comparing male and female physics
majors and non-majors. Male majors consistently outperformed other subgroups
in the pre-test FCI in each of the seven years analysed. In the 2006-10 data
presented in this chapter, a narrowing of the gap between male majors and
non-majors was seen, although the gap remained statistically significant post-
test. This is in contrast to results from the final two years of data where
the difference between male majors and non-majors was no longer statistically
significant after a semester of teaching. The gender gap between male and
female major students was also evident both pre- and post-instruction, with males
performing much higher than females, with the exception of 2009-10 when females
and males performed equally in the FCI post-test. Interestingly, there did not
exist a statistical difference between female majors and non-majors in the 2006-
10 combined cohort. Male non-majors did significantly outperform female non-
majors both at the start of the semester and after ten weeks of teaching. Large
variations in performance were witnessed from year to year. This was particularly
the case for female non-majors, who in 2010-11 outperformed both male non-
majors and female majors. There is reason to believe that the inconsistencies
between year groups may be an effect of the changing composition of the course
cohort. Changes in the recruitment method by the university existed. In 2010-11
a selection process was employed which may have had an effect on the incoming
cohort of students, with the introduction of higher entry qualifications for physics
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students. The gender profiles of each year group also showed variations. In
particular, the number of female non-majors in the final three years of data was
much larger than that of female majors (Table 3.4). These difference have been
taken into account when drawing conclusions from this analysis. In addition
to this we cannot directly compare FCI data between all year groups, since a
different version of the test was used.
As well as establishing differences in conceptual understanding in first year
physics cohorts, it was investigated whether evidence of similar performance
profiles existed in second year courses. Through the administration of two
diagnostic tests, one focusing on concepts of force and motion and one relating to
electricity and magnetism, it was seen that the tests did not elicit any underlying
gender differences between cohorts. Results collected from the distribution of
the FMCE in semester one suggested that the level of difficulty of the diagnostic
assessment was too low for the prior knowledge of the students and offered very
limited scope for students to improve after teaching. It is therefore difficult
to conclude whether the lack of gender difference observed is an underlying
characteristic of the cohort or the result of prior first year learning. Male and
females students both showed marked improvement on the BEMA assessment
after one semester. The level of understanding measured by the BEMA pre-
test scores was consistent, if not slightly higher, than that witnessed in previous
studies [57, 124]. The lack of a significant gender difference either pre- or post-test
suggests that both groups of students have similar levels of learning. The absence
of a statistical difference between male and female performance on the BEMA test
may suggest a further contextual dimension to the gender performance problem.
Unlike Newtonian mechanics which forms an integral part of the secondary school
syllabus and is the first physics topic to which most students are exposed,
electricity and magnetism are topics to which students have been given little
prior exposure, either during their secondary education or during the first year
of undergraduate physics teaching. Both genders are therefore introduced to this
topic at the same time.
One explanation for the difference between the observed gender results from
the first year FCI and second year BEMA results may be that females are
more likely to embrace a ‘common sense’ belief [103]. Research has suggested
that females are more inclined to try to relate physics concepts to ‘real world’
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situations, and in this process develop common misconceptions [52, 130, 131].
These misconceptions could then be manifested in results of the FCI. Secondary
school courses often use everyday examples to explain physics concepts, something
that is not relied upon when teaching electricity and magnetism. Although most
published studies report the existence of a gender gap on the BEMA test, in
favour of male students, the magnitude of this gap is, on average, much lower
than that seen on tests of Newtonian mechanics such as the FCI or FMCE [57]. It
it however unclear why female students might retain this world view to a greater
extent than males. These results may suggest that the gender gap is specific to
Newtonian mechanics, a topic more befitting to personal experiences.
The prevalence of common misconceptions is a concern. The work presented in
this chapter raises the questions of what misconceptions are held by students and
whether female or male students are more likely to embrace these. An analysis
of these misconceptions will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4
Question by Question Analysis of
Student Misconceptions
Students often enter introductory physics courses with well established miscon-
ceptions and common-sense beliefs about certain physics concepts, particularly
force and motion [52, 132]. Conceptual tests such as the Force Concept
Inventory have been designed and employed to measure the prevalence of these
misconceptions amongst student populations. In this chapter quantitative data
collected for individual items on the FCI are reported, followed by a more in-depth
study examining student response profiles.
When looking at the performance of first year undergraduate students at
the University of Edinburgh in Chapter 3, it was seen that students had a
statistically significant increase in their conceptual understanding of Newtonian
mechanics following one semester of teaching and this was consistent with other
studies. Despite this increase in whole class performance, the significant difference
between male and female students which existed at the point of entry to university
persisted at the end of the semester, with females still under-performing compared
to males. This observed gender gap was reflected in results collected from
two other UK universities [118]. The consistency of these gender differences,
which appear to be independent of the delivery method of the assessment and
teaching methods used in each of the universities, gives reason to question whether
the discrepancies arise from males performing more highly on specific inventory
questions or whether they originate from males outperforming across the whole
test.
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As discussed in section 1.2.4, it has been noted that student performance
on assessment questions can vary widely depending on both the concept being
tested and the context in which it is presented. In a study by Kohl et al students
presented with isomorphic questions showed different levels of performance
depending on the representation of the concept being tested [133]. Meltzer et
al found that student performance on questions testing the same concept varied
depending on the question representation, with some students’ answers showing
inconsistencies between different representations [134]. Noticeable differences
were seen between female and male performance on graphical questions on a
Coulomb quiz, with females performing more poorly than males [134].
With respect to gender differences, a study at the University of Wisconsin by
McCullough investigated the effects of changing the contextual representations of
FCI questions from what was considered stereotypically male contexts to overtly
female contexts [75]. Although female students showed no significant changes
in performance between the two tests, males taking the test based on ‘female
contexts’ showed a drop in performance. Results of this study however were
inconclusive due to very low overall FCI scores by the whole cohort. The existence
of observed gender differences at Edinburgh was not wholly unexpected with
previous studies showing changes in the performance gap between male and female
students [55, 62]. There has however been less study into identifying specific
differences in misconceptions between males and females.
Multiple choice tests force students to choose between the correct answer and
distractors, created specifically to highlight common misconceptions surrounding
physics concepts [135]. Presented in this chapter is a detailed examination of
students’ performance on individual items from the FCI. The following sections
build on the results obtained from the analysis of overall FCI scores in Chapter
3, looking more specifically at the multiple choice response profiles for each test
item. Proportions of male and female students choosing different distractors
are explored in order to investigate gender differences in levels of conceptual
understanding.
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4.1 Question by question analysis of the FCI
In order to fully understand the origins of the observed gender gaps discussed in
Chapter 3, further research is required to identify potential differences between
male and female students’ understanding of different physics concepts. Pre-test
results from the implementation of the FCI in our first year physics course showed
a wide range of student scores. This spread in performance was reflected in the
variation in number of correct responses collected depending on the specific test
item analysed. In this section an analysis of gender differences on individual
items of the FCI will be discussed with respect to first year undergraduate
students between 2006-13. For each of the questions on the FCI the number
and percentage of students who answered each question correctly was calculated.
The data was subsequently split by gender to look for any differences between
males and females. Because we were interested in performance on individual test
items, unmatched data was used in the analysis.
Looking first at data collected in the first year introductory physics course at
the University of Edinburgh between 2006-10, combined results for the pre-test,
shown in Figure 4.1 (a), illustrated that there was a lower percentage of correct
responses for female students compared to male students for all 33 questions.
This is in agreement with results from a calculus-based physics course at the
University of Minnesota [62]. There was considerable variation in the percentage
of correct responses depending on the question answered, indicating a greater or
lesser understanding of certain concepts. In the 2006-10 data set only 8 of the
33 test questions did not show a statistical difference at the 95% confidence level
between the percentage of male and female students answering correctly in the
pre-test. This analysis was repeated for the post-test results, and, in addition to
an overall improvement in student performance, a reduction in the gender gap
compared to that in the pre-test was seen (Figure 4.1 (b)). Females still had a
lower percentage of correct responses in all questions, but fewer questions showed
a statistically significant difference between the populations. In the post-test
results 19 questions showed no significant gender differences, again illustrating
the narrowing of the overall gender achievement gap.
Figures 4.2 (a) and (b) show the results from the equivalent pre- and post-test
analysis for the combined 2011-12 and 2012-13 year groups. Once again, males
had a higher percentage answering each of the questions correctly compared to
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: Percentage of correct responses for each question on the FCIext (a) pre-test and
(b) post-test for 2006-10 combined data as a function of gender. Error bars represent the
standard deviations on the means over five years. N(males)=692 and N(females)=247.
females. There was also a shift to higher percentages of correct responses in
the post-test results, as reflected in the overall scores on the FCI at the end
of semester one discussed in the previous chapter. Results from the combined
pre-test scores indicated that 13 of the 30 questions in the FCI demonstrated no
statistically significant difference between genders. This increased to 17 questions
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2: Percentage of correct responses for each question on the FCI (a) pre-test and (b)
post-test for 2011-13 combined data as a function of gender. Error bars represent the standard
deviations on the means over two years. N(males)=292 and N(females)=91.
in the post-test.
When comparing the 2006-10 and 2011-13 data sets, it is important to
remember that the questions are not identical (because two different versions
of the FCI were used) and, those that are approximately the same contain subtle
differences in representation or context and differ in the order in which they are
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presented. We can however note that, on both tests, there exist some items that
cause students more difficulty than others. Identifying such questions, and the
physics concepts they test, can be beneficial in helping improve both the gender
disparity and overall student conceptual understanding.
4.1.1 Item analysis from comparisons at three UK
universities
Work carried out in conjunction with the Universities of Hull and Manchester
in 2011-12 enabled the collection of FCI test data from three different first year
physics cohorts. As discussed in Chapter 3, an overall gender difference was found
on the FCI at each university, both prior to and after instruction. Pre- and post-
test data from these three universities were examined to investigate the changes
in the gender gap on individual items on the FCI over the course of one semester
of teaching [118]. Findings from this project showed large variations in gender
performance on individual test items.
Figures 4.3 (a) and (b) illustrate the gender gap in performance, for the
combined Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester data, on each of the 30 FCI items
for the pre- and post-test, presented as a plot of the proportion of male students
getting an individual item correct against the corresponding proportion of female
students who do likewise. Previous results, showing an overall gender disparity,
in which males significantly outperformed females, lead us to believe that we
should not expect the line of unit slope to represent a line of best fit to the data.
For a data point to reside on this line there must be an equal proportion of male
and female students answering that question correctly. It can be seen that the
majority of the data points in fact lie above the line of unit slope, indicating that
a higher proportion of males answered that question correctly than females. This
was not the case for Question 26 where a higher proportion of females responded
correctly than males in both the pre-test and post-test. In addition to this, results
from Question 19 in the pre-test indicated that 85% of both the male and female
populations identified the correct answer and therefore this question lay on the
line of unit slope.
These findings support our results from the University of Edinburgh between
2006-10 and 2011-13, discussed in the previous section, which showed a larger
fraction of male students getting a given item correct compared to females
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Percentage of male students versus the percentage of females students answering
each item on the FCI correctly on the (a) pre- and (b) post-instruction tests. Data represented
here is combined data from the University of Edinburgh, University of Hull and University of
Manchester for the 2011-12 academic year. The line represents where an equal proportion of
male and female students answer correctly.
students. It is also in agreement with results from Chapter 3, which showed males
achieving an overall higher FCI score. The improvement in student performance
is shown through the general shift upwards (to the top right of plots presented in
Figures 4.3 (a) and (b)) in overall correct responses. A narrowing of the gender
gap can be seen through the clustering of data points closer to the line of unity
in the post-instruction results. All but one data point still lay above the line
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of equality, illustrating that the gender performance gap remained measurable
at the end of the semester. For some questions the gender gap was statistically
significant in the post-test.
It was seen that the questions with the largest gender discrepancies are, for
the most part, questions answered more poorly by the whole cohort. Table 4.1
shows the percentage of male and female students who answered a selection of FCI
questions correctly in both the pre- and post-test. These questions, along with
several other FCI questions, were chosen to demonstrate the different gender
profiles seen on individual test items with respect to common misconceptions
and are discussed in detail in the next section. Although the pre-test scores
for each item differed amongst the three populations, with Manchester students
performing the most highly in almost all cases, it can be seen that the level
of performance and size of the gender gap is dependent on the individual test
question.
Table 4.1: Percentage of 2011-12 male and female students correctly answering particular
items on the pre-test and post-test. For Edinburgh N(male)=116 and N(female)=45. For Hull
N(male)=40 and N(female)=6. For Manchester N(male)=198 and N(female)=60.
Item Institution Pre-test (%) Post-test (%)
Males Females Males Females
1 Edinburgh 85 78 93 89
Hull 81 50 97 100
Manchester 92 83 95 97
2 Edinburgh 65 40 81 62
Hull 58 33 75 17
Manchester 70 40 85 75
13 Edinburgh 54 31 91 80
Hull 61 33 69 50
Manchester 80 52 93 77
23 Edinburgh 78 40 85 64
Hull 75 50 86 50
Manchester 85 63 96 73
30 Edinburgh 54 42 85 80
Hull 61 17 72 50
Manchester 81 63 89 73
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4.2 Multiple choice response profiles
Examining the incorrect multiple choice options chosen by students when
answering questions can highlight difficulties faced with certain misconceptions.
In the following section a representative sample of nine questions from the FCI will
be discussed, along with analysis of the response profiles for each of these items.
Of these nine questions, five contain schematic diagrams from which students
are asked to consider the subsequent motion of an object after a force has been
applied. The remaining four questions are descriptive and ask students to think
about the existence and properties of the force(s) acting on an object. The
following examples are by no means comprehensive but are representative of
questions showing pre- or post-test gender gaps. Results from gender data at
the Universities of Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester discussed in the previous
section will be presented alongside indepth analysis of first year students at the
University of Edinburgh.
Analysis of the multiple choice options from the combined data set of 2011-
13 first year students from the University of Edinburgh has made clear which
multiple choice options are more popular with male and female students. This
in turn allows for the underlying misconceptions held by students as a whole to
be identified and used for planning future teaching interventions. In each of the
questions discussed we compare response profiles from a first year undergraduate
cohort comprising 292 male students and 91 females students in the matched data
set.
Cumulative frequency plots can be used to investigate the number of students
who achieved each total test score and answered each multiple choice option
correctly. The shape of the cumulative frequency plot can provide the instructor
with an indication of the difficulty of the question or the prevalence of a
certain misconception amongst students. Figures 4.4 (a)-(d) illustrate examples
of possible cumulative frequency graphs. For example, the response profile
illustrated in Figure 4.4 (a) demonstrates a scenario in which an equal proportion
of students across all test scores answered this test option, resulting in a constant
positive gradient on the cumulative frequency plot. Figure 4.4 (b) shows a straight
horizontal line. This indicates that a small proportion of students with the lowest
test scores chose this option, but that this option was not chosen by students
with higher test scores. This may be indicative of a multiple choice option that
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demonstrates a clear misconception held by students with a lesser understanding
of the topic. The response profile shown in Figure 4.4 (c) is slightly more complex.
The increase in gradient at lower test scores is followed by a minimal increase
for students in the middle performance quartiles. The gradient then increases for
higher performing students. Finally, Figure 4.4 indicates a situation in which very
few lower performing students chose this answer option. The sudden increase in
gradient indicates that this option is nevertheless chosen by a high proportion of
high performing students. Such a profile may indicate that this question may be




Figure 4.4: Examples of possible cumulative frequency graphs.
For each test item presented in this chapter the cumulative percentage of the
male population and the cumulative percentage of the female population choosing
each multiple choice option has been plotted against students’ pre-test FCI score.
For each answer option the number of male students was added as a cumulative
percentage of the male population as you move up the FCI pre-test score axis.
The same was done for the female population. The cumulative percentage for
all possible multiple choice options should add to 100% of the cohort at the FCI
score of 30 on the x-axis. Each FCI question contains five possible multiple choice
answers. It is not necessarily the case that each of these five possible choices has
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been represented in the class’ responses. Therefore, each graph represents only
those choices which have been selected by participating students. A cumulative
percentage of 50% of the cohort choosing the correct answer option was chosen
as a baseline for comparison of male and female students.
Question 1
Figure 4.5: Question 1 from the FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
The first two questions on the FCI are descriptive questions focusing on the
motion of two balls of different weights after they have been dropped from a table
at a time t. Both questions are descriptive with no accompanying diagrams or
figures. In the first item, shown in Figure 4.5, two balls are dropped from the
same height at the same time, with one ball being twice as heavy as the other.
Respondents are prompted to choose from several options the relative time it will
take the two balls to hit the ground. The correct response (option 3) states that
the time will be the same for both masses; the principle that objects of different
mass fall at the same rate.
This question was generally very well answered by all students. Looking first
at results across the three universities in 2011-12, it was found that a slightly
higher fraction of male students than female students answered the question
correctly in the pre-test results (Table 4.1). Using a chi-squared test (correcting
for a 2x2 table) it was found that this gender gap was not statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level for students at any of the three universities. One
must be aware of small number statistics at Hull, with only six female students
in the matched data set, making it difficult to draw definitive conclusions from
these results. In the post-test both genders showed a degree of improvement,
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with effectively no difference in the percentage of males or females answering
correctly. In fact, in Hull and Manchester, females slightly outperformed males
on this question at the end of the semester, again with the caveat of small number
statistics at Hull.
Results from the analysis of Question 1 for the 2011-13 Edinburgh cohort are
shown in Figures 4.6 (a) and (b). The graphs represent the cumulative percentage
of each cohort selecting each multiple choice option as a function of their pre-test
score. A comparison of the two answer profiles clearly shows that the majority
of students was able to identify the correct response to the question. Despite
this, there did exist a statistically significant difference between male and female
students in the pre-test (p=0.014) for the combined year groups. In total 85%
of male students and 75% of female students answered the question correctly at
the start of the academic year. This difference was not found to be statistically
significant in the post-test (p=0.796), with very high proportions of each cohort
answering correctly. Although the other four possible answers are represented
in the male results, and three in the female results, there did not appear to be
one dominating multiple choice distractor, suggesting there may have been an



















































































Figure 4.6: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each multiple
choice option for Question 1 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. N(males)=292 and
N(females)=91. The dotted lines indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative
percentage of 50% of the male and female cohorts answering correctly.
Despite a lower overall percentage of female students who answered this
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question correctly, it was seen that in order to reach a cumulative percentage of
50% of the total female population identifying the correct multiple choice option,
all females with a pre-test score of 19 out of 30 or below had to be included.
By comparison, this 50% baseline level for male students identifying the correct
answer was reached by including all males with a pre-test score of 24 or lower.
This suggests that a higher proportion of female students than male students
in the lower and middle quartiles identified the correct answer on this question.
Despite reaching this 50% baseline at a lower FCI score than males, the lower
overall percentage of correct responses by the female cohort may reflect the small
number of women in the top pre-test quartile. This may imply that the gender
gap on this question originates from there being very few high performing women.
Question 2
Figure 4.7: Question 2 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Question 2, shown in Figure 4.7, explores the same underlying physics
principle as in Question 1. This question has been included to demonstrate a
question in which students’ answers are distributed across all possible multiple
choice responses. It states that the two balls introduced in Question 1 roll
off a horizontal table at equal speeds. Students are asked to choose from five
statements describing the relative distance away from the table at which the
balls hit the ground. Once again, the question is purely descriptive and contains
no figures or diagrams in either the question or answer options. The correct
answer, option 1, states that the two different masses will land at approximately
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the same horizontal distance from the edge of the table.
Although following on directly from the situation outlined in Question
1, Question 2 was answered less well by students at all three universities.
Between 58-70% of male students in 2011-12 answered this correctly at the
beginning of the course compared to only 33-40% of female students (Table
4.1). A statistically significant gender difference existed at both Edinburgh and
Manchester universities pre-test (Edinburgh χ2=7.099 and p=0.008, Manchester
χ2=16.780 and p<0.001) and this gender gap persisted post-instruction at
Edinburgh (χ2=5.268 and p=0.022). Interestingly, the number of females
answering correctly at the University of Hull decreased in the post-test results,
but again there is the caveat of small number statistics.
An independent t-test also showed a statistical difference between genders
(p<0.001) for the 2011-13 first year undergraduate students at Edinburgh. This
significant gender difference remained in the post-test results (p=0.007). The
response profiles for male and female students’ pre-test responses at Edinburgh
are depicted in Figures 4.8 (a) and (b). When asked to determine the relative
horizontal distance travelled by two balls of different masses, students showed a
large degree of confusion, with both male and female answers distributed across




















































































Figure 4.8: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each multiple
choice option for Question 2 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted line indicates
the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the male and female
cohorts answering correctly.
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This question illustrated the contrast between male and female understanding
of the effect of an object’s mass on its projectile motion. Looking first at the
results for male students, it was found that 50% of the whole male population
choosing the correct answer had a test score less than or equal to 28 out of 30.
Whilst this increased to a final 62% of the entire male population answering the
question correctly, only 37% of females chose the correct answer in the first diet
of the test.
The steep gradient of the slope corresponding to option 1 in Figure 4.8 (a)
indicates that almost all of the males in the top performance quartile chose
the correct option, with those in the lower quartiles showing a lesser degree of
understanding. Responses from female students were distributed across all five of
the answer options, with almost equal proportions of the cohort choosing options
1 and 4. Option 4 was the most popular incorrect response for both genders
and states that “the heavier ball hits the floor considerably closer to the base of
the table than the lighter ball, but not necessarily at half the horizontal distance”.
Here students incorrectly assumed that the horizontal distance travelled by an
object is inversely proportional to its mass. For female students in the middle and
lower performance quartiles this option was in fact the most popular response.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9: Percentage of male and female students selecting each multiple choice option in
the (a) lowest quartile, (b) two middle quartiles and (c) top quartile of students for Question 2.
Graphs of the percentage of each gender cohort answering each option were
created for each FCI pre-test quartile (Figures 4.9 (a) - (c)). For this analysis
students in the two middle performance quartiles were combined into one data set
because there existed very little difference between the response profiles of the two
quartile populations. Figure 4.9 (a) shows that answers for students in the lowest
performing quartile (pre-test score ≤16) were split across all five multiple choice
options. This remained the case for the two middle quartiles (Figure 4.9 (b)),
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although the percentage of male students choosing option 1 was much greater
than that of female students. Conversely, the percentage of females choosing
option 4 was 18% higher than for males. This suggests that middle cohort females
were more likely to carry the misconception of mass being inversely proportional
to the distance travelled. Interestingly, almost all male and female students in
the top performance quartile chose the correct response (Figure 4.9 (c)). This
suggests that, perhaps unsurprisingly, the level of students’ comprehension of this
concept is related to their FCI pre-test score and that the main gender differences
between answer choices for this question are by the middle performing students.
Nevertheless, it is still necessary to target these misconceptions for the whole
class since there is evidence of great confusion in the lowest quartile.
Question 5
Question 5 of the assessment is the first of two questions discussing the motion
of a ball shot through a frictionless u-shaped channel. Students are asked to refer
to the accompanying diagram (Figure 4.10) and consider which of the listed forces
act on the ball at the midpoint of its motion through the channel. The correct
answer states that the ball experiences a downward force due to gravity as well
as a centripetal force acting towards the centre of the circle of motion (option 2).
Pre-test results showed that both male and female students struggled to identify
the correct answer, particularly amongst the lowest performing students. This
questions acts as an example of a test item in which less than half of the male and
female populations were able to identify the correct answer. It also demonstrates
that there existed differences between the chosen responses depending on gender.
Results from a comparison of gender performances showed no evidence
of a statistical gender gap at any of the three participating universities in
2011-12 (Edinburgh χ2=0.852 and p=0.356, Hull χ2=0.004 and p=0.949 and
at Manchester χ2=3.883 and p=0.071). The pre-test scores for Question 5
were much higher for first year students at Manchester than at the other two
institutions, with 75% of males and 62% of females answering correctly in the
pre-test, compared to only 41% of males and 31% of females at Edinburgh and
38% of males and 50% of females at Hull.
Figures 4.11 (a) and (b) show the response profiles for each gender for 2011-13
students at Edinburgh. Students had a great deal of difficulty with this question,
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Figure 4.10: Question 5 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
with both cohorts having relatively low pre-test scores. Their responses were
not however dominated by one particular multiple choice distractor. Only 48%
of the male population chose the correct answer in the pre-test. This value was
much lower for the females, only 30% of whom answered correctly. The difference
between the two cohorts was statistically significant in the pre-test (p=0.007).
Lower and middle performing male students showed a degree of uncertainty of
the correct option. Almost all of the top performing males, those achieving a pre-
test score of around 25 or higher, correctly identified the two forces acting on the
object, therefore increasing the overall percentage of correct response for males.
For the females, the story was slightly different. The most popular response
for females was option 4; that there exists a downward force of gravity, a force
exerted by the channel pointing towards the centre of the circle as well as a force
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 5 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score.
in the direction of motion. Female students with lower pre-test scores were more
likely to believe that there existed a force in the direction of motion (option 3),
and neglect the centripetal force, than the higher performing females. Those
females with high pre-test scores struggled to realise that there was no force in
the direction of motion. This is shown by the increase in cumulative percentage
for females choosing answer options 2 and 4 for those students with the top
pre-test scores, while the cumulative percentage of the other three options was
stable. Both genders had high post-test scores and it was seen that there was no
longer a statistical difference between the percentage of male and female students
answering Question 5 correctly (p=0.057).
Questions 12 and 14
The next two questions to be discussed both refer to scenarios in which objects
are falling from a height. In both cases students must decide what is the shape
of the path taken by the falling object. Despite the similarities in these two
questions, results collected indicated a large difference in the percentage of correct
responses by students. In addition to this, Question 14 showed a large gender
difference. Further analysis of the multiple choice response profiles for Question
12 and Question 14 may help highlight where students had the greatest difficulty
and what were the most popular incorrect answers.
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Figure 4.12: Question 12 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Question 12, shown in Figure 4.12, describes a scenario of a ball fired from a
cannon at the top of a cliff. The accompanying diagram illustrates five possible
paths taken by the cannon ball after it has been fired. Students are asked to
identify which path they believe the cannon ball will follow, the correct solution
being option 2.
This question was answered very well by both male and female students.
Very high pre-test scores were observed for the Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester
cohorts, with no statistical differences between gender at the 95% level. This
was also the case for students at Edinburgh in 2011-13, where no statistically
significant differences were found between male and female students in either the
pre-test or post-test results (p=0.414 and p=0.647 respectively). Overall 93% of
male students answered this item correctly in the pre-test compared to 85% of
female students.
Although both cohorts showed high levels of conceptual understanding at
the beginning of the semester, differences were found when comparing the 50%
baseline measurement. Looking first at Figure 4.13 (a), it can be seen that a
cumulative percentage of 50% of male students answering Question 12 correctly
was reached by including all students with pre-test scores of 23 or lower. When the
same analysis was completed for female students, it was found that a cumulative
percentage of 50% of female students was reached by including all females with
pre-test scores of 19 or lower (Figure 4.13 (b)). Once again this highlights
the fact that there was a higher proportion of females in the lower performing
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Figure 4.13: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 12 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted
lines indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the
male and female cohorts answering correctly.
pre-test quartiles. These lower performing females were more likely to hold a
misconception about the parabolic motion of the cannon ball. The most common
distractor was option 3, which depicts the cannon ball continuing for a short time
in the horizontal direction before feeling the downward effect of gravity. While
13% of female students chose this option, only 5% of male students chose it.
Question 14 is closely related to Question 12 of the FCI. Similarly to the
scenario of the cannon ball fired from the top of the cliff, this question introduces
a bowling ball falling out of an airplane which is flying in a horizontal direction,
as shown in Figure 4.14. Once again students are presented with five possible
paths taken by the bowling ball, as viewed by a spectator on the ground, and
asked to identify the path most closely followed by the ball. The correct answer
is option 4.
Surprisingly, the pre-test response rates differed considerably to those of
Question 12, in which the vast majority of students had little difficulty in
discerning the correct path. Edinburgh and Manchester showed large gender
gaps between students’ pre-test scores. At Edinburgh, 73% of males answered
correctly compared to only 47% of females (χ2=9.058, p=0.003). At Manchester
scores were slightly higher, with 79% of males answering correctly compared
to 65% of females (χ2=4.399, p=0.036). At Hull the proportions of males and
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Figure 4.14: Question 14 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
females who chose the correct path were very similar; 64% of males and 67% of
females. This gender difference was not significant (χ2=0.017, p=0.895).
At Edinburgh between 2011-13, unlike for Question 12, Question 14 illustrated
a statistical gap between male and female students’ performance, both in the pre-
test (p=0.004) and the post-test (p<0.001). For this question a total of 78% of
the male cohort correctly chose option 4 in the pre-test, compared to only 48% of
females (Figures 4.15 (a) and (b)). The 22% of males who answered incorrectly
was split between options 1, 2 and 3. Looking at the female responses it was
seen that, for students with pre-test scores below 22, choosing option 1, in which
the bowling ball is seen to travel in the negative horizontal direction, was equally
popular to choosing the correct path. The high number of responses for option 1
suggests that respondents were unaware that the bowling ball’s horizontal motion
will remain unaffected after it has been released from the airplane, and it will
continue to travel with the same horizontal velocity. The force of gravity acts
in a direction perpendicular to that of the ball’s horizontal motion and therefore
has no influence on its horizontal motion. Perhaps surprisingly there were very
few students who chose option 2, in which the ball falls vertically downwards.
It could be argued that this answer option depicts the fact that the object will
land directly below the plane as they both continue to have the same horizontal
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velocity. This question provides an opportunity for further investigating students’
misconceptions. Results from qualitative interviews with students, in which
students’ interpretation of this diagram are explored, will be discussed in more

















































































Figure 4.15: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 14 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted
line indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the male
and female cohorts answering correctly.
Question 13
Question 13 is a descriptive question (Figure 4.16) in which students consider
which force(s), along with their magnitudes and directions, act on a ball after it
is thrown vertically upwards and released from someone’s hand. Once the ball
has left the hand, if air resistance is neglected, the only force acting on the object
is the downward force of gravity, as stated by option 4. Alternative multiple
choice answers reflect a common misconception amongst students in which the
force of the ‘throw’ given to the ball by the thrower persists (either as a constant
or steadily decreasing force) after the object has left the thrower’s hand.
Results from Table 4.1 showed that, at all three institutions, there existed a
clear gender discrepancy between the number of male students and the number
of females students correctly identifying that only the force of gravity acts on the
ball. Statistically significant differences between male and female pre-test scores
were found at Edinburgh and Manchester (Edinburgh χ2=5.626 and p=0.018,
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Figure 4.16: Question 13 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Manchester χ2=16.998 and p<0.001) in 2011-12. Despite a great improvement
in both male and female scores in the post-test, there persists a noticeable
gender gap. This gap was significant for male and female students studying
at Manchester (χ2=12.085 and p=0.001).
Graphs of male and female response profiles (Figures 4.17 (a) and (b)) showed
that only 35% of the total female population at Edinburgh in 2011-13 responded
correctly in the pre-test. This was higher for males (58%). An independent t-test
found this difference to be statistically significant (p=0.003), and this significant
gender gap persisted in the post-test results (p=0.007). A steep increase in the
gradient of the cumulative percentage at high pre-test scores, suggesting that
both male and female students in the top performance quartile were most likely
to choose the correct answer.
Figures 4.17 (a) and (b) demonstrated that there were several underlying
misconceptions held by students. In particular multiple choice option 3 was the
most popular choice in the lower and middle quartiles for both males and females.
In fact, the majority of female students chose option 3. This option states that
there exists “an almost constant downward force of gravity along with an upward
force that steadily decreases until the ball reaches its highest point; on the way
down there is only an almost constant force of gravity”. By choosing this answer
students demonstrated that they are holding on to the misconception that there
exists a lingering effect of the upward force given to the ball by the thrower,
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Figure 4.17: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 13 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted
line indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the male
and female cohorts answering correctly.
even after it has left their hand. This is often referred to as the misconception
that motion implies force; the assumption that a force must always be present
to sustain motion in a defined direction. The dominance of option 3 persisted
for lower and middle performing students, but the gradient of the cumulative
percentage of responses for this option did not increase when top performing
students were included in the analysis, implying that students with higher pre-
test scores have overcome this misconception.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18: Percentage of male and female students selecting each multiple choice option in
the (a) lowest quartile, (b) two middle quartiles and (c) top quartile of students for Question
13.
The prevalence of this misconception is reflected in graphs of the percentage
of males and females in each quartile choosing each option (Figures 4.18 (a) - (c)).
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Each of the five possible options was represented in responses by lowest quartile
students, with the incorrect option 3 the most popular for both genders. In the
middle quartiles students’ responses were effectively split between two possible
answers (options 3 and 4). Finally, looking at the top quartile, approximately
90% of both cohorts correctly identified gravity as the only force acting on the
ball. Once again this suggests that students’ FCI pre-test scores can be directly
linked to the degree to which they hold onto this preconception of force and
motion.
Question 15
Figure 4.19: Question 15 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Question 15 is another example of a question in which responses were split
between the correct answer (option 1) and one dominating misconception. This
question focuses on the concept of Newton’s Third Law, the principle that each
force has an equal and opposite reaction force.
Students at all three universities showed very low levels of understanding of
Newton’s Third Law. At Edinburgh, equal proportions of the male and female
populations chose the correct answer (22%), whilst at Manchester 34% of males
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and 30% of females answered correctly. At Hull, 17% of males correctly chose
option 1 whilst all six of the females answered incorrectly. In each case these
gender differences were not significant at the 95% percentile as calculated by a
chi-squared test (Edinburgh χ2=0.009 and p=0.926, Hull χ2=1.167 and p=0.280
and at Manchester χ2=0.334 and p=0.563).
Figures 4.20 (a) and (b) show the response profile graphs for male and female
students at Edinburgh between 2011-13. Both cohorts had remarkably low
percentages of students answering correctly in the pre-test; only 21% of males and
24% of females. There was no statistical difference between the genders either
prior to or post instruction (p=0.231 and p=0.717 in the pre- and post-tests
respectively). The vast majority of participants chose the incorrect statement
that “the amount of force with which the car pushes on the truck is greater than
that with which the truck pushes back on the car”, incorrectly assuming that
since the car and truck are speeding up the car must exert the greater force to
push the truck. Students’ understanding of this fundamental principle is further

















































































Figure 4.20: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 15 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score.
The quartile response graphs, shown in Figures 4.21 (a) - (c), are of particular
interest. Over 80% of students in the lowest quartile held the misconception that
movement or acceleration in a defined direction implies that one object exerts a
greater force than the other. Only approximately 10% of students were aware of
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the consequences of Newton’s Third Law on this situation. When the responses
from the middle quartile were examined, the proportion of students who chose
the correct answer increased, but still remained remarkably low. Interestingly,
the percentage of female students answering correctly was higher than for males.
The top quartile showed opinions to be polarised between two responses. It is
clear that females are more likely to choose option 1 over males, as was reflected
in the final pre-test percentage of correct answers. The slightly higher percentage
of female students answering correctly in both the middle two quartiles and the
top quartile led to the slightly higher proportion of females answering correctly
overall. There was a smaller proportion of females in the top performance quartile
which resulted in a small overall percentage gender gap.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.21: Percentage of male and female students selecting each multiple choice option in
the (a) lowest quartile, (b) two middle quartiles and (c) top quartile of students for Question
15.
The fact that Newton’s Third Law is a physics principle with which many
students have problems is well documented in the literature [136, 137, 138].
Newton’s Third Law deals with the concept that two forces arise purely from
interactions. A study by Brown noted that high school students entered class
holding several misconceptions about this principle and that these preconceptions
remained at the end of the teaching semester [136]. They commented that these
may result from “students’ general naive view of force as a property of single
objects rather than as a relation between objects”.
Question 23
One FCI question which showed contrasting gender response profiles in 2011-
13 was Question 23. Although a high proportion of male students identified
the correct response, female students showed a greater degree of confusion,
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Figure 4.22: Question 23 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
particularly in the lower performing quartiles, the results of which are discussed
below.
Question 23 forms the third part of a set of four consecutive questions referring
to a series of schematic diagrams, and is representative of several items on
the assessment instrument. In this series of questions participants are asked
to determine the effect of introducing or removing a force on an object in the
absence of friction. These sorts of questions, combining uniform motion in one
direction with an accelerating force applied in one perpendicular, tend to cause
students a significant challenge. Students are presented with a situation in which
a spaceship is drifting horizontally in space with no outside forces acting on it.
In the previous questions a force is applied to the spaceship at right angles to its
current path by turning on its engines. Question 23 asks students to identify the
path of the spaceship, this time after the engine has been switched off and the
thrust eliminated, with option 2 being the correct response.
Question 23 in particular exhibits large gender differences in pre-test scores
at the Universities of Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester, as shown in Table 4.1.
Between 75% and 85% of male students across the three universities answered
correctly at the beginning of the semester compared to between 40% and 63% of
female students. A chi-squared test found that the initial significant gender gap
at the start of the 2011-12 semester in Edinburgh and Manchester (Edinburgh
χ2=19.075 and p<0.001, Manchester χ2=12.580 and p<0.001) remained after a
semester of teaching, with relatively small improvements made in male and female
post-test scores (Edinburgh χ2=7.456 and p=0.006, Manchester χ2=25.323 and
p<0.001).
Considering the combined 2011-13 population at Edinburgh separately, it was
found that this item in particular exhibited a large, and statistically significant
gender gap pre-instruction (p<0.001); 81% of males answered this correctly
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Figure 4.23: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 23 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted
line indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the male
and female cohorts answering correctly.
compared to 41% of females (Figures 4.23 (a) and (b)). Although there was
evidence of improvements by both male and female cohorts post-instruction,
this gender gap remained significant post-test with a p value of <0.001. The
response profiles for male students across all quartiles is dominated by the correct
answer, with each of the other options being chosen by less than 8% of the cohort.
Conversely, the female response profiles showed a larger degree of confusion across
all pre-test scores. A higher proportion of female students in the lower and middle
pre-test quartiles chose option 1 than the correct answer (option 2). Overall 22%
of females chose option 1 compared to only 6% of males. This may suggest that
females may hold on to the misconception that all motion requires an acting force.
Question 30
As was the case in Question 15, the 2011-13 Question 30 response profiles
indicate that students’ responses are dominated by one common misconception,
which is predominately chosen by students with lower overall FCI pre-test scores.
In Question 30 of the FCI a tennis player hits a ball with a racket in the
presence of a high wind (Figure 4.24). Students are asked to decide what force(s)
are acting on the tennis ball during its motion. After the ball has left the racket,
the only forces acting on it are the downward force of gravity and the force exerted
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by the air, as stated in option 3. This question tests students’ understanding of
motion after the removal of an applied force.
Figure 4.24: Question 30 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Results from the three university cohorts showed large variations in 2011-
12 pre-test scores. At the University of Edinburgh male students outperformed
female students, but not significantly (p=0.230). At the beginning of the
semester, 54% of males students identified the correct answer compared to 42%
of females. The average pre-test result was slightly higher for males at Hull than
at Edinburgh. Although only one of the six females was correct, 61% of the
male population answered correctly. Despite having a much higher percentage of
correct pre-test responses to this question (81%), relatively small improvement
was made by male students at the University of Manchester compared to male
students at the other institutions, in particular Edinburgh. Interestingly, there
did exist a significant gender gap between male and female students at Manchester
both prior to instruction (χ2=6.930 and p=0.008) and after a semester of teaching
(χ2=6.439 and p=0.011).
Intriguing gender differences were seen in the 2011-13 population at Edin-
burgh. In total 62% of the male population chose the correct response. Only
44% of the female cohort chose the correct option. Question 30 showed clear
evidence for the existence of a misconception by students. Figures 4.25 (a) and
(b) demonstrate that both genders believed there to be a persisting effect resulting
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Figure 4.25: Cumulative percentage of (a) male and (b) female students selecting each
multiple choice option for Question 30 of the FCI as a function of pre-test score. The dotted
line indicates the FCI pre-test score associated with a cumulative percentage of 50% of the male
and female cohorts answering correctly.
from the force supplied by the racket to the ball, a similar effect to that seen in
Question 13 when a ball was thrown vertically upwards from a boy’s hand. This
misconception was particularly prevalent in responses by students with pre-test
scores below 20. Approximately 7% of female students did not appreciate the fact
that there would exist a force exerted on the ball from the strong wind. Although
62% of male students responded correctly overall, only 44% of females were able
to identify the correct response.
4.2.1 Summary
These questions (Table 4.2), together with the proportion of male and female
students answering other test questions correctly, and the resulting distributions
of answer choices, illustrate a complex picture of the behaviour of male and
female students. The position of the 50% cumulative frequency baseline was
determined for both the male and female populations. This gave an indication
of the comparative understanding and performance of students depending on
their FCI pre-test scores. As can be seen in Table 4.2, in many cases less than
50% of the female population successfully answered the questions discussed in this
chapter. This provides a good indication of questions in which males significantly
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outperformed females.
Table 4.2: Percentage of male and female students answering individual FCI questions




Male Students Female Students
% Correct 50% baseline
pre-test score
% Correct 50% baseline
pre-test score
1 85 24 75 19
2 62 28 37 -
5 48 - 30 -
12 93 23 85 19
13 58 28 35 -
14 78 25 48 -
15 21 - 24 -
23 81 25 41 -
30 62 28 44 -
The selected questions have highlighted the existence of common misconcep-
tions amongst students. Many students were seen to believe that a force continues
to act on an object even after it is no longer in contact with the agent supplying
the force. Clement noted this preconception amongst engineering students taking
a compulsory introductory mechanics course [131]. When asked to draw the
direction of the force acting on a coin tossed upwards, students had difficulty
reconciling that the object continues to move in a direction opposite to the
force acting on it. This was the case for Question 13 in which a boy throws
a steel ball vertically into the air. A high proportion of students at Edinburgh
believed that the force applied by the boy steadily decreased during the upward
motion. Interestingly, this was not the case for female students for Question
23. Over 20% of the cohort believed that after its engine was turned off the
spaceship’s original motion would be unchanged, and it would continue to move in
a horizontal direction. This question also highlighted the fact that the prevalence
of certain misconceptions sometimes differed for male and female students. Some
misconceptions, such as the belief that dropped objects lose their forward motion
and have no impetus, as seen in Question 14, were not held equally by both
genders, with lower performing female students often showing a larger degree of
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confusion.
Overall, results suggest that female students, particularly those scoring in
the lower FCI pre-test quartiles, are more likely to be affected by preconceived
misconceptions than their male counterparts. There is also an indication that, in
the majority of cases, the answer options chosen by students are not randomly
distributed across multiple choice options but are instead rooted in common
errors in students’ conceptual understanding. The origins of these misconceptions
and students’ interpretation of the test items will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.
4.3 Student transitions between
pre- and post-test
In addition to noting whether students answered individual test items correctly or
incorrectly, the transitions between these two options can be examined. Results
were combined for the 2011-12 and 2012-13 data sets from the University of
Edinburgh, both of which used the same version of the FCI. The student
transitions for all of the FCI questions from these two year groups were binned
into four categories; right-to-right, right-to-wrong, wrong-to-right and wrong-to-
wrong. A ‘right-to-right’ transition indicates that a student chose the correct
answer in the pre-test and also selected the correct answer in the post-test.
Similarly, a ‘right-to-wrong’ transition indicates that the correct answer was
chosen in the FCI pre-test but was subsequently changed to an incorrect response
in the post-test. It is possible the ‘wrong-to-wrong’ transition may include either
students choosing an incorrect response in the pre-test and the same incorrect
response in the post-test, or students changing their answer between two incorrect
responses. For the purpose of this analysis these two options have been collapsed
into the same category. For each of these categories the total number of such
transitions undertaken by students was calculated, and subsequently split by
gender.
Figure 4.26 shows the distributions of male and female students’ transitions.
A chi-squared test of their distributions in these four categories showed a
statistically significant difference between genders (p<0.001). We can see that
overall a large proportion of students answered correctly in both the pre-test and
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Figure 4.26: The percentage of male and female students making transitions between correct
and incorrect multiple choice answers for the combined 2011-13 FCI data set.
post-test. There are several points of interest when comparing the distribution
of male and female responses. The percentage of ‘right-to-right’ answers for male
students (64.8%) was much higher than for female students (50.5%), consistent
with the fact that male students were more likely to have a higher score in the
pre-test. It can be said that the ‘right-to-right’ and ‘wrong-to-wrong’ responses
have no effect on the measured change, or gain, between pre-test and post-test
scores for cohorts. The probability of a male student maintaining an initially
correct answer was 92%, compared to female students for whom the probability
was 88%. Similarly, the probability of a student who initially answered incorrectly
also answering incorrectly post-instruction was 27% for males compared to 35%
for females.
In order for a numerical gain in cohort scores to be witnessed between the
two administrations of the test, the percentage of ‘wrong-to-right’ transitions
must be larger than the percentage of ‘right-to-wrong’ transitions. This was the
case for both male and female students. We do however see that there was a
larger percentage difference between these two categories, in favour of wrong-
to-right, for the female students at Edinburgh than for males. This reflects the
previously presented data from Chapter 3 which showed that, on average, the
female population had higher normalised gains on the FCI.
Although the ‘right-to-wrong’ category showed low percentages of transitions
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for male and female students, 5.6% and 7.0% respectively, their effect is not
negligible. This suggests that some students had a negative gain on some FCI
questions. They initially answered the question correctly but, after a semester of
teaching, changed this answer to an incorrect response.
A study by Lasry et al tested the stability of student responses on the FCI by
similarly categorising answer transitions [139]. They commented that a ‘right-to-
wrong’ transition could be indicative of either a false-positive (in which students
answer correctly but have an error in their conceptual understanding) on the pre-
test or a false-negative (in which students’ correct reasoning was not reflected
in their vote) on the post-test. Ideally ‘right-to-wrong’ transitions should be
minimised in order to achieve the highest possible learning outcome in a course.
Results presented in this chapter are the percentage transitions for all 30 FCI
combined. Results for individual questions naturally showed variation dependent
on the item and the concept tested.
4.4 Chapter discussion and summary
In this chapter the extent of the existing gender gap witnessed in the conceptual
understanding of first year undergraduate physics students at University of
Edinburgh has been explored, firstly through a comparison of the percentage
of correct male and female responses for each FCI question, and secondly
through comparing response profiles for a selection of test items. Both male
and female students showed a high level of improvement between pre- and
post-test FCI results. It was queried whether the observed gender disparity
in conceptual understanding derived from males outperforming females across
the whole assessment or whether they significantly outperformed on specific
questions. Analysis of data from both the 2006-10 and 2011-13 cohorts concluded
that males outperformed females on each question in pre-test results. This gender
difference was significant in many cases, suggesting that females had a lesser
understanding of specific concepts, and underperformed across the assessment as
a whole.
Many similarities were noted when studying data collected from other UK
universities. In addition to the overall persisting gender gap noted in Chapter
3, combining data from the universities of Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester
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indicated that the vast majority of FCI questions had a higher proportion of males
answering correctly compared to females. Despite differences in the pre-test scores
amongst the three institutions, it was noted that the level of performance varied
considerably depending on the test item. Several questions showed statistically
significant gender gaps across the different populations, indicating that this result
was not unique to the University of Edinburgh nor dependent on the delivery
method of the instrument. A comparison with the data from the University of
Minnesota suggested that many of the same items have a gender difference for
students from both the UK and USA [62]. We can extract only the fraction of
correct answers from their paper, so are unable to judge whether the same answer
distractors have been chosen in both cases. If considering potential cultural
differences, results from a study of 10th grade Turkish high school pupils showed
very little difference between male and female students’ conceptual understanding
as measured by the FCI [140]. These results were collected from students at a
very early stage in their science education and the low levels of performance on
the test overall do not allow for direct comparisons to be made, but may possibly
suggest that cultural factors play a role in gender performance.
In terms of misconceptions of force and motion, students in the first year
introductory course at the University of Edinburgh demonstrated a complex
picture, with many questions showing contrasting response profiles for different
genders. For example, one of the test questions discussed highlighted the
difficulty in students’ ability to understand that an object’s mass has no effect
on the horizontal distance travelled in projectile motion. Female participants
were considerably more likely to answer incorrectly and, perhaps unsurprisingly,
students with the lowest pre-test scores showed the highest levels of confusion,
with almost all answer choices represented in student responses. Another
prevalent misconception was that all motion must imply the presence of a force.
In Question 13, when a ball is thrown upwards from a boy’s hand, only 35% of
females and 58% of males concluded that gravity alone acted on the ball during
its flight. The most common misconception was that there existed a steadily
decreasing upward force on the ball until it reached its highest point. Some
physics concepts, such as Newton’s Third Law, remain challenging for all first year
students, suggesting more emphasis on teaching this principle may be required.
The difficultly students have with applying the Newton’s Third Law principle
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is well documented in published literature [136, 137, 138]. This analysis aided
in the choosing of test items to be used in qualitative interviews with students
enrolled on first year physics courses. These interviews aimed to develop a greater
understanding of the origins of these misconceptions and will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 5.
The context of the questions in the FCI (for example rockets, cars and
cannons) raises the question whether the FCI instrument is partially to blame
for these difficulties. There has been at least one attempt to make a less
male-stereotyped version of the FCI [75], though results using this were largely
inconclusive due to a low overall attainment, both pre- and post-instruction,
on the refined instrument, obscuring any potential real effect. Moreover, we see
substantial gender differences in our results on questions that do not have gender-
stereotyped contexts.
Literature has shown that there may exist a gender bias on multiple-choice
assessments themselves. A study conducted by Bolger and Kellaghan indicated
that male school students performed significantly better than females on multiple-
choice assessments compared to open response tests, both in languages and
mathematics [71]. Some studies of open response assessments in both STEM
subjects and the humanities have shown that women usually performed better
than males [141, 142]. Possible explanations for the female bias towards open
response tests have been the high verbal and written skills of females or gender
differences in risk-taking tendencies [142]. It has also been suggested that
differences in student performance on multiple-choice and open response tests
may be an effect of the restrictions placed on the content that can be examined
using a multiple choice format and that multiple-choice tests require a lower
cognitive demand [143].
Results from analysis of students’ transitions between pre- and post-testing
offer reassurance of overall learning gains. Averaged across the whole assessment,
a high proportion of students selected the correct response to a question in
both the pre- and post-test. There did exist a statistical difference between
the distribution of male and female students across the four possible transition
groups. Female students had a higher percentage of ‘wrong-to-right’ transitions,
contributing to the overall higher measured normalised gain on the test. One
concern is the proportion of students continuing to have ‘wrong-to-wrong’
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transitions. They accounted for 15% of the female transitions and 8% of the
male transitions. Targeting these students and identifying their misconceptions
could improve overall course results. Of even more concern is the existence of
students residing in the ‘right-to-wrong’ category. These students may be those
who were guessing, either in the pre- or post-test, or those who have increased
misconceptions post-test. It is particularly important to find out if the latter
exist.
The analysis included in this chapter opens up several avenues for further
work. When new concepts are introduced during teaching it may be necessary
to overcome preconceived beliefs that students have built up from prior learning.
An awareness of these issues may lead to the conclusion that more emphasis
be placed on addressing these fundamental misconceptions of physics principles
explicitly at the point of entry to introductory physics courses. This quantitative
analysis has enabled key test questions and misconceptions to be identified
for further instruction. In order to determine a course of action for targeting
such misconceptions, it is necessary to fully comprehend the source of students’
preconceptions. There exists a need to characterise people’s reasoning about
certain physics concepts. In doing so further understanding may be achieved
about which physics concepts may be conflicting with students’ ‘common-
sense’ beliefs. Students’ reasoning and interpretation of FCI questions will be
investigated in Chapter 5 of this thesis. Specific misconceptions highlighted






A misconception can be defined as a belief that contradicts scientific fact or
reasoning which students bring to their learning experiences. Students’ miscon-
ceptions can originate from a variety of sources including the individual’s personal
experiences or prior teaching [132]. Misconceptions in physics, particularly in
classical mechanics, are often strongly related to everyday ‘real world’ experiences.
Halloun and Hestenes stated that
“Common sense beliefs about motion are generally incompatible with Newtonian
theory. Consequently, there is a tendency for students to systematically
misinterpret material in introductory physics courses. Common sense beliefs are
very stable, and conventional physics instruction does little to change them.”
[52]
In topics such as electromagnetism, which often draw very little relation to
personal experiences, the existence of such misconceptions may be explained as
an incomplete knowledge or understanding of the topic, rather than drawing
on the ‘real world’ experiences that can influence understanding of Newtonian
mechanics. Results from a test of students’ understanding of electromagnetism
were presented in Chapter 3 and showed no evidence of a gender gap.
In the previous chapter results from the answer profiles of a representative
sample of Force Concept Inventory (FCI) questions were presented. The
clear trends in students’ answers, and the distractor options chosen in the
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multiple choice test, indicate that in most cases these incorrect answers are not
randomly distributed but are rooted in common errors in students’ conceptual
understanding, rather than the result of students guessing. Often these
underlying misconceptions can go unnoticed due to a student’s ability to
use quantitative techniques and formulae to solve a problem [131]. If these
inconsistencies between physics concepts and students’ intuition can be identified,
actions can be taken to change these preconceptions.
When looking at students’ conceptual understanding it has been seen that
the contextual framework of a question may have an effect on students’ ability
to apply a well known concept. A study by Savinainen and Viiri investigated
the conceptual coherence of students using the FCI [144]. They noted that both
the context and the diagrammatic or verbal representation of a question can
affect students’ overall performance. For a student to have a complete grasp of
a topic they should be able to apply a physics concept to a variety of questions,
irrespective of the surface features of the question or their representation. The
FCI is a prime example of a test in which several questions focus on the same
force concept but are represented by very different real life contexts.
Previous research into the use of free-body force diagrams by students to solve
mechanics questions showed a positive correlation between students who drew
diagrams and their success on physics problems [145]. Rosengrant et al noted
that students who were exposed to a teaching environment in which multiple
representations were employed, and an emphasis was placed on encouraging
students to draw such diagrams, were more likely to choose to draw diagrams
in their own problem solving strategy [145].
Presented in this chapter are results collected from a qualitative study
undertaken to probe students’ reasoning and understanding of force and motion.
Qualitative analysis obtained from student interviews at three UK universities
provided a greater insight into the misconceptions held by students. It was
not within the scope of this research to undertake a full qualitative study for
the whole first year cohort. Consequently, a representative sample of students
from each university was engaged in the interview process, from which specific
examples of students’ misconceptions could be deduced. This study aimed to
investigate how students approach conceptual physics problems and whether there
is a gender difference to their reasoning. Details of the design and implementation
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of this qualitative study, alongside results from interviewees will be discussed. In
addition to an evaluation of male and female students’ understanding of each
physics problem presented in the interview process, a discussion of trends in
student problem solving behaviour as a whole will be presented, with reference to
their confidence in their own comprehension. The use of diagrams as a problem
solving aid is also explored.
5.1 Qualitative interviews
As outlined in Chapters 3 and 4, results from several consecutive years of first
year undergraduate physics courses present a picture of a persistent and very
noticeable gender gap in a conceptual test of Newtonian concepts of force and
motion. Differences were found in both overall FCI scores and in the number
of correct responses on individual questions. Results showed a consistency in
the observed gender differences between the University of Edinburgh and other
UK universities. Having identified particular test items which featured common
misconceptions about key Newtonian concepts, it is important to learn more
about the origins of these misconceptions. Specific differences between male and
female students’ misconceptions, or misconceptions held by the class as a whole,
highlighted in this study may offer potential opportunities for the implementation
of interventions in future courses.
Interviews with participants enabled a study of how students processed a
physics problem, techniques they used during the problem solving process, as
well as a measure of their ability to isolate the physical concepts being tested in
individual questions. By conducting the interviews across the three institutions
discussed in section 3.2, which have very similar course contents, more information
could be gathered about students’ conceptual understanding. This can also
help to confirm the previous hypothesis that these differences are not institution
dependent, but are consistent across different UK universities. In this section the
methodology of the qualitative study undertaken to probe these concerns will be





There are a number of qualitative analysis techniques and approaches that may
be employed, the choice of which must be based on the objectives and aims of the
conducted study. Qualitative data collection can take the form of focus groups,
interviews, questionnaires or even an ethnographic approach. Such analysis is
useful for gaining a more comprehensive understanding of a person’s perspective
of a topic or issue. Using such techniques more detail can be obtained than
through analysis of purely quantifiable data. Parlett and Hamilton described
qualitative analysis as taking
“account of the wider contexts in which educational programs function. Its
primary concern is with description and interpretation rather than measurement
and prediction.” [146]
A qualitative approach can provide greater focus on the techniques employed
by individual students, which, when combined with the quantitative results for
the whole cohort, may bring us closer to understanding the factors that make a
difference in students’ performance. For example, factors such as an individual’s
lack of domain knowledge about a specific concept can potentially be masked by
a high quantitative test score which could be obtained solely through their ability
to use formulae. The ability to interact with individuals through focus groups
or interviews allows for the researcher to probe a student’s understanding to a
deeper level. A limiting factor of qualitative research is that it is not possible
to carry out analysis on the whole cohort due to practical and time restraints,
and, as in this study, results are restricted to a handful of students. It cannot be
assumed that the views held by this sample are shared by the whole cohort.
5.1.2 Interview structure
The research study discussed in the following sections used interviews with
individual students to look for patterns in the way in which students conceptualise
different physics concepts of force and motion. Interviews are a widely used form
of systematic inquiry. Interviews as a method of research aimed at gathering
information through conversation, either with individuals or focus groups, can




“an area for identifying and exploring participants’ interpretative practices
rather than an instrument for accessing a veridical account of something that
happened elsewhere.” [147]
Unlike for quantitative surveys or assessments, where the information collected
is limited by the instrument, interviews allow for an interaction between the
interviewer and the participant and an opportunity for the questions posed to be
personalised depending on the responses given by individual students.
In this study, interviews took place with individuals rather than focus groups.
Although slightly more time consuming, individual discussion is less likely to
be dominated by a single student in a group and would allow for more in-
depth discussion about an individual’s reasoning. It is important to recognise
that, although generalisations about the whole student population cannot be
made, results of these interviews provide an insight into students’ approaches
to conceptual questions as well as the misconceptions held by students. It was
not in the scope of this project for qualitative analysis to be collected for an
entire cohort, but rather a selection of students aimed to be representative of the
population was chosen.
One of the important factors to be addressed in the methodology is the
structure of the interviews that take place [148]: unstructured or structured
interviews. Unstructured interviews enable the interviewer to ask open-ended
questions of the participant, often resulting in a more personal and open account.
These interviews do not follow a predefined structure or set of interview questions,
allowing for a very relaxed atmosphere. Structured interviews do follow a
predefined format in which the interview questions are decided prior to the
interview taking place. This allows for a high degree of consistency to be
maintained between consecutive interviews, and therefore for direct comparisons
to be made between participants. Such interviews are often employed when
investigating a specific quantitative or opinion response.
For the purpose of the study presented in this thesis, interviews followed
a semi-structured format. A series of physics problems was chosen prior to
the interviews and students were prompted to explain their choice of answer
after the completion of each question, if they had not already done so during
the think aloud process discussed in the next section. The semi-structured
format allowed for deviations from set sequences of questions prohibited in a
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fully structured interview. The interviewer had to engage with active listening,
altering their interview questions with respect to the response and physics working
of each student. The interviewer used a series of evaluative and descriptive
questions probing a student’s ability to explain and evaluate their reasoning
without unintentionally guiding the student through the problem by mentioning
any physics concepts that may influence their preconceived ideas about the tested
topics. Although interviewers had to personalise some of the questions as a result
of each student’s approach, it was important to ensure that the same questions, or
range of questions, were posed to all participants in the study and that these were
presented in a similar manner and style to ensure consistency [149]. An interview
script, indicating the order of the physics problems posed to students as well as
questions to be asked of the students, was created to maintain consistency across
the three universities.
The first set of interviews, at the University of Edinburgh, was carried out in
the presence of three instructors, one from each of the participating universities.
Students were informed that only one researcher would be involved in conducting
the interview, the others acting purely as observers to ensure the interview
practice was repeated as identically as possible when conducted at the other
participating institutions. In each case, to reduce any potential pressure felt by
the student, the interviewer was not a lecturer at the university in which the
interviews were taking place. Livescribe pens were used during the interview
process as a method of recording [150]. This technology allows for students’
written working and diagrams to be recorded in complete synchronisation with
the audio recording. This method of recording was chosen as it allowed a complete
record to be kept of students’ working, including any diagrams they may have
drawn during the interview. It was considered less intrusive than video recording
and allowed for students’ responses to flow more freely.
The interviewer had little input into the student’s physics working, but their
presence allowed for them to suggest that the student move on from one question
to the next if they were lingering or stuck on a particular concept. The aim of
this study was not to test whether the student answered the question correctly
but to further understand how they chose their answer, and subsequently their
reasoning for disregarding possible alternatives. Therefore, even if the student
answered incorrectly, but had provided a full explanation of their reasoning, they
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were prompted to move on to the next question.
5.1.3 Think aloud interviews
Interviews as a form of verbal reports can take different forms; concurrent reports
or retrospective reports [151]. The concurrent interviews carried out in this
study used a think aloud technique. This technique is now well established
for investigating strategies for problem solving [151]. Participants vocalise their
thinking and problem solving approach whilst working through each individual
question. This enables the researcher to gain additional information about the
processes used by the students which were not provided by either written answers
or numerical data. These indicate purely whether the student answered the
question correctly or not.
It was important to ensure an interview environment in which students
verbally expressed their thought processes as they approached the problem.
Cottle discusses the importance of creating this environment for communication:
“Without allowing people to speak freely we will never know what their real
intentions are, and what the true meaning of their words might be.” [152]
The process of getting participants to vocalise their thinking during the
interview process will have an unpreventable effect on students’ natural behaviour
when solving the conceptual physics problem. Whether this has a positive or
negative effect on their working is unclear. By being asked to vocalise their
thought processes as they work through a problem, students are forced to consider
their responses, and as a result their problem solving strategy may be affected.
They may approach the problem in a more structured way than they would do
naturally. The extent to which this affects their thought processes or cognitive
load has been debated [151, 153, 154]. One consequence of asking students to
vocalise their thinking is that their verbalisation may not be in synchronisation
with their cognitive process, leading to an incomplete record of their problem
solving strategy [153]. Some students also report that they found it difficult to
verbalise all their thought processes during the interviews and that their thought
processes are more complicated than could be related to the interviewer [153]. It
is therefore important to be aware that it is unlikely that every element of their
thought process will be verbalised.
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The presence of the interviewer may also have an adverse affect on students’
natural approach to a problem [155]. In some cases students may be influenced
by what they believe the interviewer is expecting to hear and may be unwilling
to offer a full explanation of their reasoning if they fear they are incorrect.
Hammersley however discusses the need to recognise that the use of an artificial
environment as a setting for a research study does not necessarily invalidate the
data collected:
“While it is true that the participants’ behaviour is often influenced by the
experimental situation and by the personal characteristics of the researchers,
this by no means renders the results of experimental research of no value. Much
depends upon whether the reactivity involved affects the results in ways that are
relevant to the research topic and in a manner that cannot be allowed for.” [156]
It was noted that students had an increasing familiarity with the interview
procedure as time progressed, anticipating the need to explain their reasoning.
Each interview focused on nine multiple choice conceptual physics questions from
the FCI. The interviewer asked each student to verbalise their reasons for choosing
each multiple choice answer, or equally, their reasons for eliminating multiple
choice options they believed to be incorrect. It follows that some students began
to anticipate that they would be asked for such explanations and consequently
provided details without additional prompting. Students did show their ability to
verbalise their thought processes. It could be argued that the interview process
led to students becoming more metacognitively aware and acted as a prompt
to encourage evaluation of their answers. In order to ensure that students were
comfortable with the think aloud process, the first question was chosen as a warm
up question and used to familiarise the participants with the use of the Livescribe
pen and with the process of vocalising their problem solving strategies.
5.1.4 Interview participants
A total of 34 students participated across the three institutions. Six first year
undergraduate students at the University of Edinburgh participated in the study
in March 2012 along with 14 students from University of Manchester and 14 from
University of Hull. Ethics approval and consent was gained from each university
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for participating students. Participation did not contribute to course assessment
and no course credit was given.
It was important to recruit a selection of students across all performance
levels. Students, who participated in both pre-test and post-test FCI diagnostic
tests were randomly selected from each pre-test quartile. It was also imperative
that the study included a sufficient number of male and female students to test
the gender hypothesis. In total this study included 14 females and 20 males.
Students were initially invited to participate through an open invitation via
email, followed by targeted re-emailing to sections of the cohort not already
represented. At Manchester and Hull students from under-represented quartiles
were then approached directly to participate in the study during class time.
It was not the case that at each university students from each of the four
performance quartiles participated in the study. This was particularly the case
at the University of Edinburgh in which no students in the bottom performance
quartile volunteered to take part in the interviews. Although no course credit
was given for participation, students were given vouchers for their participation.
Each interview lasted between 25 and 30 minutes.
5.1.5 Coding of interview results
Qualitative data can be analysed using many different approaches: grounded
theory, discourse analysis, semiotics, thematic analysis or content analysis
[147, 157]. The grounded theory approach developed by Glaser and Strauss
can be considered as a reverse engineered hypothesis. Categories or themes are
developed through introducing codes as and when they emerge during the data
collection and analysis process. From these codes categories are then formed and
a theory developed from the relationship between the concepts. Grounded theory
benefits from the ability to view the data from a new perspective, as mentioned
by Charmaz [158], but is limited by the practicality of expecting researchers
to prevent their awareness of current theories from influence their coding or
categorisation of the data. Similar to grounded theory, thematic analysis involves
the coding of data through categories which emerge from the data and are not
imposed on it prior to analysis. However, it is more likely that researchers
completing a thematic analysis develop categories or themes with reference to
previous research or literature [159].
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Although not used in the context of this thesis, discourse and semiotic analysis
can be employed to investigate language and stylistic nuances in interviews. This
form of analysis is particularly useful if information on a subject’s use of language
or interaction with others is particularly relevant to determining their opinion or
attitude towards a specific topic [147].
After the completion of the interviews, four researchers from the participating
universities listened to the recordings of a sample of the student interviews and
initially coded them with a constructivist view, allowing different researchers to
arrive at different, equally valid, theories through the analysis of the same data.
From this open coding process a series of more detailed categories was created to
look at several specific areas of interest:
• Gender
• Was the student’s answer correct or incorrect?
• If answered incorrectly, what multiple choice answer was selected?
• Did the student change their answer after prompting from the interviewer?
• Did they draw a diagram?
• Explanations for choosing or eliminating multiple choice options
• Key physics concepts discussed
• Did the student make reference to a previously answered test question?
• Speed of response
• Confidence level
When coding the ‘Speed of response’ for each student on each of the test
questions, their response was scored as having been answered ‘Immediately’ or
‘After Deliberation’. Similarly, the confidence level of the students was marked
by coders on a three point scale (‘Very Confident’, ‘Somewhat Hesitant’ and
‘Very Unsure’) in order to gauge an idea of how well the student felt they
understood the problem and how secure they were in their choice of answer.
When considering the validity of the data analysis, each interview was coded
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by two different interviewers using the categories shown above. Neither of these
coders was the researcher conducting the interview being coded. In the event of
a disagreement, discussion was undertaken until a consensus was reached about
students’ confidence or speed of answer.
5.2 Interview questions
Nine questions were selected from the FCI to be used in the interviews. Questions
included both test items that indicated statistically significant gender differences
at the 95% confidence level (Questions 8, 13, 14, 21 and 23) and questions in
which both genders showed similar levels of performance (Questions 7, 22, 26
and 15). This allowed for conceptual understanding on a general level, as well
as any potential gender issues, to be probed. In the following section trends and
patterns in students’ approaches and their answers to each of the questions will
be discussed with specific reference to quotations taken from student interviews.
5.2.1 Question 7
Figure 5.1: Question 7 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
The first of the nine questions presented to the students was chosen as a warm-
up question. This question, shown in Figure 5.1, had a very high percentage of
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correct responses by both genders and required no mathematical calculations.
Question 7 asks students to decide the resulting direction of the motion of a ball,
swung in a circle in the horizontal plane on a string, after the string breaks.
Newton’s First Law states that, in the absence of a net force, an object will
continue to move in a straight line. In the case of the ball on the string, the ball
will continue to move in the direction of the instantaneous velocity at the point
where the string breaks (option 2).
Considering all students in the 2011-12 cohorts at the three universities, it
was seen that 86% of students at Edinburgh answered correctly in the pre-test,
compared to 83% of Hull students and 94% of Manchester students. A chi-squared
test found no statistically significant gender differences in pre-test results at any
of the three universities (Edinburgh χ2=0.289, p=0.591, Hull χ2=0.350, p=0.554
and Manchester χ2=1.160, p=0.282). In each case a higher proportion of male
students answered correctly than female students. The high percentage of correct
responses allowed for this question to be used as a warm-up question to introduce
the students to the idea of verbalising their thought processes.
Table 5.1: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 7. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 20 13 0 1 4 2
100% 93% 0% 7% 20% 14%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 2 1
100% 100% 0% 0% 50% 50%
Hull 9 4 0 1 2 0
100% 80% 0% 20% 22% 0%
Manchester 7 7 0 0 0 1
100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 14%
Results of the interviews are shown in Table 5.1. Of the thirty-four students
who took part in the interview process, all but one female participant from
Hull answered correctly. This question focuses on an object undergoing circular
motion, with a velocity vector acting tangentially to the circle. Students should
recognise that when the string breaks the ball is no longer acted on by a force into
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the center of the circle. The ball will travel in a straight line along this tangential
path. This concept was well understood and explained by participants. One
Manchester student referred to the tension on the string stating:
“If he releases it there is no tension force ...T [tension] is zero and therefore
there is no circular motion and it just continues its motion in the direction of
[path 2].”
The female who answered incorrectly indicated that the ball would follow path
1 after the string breaks. When providing reasoning for her answer she stated
that:
“When you’ve got the string it’s going to be accelerating and the force is going
to be at right angles ... it’s going to be at right angles to the string so every time
it moves it is going to adjust so it’s always at right angles ... So when the piece
of string breaks it’s going to fly off towards the direction that force is pointing at
that point ... it will continue swinging round but because the force then stops, it
will eventually continue in a straight line.”
She correctly identified the presence of the centripetal force acting on the ball
during its circular motion, but incorrectly assumed that the force will continue to
act momentarily after the ball breaks contact with the string. She did comment
that after some time the ball will eventually continue in a straight line, but
associated this with a dissipation of the centripetal force. This misconception
was reiterated when she was asked to discuss why she eliminated other possible
options. Of particular interest was the statement:
“Not going to be 2 because as the string breaks there is going to be some extra
force from where it snaps so the force is going to change.”
When prompted she was unable to identify the origin of the “extra force”.
This line of reasoning is consistent with the misconception that the act of setting
an object in motion supplies the object with some impetus or internal force, the
magnitude of which dissipates over time if the body is no longer in contact with
the source. This is sometimes referred to as ‘impetus theory’ [103, 160, 161].
In this case her statement reflects the belief that when the string breaks the
ball maintains a curvilinear impetus and will continue on in its original circular
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path momentarily before becoming progressively straighter as this force gradually
decreases.
Students showed very high confidence in their understanding of this question,
with 88% of students coded as being ‘Very Confident’ and answering ‘Imme-
diately’ without any hesitation. This was not unexpected due to the high
performance on this question by all three first year cohorts. Interestingly, the
female student who answered incorrectly also answered the question immediately
and showed a high level of confidence in her response. Gender differences in
confidence levels will be discussed in greater detail in section 5.3.1. Although the
question itself contained a detailed image, six students drew additional diagrams
during their explanation. All of these diagrams involved arrows depicting the
direction of the velocity vector associated with the ball. Each student drew the
velocity vector as acting tangentially to the circle.
5.2.2 Question 8
Question 8, shown in Figure 5.2, contains two visual diagrams depicting the
motion of a hockey puck sliding on a frictionless horizontal surface before and
after receiving a kick. Students are asked to decide what motion the hockey puck
will undergo after it has been kicked in the indicated direction. After being kicked
in a direction orthogonal to its initial motion, the puck will follow a path in a
straight line in the direction of option 2.
This test item was chosen as a question which demonstrated large gender
difference across the whole class. In the 2011-12 pre-test results, the difference
between the number of correct responses for males and females was statistically
significant at both Edinburgh (χ2=7.099, p=0.008) and Manchester (χ2=8.275,
p=0.004). In the pre-test, 65% of males and 40% of females at Edinburgh
answered correctly and 77% of males and 57% of females answered correctly
at Manchester. At Hull the gender difference was not significant (χ2=0.588,
p=0.443). As commented on in Chapter 3, it is not possible to derive clear
conclusions from the Hull data as only six female students were included in the
matched (pre- and post-test) data set.
Examining the results from the student interviews, shown in Table 5.2, a
wide variation in responses to this question was seen. Of the fourteen female
students participating, 57% correctly chose path 2. Of the six females who
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Figure 5.2: Question 8 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
answered incorrectly, three changed their response to the correct answer after
being prompted by the interviewer to further explain their reasoning. The
percentage of males who answered correctly was higher (85%), with one of the
three incorrect students correctly changing their response during the interview.
This question tests whether students understand the effect of adding an
external force to a system in a frictionless environment. The hockey puck initially
has a constant horizontal velocity. After being kicked in an orthogonal direction
students must consider the vector addition of the two velocities. The most
common incorrect responses were paths 4 and 5. These two options depict curved
paths which suggest that the puck is acted on by a force of changing magnitude.
One of the male students from Manchester who chose option 4 stated that:
“... it should be 4 because ... as time goes on, because it’s adding on a new
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Table 5.2: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 8. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 17 8 3 6 6 5
85% 57% 15% 43% 30% 36%
Edinburgh 3 1 1 1 2 1
75% 50% 25% 50% 50% 50%
Hull 9 3 0 2 2 1
100% 60% 0% 40% 22% 20%
Manchester 5 4 2 3 2 3
71% 57% 29% 43% 29% 43%
acceleration, it’s going to influence the direction more so, but it won’t go
completely vertical because there is still a horizontal force.”
He was aware that on the frictionless surface the horizontal motion will be
unaffected by the kick, but incorrectly stated that it is a force rather than a
velocity. Interestingly, he commented on the fact that the direction of the puck
will curve towards the vertical direction. This contradicted his statement about
why he eliminated path 5 as a possible answer:
“because that would assume that the force upwards is decreasing, whereas it is
constant because there is no frictional force on the upwards direction.”
He commented that the curved path suggests a change in the magnitude of
the force acting on the object. He goes on to state that the correct option, path
2, cannot occur because this shows a “constant change in velocity”.
A female student showed some confusion due to the diagrams themselves.
Having initially indicated that she believed path 5 was the correct response, she
stated that:
“Number 2 would depend on what the speeds were. If the speeds in both
directions were the same then it would be number 2.”
The interviewer pursued this line of thought and asked if path 2 was not
pointing at a 45 degree angle, but instead was a straight line pointing more to
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the vertical, would the student be more comfortable choosing this as the correct
answer. The female student agreed, elaborating that option 5 therefore indicated
that:
“... it would be slowing down and if it was a frictionless surface it would be
constant [as in path 2].”
Another incorrect option chosen by two participants was path 1. This option
in particular focuses on the misconception that motion requires an acting force.
One interviewee stated that due to Newton’s First Law
“ if there’s no other external force it has no reason to change in any direction ...
I’d say 1 ... An object will just carry on in a straight line until it interacts with
another force.”
Although correct that after the kick no external forces act on the hockey
puck, she neglected to take the initial horizontal motion into account. Choosing
path 1 suggests that she believes that the introduction of the force in the
upward direction completely cancelled out any previous motion. There were some
differences in the distractors chosen by male and female students. All the male
students who were incorrect chose option 4, whereas females were more inclined
to chose options 1 or 5.
Analysis of students’ speed of response and confidence showed that students
had much less conviction in their understanding than in the warm-up question.
Compared to Question 7, in which most students answered immediately, over
62% of participants to Question 8 showed an element of deliberation when asked
for the correct multiple choice answer. Similarly, the number of students coded as
being ‘Very Confident’ was much lower than in Question 7, with 29% ‘Somewhat
Hesitant’ and 9% ‘Very Unsure’. Eleven students, five females and six males, drew
diagrams during the interview process. All of these students answered correctly,
excluding one who proceeded to change their response from a previously incorrect
answer. These diagrams depicted arrows indicating the velocity vectors acting
on the hockey puck. This demonstrated that they recognised that they needed




Question 13, previously discussed in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.16), is a descriptive
question describing a ball being thrown upwards out of a boy’s hand. Students
need to identify the forces acting on the ball as it is thrown upwards and
subsequently falls back to the ground. The correct answer is option 4: “an
almost constant downward force of gravity only.”
Results from a whole class analysis of students across the three institutions
in 2011-12 showed a statistically significant gender gap at Edinburgh (χ2=5.625,
p=0.018) and Manchester (χ2=16.998, p<0.001). At Edinburgh 53% of males
compared to 31% of females answered correctly. At Manchester pre-test scores
were higher, with 79% of males compared to 52% of females answering correctly.
Only one third of the female population at Hull chose option 4, compared to 61%
of males (χ2=0.685, p=0.408). Once again it is important to remember that only
six female students were included in the matched data set for Hull.
Table 5.3: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 13. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 17 8 3 6 8 6
85% 57% 15% 43% 40% 43%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 3 2
100% 100% 0% 0% 75% 100%
Hull 7 2 2 3 3 2
78% 40% 22% 60% 33% 40%
Manchester 6 4 1 3 2 2
86% 57% 14% 43% 29% 29%
Table 5.3 summarises results from students’ interviews for Question 13. Just
over a quarter of the students interviewed answered incorrectly: six females and
three males from Manchester and Hull. Almost all of these students chose option
3 which incorrectly states that, in addition to an almost constant force of gravity,
there is an upward force acting on the object that steadily decreases until the
maximum height is reached, and on the way down there is only an almost constant
gravitational force. The popularity of this distractor, both in the overall cohort,
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as seen in section 4.2, and in the interview analysis, suggests that a considerable
number of students held the misconception that there is a lingering effect due to
the initial upward force given by the thrower. This preconception is evident from
the statement from a student from Hull:
“If the boy’s throwing the ball up, it’s going to have the upward force from
throwing it up ... As it leaves his hand it will be slowly decreasing, then gravity
will obviously be working on it ... It loses kinetic energy at the top ... It will go
up and it will gain potential energy ... [it will gain] kinetic energy as it falls back
down ... Not number 4 because that’s only talking about gravity. It’s not talking
about the force pulling it up.”
This female is confident that in order for the ball to move in the vertical
direction it must be being acted upon by an external force during its motion and
that the downward force of gravity cannot be the only force acting on the ball.
This is similar to a response from another interviewee who chose option 2:
“For 4 there will be close enough to an almost downward force of gravity but it
is not the only force that needs to be taken into account. When the ball is going
up it’s going to have a force applied to it once it’s left the boy’s hand but, due to
the gravity, that upward force is going to decrease until it reaches its highest
point where it will come to rest and then it will begin to accelerate towards the
Earth due to gravity. So ... It’s difficult because the only slight difference
between the two [options 2 and 3] is the difference in gravity so it will change
slightly but at a very very accurate point so ... I’ll go with 2.”
Once again the student stated that there must exist an additional force
propelling the ball upwards. They commented on the difficulty of choosing
between options 2 and 3. Unlike in option 3, option 2 suggests that the
gravitational force does not affect the upward motion of the ball, but only
acts during its downward motion. Some students had difficulty realising that
the fundamental principle that gravity acts on an object even if it is travelling
upwards. A male student from Manchester eliminated option 1 as a possible
answer. When asked for his reasoning behind this decision, he stated that the
upward force cannot be acting during the entirety of the ball’s motion as the
multiple choice answer suggests:
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“It can’t be 1 because at the top of the ball’s trajectory ... ascent ... if there was a
decreasing upward force it would carry on. It would only slow down. It wouldn’t
stop because at the top there’s zero upward force. The resultant force overall is
zero. So it should be number 3 because gravity is acting on the ball all the time
it is going up. But the resultant force is upwards as the ball increases [in height],
but then as it slows down and reaches the top of its flight it’s going to have a
resultant force of zero and then at that point there’s no upward force any more.”
Analysis of this question is key to understanding students’ misconceptions
about the relationship between force and motion. The above examples have
highlighted that those students who answered incorrectly to Question 13 of the
FCI believed that the act of throwing an object results in a continuing force
acting on that object even after it has left the thrower’s hand. In the absence
of a net force, an object will remain at rest or continue at a constant speed. No
additional force is required to maintain this motion. It addition to the existence
of this force throughout the ball’s motion, students stated that the ball slows
down due to the magnitude of this force decreasing steadily during the upward
motion, a misunderstanding also seen in the two previous questions. Although
the majority of students understood that the downward force of gravity acts
continuously on an object, two female students chose option 2, which suggests
that it acts only on the downward trajectory, when the direction of motion is in
the same direction as the gravitational force.
Similarly to Question 8, the speed with which students answered this question
was very varied. Only 44% of participants were coded as having offered their
answer ‘Immediately’, with the others deliberating and often systematically
eliminating the other multiple choice options. When examining students’
confidence in their responses, it was found that 68% of students were ‘Very
Confident’ in their choice of answer. Only one male student, who answered
incorrectly, was found to be ‘Very Unsure’. This suggests that this question,
and the relationship between force and motion, was found relatively difficult
by students. None of the students who answered incorrectly drew a diagram.
Overall 41% of students drew a diagram during the interview. The percentage of
students who drew diagrams varied considerably by university. For example, it
can be seen by Table 5.3 that almost all students at the University of Edinburgh
used a diagram, compared to only 29% of students at Manchester. This may
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suggest an institutional difference in teaching or learning strategies. Students at
Edinburgh are explicitly encouraged to include relevant diagrams in their written
assignments and marking schemes reward students for doing so.
5.2.4 Question 14
Question 14 illustrates a scenario of a bowling ball being dropped from a plane
travelling in a horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 4.14. The ball will follow
a parabolic path with a constant downward acceleration due to gravity and a
constant horizontal velocity due to its initial motion (option 4).
This question was included in the interview because it was representative
of a question for which there were statistical gender gaps and, for females,
previous results presented in Chapter 4 indicated that there existed one dominant
multiple choice distractor. Results from the 2011-12 cohort indicated statistically
significant differences between males and females at both Edinburgh (χ2=9.058,
p=0.003) and Manchester (χ2=4.399, p=0.036), with males performing more
highly than females in both populations. A chi squared distribution revealed
that there was no difference between the performance of the two cohorts at Hull
(χ2=0.017, p=0.895).
Table 5.4: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 14. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort, who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 17 11 3 3 4 4
85% 79% 15% 21% 20% 29%
Edinburgh 3 2 1 0 2 1
75% 100% 25% 0% 50% 50%
Hull 9 2 0 3 1 1
100% 40% 0% 60% 11% 20%
Manchester 5 7 2 0 1 2
71% 100% 29% 0% 14% 29%
Interview results for Question 14 are shown in Table 5.4. Of the six students
who answered incorrectly in the interviews, three were female and three were
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male. Two of the male students subsequently changed their incorrect response to
the correct answer during discussion with the interviewer. One point of interest is
the difference between popular distractors for males and females. Of the incorrect
students, all three females chose the distractor option 2, whilst the three males
chose distractor option 3. This was very different to results collected for the whole
Edinburgh cohort between 2011-13 discussed in section 4.2. There it was seen that
whilst almost all males answered correctly, with the remaining males split between
answer options 1, 3 and 4, the predominant distractor for females was option 1.
This discrepancy between the interview and whole-class results may be due to
the selection of students participating in the qualitative study. As commented
on earlier, it was not the case that students from each of the four quartiles at
each of the universities volunteered to participate. In particular at Edinburgh
no students from the lowest FCI pre-test performance quartile volunteered to
take part in the study. In this respect, these students were a self selecting group.
Nevertheless, analysis of students’ reasoning for these answers can help to identify
which misconceptions should be addressed.
One of the key issues highlighted by this study was students’ confusion over the
frame of reference in which this question was set. The diagram was misinterpreted
by a large number of students. Several students asked the interviewer for
clarification of whether the image of the plane referred to its initial position
as the ball is dropped or whether it related to the position of the plane at the
moment the ball hits the ground. When discussing why they eliminated potential
distractors, one woman commented that option 2, in which the ball’s path is
vertically downwards, would suggest that the ball had no horizontal velocity
when it was first dropped, which is the case if you were viewing this from the
plane’s frame of reference. This confusion of frames of references was seen in the
explanation from a female student:
“Is the airliner in that position when the ball falls out? So it’s not going to be 4
or 5 because that ball’s not going to move faster than the plane ... I wasn’t sure
if it would drop straight down because if the plane is stationary it would. I know
it’s stationary compared to the plane, but in comparison to everything else the
ball has velocity ... so is it just 2?”
Although confident that options 3, 4 and 5, which suggest some forward
motion, could be eliminated, when explaining her reasoning for eliminating option
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1 she showed some hesitation:
“I don’t know why it would fall behind because before I was thinking that the
plane had moved, so in comparison to the plane it would be further back, but at
the instance it drops out I think it would be just straight down.”
As well as the relative position of the airplane with respect to the observer,
students also discussed the velocity of the plane. One student commented that “it
[the ball’s position] depends how fast it [the plane] is travelling.” Further analysis
of the interviews indicated that the male student who incorrectly chose path 3, a
straight line indicating constant horizontal and vertical velocities, failed to take
into account the vertical acceleration. Initially he said that:
“From the plane’s point of view it should see the ball falling downwards ... For
the person standing on the ground you should see the ball going in the same
direction as the plane [path 3].”
After further discussion with the interviewer he quickly changed his answer
to option 4, noting that gravity would cause it to accelerate downwards. Almost
all students recognised that the only force that would be acting on the ball is the
gravitational force. Interestingly this was not the case for the previous question
where many students believed the ball being thrown up was still acted on by an
upward force, even after leaving the boy’s hand.
Those students who answered correctly demonstrated a high degree of
confidence in their responses, with only three students coded as being ‘Somewhat
Hesitant’. Students were, however, more likely to deliberate over their answer
than in previous questions. Less than half of the thirty-four participants answered
‘Immediately’, with many talking through each multiple choice option before
choosing their final answer. Only eight students drew diagrams, four of whom
answered correctly. The diagrams which were drawn indicated the directions
of the velocity vectors acting on the ball and denoted the relative horizontal




Students’ understanding of Newton’s Third Law is tested in Question 15 (Figure
4.19). Students are presented with a scenario in which a car pushes a truck while
speeding up to a constant cruising speed. The car will act on the truck with a
force equal to that which the truck exerts on the car (option 1), despite the fact
that the whole system is accelerating.
Pre-test results indicated that this question was found difficult by the majority
of the first year physics population. As discussed in Chapter 4, cohorts from the
three universities showed no significant gender gaps, with the percentage of correct
responses very low for both males and females. In 2011-12 only 22% of males and
22% of females at Edinburgh correctly noted that the car and truck would exert
equal and opposite forces on each other whilst speeding up to cruising speed
(χ2=0.009, p=0.926). Pre-test scores were only slightly higher at Manchester;
34% of males and 30% of females answered correctly (χ2=0.334, p=0.563). None
of the female students at Hull correctly chose option 1 and only 17% of males
picked this option (χ2=1.167, p=0.280).
Table 5.5: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 15. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 16 8 4 6 11 4
80% 57% 20% 43% 55% 29%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 2 2
100% 100% 0% 0% 50% 100%
Hull 6 3 3 2 5 0
67% 60% 33% 40% 56% 0%
Manchester 6 3 1 4 4 2
86% 43% 14% 57% 57% 29%
Looking at the results from the interviews, shown in Table 5.5, ten of the
thirty-four students interviewed answered incorrectly; four males and six females.
All of these students chose answer option 3: “the amount of force with which the
car pushes on the truck is greater than that with which the truck pushes back on
the car.” This was consistent with the results from the 2011-13 Edinburgh data
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set in which this was the dominant distractor (section 4.2).
Some students were quick to associate this question with Newton’s Third Law.
One female student correctly stated that when two objects are in equilibrium they
push on each other with equal and opposite forces. Despite this she went on to
state:
“When things were in equilibrium they were pushing on each other the same
amount, so the same forces were acting upon each other ... I wouldn’t say it’s 1
because they’re not in equilibrium. The car’s accelerating ... car would need to
be pushing on the truck more than the truck’s pushing back on the car to move
the truck ... I’m sure it’s not right but I can’t think why, but that’s what I would
instinctively say.”
As well as demonstrating a lack of confidence in her reasoning, it was made
clear that, because the car is accelerating, she believed that Newton’s Third
Law would no longer hold in this situation. She was more confident relying on
her intuition than the physics principle. This misconception was very common
amongst students. Participants tried to resolve the concept of Newton’s Third
Law with the acceleration of the system, thereby introducing the principle of
Newton’s Second Law. One male student who, after some deliberation, chose
option 3 as the correct answer commented that:
“the force that the truck is pushing back on it can’t be equal to it otherwise it
wouldn’t be speeding up ... Is it Newton’s Second principle which is F=ma? So,
because it’s getting up to cruising speed means there’s acceleration, which means
there must be a net force in that direction.”
Analysis of students’ reasoning for this question has highlighted several key
factors in students’ misunderstanding. First, although students were able to state
and recite Newton’s Third Law, they showed a lack of understanding of when it is
valid. The idea that Newton’s Third Law only holds true if objects are travelling
at constant speeds was common amongst students. If two objects in contact with
one another are accelerating, as in Question 15, a large proportion of students
correctly assumed that there is an unbalanced force, but incorrectly associated
this unbalanced force with the reaction pair forces:
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“It says that the car is still speeding up so, the total force in this direction [to
the right] should be greater than the total force in this direction [to the left] to
make the net force on the system directed that way ... If they are equal then the
net force in this car truck system is zero.”
Student confidence was relatively low on this item in comparison to other
interview questions. As in the examples above, several students were actively
aware that they were missing a key element of understanding in order to resolve
the fact that the car and truck were accelerating. Even those who answered
correctly sometimes stated that they knew that Newton’s Third Law would hold
for the car truck system but were unable to explain the resulting motion when
asked for an explanation by the interviewer. In total nineteen participants were
very confident in their answers, however, of these thirteen were incorrect. As well
as demonstrating a lower level of confidence, students took longer to deliberate
over their answers to Question 15 than in previous questions (56% answered ‘After
Deliberation’). Eleven students used the Livescribe pen to draw a diagram during
their discussion. These diagrams depicted the car and truck system with arrows
denoting the direction of the forces acting on each body. Most students included
the downward force of gravity and the upward reaction force. In many cases a
larger arrow was drawn to indicate that the force acting forwards from the car
was thought to be greater than the backward force from the truck. Students who
answered incorrectly drew an incorrect free-body force diagram with the reaction
forces acting on the wrong objects.
5.2.6 Question 21
Figure 5.3 shows a copy of Question 21 of the conceptual test. Question 21 is
the first of four questions which discussed the motion of a spaceship after the
addition and removal of an external force. Questions 21 and 22 were included
in the interview process to lead students into Question 23, which showed a large
gender gap in the first year cohort. In Question 21 a spaceship drifts sideways
in space and is not acted on by any outside forces. After a time the spaceship’s
engine turns on, producing a constant thrust in the vertical direction. Students
are asked to consider the resulting motion of the spaceship. The correct answer
(option 5) shows a curved path towards the vertical direction.
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Looking first at results from the 2011-12 whole class populations, significant
differences in the number of correct responses were seen between genders at Hull
(χ2=6.091, p=0.014) and Manchester (χ2=8.143, p=0.004). No such gender
difference existed in the Edinburgh cohort (χ2=0.976, p=0.323). Once again
males outperformed females at each institution.
Figure 5.3: Question 21 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Results from the interview process are shown in Table 5.6. These indicate that
fourteen of the participants answered incorrectly to the question. The proportion
of incorrect responses was higher for the female population than for the male
population. Despite this, nine of these students changed their answer to the
correct one after further discussion. Those that did change their response had
initially chosen path 4. This, along with supporting explanations from students,
provided evidence for the hypothesis that students do not initially notice the
subtle differences between the diagrams depicting paths 4 and 5. Path 4 suggests
that the spaceship continues to travel for a short time in the horizontal direction
before being affected by the engine’s upwards thrust. Path 5 indicates that the
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Table 5.6: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 21. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 13 7 7 7 4 4
65% 36% 35% 64% 20% 29%
Edinburgh 2 0 2 2 3 1
50% 0% 50% 100% 75% 50%
Hull 7 2 2 3 0 0
78% 40% 22% 60% 0% 0%
Manchester 4 5 3 2 1 3
57% 71% 43% 29% 14% 43%
effect of the engine being turned on is immediate. One student from Manchester
stated:
“I would say it’s path 4. This is similar to the hockey puck problem, but not
quite the same because, although the spaceship is also moving with the velocity to
the right, this time the thrust acts over a period of time versus the kick which is
nearly instantaneous. So in this case it would form more of a sweeping curve.”
The interviewer provoked further discussion by commenting that path 5 is
very similar to path 4 and asked the male student to explain his reasoning for
not choosing that option. The student then changed his response:
“Looking at it I may have to retract my statement and it is number 5 ... I guess
I didn’t look quite closely enough in that, for a period of time after the thrusters
are on, it appears like the spaceship isn’t moving upwards at all.”
This proffers the question whether the recorded number of incorrect responses
to this question is due to misinterpretation of the answer diagrams, rather than
an underlying physics misconception. Are the results from this question testing
students’ conceptual understanding? Another student also commented on the
similarities between the two multiple choice options, but argued that they could
both be correct depending on the time delay for the thrusters to start up.
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“Similar to the puck question, except instead of a quick application of force it is
a force over a period of time ... At Q the engines are turned on, so it maintains
its horizontal velocity. You might say that 4 could be just as right as 5,
depending on how long it takes for the thrust of the engines to take effect.”
Not all of the students who answered incorrectly chose path 4. One student
who chose distractor 2 stated:
“If it’s travelling from P to Q and there is constant thrust that’s just going
vertically up at a right angle it will move at a right angle up like in 2 because,
like it says in the question, there are no outside forces and you don’t need to
take a resultant. You don’t need to consider other forces apart from the one at a
right angle.”
The student believed that, once the engine is turned on, the original horizontal
motion is no longer present but had been overcome by the upward force from the
engine. This female student made a similar argument in Question 8 when referring
to the motion of the hockey puck after it had been kicked. Another student chose
path 3 as the path of the spaceship.
“It’s going to be 3 because it is in space and there is no air resistance. The
initial force that is acting on the plane to get it to go from P to Q is still going
to be present, so that force is going to be constant because there is nothing
resisting against it. There is no energy loss. So as soon as the force at Q is
applied and it’s continued to be placed on it, it’s going to start deviating and the
direction is going to change. It can’t be 4 or 5 or 1 because it’s gradual change
which you would associate with the resistance.”
They correctly assumed that the horizontal motion of the spaceship would
continue, although they were unaware that there is no force acting on the
spaceship in that direction, but that the motion is due to it drifting in space
in the absence of friction. This shows that their misconception, that all motion
requires an acting force, has been applied to each question they have attempted.
They have assumed that a curved path must be associated with the presence of
a resistive force.
An interesting result that emerged from these conversations is the frequency
with which participants compared Question 21 with Question 8. Similarities
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were drawn between the horizontal motion of the spaceship and the motion of
the hockey puck. Students correctly commented on the fact that, in the case of
the spaceship, the force continues to act throughout the motion, whereas for the
hockey puck the kick is instantaneous.
Students who chose an incorrect answer option during the interview, but did
not change their response during the discussion, showed a high level of confidence.
This was particularly the case for female students who were all coded as ‘Very
Confident’. The two male students who were incorrect were coded as ‘Somewhat
Hesitant’. Eight students, four females and four males, drew a diagram during
the think aloud process and used this to explain their addition of the two velocity
vectors.
5.2.7 Question 22
Question 22, shown in Figure 5.4, follows on directly from Question 21. It asks for
a description of the spaceship’s speed as it moves from point Q to point R. The
correct answer (option 2) states that the speed will be continuously increasing
because a constant force is being applied by the spaceship’s engine.
Figure 5.4: Question 22 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Chi-squared distribution tests showed no statistically significant differences
in 2011-12 between numbers of correct responses for male and female students
at either Edinburgh (χ2=2.336, p=0.126) or Hull (χ2=0.146, p=0.703). The
Manchester population did show a statistical gender gap (χ2=10.767, p=0.001)
with 80% of males answering correctly, compared to 58% of females.
Results from the think aloud interviews (Table 5.7) indicated that this
question was very well answered by students. Only four students answered
incorrectly; three females and one male. Of these four students, two chose option
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1 (constant speed) and two chose option 4 (speed increasing for a while and
constant thereafter). The male student subsequently changed his answer to the
correct answer (option 2).
Table 5.7: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 22. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 19 11 1 3 1 1
95% 79% 5% 21% 5% 7%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 0 1
100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 50%
Hull 8 3 1 2 1 0
89% 60% 11% 40% 11% 0%
Manchester 7 6 0 1 0 0
100% 86% 0% 14% 0% 0%
The majority of participants were able to identify that the concept of Newton’s
Second Law was being tested in this question, before moving on quickly to the
next question. One student explained that:
“because the force is present the whole time from point Q to point R, which
according to Newton’s Second Law says that there will be an acceleration
present, which means velocity will be increasing. It wouldn’t be constant because
there is a force present and it’s not continuously decreasing because the force is
acting in the direction of increasing velocity. It does increase, but it doesn’t stop
at all ... The thrust is present the whole time.”
By choosing distractor option 1 students are demonstrating the misconception
that despite the spaceship being acted on by a constant force, it continues at a
constant speed. A female student who chose this option explained that, although
there would be some initial acceleration, it would reach a constant speed almost
immediately. One commented on the fact that the solution would differ for an
object on Earth.
“because once the thrust ... but it’s in space isn’t it? ... I could definitely see
why people would answer 4 ... because we live on Earth.”
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They referred to the fact that there exist resistive forces such as friction on
Earth which are not present in this question. Option 4 suggests that after a
while the object would stop accelerating and continue at a constant speed. These
explanations highlight two existing misconceptions: that a constant force results
in a constant velocity rather than a constant acceleration; presence of resistive
forces in space.
Twenty-two participants (65%) were coded as showing high confidence in their
answer, with a further eleven showing some hesitation. This is reflected in the
fact that 62% of participants stated their chosen response ‘Immediately’. Overall
this question was answered relatively quickly by students. The use of diagrams
was minimal. Only one female and one male student drew a diagram. This was
not wholly unexpected since Question 22 referred to the same scenario depicted
in the diagram of Question 21.
5.2.8 Question 23
Question 23, which was previously discussed in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.22), looks
at the motion of the spaceship after its engine is turned off and the thrust
immediately becomes zero. In answering this question, students need to consider
the vector addition of two velocities. The correct answer is option 2.
Both Edinburgh and Manchester 2011-12 cohorts showed statistically signifi-
cant gender gaps in the number of correct responses. At Edinburgh 78% of males
answered correctly, compared to only 40% of females (χ2=19.075, p<0.001). At
Manchester 85% of males compared to 63% of females chose the correct answer
(χ2=12.580, p<0.001). No such statistical gender gap was present in the Hull
population, with 75% of males and 50% of females answering correctly (χ2=0.588,
p=0.443).
Interestingly, thirty of the students interviewed correctly identified option 2
as the answer, much higher than results seen for the whole class cohorts at the
three universities. Students who answered correctly made clear statements about
the lack of force acting on the object after the thrust is removed:
“I’d say it’s number 2 because now that the thrust is off there is no force on the
space shuttle, which means that its direction can’t change, so it has to continue
in the direction of the x and y velocities.”
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Table 5.8: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 23. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution and the percentage of each university’s
gender cohort who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 20 10 0 4 2 3
100% 71% 0% 29% 10% 21%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 1 1
100% 100% 0% 0% 25% 50%
Hull 9 3 0 2 1 0
100% 60% 0% 40% 11% 0%
Manchester 7 5 0 2 0 2
100% 71% 0% 29% 0% 29%
All four students who were incorrect were female. Their responses were split
between three distractors. The two students choosing options 1 and 4 highlighted
the tendency of students to believe that after the force is removed the object
will return to the direction of its initial motion prior to the force being added.
Option 1, the most popular incorrect response for the Edinburgh 2011-13 female
cohort, assumes that the motion changes instantaneously, corresponding to the
instantaneously removal of the applied force. Conversely, option 4 suggests that
the spaceship’s change back to its original horizontal direction is more gradual:
“even though the thrust has dropped to zero it is still going to have momentum
forwards so that will steadily decrease and then it will continue on sideways, the
way it was going before.”
The above explanation was provided by a student who went on to state that,
after the engine is turned off, the spaceship will decelerate, therefore resulting in
a curved motion. The student did not recognise that the question is set in the
context of space, therefore in the absence of resistive forces. The idea of impetus
or momentum was again voiced by another female student:
“when the engine turns off it’s still going to be propelling forward and then it
will go back [to its original direction] and start drifting again.”
The overall high performance level by the interview participants is reflected
in the large number of students coded as being ‘Very Confident’ in their answers.
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Only five students showed some hesitation, three of whom were females who
answered incorrectly. It was also noted that just under three quarters of
the students immediately stated their chosen answer. Very few people drew
or annotated diagrams to accompany their explanation. Only five students
drew diagrams indicating the direction of the vertical and horizontal velocity
components.
5.2.9 Question 26
A copy of Question 26 of the FCI is shown in Figure 5.5. In the preceding question
a woman exerted a horizontal force on a box which moves along the floor at a
constant speed. In this question students revisit this scenario and consider the
effect of the woman doubling the force that she exerts on the box. The correct
answer is option 5: the box will move “with a continuously increasing speed.”
Figure 5.5: Question 26 from FCI. See Appendix A for complete version of test [46].
Although there existed no significant gender differences on this question in
the pre-test at any of the three universities in 2011-12, the percentage of students
answering correctly was low across both genders. For Edinburgh only 36% of
males and 40% of females chose option 5 (χ2=0.070, p=0.791). Pre-test scores
were slightly higher at Manchester, 41% of males and 43% females (χ2= 0.013,
p=0.909). At Hull 8% of the male cohort and 17% of the female cohort answered
correctly (χ2=0.414, p=0.520).
Results from the interviews are summarised in Table 5.9. Although we can
see relatively low percentages of correct responses for male and female students
overall, there are noticeable differences between universities. All six students
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from Edinburgh answered correctly during the think aloud process. Results from
Hull and Manchester were very different, with 22% of males and 20% of females
correct at Hull and 43% of males and 57% of females correct at Manchester.
Table 5.9: Summary of interview results for FCI Question 26. The table shows the absolute
number of male and female students at each institution, and the percentage of each universities
gender cohort, who answered correctly, incorrectly or drew a diagram.
Institution Correct Incorrect Diagram
Males Females Males Females Males Females
All Students 9 7 11 7 11 5
45% 50% 55% 50% 55% 36%
Edinburgh 4 2 0 0 4 2
100% 100% 0% 0% 100% 100%
Hull 2 1 7 4 4 0
22% 20% 78% 80% 44% 0%
Manchester 3 4 4 3 3 3
43% 57% 57% 43% 43% 43%
The key factor being tested in this question is students’ understanding of
friction. There are two different coefficients of friction: static and kinetic. Static
friction between two surfaces increases with increasing force applied up until the
point of slip when motion occurs. When two surfaces are moving with respect
to one another the friction is defined by the kinetic friction. The coefficient of
kinetic friction is lower than that of static friction.
Students showed that they have a variety of misconceptions about friction.
The most common distractors chosen by students were options 2 and 4, both of
which suggest that eventually the box will travel with a constant speed. One
student who chose option 2 commented:
“All the other answers assume that the speed will change but, if you assume that
the force was changed immediately, the speed won’t be changing. And obviously
because it doesn’t say that the horizontal floor was frictionless obviously the
speed is constant due to the fact that there is friction between the box and the
floor. If the change in force is not immediate there will be some intermediate
stages ... and the ratio between the force and the friction force will change.”
In this example the student has assumed that the presence of the frictional
force balances out the force applied by the woman, resulting in a constant speed.
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This idea that an ‘equilibrium’ stage is reached, in which friction eventually
balances the forward force, was very prevalent in the interview results. This
suggests that students did not have a complete understanding of the factors
affecting the magnitude of the frictional force. This was once again seen in an
explanation by a student from the University of Hull:
“You increase the force and it’s not an instantaneous acceleration ... well it
accelerates constantly because the force increases and as the acceleration
increases so does the friction until it comes to an equilibrium point where the
friction counteracts the acceleration and you move at a constant speed.”
Analysis of the interviews showed that students also had an inconsistent
view of the relationship between applied force and its effects on velocity and
acceleration. One female student who chose option 2 (box travels with a constant
speed not necessarily twice as great as vo) stated that in order for the box to
accelerate a constantly increasing force was needed.
“There may be resistances on the box, which means more force is required to
push the box at the same speed or a greater speed. If it was a continuously
increasing speed the woman would have to be exerting a constantly increasing
force.”
Here she has confused acceleration with velocity. By applying Newton’s
Second Law it can be seen that, as the net force acting on an object is
increased, the acceleration will also increase. Therefore, by applying a constant
force the speed of the object will be continuously increasing. Once again, this
misconception was noted in an interview with a male student who stated:
“It can’t be 5 because in order to make something travel with increasing speed
you would have to give it a force that’s also increasing. And then 4 ... it might
be 4 actually because it’s not going to be instantaneous when she pushes it. Does
it just double straight away? Whether or not, when she pushes there’s going to
be like a certain amount of time the box increases and reaches like an
equilibrium period.”
Several students approached this question by trying to relate it to their own
experiences. Instead of explaining their reasoning through discussion of physics
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concepts of force or friction, they compared the context of the question to real
life situations. For example, one student said that they also took this approach
for similar questions:
“Because like in all the dynamics stuff that we’ve done I’ve tried to like imagine
what would happen if I tried to do it. Like if you push something there is more
resistance on it for a while and then it kind of carries on normally.”
Here, although he has not referred to specific physics terminology, he noted
that when you begin to push a still box you need to overcome the static friction.
Once the object starts to move the force exerted on the object needs to be greater
than the frictional force, which is proportional to the coefficient of kinetic friction
(where the coefficient of kinetic friction is smaller than the coefficient of static
friction).
Only three students were coded as having answered ‘Immediately’ to the
question. The vast majority of the students took a lot of time to deliberate,
working through each multiple choice option before selecting their answer. It
was also seen that, across the three universities, students had varying degrees
of confidence. Fourteen students were coded as being ‘Very Confident’ with a
further sixteen being ‘Somewhat Hesitant’. Almost half of students drew a force
diagram. The number of students drawing a diagram varied both by gender and
university. All students at Edinburgh used a free body force diagram to explain
their reasoning, and subsequently answered correctly. At Hull four of the male
students drew a diagram, but none of the female students did. Interestingly, only
one female student from Hull answered correctly. At Manchester 43% of both the
male and female cohorts used diagrams. Only one of these six students did not
answer correctly. This suggests that, for this question, drawing a diagram aided
most students in their problem solving, in particular females.
5.3 Analysis of qualitative interviews
In addition to analysing the interviews on a question by question basis, results
were explored for any underlying gender trends in students’ confidence, speed of
answer, use of diagrams and association between questions. In this section each of
these subjects will be discussed with reference to comments made by participants.
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5.3.1 Student confidence and speed of answer
For each question in their interview a student’s response was coded for the
confidence level they had in their answer. Table 5.10 shows the number of correct
and incorrect responses as a function of their confidence level for male and female
students. Only students who conclusively answered correctly or incorrectly were
included in this analysis. Students who changed their initial choice of answer
during discussion with the interviewer were excluded. As discussed earlier, the
correct and incorrect answers were coded as either ‘Very Confident’, ‘Somewhat
Hesitant’ or ‘Very Unsure’.
Table 5.10: Percentage of correct and incorrect male and female responses to interview
questions as a function of their confidence level. N(males)=20 and N(females)=14. The total
number of responses for males was 168 and for females 116.
Answer Gender Confidence Number of
Responses
% of total cohort
responses
Correct Males Very Confident 124 73.8
Females Very Confident 58 50.0
Males Hesitant 22 13.1
Females Hesitant 23 19.8
Males Very Unsure 1 0.6
Females Very Unsure 0 0.0
Incorrect Males Very Confident 1 0.6
Females Very Confident 16 13.8
Males Hesitant 14 8.3
Females Hesitant 13 11.2
Males Very Unsure 6 3.6
Females Very Unsure 6 5.2
Female students appeared more likely than males to answer incorrectly: 30.2%
of female responses were incorrect, compared to 12.5% of male responses. This
is reflective of the overall gender gap in favour of male students seen in the first
year courses at the three participating universities. Despite answering incorrectly,
females showed a higher degree of confidence in their answers. Only one incorrect
response (0.6%) from a male student was coded as ‘Very Confident’, compared to
sixteen responses (13.8%) by females. Similarly, male participants were more
likely to show high confidence levels in their correct responses compared to
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Table 5.11: Percentage of correct and incorrect male and female responses to interview
questions as a function of the speed of their answer. N(males)=20 and N(females)=14. The
total number of responses for males was 168 and for females 116.
Answer Gender Speed of Answer Number of
Responses
% of total cohort
comments
Correct Males Immediately 86 51.1
Females Immediately 44 37.9
Males After Deliberation 61 36.3
Females After Deliberation 37 31.9
Incorrect Males Immediately 0 0
Females Immediately 14 12.1
Males After Deliberation 21 12.5
Females After Deliberation 21 18.1
females: 73.8% of responses from males who answered correctly were coded as
‘Very Confident’, compared to 50% of female responses. This may suggest that
males are not only more likely to answer correctly, but also more aware of when
they are incorrect, consequently being less likely to show a high level of confidence
when prompted for their answer. Another possible explanation may be that
females are more likely to choose an answer based on their first instinct, or one
which coincides with their prior conceptions of a topic. If unsure of their answer
male students may take more time to deliberate and consider every possible option
before voicing their final answer.
Gender differences were also explored for those students who decided to change
their answer from a previously incorrect answer during the think aloud process.
This occurred twelve times for males and ten times for females over the course
of the nine questions. Once again male students showed higher confidence in
changing their answer: 58% of changed responses for males were coded as having
a very high confidence level, compared to only 20% for females.
Table 5.11 shows results of the coding of the speed of students’ answers.
A slightly higher percentage of males were recorded as providing the correct
answer ‘Immediately’ (51.1%) than females (37.9%). A key point of interest is
the gender differences for incorrect responses. All incorrect responses provided
by male students were given after an element of deliberation or following a
conversation with the interviewer. In direct contrast to this, 40% of females’
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incorrect responses were stated ‘Immediately’. It should be noted that these
incidences did not all occur during one specific test question, but were split
across all nine interview questions and involved six of the participating female
students. This suggests that, although female students were more likely to get the
question incorrect, they were also more likely to be confident in their reasoning
and therefore offer an answer with less hesitation. Male students were more
likely to deliberate over their responses, and this may in consequence lead to the
higher percentage of correct answers witnessed for males. A potential factor that
needs to be considered when drawing conclusions from both students’ confidence
and the speed with which they answered, is that for all participants this was
the third time they had seen these FCI questions, having answered the pre-
and post-test during the previous semester. A consequence of this may be that
some students recognised the questions and remembered the answers they had
previously submitted, rather than working through the problem during the think
aloud process.
5.3.2 Use of diagrams
The use and annotation of diagrams is an essential tool in problem solving in
physics. As commented on at the beginning of this chapter, previous research
indicated that using free-body diagrams to solve mechanics problems showed
a positive correlation with students’ success on physics problems [145]. When
students first begin their undergraduate physics degree emphasis is placed on
the correct construction of such diagrams. This is particularly the case at the
University of Edinburgh where students are actively encouraged to draw free
body force diagrams when answering physics problems. As mention earlier, a
Livescribe pen was made available to students at the start of the interview and
they were told to use the pen and notebook provided for any working or diagrams
they wished to draw. It was hypothesised that students who used diagrams as
part of their process to conceptually understand a physics problem would score
more highly than those who failed to use any type of diagram. The majority,
but by no means all of the students, drew some form of diagram or equation at
some point during their interview. The percentage of students drawing diagrams
ranged from 6% for Question 22 to 47% for Question 26. One female student
stated that:
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“I always like to draw a picture or have a picture in front of me like this so I
can see the arrows and I can see the direction. I can see which way the velocity’s
going, which way the force goes.”
Looking at the correlation between answering the FCI question correctly and
drawing a diagram, it was seen that those who did draw a diagram were more
likely to subsequently answer correctly, however no gender differences were seen.
Thirty instances in which a female student drew a diagram resulted in a correct
response, compared to one instance which resulted in the incorrect multiple choice
answer being chosen. A similar pattern was seen for males. Forty instances in
which a male student drew a diagram resulted in a correct response, and seven
times it resulted in an incorrect response.
The use of diagrams was further investigated by considering those drawn
after prompting by the interviewer. It was queried whether being prompted
by the interviewer to draw or annotate a diagram would result in a student
changing a previously incorrect response to the correct multiple choice option.
In fact this occurred only six times; three times for a female student and three
times for a male student. As commented on in section 5.1.3, the presence of the
interviewer in conjunction with having to vocalise their thought processes may
affect students’ natural problem solving processes [151, 153, 154]. It is therefore
difficult to conclude definitively whether diagrams drawn during the interview
process were drawn as part of the student’s natural problem solving strategy or
whether they were drawn purely for the benefit of explaining their reasoning to
the interviewer as part of the think aloud process.
The use of diagrams to answer interview questions appeared to be very
question dependent. For example, only six students chose to draw a diagram
for Question 7, a question answered correctly by almost all students. Interview
transcripts suggest that those who drew a diagram did so purely for the benefit
of explaining their reasoning for choosing their selected answer, or for eliminating
other options, to the interviewer. These students had already chosen and
vocalised the correct response prior to the diagrams being drawn. The two
questions for which drawing diagrams was most popular were Question 15 and
Question 26. For Question 15, 44% of participants drew a free body force diagram
and for Question 26, 47% of students drew a diagram. These two questions are
representative of FCI test items in which students need to consider the direction
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and magnitudes of forces acting on an object. They were also questions which
showed a relatively high number of students deliberating over each multiple choice
option before choosing their answer.
As mentioned previously, the diagrams accompanying a test item were a source
of confusion in some cases. This was particularly the case for Question 14 which
depicted a bowling ball falling out of a plane. One student commented that the
answer could not be options 3, 4 or 5 because the ball could not travel faster than
the plane. The diagram is drawn such that the plane is in its position at the point
at which the ball is dropped. The potential paths drawn refer to the motion of the
ball as it hits the ground. Some students misinterpreted this as the position of the
ball relative to the plane at the end of the motion, consequently eliminating the
correct answer. The diagrams in the multiple choice answers for Question 21 also
caused some confusion. Students did not easily recognise the difference between
path 4 and 5 of the spaceship. Many students chose answer option 4 before noting
that this indicated that the spaceship continued in the horizontal direction before
being acted on by the force from the spaceship’s engine. Both these examples
highlight the possibility that students’ low performance on a particular test item
could be a consequence of their misinterpretation of the question or accompanying
diagram, rather than a lack of conceptual knowledge.
5.3.3 Association between questions
There was evidence of participants referring to similarities between interview
questions. Students sometimes used these similarities with a previously at-
tempted question to determine which physics concepts were relevant to the
question at hand. For example, several students drew comparisons between
Questions 8 and 21. Question 8 refers to a hockey puck sliding at a constant
speed in the horizontal direction before being kicked in an orthogonal direction.
Question 21 also describes an object drifting at a constant speed. In the later
case the object is in space and the constant force applied is maintained during its
motion. One student commented that these were the “same question” except that
in space there is no gravitational field. The similarities between the two questions
did sometimes cause the participants to interpret Question 21 incorrectly. By
focusing on the surface features of the question, the fact that the force from
the spaceship’s engine acts continually was sometimes neglected. Although this
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occurred with very few students during the qualitative study, this may help to
explain those students in the whole class cohort who chose the spaceship’s path
to be in a straight line similar to that of the hockey puck.
Chi et al discussed the categorisation of physics problems by surface features
or underlying concepts by experts and novices [162]. Novices are described as
being more inclined to categorise problems based on surface features, such as the
context in which they are set. For experts, categorisation is primarily based on
the physics concepts required to solve each problem. By associating one question
with another, students can often misinterpret the required physics law applicable
to a problem, and this in turn can result in an incorrect answer. The effects of the
context of a problem on students’ performances have been examined in previous
studies [72, 144]. Huffman and Heller suggested that students may perform better
if they are more familiar, or have had more real life experience, with the context
in which the question is set [163].
5.4 Chapter discussion and summary
Results from qualitative analysis of students’ responses to a selection of FCI
questions have highlighted several misconceptions associated with Newtonian
mechanics. In this chapter these misconceptions have been examined through
interviews focusing on nine test questions. Although pre- and post-test FCI
results presented in the previous chapters have shown the existence of such
misconceptions, by undertaking interviews with individual students a clearer idea
of both their preconceptions and interpretation of the questions was gained. The
role of the FCI is to act as a measure of students’ level of understanding of
Newtonian mechanics and to draw attention popular misconceptions.
In a study by Rebello and Zollman, looking at the effect of distractors on the
performance of students on an algebra-based introductory physics course, they
found differences between students’ responses to open-ended questions and FCI
distractors [135]. Despite there being no differences in the percentage of correct
responses on the two versions of the FCI questions, they noted that a significant
proportion of the open-ended responses did not correspond to any of the multiple-
choice answer distractors on the original test. This may suggest that, although
the FCI allows for some misconceptions to be brought to the attention of the
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instructor through the popularity of incorrect answer options, it may mask other
potential conceptual problems. As well as the underlying misconceptions, it is
extremely difficult to discern where or in what context the preconception was
created. There are a wide range of sources, such as prior teaching or personal
experience, from which these could be manifested, but it is very difficult for them
to be traced back to the origin of conception [131, 132].
Students have shown that there are areas in which they have difficulty
associating the prescribed physics problem with ‘real world’ situations. For
example students may accept, and correctly state, certain physics principles, such
as Newton’s Second Law, but have difficulty applying it to everyday experiences.
When discussing the problem of the woman pushing a box on a horizontal floor,
one student commented that:
“If you push a box in real life on a floor it doesn’t continue to get faster and
faster. So friction must increase as she increases the force on the box.”
They identified what they believe to be the correct answer, but remain uncon-
vinced that this situation would occur outside the context of the physics problem.
This may stem both from a lack of domain knowledge or from a culture of physics
problems being set in ‘ideal’ conditions which often ignore resistive forces.
One hypothesis for explaining the gender gap in performance is that females
are more likely than males to place an emphasis on ‘real world’ connections in
their understanding of concepts of force and motion, which form the basis for
common misconceptions. This hypothesis may explain the differences in popular
FCI distractors between males and females observed in Chapter 4. The relatively
small number of female students taking part in the qualitative study, and the
difference between responses from participating students and the whole first year
cohort, do not allow for this hypothesis to be conclusively confirmed or rejected.
There was however evidence to suggest that some students were aware of the
incoherence of their conceptual understanding. Having commented that if they
themselves carried out the motion in the question they would witness a different
outcome, they nevertheless chose the correct answer which they knew to be true,
but could not explain why.
The students participating in the interviews had previously studied all the
concepts involved in each of the problems set and had in fact both seen and
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answered these questions approximately twelve weeks earlier. This suggests that
they do possess the required knowledge. The students’ difficulty in answering the
questions at the time of the interview may be a result of an inability to access
stored knowledge, or indeed retain it over that period of time. In order to fully
solve these problems students may require the transfer of knowledge from the long
term memory to the short term working memory. This poses the question that if
given a longer time interval, would the student be able to solve these problems?
To probe whether this is the case students could be given a longer time frame to
consider the questions.
When attempting questions some students showed a desire to compare
different questions to one another. One potential problem with the use of
association when conceptualising physics problems is the potential for students
to concentrate on the surface features of the problem. Laurillard stated that:
“from the student’s point of view, the problem situation is not just the content of
the problem as given but includes also the context in which it is given.” [164]
This categorisation of questions by surface features, rather than the underlying
physics concept on which the problem is based, has been noted as a key difference
between an expert or novice problem solver [162]. By comparing physics problems
in this way students run the risk of misinterpreting the problem and employing
the incorrect physics to the situation. When discussing the approach they take
to solving physics problems, one student commented that:
“The first things I look out for are constant speed or, if it was a different
question, constant acceleration are the first two things that I look out for to see
what equations I can use and what equations I can’t use.”
This suggests that, for some students, identifying potential equations and
numerical values is the first thing they do when approaching an unseen
problem. Once again, this can potentially result in students neglecting important
information in the question. By being more aware of this strategic approach
instructors could emphasise the benefits of identifying physics concepts before
attempting a question.
Students’ confidence in their answers was also examined during the interview
process. As well as showing the strength of their conviction in their choice of
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answer, their confidence can also affect their use of physics terminology. Ideally
a high confidence level should be correlated with a correct answer and a lower
confidence level with an incorrect response. A study of experts and novices in the
physics department at the University of California at Berkeley investigated the
link between performance and confidence of these two populations on questions
regarding acceleration [165]. Experts comprised male faculty of the physics
department. Novices were a selection of male and female undergraduate students.
It was seen that 77% of experts showed high confidence when giving a correct
answer and only 5% showed high confidence for an incorrect answer. Interestingly,
for the undergraduates the percentage of students who were both correct and
confident (23%) was almost the same as the percentage who were both incorrect
and confident (24%), suggesting that they may have been less aware of the
gaps in their understanding of acceleration concepts. The relationship between
performance and students’ attitudes has also been explored in other science
disciplines. Felder et al noted that women entered engineering courses with a
higher level of anxiety and lower confidence than males [166]. As the course
progressed their initial high expectations of their ability to perform well in
assessments decreased. Interestingly, results from interviews at the Universities
of Edinburgh, Hull and Manchester showed that female students were much more
likely than male students to show a high confidence level in an incorrect answer.
They were also more likely to state their incorrect answer ‘Immediately’ compared
to incorrect male students, all of whom answered ‘After Deliberation’.
There are limitations to the conclusions that can be drawn from this
qualitative study. While at the Universities of Hull and Manchester students were
approached directly to take part in this study during class time, participants from
Edinburgh were all volunteers. Therefore the sample from Edinburgh represented
in this research, although comprised both male and female students, were a self-
selecting group of students, having volunteered to take part. There was difficulty
in finding students to participate from the lower quartiles, which in Chapter 4
showed the largest degree of confusion in the answer response profiles. This was
particularly the case at Edinburgh in which no students in the lowest quartile
participated.
Whilst the quantitative results presented in the multiple choice response
profiles of FCI questions in Chapter 4 indicated which distractors were most
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popular amongst students, and in some cases which distractors were more popular
for males or females, undertaking qualitative interviews enabled for students’
reasoning to be better understood. This method isolated common misconceptions
surrounding the topic of Newtonian mechanics and indicated certain questions
in which students may answer incorrectly due to the wording of the question or
confusion with the accompanying diagram. It also enabled a measure of students’
confidence in their understanding to be made, something that cannot be achieved
through purely quantitative data collection. The results presented in this chapter
highlight areas in which future interventions could be implemented to reduce the






Students can be assessed in a variety of different ways over the course of their
degree. Studies have suggested that genders may perform differently depending
on the form of the assessment administered, for example whether they are
assessed through coursework or examinations [3, 65, 70]. There exists a view that
female students may exhibit better performance than male students on continual
assessments such as weekly coursework, for which there is often the possibility
to discuss the work with peers in a group environment prior to submitting the
assessment [65]. Previous studies have shown gender differences in performance
in both coursework and examinations at undergraduate level [3, 56, 62]. For each
of the seven semesters of an introductory mechanics course Kost et al found that
females outperformed males on homework and participation scores, while males
outperformed females by an equivalent amount on examinations [3]. Similarly,
Docktor and Heller found that whilst there was no overall gender difference in
course grade, males did have marginally higher scores when examination results
were considered separately from lab reports and participation scores [62]. This
gender difference in coursework performance has also been examined at secondary
school level. Elwood showed that females had higher mean coursework marks in
GCSE English, Mathematics and Science [66]. A study undertaken at Sussex
University with over 600 undergraduate students sampled from a variety of
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disciplines showed that females performed better than males on both coursework
and examination components of courses [68]. In addition to quantitative scores,
student surveys indicated that girls expressed higher anxiety about their overall
performance and were more likely to report themselves as being adequately
prepared for assessments. Such differences merit further investigation and could
affect what teaching methodologies are implemented in the future.
In this chapter results from analysis of coursework and examination data
from undergraduate physics courses at the University of Edinburgh are discussed
with respect to students’ gender. In the preceding chapters evidence has shown
that there exists statistically significant differences between male and female
performance on the FCI diagnostic test. This, along with subsequent qualitative
analysis, indicated the presence of misconceptions amongst students in questions
testing Newtonian concepts of force and motion. This topic makes up only part
of the syllabus of the introductory physics course. Therefore, by examining
the end-of-course assessment results, it can be determined whether this gender
gap is specific to the Force Concept Inventory and representative of students’
understanding of Newtonian mechanics or whether it presents itself in other areas
of the course syllabus. Furthermore, results for additional first and second year
courses may establish whether these gender discrepancies persist after the first
year of study. In order to fully understand the effect of assessment types, data
was collected from core courses in each year of the undergraduate degree.
Physics has a particularly low proportion of females studying in the undergrad-
uate programme in comparison to many other science and engineering courses,
although they also remain greatly under-represented in computer science and
engineering courses [167]. In particular, biology and chemistry have much higher
levels of female participation. In this chapter results from chemistry and biology
courses at the University of Edinburgh are presented and used for comparison
with those from physics to investigate whether the gender demographic of the
classroom setting has an overall effect on differences in gender performance.
Literature has alluded to the idea that minority groups, such as gender, may
demonstrate lower performance and lower task activity when they are integrated
into an environment in which they are outnumbered [168, 169].
Potential gender differences in assessment types also provided motivation for
a wider study of the extent to which instructional methodologies may affect
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gender performance gaps. The use of peer discussion and personal electronic
response systems in lectures have previously been shown to have a positive effect
on students’ learning [50, 170]. Student participation and performance on Peer
Instruction questions in first year lectures will be discussed and gender differences
explored for individual questions.
In this chapter coursework, laboratory and examination results from first year
physics courses at the University of Edinburgh will be presented alongside a
comparison of the performance of male and female students between 2006-13.
The magnitude of the observed gender gaps in each of these academic years will
be discussed for each form of course assessment. How the gender performance gap
changes over the course of the degree programme is explored, firstly by looking
at student performance in core second year courses and then through a fully
longitudinal study of two year groups of physics students. As mentioned above,
undergraduate physics courses have very different gender profiles to other STEM
subjects. In this chapter, a comparison is made between gender differences on
the physics programme and those witnessed in first year chemistry and biology
courses. Finally, the use of Peer Instruction in introductory physics lectures is
discussed and student performance on in-lecture questions presented.
6.1 Fully longitudinal and pseudo-longitudinal
studies
When comparing the performance of students in different years of the undergrad-
uate programme, results can take the form of either a pseudo-longitudinal or a
fully longitudinal study. The term pseudo-longitudinal describes the method of
comparing the performance of one year group with another year group to provide a
‘snap-shot’ of the gender situation across the different years of the degree course.
The pseudo-longitudinal method makes the assumption that students in each
year group are the same as in all consecutive year groups in the study. Although
the structure and content of core courses remained relatively constant over the
past few years, there existed some instances in which new material and teaching
methodologies, particularly in first year, have been implemented. This may have
had a subsequent effect on students’ performance in later years of their degree.
This was discussed by Singer and Willett when planning a study of teachers’
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careers [171]. They commented that cross-sectional data reveal nothing about
‘change’ and do not take into account changes in work experiences that may be a
result of different background characteristics or administrative changes dependent
on the year they entered teaching.
Another approach to examining gender differences in student coursework and
examination performance is to consider the progression of the same individuals
over the entirety of their degree programme. This methodology is been referred
to as a fully-longitudinal study. By undertaking a fully-longitudinal analysis, the
need for the assumption that each year’s cohort is similar is eliminated. One
disadvantage of completing a longitudinal study is the length of time required by
the study. A fully-longitudinal study of assessment performance was conducted
for two year groups (students who entered first year in 2006-07 and those who
entered in 2007-08).
6.2 Gender performance in first year physics
As discussed previously, there exist statistical differences between male and female
scores on a test of conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics, both at
the beginning and end of the introductory first year physics course. The content
of the FCI is covered in the first five weeks of the eleven week semester and
is therefore not the sole focus of the end-of-course examination or coursework
assessments. Because of this, it is interesting to explore whether the observed
gender gap in Newtonian mechanics is replicated in final scores for each of these
assessment types. In addition to the introductory first year course, assessment
results were collected for students between 2006-13 in the second semester first
year course.
6.2.1 First year physics courses
‘Physics 1A’ and ‘Physics 1B’ are the two introductory physics courses taken by
students in semester one and semester two of their first year of the undergraduate
degree. ‘Physics 1A’ focuses on classical physics of kinematics, dynamics, an
introduction to relativity and forces and fields. Students are assessed through
both weekly coursework assignments and an end-of-course examination. Whilst
the content of the course remained relativity constant between 2006-13, there
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were some changes in teaching methods and course assessments. During these
years the coursework element of the course contributed between 30-33% of the
final course mark. This consisted of weekly assignments made up of three
physics problems, chosen from those which the students work on in the past
week’s tutorial. Students took an in-class midterm exam which contributed
the equivalent of one weekly assignment. In the 2010-11 academic year the
student generated assessment tool PeerWise was first introduced as part of the
coursework assessment [95]. Using PeerWise students created their own physics
problems online and answered and commented on fellow students’ problems. The
presentation of first year lectures also changed to a ‘flipped-classroom’ format in
2011-12, in which students received the content to be covered prior to the lecture
and the lectures were used to target areas found difficult by the students through
discussion and peer discussion ‘clicker’ questions [63, 96]. Results of responses to
clicker questions will be discussed later in this chapter in section 6.8. For 2011-12
and 2012-13 the end-of-course exam was open-book.
‘Physics 1B’ introduces the concepts of quantum mechanics and wave particle
duality. Lectures touch on topics of superconductivity, thermal physics, nuclear
physics and the fundamental properties of matter. As in the first semester course,
students complete written weekly assignments worth 20% of their course mark.
Since 2010-11, students have completed weekly on-line quizzes and a PeerWise
exercise worth the equivalent of one weekly hand-in. The coursework mark
comprised the best eight out of ten weekly assignments along with the PeerWise
assessment (10%) and weekly online quizzes (10%). They also begin laboratory
experiments which contribute 20% to their final course mark, with the end-of-
course exam contributing 60%.
6.2.2 First year physics coursework results
In ‘Physics 1A’, at the end of each week of the semester, students were given
three course questions from the past week’s tutorials to submit for a weekly
assignment. Students had previously been given the opportunity to work through
these questions in a group environment during the weekly three hour workshop.
During this time students could speak to postgraduate tutors about any questions
they may have about the exercises. Prior to the release of the first weekly
assignment, first year students were given guidelines on how to approach and set
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out solutions to physics problems. The importance of describing their problem
solving procedure was emphasised. Other aspects of what makes a good written
answer which were highlighted were the use of force-body diagrams, dimensional
analysis and stating explicitly which physics principles apply in the question.
In this, and all results in this chapter, only students who had a recorded
non-zero mark for both coursework and the examination were included in the
analysis. Although the questions assigned in the weekly homework remained
relatively constant during the time period of this study, the number of questions
varied over the seven years. In later years some weekly written assignments
were substituted by PeerWise exercises, thereby reducing the total number of
coursework hand-ins. In order to better compare student performance between
year groups, coursework data presented in this section have been modified to
exclude all PeerWise, midterm and FCI scores. The coursework marks therefore

























































Figure 6.1: Mean coursework scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Physics 1A’ and
(b) ‘Physics 1B’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue)
and females (green) over the seven years.
Figure 6.1 (a) illustrates the mean coursework marks for male and female
students in the first year ‘Physics 1A’ course as a function of the academic year.
It can be seen that there was some variation in the average coursework mark over
the seven years analysed. In particular 2011-12 and 2012-13 showed a decrease
in average coursework score compared to proceeding year groups, particularly for
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females. This observed drop may be attributed to changes in the marking scheme
used to assess individual course questions. Each physics problem in a weekly
assignment was given a score in four key areas: Strategic Approach, Physics
Explanation, Mathematical Execution and Final Answer. Each of these areas
was scored out of 5. A score of 4 in each of these categories indicated a correct
answer with all appropriate explanations included in the student’s answer. In
order to achieve a score of 5 students had to demonstrate a particularly insightful
physics explanation, efficient approach, evaluation of mathematical correctness
(such as limiting cases or dimensional analysis) or evaluation of the final answer
itself. Prior to 2011-12, each question in the weekly assignment was scored out
of 4 without the additional coding for the fifth ‘bonus’ mark.
The key result of this investigation is that in each of the seven years female
students had a higher coursework mark than male students. Averaged over these
seven years, males had a mean score of 66(1)%, compared to females who had
a mean score of 73(1)%. Looking at the performance on each individual year,
it was found that the gender difference was statistically significant at the 95%
confidence level in four out of the seven years, as measured by an independent
t-test. The difference between male and female students’ coursework marks was
not statistically significant in 2008-09 (p=0.336), 2011-12 (p=0.083) or 2012-13
(p=0.474).
The majority of students who complete the ‘Physics 1A’ course continue onto
the second semester ‘Physics 1B’ course. Looking at the final written assignment
results for ‘Physics 1B’ shown in Figure 6.1 (b), it was found that, as in the first
semester course, female students had a higher average coursework percentage
score (73(1)%) than male students (64(1)%) over the seven years. There was a
large variation in coursework marks over this time period. Females significantly
outperformed male students in each of the seven years, with the exception of 2008
(p=0.357).
6.2.3 First year physics lab results
In addition to weekly written coursework assignments, in the second semester
‘Physics 1B’ course students were assessed on four lab experiments over the
course of the 11 weeks. This was students’ first exposure to practical physics
experimentation, as well as their first time completing a lab book. These lab
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experiments contributed a total of 20% to the final course score. A gender analysis
of the average percentage laboratory marks, shown in Figure 6.2, indicated that
females had a higher average score in all year groups. Included in this analysis
were all students who were recorded as having a non-zero lab score at the end of
the semester. This difference was significant in six of the seven academic years.























Figure 6.2: Mean lab scores for male and female students in ‘Physics 1B’ for each academic
year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Horizontal lines
represent the average lab mark for males (blue) and females (green) over the seven years.
Averaged over these seven years, females had a lab mark of 71(1)%, while
males had an average of 63(1)% (p<0.001). Each laboratory experiment is
assessed through the completion of a lab book which students can work on out
of lab hours. In this respect, because students have the ability to discuss the
experiment and their results with their peers and complete their lab book outside
of contact hours, it is perhaps not completely unsurprising that these results were
in agreement with those seen in first year coursework, where females consistently
outperformed males.
6.2.4 First year physics examination results
A similar analysis was conducted on final examination scores for ‘Physics 1A’,
the results of which are shown in Figure 6.3 (a). The end-of-course examination
comprised a series of compulsory short answer questions and the choice of long
answer questions, of which students must complete two. Male students had
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a significantly higher average percentage examination score (59(0.2)%) than
female students (57(1)%) across the seven years examined (p=0.012). Despite
this significant difference overall, males did not outperform females in all years
and there was large variation in the mean examination scores depending on
academic year. In both 2007-08 and 2010-11, female cohorts had a higher average
examination score than males, although this difference was not found to be
significant at the 95% confidence level (p=0.651 in 2007-08 and p=0.414 in 2010-
11). In 2011-12 both genders had effectively equal scores in the end of semester
examination. The gender gap was significantly different in 2008-09 (p=0.032),

























































Figure 6.3: Mean examination scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Physics 1A’ and
(b) ‘Physics 1B’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue)
and females (green) over the seven years.
Data collected from the second semester ‘Physics 1B’ course, shown in Figure
6.3 (b), also indicated large variation in the gender gap and mean examination
scores depending on the year in question. In this case, averaged over the seven
semesters, females had a higher mean examination score (58(1)%) compared
to males (55(1)%) (p=0.010). Although female students had a slightly higher
average percentage examination score in six of the seven years, this gender gap
was not statistically significant except in 2010-11. In this year, females performed
significantly better than their male counterparts (p=0.001).
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6.2.5 Comparison of coursework and examination
performance in first year
As in Chapter 3, the gender gap (G) was defined as the average male score minus
the average female score. A positive gender gap indicates that male students
performed more highly than female students. Similarly, a negative gender gap
indicates that females performed better than males.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Average percentage gender gap (G) between male and female (a) coursework and
(b) examination scores in ‘Physics 1A’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars
represent the standard error.
Figure 6.4 (a) illustrates that in all years the coursework gender gap for the
‘Physics 1A’ course was negative. The average coursework gender gap between
2006-13 was -5.2%. Looking at the gender gap for ‘Physics 1A’ examination
scores the gender gap was positive in five of the seven years (Figure 6.4 (b)).
The magnitude of the average gender gap for examination scores (2.5%) was also
much smaller than for coursework, suggesting that male and female students’
performances are perhaps more comparable in exam scenarios. It was not the case
that the years that demonstrated the largest negative gender gap in coursework
saw the largest gender gap in examination performance.
The relationship between students’ attainment on coursework and examina-
tions was examined by first binning student results into quartiles of approximately
equal size based on their overall coursework marks. The mean examination scores
were then calculated for each gender in each of these four quartiles. A single
factor ANOVA test was carried out to determine if any statistically significant
differences existed between the coursework marks collected over seven consecutive
years. Differences did exist for mean coursework marks between year groups. As
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a result, all seven sets of ‘Physics 1A’ data could not be legitimately combined
into one data set. Presented below are the results of the combined 2011-12 and
2012-13 data, shown in Figure 6.5. There existed no statistical difference between
the mean coursework marks for the whole class nor for the male or female cohorts
in these two years. (Results from courses for each year between 2006 and 2010 can
be found in Appendix H (Figures H.1 - H.5). In both years the course and lectures
followed the same format and weekly coursework assignments were graded using
the same marking rubric.
Coursework Mark (%)





































Figure 6.5: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the combined 2011-13 data set. Error bars represent the
standard error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of
students from each gender cohort represented by each bar. N(males)=364 and N(females)=105.
For 2011-13, females had a lower mean examination score in each of these four
quartiles than males. Those female students who were in the same quartile as
males nevertheless underperformed in the examination compared to their male
peers. No statistical difference existed between the examination performance of
males and females who were in the lowest coursework performance quartile. On
average, males who scored less than 55% (the upper limit of the lowest quartile) on
coursework had a mean examination score of 52(2)%, compared to corresponding
females who had a mean score of 45(4)%. Similarly, the performance difference
was not significant between genders in the top two coursework quartiles. The
mean end-of-course examination scores for the second lowest quartile did however
show a statistical discrepancy between genders in final examination results
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(p=0.014).
As in the quartile comparison for the FCI pre-test scores shown in Chapter
3, the male population was distributed evenly across the four coursework
performance quartiles for the 2011-13 data set. Approximately 25% of the male
cohort existed in each quartile. The distribution of the female population showed
that a higher proportion of female than male students existed in the upper two
quartiles. This skew in female distribution towards top scores on weekly written
assessments was also particularly apparent in 2006-07, 2007-08 and 2009-10, in
which less than 10% of the entire female population were found in the lowest
coursework performance quartile (See Appendix I). This trend is consistent with
the fact that we see an overall female bias in coursework performance. This
result was very different to that seen in the FCI, in which almost half the female
population was in the lowest performance quartile, reiterating the idea that,
because the coursework assignments contain additional concepts to those tests
in the FCI, male and female students’ overall semester coursework marks may
differ to the post-test FCI trends.
6.3 Second year physics performance
Up until this point the exploration of the gender gap in undergraduate physics
at the University of Edinburgh has focused on differences in our first year cohort,
with the exception of the FMCE and BEMA tests, discussed in Chapter 3, which
showed no gender discrepancies. In order to determine whether the observed
gender differences in first year were intrinsic to the course, performance on courses
in other years of the degree programme was investigated between 2006-13.
‘Physics 2A’ is a second year undergraduate course taken in the first semester.
Almost all students enrolled on this course are physics majors, with only a handful
of students taking this as an elective or as a requirement for another degree course
such as geophysics. This course aims to provide an introduction to several key
topics which form the basis of future physics degree courses: special relativity,
electromagnetism, optics and classical dynamics. In addition to lectures and
tutorials, students complete a weekly three hour module on Java programming
and data analysis. The end-of-course examination contributes 70% to the final
course mark. The weekly assignments contribute 10%, with computing and data
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analysis contributing 20%.
‘Physics 2B’ is a second semester course taken in the second year of the
undergraduate physics programme. Lectures focus on the dynamics of waves
(sound, electromagnetic and mechanical), as well as concepts of interference and
diffraction. Students are also given an introduction to quantum theory and
thermodynamics. Once again, the final examination contributes 70% of the final
course mark, with an additional 15% coming from weekly assignments. Students
spend three contact hours a week completing lab experiments worth 15% of their
final mark.
In 2012-13 there was a restructuring of the second year physics degree
courses. The ‘Physics 2A’ and ‘Physics 2B’ courses were replaced by the first
semester ‘Classical and Modern Physics’ course and the second semester ‘Physics
of Fields and Matter’ course. ‘Classical and Modern Physics’ is designed to
introduce pre-honours physics students to dynamics, waves, special relativity and
quantum physics and is assessed 20% by coursework and 80% by the end-of-course
examination. ‘Physics of Fields and Matter’ focuses on electromagnetism and
condensed matter physics. Although not completely analogous to data collected
from academic years between 2006-12, results from 2012-13 for both courses have
been included in analysis for comparison of second year gender behaviour.
6.3.1 Second year physics coursework results
In both ‘Physics 2A’ and ‘Physics 2B’ students completed weekly coursework
assignments consisting of physics problems taken from the previous week’s tutorial
sheet. The coursework scores compared in this section refer only to the weekly
hand-in assignments and do not include the data analysis, computational or
practical components of the courses.
Average coursework marks for male and female students enrolled on ‘Physics
2A’ (and ‘Classical and Modern Physics’ in 2012-13) are shown in Figure 6.6 (a).
In six out of seven years female students outperformed male students in the weekly
coursework assignments. This was not the case in 2007-08, where male (62(2)%)
and female students (62(3)%) had equal average coursework marks. Although
females displayed higher average scores in six year groups, this difference was
only statistically significant in 2011-12 (p=0.005). Over the seven years, females
had an average coursework score of 70(1)%, compared to males who had an
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Figure 6.6: Mean coursework scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Physics 2A’/‘Classical
and Modern Physics’ and (b) ‘Physics 2B’/‘Physics of Fields and Matter’ for each academic
year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Horizontal lines
represent the average coursework mark for males (blue) and females (green) over the seven
years.
average score of 66(1)% (p<0.001). There were large variations between years,
with average coursework scores showing a general upwards trend.
The gender difference was more pronounced in the second semester course
(‘Physics 2B’/‘Physics of Fields and Matter’). As shown in Figure 6.6 (b), female
students once again performed more highly than male students in each of the years
examined. In four academic years this gender gap was statistically significant at
the 95% level. This was not the case in 2008-09 (p=0.054), 2010-11 (p=0.057) or
2012-13 (p=0.190).
6.3.2 Second year physics examination results
Final examination results for the core second year physics courses were also
analysed for differences in male and female performance. Mean scores for each
academic year of the ‘Physics 2A’/‘Classical and Modern Physics’ course are
shown in Figure 6.7 (a). Although males had a marginally higher average
examination score (55(1)%) over the seven years compared to females (52(1)%),
there was large variation from year to year. As was the case in first year physics
courses, the examination gender gap was much smaller than for coursework.
In fact, only the 2008-09 population showed a statistically significant gender
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difference (p=0.027).
Similar trends were seen in the second semester ‘Physics 2B’/‘Physics of Fields
and Matter’ results shown in Figure 6.7 (b). Both male and female students
showed very similar mean examination scores in each of the academic years, with
no year group showing statistically different gender performance. Both courses
demonstrated a large range in final examination scores depending on the academic
year analysed. These fluctuations were not entirely unexpected due to the changes
that occur in examination questions from year to year, as well as changes to both





























































Figure 6.7: Mean examination scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Physics
2A’/‘Classical and Modern Physics’ and (b) ‘Physics 2B’/‘Physics of Fields and Matter’ for
each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue) and females (green)
over the seven years.
6.4 Summary of physics results
Results from both first and second year data sets indicated that, although there
was consistent evidence to support the hypothesis that females perform better
than males in coursework and laboratory assessments, results from end-of-course
examinations showed no clear gender trends. It should be noted that, while the
content of the weekly coursework assignments remained relatively constant over
the past few years, examination questions changed on a yearly basis.
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Research by the University of Colorado analysed gender gaps in students’
physics examination and coursework performance over seven semesters of teaching
[3]. In each of these semesters they found that female students scored consistently
higher than male students on coursework. This, along with results from the
University of Edinburgh discussed in this chapter, offer evidence to support the
theory that variations in the learning or assessment environment may encourage
different learning gains in different genders [65]. Kost et al also noted that
across all semesters males showed consistently higher examination marks than
females [3]. This was not a trend reflected in results from our pre-honours
physics courses. Although males students did outperform females in some year
groups, this was not universally the case, nor were these gender differences always
statistically significant. This may suggest that both genders perform more equally
on examination style assessments and they in turn may not favour male learning.
Looking at overall ‘Physics 1A’ course scores for each academic year, which
take into account both examination and continual assessment contributions, there
existed no statistically significant gender gaps, with the exception of results from
the 2012-13 year group in which males had a higher overall course score compared
to females (p=0.029). For the second semester ‘Physics 1B’ course there were no
statistically significant gender differences in final course marks in four of the
seven years. Females had a significantly higher overall course mark in 2006-07
(p=0.004), 2010-11 (p<0.001) and 2012-13 (p=0.028). In the second year ‘Physics
2A’ and ‘Physics 2B’ courses, six of the seven academic years analysed showed
no difference for males and females. The exception to this was the 2011-12 year
group for ‘Physics 2A’, where females had a slightly higher final course mark than
males (p=0.032), and the 2010-11 year group for ‘Physics 2B’, where females once
again outperformed males (p=0.022).
6.5 Longitudinal study of gender performance
in physics
All results presented in this chapter so far have explored the consistency of
differences between male and female performance in individual courses over
several consecutive academic years. There existed changes in course structure,
lecturing staff and incoming student selection. These can all have an effect on
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measured class performance. As discussed in section 6.1, by undertaking a fully
longitudinal study, the same students can be tracked through the entirety of their
degree program and the progression of the gender gap explored. This analysis
can help to establish whether the observed gender gap in first year persists and
if it is a characteristic of the cohort, or whether certain courses or years of the
degree programme have different effects on the gender assessment gap.
Two year groups of students were followed from their first year through to their
fourth year of study; those who commenced their studies in 2006-07 and those
who began in 2007-08. In the results presented in this section, data was collected
from core courses in each of the four years of the BSc degree programme and a
fully longitudinal study carried out (section 6.1). Seven core physics courses were
analysed. These included the first year (‘Physics 1A’ and ‘Physics 1B’) and second
year (‘Physics 2A’ and ‘Physics 2B’) courses discussed earlier in this chapter. Two
third year courses, ‘Dynamics and Relativity’ and ‘Quantum Mechanics’, were
also included, as well as the ‘Condensed Matter Physics’ course taken by students
in the fourth year of their degree. Only students for whom there existed both
coursework and end-of-course examination results for each course were included in
the analysis. In total 20 male and 13 female students fulfilled these requirements
in 2006-07 and 31 male and 7 female students were included in 2007-08.
6.5.1 Coursework gender gaps
Looking first at the students starting their university degree in 2006-07, Figure
6.8 (a) depicts the mean percentage gender gap in total coursework mark for
each of the core degree courses analysed between 2006 and 2010. The negative
gender gap in the first year courses indicated that female students had a higher
average coursework score than male students, as was reported in section 6.2.2.
Following these thirty-three students into their second year of study showed a
positive performance gender gap in the ‘Physics 2A’ coursework. Interestingly,
this again became negative in the second semester ‘Physics 2B’ course. By the
junior honours year of their degree the size of the coursework gender gap was
reduced and the sign or direction of this gap once again changed depending on
the course: positive in ‘Dynamics and Relativity’ and negative in ‘Quantum
Mechanics’. The average coursework gender gap over these three years of the
degree programme was -2%. All fourth year senior honours courses contain no
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assessed coursework, but are assessed solely by an end-of-course examination and
are therefore not included in the coursework analysis.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: Average percentage coursework gender gap for core degree courses for (a) 2006-10
and (b) 2007-11 longitudinal cohorts. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
Repeating the longitudinal analysis for the 2007-08 cohort, the coursework
gender gap was calculated for the same six courses (Figure 6.8 (b)). The gender
gap was negative in each case, indicating that females consistently outperformed
males in each course, irrespective of the year of the degree programme or course
content. Averaged over their four years of study, the mean coursework gender
gap was -11%, a much greater gender discrepancy than that of the proceeding
population. There were, however, variations in the magnitude of the gender gaps
from course to course. Unlike in the 2006-07 longitudinal analysis, the coursework
gender gap was strongly negative for both second year courses. In ‘Physics 2A’
the female population had a 19% higher average coursework score than males.
This was comparable to the second semester second year ‘Physics 2B’ course
where the gender gap was -18%. Once again, the ‘Dynamics and Relativity’
and ‘Quantum Mechanics’ courses in junior honours showed a narrower gender
gap for this population. Although the size of these gender gaps, particularly in
second year courses, are concerning, the magnitude of these large gender gaps
must be treated with some caution since the female population size was only
seven students.
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6.5.2 Examination gender gaps
Results from a longitudinal investigation of the end-of-course examination scores
for these two student populations are shown in Figures 6.9 (a) and (b). For
the 2006-07 cohort, in each course analysed there was a positive gender gap in
the end-of-course examination scores, indicating that, on average, male students
outperformed female students. The average percentage gender gap was 4%.
However, there were substantial error bars associated which each data point due
to the large range in individuals’ results and the small number of students in each
gender population. As in the coursework results, the second year courses showed
the largest discrepancy between male and female students’ scores.
The overall trend in the 2007-08 population was slightly different. In six
out of seven of the courses analysed the gender gap was negative, although once
again there were substantial standard errors on the mean due to small number
statistics, particularly for the female cohort. The average gender gap across the
four years was calculated to be -3%. In some instances, for example ‘Physics 2A’
and ‘Dynamics and Relativity’, the gender gap was minimal.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Average percentage end-of-course examination gender gap for core degree courses
for (a) 2006-10 and (b) 2007-11 longitudinal cohorts. Error bars represent the standard error
on the mean.
6.5.3 Summary
It is perhaps not unexpected that there exist some disparity between the
performance of the two longitudinal cohorts. One of the limitations of this study
was the very low number of male and female students included in the analysis.
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The students included in the longitudinal study who began their degree in 2006-
07 comprised only 20 males (61%) and 13 females (39%). In 2007-08 the number
of females was considerably lower, with only 7 female students (18%) completing
the coursework and examination elements in all four years of the programme. In
addition to the attrition of students across the degree programme, the number
of students fulfilling the requirements to be included in such a project may also
be limited by students who repeat academic years or enter straight into second
year through the direct entry programme and are therefore not included in the
analysis.
The majority of the courses taken by both populations indicated a negative
gender gap in coursework throughout the degree programme. The exceptions
to this were the second year ‘Physics 2A’ course and the third year ‘Quantum
Mechanics’ course for the 2006-07 cohort. The small population sizes and large
statistical errors associated with the data points limit the conclusions that can
be made from this study. Although there existed trends in the data to support
the fact that in the majority of cases females perform better than males on
continual assessments, the size of this gender gap fluctuated greatly both between
populations and amongst years of the degree programme. Similarly, calculated
examination gender gaps were very small in comparison to their standard
errors, suggesting that in some cases male and female students’ performance
on examinations is relatively balanced. As previously indicated by the first and
second year examination results, the measured difference between male and female
scores on end-of-course examinations was considerably lower than for coursework,
suggesting that this type of assessment may show less gender discrepancy. This
lack of gender bias in examination results at the University of Edinburgh does
not support results from previously published literature which showed males
consistently outperforming females on examinations [3].
6.6 Gender performance in STEM subjects
Physics has a dramatically low proportion of females enrolling on degree courses
compared to many other STEM subjects [167]. Having seen a consistent
gender gap in coursework performance for undergraduate physics courses at the
University of Edinburgh, it was queried whether there existed similar trends in
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other science degree programmes within the College of Science and Engineering.
In the following section the demographics and student performance in core
first year chemistry and biology courses at the University of Edinburgh will
be presented with an emphasis on the difference in attainment of male and
female students. Both disciplines have higher percentages of female students
taking introductory courses than physics. As in the physics analysis discussed
in the previous section, only students who completed both the coursework and
examination requirements for the course were included in the results.
6.6.1 Undergraduate attainment in chemistry
Chemistry students complete two core courses in their first year of study:
‘Chemistry 1A’ and ‘Chemistry 1B’. ‘Chemistry 1A’ provides an introduction to
key topics including chemical bonding, atomic structures and thermodynamics.
Students complete a mixture of laboratory and tutorial work. ‘Chemistry 1B’
follows on directly from the first semester course and focuses on teaching the
methods of spectroscopic analysis and chemical reactions. In both courses the
end-of-course examination contributes 55% to students’ final course mark, with
written coursework assignments contributing 20% and a practical examination a
further 25%.
Both ‘Chemistry 1A’ and ‘Chemistry 1B’ have higher proportions of female
students enrolled compared to undergraduate physics courses. There were,
however, fluctuations in the number of male and female students included in
results for each academic year, as is shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. For the last
three years the population has remained relatively stable, with females making
up just under 50% of the cohort.
6.6.2 First year chemistry coursework results
Figure 6.10 (a) depicts the average coursework marks for male and female students
in ‘Chemistry 1A’ between 2006-13. Although there was considerable variation
in the average class coursework mark over the seven year period, it was seen
that female students outperformed males in each academic year. This gender
gap was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level for all years. The
average female coursework score over this time period was 81(1)%. This was
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Table 6.1: Number and percentage of male and female students included in each of the
analysed years of ‘Chemistry 1A’ between 2006-13.
Year N N(male) % Males N(female) % Females
2006-07 162 106 65% 56 35%
2007-08 187 135 72% 52 28%
2008-09 254 150 59% 104 41%
2009-10 224 144 64% 80 36%
2010-11 188 95 51% 93 49%
2011-12 180 94 52% 86 48%
2012-13 176 94 53% 82 47%
Table 6.2: Number and percentage of male and female students included in each of the
analysed years of ‘Chemistry 1B’ between 2006-13.
Year N N(male) % Males N(female) % Females
2006-07 136 86 63% 50 37%
2007-08 163 117 72% 46 28%
2008-09 221 130 59% 91 41%
2009-10 189 122 65% 67 35%
2010-11 169 85 50% 84 50%
2011-12 165 87 53% 78 47%
2012-13 162 84 52% 78 48%
significantly higher than the male average score of 75(1)% (p<0.001). The second
semester ‘Chemistry 1B’ course showed a similar pattern (Figure 6.10 (b)), with
females averaging 77(1)% on coursework between 2006-13, compared to males
who averaged 70(1)% (p<0.001).
In both data sets a sharp increase in average coursework marks was noted
after 2007. There existed several changes to these courses which may account for
this. The first was a change in the minimum entry requirements. The average
entry qualifications have shifted upwards considerably over the last few years
(from BBBC for Scottish Highers to ABBB, with students typically entering with
straight As). Secondly, a weekly on-line submission was introduced to replace
a weekly written exercise. Both the written exercise and on-line submission
contributed to the final coursework marks, but it was found that grades were
slightly higher for the on-line exercise as there was a shift towards marks for
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Figure 6.10: Mean coursework scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Chemistry 1A’ and
(b) ‘Chemistry 1B’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue)
and females (green) over the seven years.
engagement rather than assessment. There were also changes in instructors
during this time. All these factors may have had the effect of elevating students’
continual assessment scores.
6.6.3 First year chemistry lab results
Analysis of the laboratory scores for ‘Chemistry 1A’, shown in Figure 6.11 (a),
showed that first year female students had higher average marks compared to
males in each academic year, a result consistent with that of the first year physics
labs in section 6.2.3. In five out of seven years this gender gap was statistically
significant. The two exceptions were in 2008-09 (p=0.285) and 2009-10 (p=0.101).
Averaging over the seven years, males had a mean laboratory score of 69(1)% and
females a mean of 76(1)%.
The second semester ‘Chemistry 1B’ course showed a similar trend (Figure
6.11). Once again females showed higher levels of laboratory performance across
the seven years. Males had an average of 66(1)% and females had an average
of 74(1)%. The difference between male and female practical performance was
statistically different in all academic years excluding 2006-07 (p=0.071).
In the labs themselves there was a steady increase in mean scores for both
genders. There have been a few revisions of the content of the chemistry practicals
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Figure 6.11: Mean lab scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Chemistry 1A’ and (b)
‘Chemistry 1B’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue)
and females (green) over the seven years.
and the introduction of on-line pre-lab exercises that may have had a bearing on
that particular assessment and thus resulted in higher overall marks.
6.6.4 First year chemistry examination results
The format of the end-of-course examinations for introductory chemistry courses
consisted of a paper structured as six questions, each divided into a compulsory
and optional section. Students were required to complete all six compulsory
parts and a choice of any four optional sections in a 2.5 hour time period. This
meant that students were compelled to answer questions on all areas of the course
content.
Results from first year examinations demonstrated a different pattern to that
which was seen in the introductory physics courses. Looking first at ‘Chemistry
1A’, females outperformed males in the majority of years, with the exception of
2012-13 in which male and female students had almost equal mean examination
scores. The gender difference was statistically significant in three academic
years (2006-07 p<0.001, 2010-11 p=0.001 and 2011-12 p=0.031). Averaged over
the seven year period, males had a significantly lower mean examination score
(62(1)%) than females (66(1)%), with a p value of <0.001.
A gender analysis of the second semester ‘Chemistry 1B’ course also illustrated
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Figure 6.12: Mean examination scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Chemistry 1A’ and
(b) ‘Chemistry 1B’ for each academic year between 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework mark for males (blue)
and females (green) over the seven years.
a consistent gender discrepancy in favour of females. In almost all year groups
males had a lower end-of-course examination score, although the difference was
not found to be statistically significant in any year. This was not the case in
2007-08, where first year male students taking the course had a higher mean score
than females (46(2)% and 41(1)% for males and females respectively). Averaged
over all years, females significantly (p<0.001) outperformed males in exams, with
females having an average score of 59(1)% compared to 55(1)% for males.
6.6.5 Undergraduate attainment in biology
Biology students undertake two core courses in their first year of study. ‘Origin
and Diversity of Life 1’ discusses the structural form and metabolic adaptations
of living organisms. It introduces students to genetics and the evolution of
species. The second semester ‘Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’ course focuses on the
structure and experimental investigation of cells and nucleic acids. It acts as an
introduction to the concepts of biological membranes and cell growth. The end-
of-course examination contributes 60% of the final course mark for both these
courses. Students are also assessed through coursework (25%) and a practical
examination (15%).
The proportion of female students undertaking these two introductory biology
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courses is relatively high compared to other STEM subjects. Unlike physics,
which had an average of 24% female students, biology had approximately 60-65%
females in the first year courses investigated here (Tables 6.3 and 6.4).
Table 6.3: Number and percentage of male and female students included in each of the
analysed years of ‘Origin and Diversity of Life 1’ between 2006-13.
Year N N(male) % Males N(female) % Females
2006-07 442 187 42% 255 58%
2007-08 481 195 41% 286 59%
2008-09 419 157 37% 262 63%
2009-10 508 229 45% 279 55%
2010-11 370 134 36% 236 64%
2011-12 369 123 33% 246 66%
2012-13 382 129 34% 253 66%
Table 6.4: Number and percentage of male and female students included in each of the
analysed years of ‘Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’ between 2006-13.
Year N N(male) % Males N(female) % Females
2006-07 363 147 40% 216 60%
2007-08 406 163 40% 243 60%
2008-09 354 121 34% 233 66%
2009-10 429 195 45% 234 55%
2010-11 316 109 34% 207 66%
2011-12 307 94 31% 213 69%
2012-13 314 106 34% 208 66%
6.6.6 Biology coursework results
Mean coursework marks for the first semester ‘Origin and Diversity of Life 1’
course are shown in Figure 6.13 (a). For each academic year the calculated mean
coursework score for female students was consistently higher than that for male
students. Statistical tests found the gender differences to be significant at the
95% confidence level in all seven years investigated. Over this seven year period,
male students had an average coursework score of 64(0.3)% and female students
had an average of 68(0.4)% (p<0.001).
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A similar trend was seen in the second semester ’Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’
course. Once again, in all years, female students outperformed males in continual
assessments. This difference was statistically significant in all years between 2006
and 2011. Although a consistent gender gap was seen in the other two year groups,
this difference was not significant (for 2011-12 p=0.077 and for 2012-13 p=0.293).
Averaged over the seven year period, females had a mean coursework mark of





















































Figure 6.13: Mean coursework scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Origin and Diversity
of Life 1’ and (b) ‘Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’ for each academic year between 2006-13.
Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average
coursework mark for males (blue) and females (green) over the seven years.
6.6.7 Biology examination results
Gender differences were dramatically lower in examination results, as can be see
by Figures 6.14 (a) and (b). Although, in ‘Origins and Diversity of Life 1’, females
had statistically higher scores in four of the academic years, some academic years,
such as 2008-09 and 2012-13, showed equal performance levels. When averaged
over all the academic years investigated male and female students had statistically
different (p<0.001) overall scores (60(0.3)% for males and 62(0.3)% for females).
The ‘Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’ course showed considerable variation in
final examination score, most likely due to changes in the examination questions
from year to year. Averaged over the seven years, females had a mean score of
57(0.2)% and males a mean score of 56(1)%. There existed very little difference
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between genders on examinations on this course (p=0.314). In fact, in four year
groups male and female populations had equal examination results. The gender
gap was significant in 2012-13 (p=0.014). For both courses the gender difference
is much less pronounced than in coursework results, as was the case in both






















































Figure 6.14: Mean examination scores for male and female students in (a) ‘Origin and
Diversity of Life 1’ and (b) ‘Molecules, Genes and Cells 1’ for each academic year between
2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Horizontal lines represent the
average coursework mark for males (blue) and females (green) over the seven years.
6.6.8 Overall course marks for first year chemistry
and biology courses
By comparing overall course marks for first year undergraduate chemistry and
biology courses it was noted that gender gaps existed between cohorts in several
academic years. For ‘Chemistry 1A’, female students had a statistically higher
final course mark than male students in three years (p<0.001 in 2006-07, p=0.001
in 2010-11 and p=0.015 in 2011-12). The difference between male and female
performance was slightly more pronounced in the second semester ‘Chemistry 1B’
course, in which females once again produced significantly higher course marks
than males in four of the seven year groups (p=0.022 in 2006-07, p=0.012 in
2010-11, p=0.017 in 2011-12 and p=0.047 in 2012-13).
In the first semester introductory biology course, female students statistically
outperformed males in all but two academic years. In 2008-09 (p=0.127) and
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2012-13 (p=0.149) there was no difference in male and female performance at
a 95% confidence level. For the second semester biology course the only year
that showed a statistical significance between gender performance was 2007-08
(p=0.008) in which male students had a lower overall course mark compared to
females.
6.7 Comparison of gender gaps across three
STEM disciplines
In this chapter gender differences in student performance on course assessments
in three STEM subjects have been analysed. As previously mentioned, the
populations of these three disciplines have very different gender profiles, with the
proportion of female students enrolled on first year courses dramatically lower
in physics. This provides the opportunity to compare the magnitude of gender
gaps in coursework and examination results with the level of female participation,
in order to test the hypothesis that having a more balanced gender population
decreases the performance discrepancy.
Figure 6.15: Mean coursework gender gap for first year undergraduate courses ‘Physics 1A’,
‘Chemistry 1A’ and Biology ‘Origin and Diversity of Life 1’ as a function of the proportion of
female students in each year’s cohort for 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on
the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average coursework gender gap for ‘Physics 1A’ (blue),
‘Chemistry 1A’ (red) and Biology ‘Origin and Diversity of Life 1’ (green).
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Figure 6.15 depicts the mean percentage coursework gender gap for first
semester first year physics, chemistry and biology courses as a function of the
proportion of females in each year’s cohort between 2006-13. In each case, the
gender gap was negative, indicating females had a higher overall coursework score
than males across all three disciplines. The average coursework gender gap was
calculated for each of the courses. There existed a gender gap of -6.5% for physics,
-5.5% for chemistry and -4.7% for biology. Although this may initially insinuate
that, as the proportion of females in the population increases (or the gender
proportions become more balanced), the performance gap decreases, there were
large variations in the average gender gap from year to year and large error bars
associated with each data point. This suggests that cohort demographics are
not the only factor affecting course performance. Course content and instructor
influences may also have an effect, both of which had variations over the course
of the time period examined.
Figure 6.16: Mean examination gender gap for first year undergraduate courses ‘Physics 1A’,
‘Chemistry 1A’ and Biology ‘Origin and Diversity of Life 1’ as a function of the proportion of
female students in each year’s cohort for 2006-13. Error bars represent the standard error on
the mean. Horizontal lines represent the average examination gender gap for Physics 1A (blue),
Chemistry 1A (red) and Biology Origin and Diversity of Life 1 (green).
The same analysis was conducted on the end-of-course examination results,
the results of which are shown in Figure 6.16. Once again there were large
variations in average percentage gender gap for each course depending on the
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year group. As previously noted, the mean gender gap for examinations in each
course across the seven years was smaller than that for coursework results. For
chemistry and biology this gender gap was negative, indicating that, on average,
female students had a higher overall examination score. For chemistry the average
gender gap was -4.0% and for biology the gender gap was -2.49%. The average
gender gap for physics students in the first semester was positive, indicating a
higher average performance by male students (2.5%). Overall, there appeared
to be no direct correlation between the proportion of females in the cohort and
the resulting examination gender gap, although physics was more likely to have
a gender gap in favour of males.
6.8 Formative assessment in first year physics
In addition to continual weekly written assignments and an end-of-course
examination, peer discussion in-lecture questions have been recently introduced
into the ‘Physics 1A’ course. The use of peer discussion and interactive
engagement techniques to actively involve students has been reported to show
an increase in overall course performance in different subject areas [50, 51, 59].
As noted in Chapter 1, Peer Instruction (PI) has the advantage of altering the
lecture environment to encourage more two-way discussion between the instructor
and the students, as well as inviting students to engage in discussion amongst
each other. Previous studies have shown that the act of explaining a concept to
another peer can improve a student’s own understanding of the topic [60]. There
is also a benefit to the students to whom it is being explained.
One of the primary ways in which PI has been implemented in courses,
including our introductory physics classes, is through the use of personal response
systems, more commonly referred to as ‘clickers’ [170]. During a lecture, the
instructor poses a question to the class and asks them to use their clicker to vote
individually on what they believe is the correct answer from a series of multiple-
choice options (or a true and false answer). After this, students are given a
few minutes to discuss the question and possible solutions with their neighbours.
The class then re-votes and the lecturer initiates discussion based on students’
responses. There has been some deliberation in studies as to whether instructors
should display class results after the first round of voting, before students begin
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discussing possible answers with their nearest neighbours. A study by Perez et
al investigated whether displaying these preliminary responses resulted in biased
students’ answers in the second round of voting [59]. They found that participants
who were shown a bar chart of the distribution of initial responses were 30% more
likely to change their response to the most popular option. This effect was more
pronounced for a true or false question than for a multiple-choice question. In all
of the PI episodes discussed in this chapter the initial class responses were not
revealed to the student prior to the second round of voting.
Peer Instruction clicker questions have been used extensively in ‘Physics
1A’ lectures, which have followed an inverted classroom structure since 2011-
12 [63, 172]. Students were provided with a clicker for the duration of the
course, enabling them to be assigned an electronic ID for post-lecture analysis.
It was emphasised to students that no marks were given for correct or incorrect
answers, nor was any credit given for participation. The lecturer followed the PI
method outlined above, allowing students approximately one and a half minutes
before pre-discussion answers to the multiple choice questions were collected
via the electronic clickers. Where the proportion of correct responses was
initially recorded as being between 30-70% of the class, students were explicitly
encouraged to discuss the question and their reasoning for choosing their answer
with other students in the lecture theatre. In this respect, not all clicker questions
were suitable for productive peer discussion. If the proportion of students
answering correctly is too low or too high, the probability of finding someone with
a different viewpoint for effective discussion is low. Students were encouraged to
move around the lecture theatre if their surrounding neighbours shared the same
initial viewpoint, thereby inviting them to discuss it with someone who voted
differently to themselves, although in practice students discussed the questions
with those sitting around them. A second round of individual voting then took
place, followed by a discussion led by the instructor.
6.8.1 Results of Peer Instruction in ‘Physics 1A’
The use of PI clicker questions in ‘Physics 1A’ lectures in 2011-12 provided a
large source of data, with 41 PI episodes1 occurring over the course of the 11-
1A PI episode refers to the administration of the same clicker questions twice during a single
lecture, with students participating in peer discussion between two rounds of voting.
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week semester. These PI episodes accounted for approximately half of all clicker
questions used during the course. The concepts of Newtonian mechanics dealt
with in the FCI were covered in the first five weeks of instruction. A total of 65
clicker questions were asked in this section of the course, of which 14 involved
full PI discussion (pre-vote, group discussion, revote). These 14 questions will be
discussed in further detail in this section.
Figure 6.17: Percentage correct responses in the pre- and post-vote for PI episodes.
The participation levels for each question ranged from 56% to 77% of the
total students enrolled on the course. The fluctuation in participation rates
depends on a number of factors: student attendance in lectures, whether students
have brought their personal clicker handset to the lecture and, finally, student
participation in the voting process. There existed very little difference in the
proportion of the male and female cohorts who responded for the majority of
questions. In all results presented below only matched student data was included
(students entering responses for both pre- and post-discussion vote). Those
students who participated in only one round of voting were eliminated from
analysis.
Looking first at the percentage of correct responses for the class as a whole,
shown in Figure 6.17, it is apparent that each PI episode showed an increase
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in student learning from the pre-vote to the post-vote. The extent of this
improvement varied considerably depending on the individual question, with
learning gains ranging from 0.09 on PI episode 12 to 0.86 on PI episode 9.
6.8.2 Gender performance on in-class PI clicker questions
It has been shown earlier in this chapter that there exist trends in the gender
attainment gap depending on assessment type. In this section the difference in
male and female performance on PI episodes as a whole will be compared, along
with gender performance on individual questions which showed interesting gender
discrepancies.
Analysis of the 14 full PI question pairs showed that males slightly outper-
formed females in the average pre-discussion percentage of correct responses over
the first five weeks, although this difference showed no statistical significance at
the 95% level. Figure 6.18 depicts the range of percentage of correct responses for
these 14 in-lecture clicker questions. Once again, both genders had large learning
gains between pre- and post-discussion responses. Female students showed a
smaller range in percentage of correct responses despite both genders having



























Figure 6.18: Boxplot of average pre-vote and post-vote percentage correct responses to
Newtonian mechanics PI questions as a function of gender in 2011-12.
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Figure 6.19: Average normalised gains for 14 PI ‘clicker’ questions as a function of gender
for 2011-12.
Despite there being no significant gender difference in students’ overall
performance on PI questions, individual questions showed signs of gender
differences in performance, with males having a much higher percentage correct
rate compared to females on some questions and a greater percentage of females
answering correctly compared to males on others. Figure 6.19 shows the
normalised gain for the 14 analysed PI episodes as a function of gender. The
average normalised gain varied considerably from question to question, giving an
indication of unsuccessful and successful PI episodes. This may not be unexpected
as these PI episodes placed Newtonian concepts of force and motion in a wide
range of contexts. Female students had a higher normalised gain than males
on four of the PI questions analysed. In this section the responses to three PI
episodes, selected to demonstrate different gender gaps, will be discussed in more
detail.
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Question 1
Figure 6.20: PI episode 1: ‘Rounding Correctly’.
The first PI episode in ‘Physics 1A’ was not a conceptual question, but instead
asked students to consider how to round their final answers to a sensible number
of significant figures. A copy of this question is shown in Figure 6.20. It was
nevertheless a good example of a successful PI episode. Analysis of the whole
class performance on the pre- and post-discussion votes (Figures 6.21 (a) and
(b)) showed that the most popular incorrect answer in the first round of voting
was answer option 2. Following discussions with fellow students, the majority of
students chose the correct response in the post-vote (option 3).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.21: ‘Rounding Correctly’: (a) Pre-vote and (b) post-vote responses to PI episode 1
as a function of gender. The correct answer was option 3 (highlighted in green).
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Both genders showed very low numbers of students answering correctly on
the pre-vote. Initially, only 38% of females correctly chose option 3. This
was 6% lower than the proportion of males who had answered correctly in the
pre-discussion vote. Interestingly, after peer discussion, females dramatically
outperformed males. Percentage correct scores for females exceeded 93% (a
normalised gain of 0.89), compared to 74% for males (a normalised gain of 0.54).
Another way to explore the effect of peer discussion amongst students is to
look at the transitions of students’ answers, as was done in section 4.3. When
a student answers the same question twice their responses can be categorised
into four different types of transitions; right-to-right, right-to-wrong, wrong-to-
right and wrong-to-wrong. As mentioned previously in Chapter 4, in order for
the student population to record an increase in learning gain, the number of
wrong-to-right transitions must exceed the number of right-to-wrong transitions.
The high normalised gain witnessed for female students is reflected in a higher
percentage of students (55%) changing their response between the pre- and post-
votes for females than for males (36%). Of these transitions, no female students
and only 3 male students made a right-to-wrong transition.
Question 9
Figure 6.22: PI episode 9: ‘Four Forces’.
PI episode 9, shown in Figure 6.22, is another example of a successful PI
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episode. Respondents are asked to choose which option best describes the relative
magnitudes of four forces acting on an object travelling in a straight line at
a constant speed on a frictionless surface in the indicated direction. Pre-vote
responses for the whole cohort showed that, while 59% of the class correctly
identified the correct answer (option 2), a further 39% of students believed the
forces would be unbalanced, despite the stone traveling at a constant speed. After
having been given time to discuss the question amongst themselves, without
any further instruction from the lecturer, the second round of voting showed a
dramatic increase in correct responses, with 94% of students answering correctly.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.23: ‘Four Forces’: (a) Pre-vote and (b) post-vote responses to PI episode 9 as a
function of gender. The correct answer was option 2 (highlighted in green).
Looking at the difference between male and female responses in Figure 6.23
(a), it was found that a much higher percentage of females than males chose the
correct answer in the pre-vote, with 71% of females and 58% of males choosing
the correct response. Male students did however have a higher overall normalised
gain (0.88) than females (0.75). After peer discussion both populations showed
very high levels of understanding (Figure 6.23 (b)). In the post-vote 95% of males
and 93% of females answered correctly. A total of 41% of male students changed
their response between votes, only 1 of the 38 students changing from right-to-
wrong. In comparison, only 21% of females changed their response, reflecting
the lower learning gain for females. All of these females had a wrong-to-right
transition.
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Question 12
Figure 6.24: PI episode 12: ‘Friction true or false’.
Peer discussion was less effective for PI episode 12. This question, shown in
Figure 6.24, asks students to consider what they know about how the force of
friction is determined for an object on a rough surface, a topic which caused a large
amount of confusion for students on the FCI qualitative interviews discussed in
Chapter 5. Students would have been introduced to this topic in the pre-reading
completed before the lecture. Looking at pre-vote responses, only 36% of the
cohort correctly answered option 2 (the frictional force is given by µsFN is the
block is stationary). Post-test results showed very little improvement, perhaps
suggesting that peer discussion amongst students was ineffective, maybe due to
a lack of conceptual knowledge on which effective discussion could be based. In
this case it was required that the lecturer engage the students in discussion of the
topic of friction after the second round of voting.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.25: ‘Friction true or false’: (a) Pre-vote and (b) post-vote responses to PI episode
12 as a function of gender. The correct answer was option 2 (highlighted in green).
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This question is an example of an unsuccessful PI episode in which both
genders had minimal normalised gains. Males had an average normalised gain of
0.12 and females had a normalised gain of zero. In this case, there was very little
evidence overall of students changing their answer between the vote and revote
(Figure 6.25). Only 8 out of 31 female students changed their vote after PI
discussion, half of whom went from right-to-wrong and half went from wrong-to-
right. A higher proportion of the male population changed their answer between
voting session (35 of the 87 male students). Of these, 14 students went from
right-to-wrong.
Figure 6.26: Revised PI question on friction.
Another explanation of the reason for students’ poor performance is the
composition of the question itself. The original PI question was a ‘negative’
question, meaning that students had to identify which statement was incorrect.
Analysis undertaken as part of another project at the University of Edinburgh
exploring student conversations during peer discussion suggested that the wording
of the question may have contributed to students’ confusion [173]. Recordings of
students’ conversations drew attention to their confusion over the symbols used
and found that this activated a formula-based approach. As a result, the question
was subsequently revised in the following year. A copy of the revised question can
be seen in Figure 6.26. This question places friction in a real world context and
asks students to consider the forces acting on the box before it begins moving.
Although the two questions on friction are presented very differently they are
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both intended to focus on the same fundamental physics concept. When this
question was used in lectures in the following academic year students showed a
significantly higher normalised learning gain (0.51).
6.8.3 Discussion of PI results
Overall, results suggest that there is an equally beneficial effect on student
learning and engagement in lectures for both male and female students. The
average normalised gain for both genders on PI episodes in the first five weeks of
‘Physics 1A’ was comparable to those seen overall on the FCI and are consistent
with those found by Hake for interactive courses [44]. Large variations were seen
in performance on individual PI episodes, with some questions showing higher
learning gains than others. As was noted in the three PI episodes discussed above,
male and female students did not necessarily show equal learning gains after peer
discussion, suggesting that there may be a gender element to performance on a
question by question basis, although it is difficult to conclude from the relatively
small sample of PI episodes analysed during the Physics 1A course whether these
gender differences are more pronounced for questions relating to a specific physics
concept. It may be difficult for students to engage in constructive peer discussion
if too large a proportion of students lack understanding of the physics concept
being tested. In such cases, it might be necessary for the instructor to provide
additional information to the class as a whole. Results have also indicated that
the wording and presentation of the question can affect students’ understanding
and subsequent performance.
A study by Smith et al at the University of Colorado explored whether
the resulting increase in number of correct responses from students arose as
a result of an increase in understanding, or whether it was a consequence of
the influence of higher performing students on their neighbours in lectures [58].
They discovered that groups of students showed learning gains even if there
was noone in the group who knew the correct answer in the pre-vote. It is
therefore necessary to consider that some results may be a consequence of peer
influences or even correct answers resulting from incorrect reasoning [174]. The
instructor may consequently perceive these correct answers as students having a
clear understanding of the topic. It might therefore be unreasonable to assume
that all increases in measured normalised gains in our first year course are the
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direct result of improved conceptual understanding. The influence of the dialogue
between students during a PI episode on students’ cognitive reasoning has been
explored in a study at the University of Edinburgh with first year undergraduate
physics students [175]. Gaining information about what students discuss with
peers during in-lecture PI questions can help guide the lecturer’s post vote
discussion and explanations, as well as inform any improvements in the creation
of future PI questions.
6.9 Chapter discussion and summary
We have seen in this chapter that recorded performance levels have shown
measurable gender differences depending on the assessment method employed:
coursework, laboratory assessments, examinations and Peer Instruction. In this
chapter the physics performance of undergraduate students has been considered,
first through the comparison of performance of consecutive year groups on the
same course and secondly through a fully longitudinal study over the entirety of
a cohort’s degree.
In terms of coursework attainment, physics students at the University of
Edinburgh have shown consistent gender differences. First year undergraduate
female students demonstrated higher coursework marks than male students
in almost all cases, and in many instances this gender gap was statistically
significant. Although slightly less pronounced in the first semester of second
year, female students once again had an higher average total coursework mark
over seven years of analysis. Practical lab work completed by students continued
this trend, with male students consistently under-performing compared to female
students. The similarity between results for weekly assessments and experimental
marks may not be entirely unexpected, since both allow students the opportunity
to study the problems in a collaborative environment (in groups during tutorials
and with their lab partners in physics practicals) before handing in individual
assignments. These results were also in agreement with those reported in
the literature [3, 56]. The relatively high coursework performance of females
compared to males has been noted across many science and social science
disciplines [56, 66, 68]. In a study of chemical engineering students, team-based
cooperative learning was highly valued by both genders but particularly women
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[166]. Felder et al noted that male students were more likely to comment that
they found it beneficial to explain the problems and working to fellow students,
whilst females commented that the greatest benefit of group work was having the
content explained to them by others. One possible explanation for the female
bias in coursework may be that females are more diligent and spend more time
working on their coursework assignments outside of class time. Mau and Lynn
reviewed previous studies which look at the amount of homework completed by
males and females and noted that in high school females spent more hours doing
homework [176]. The correlation between homework and final course mark was
also greater for female students than males.
When analysing end-of-course examination results, there appeared less dis-
tinction between genders. Despite male students showing a statistically higher
average examination score in ‘Physics 1A’, when averaged over the seven years the
gender gap was not consistent from year to year. In two of the academic years
investigated female students showed a marginally higher average examination
score, whilst males significantly outperformed females in three years. For
the second semester ‘Physics 1B’ course female students had a higher average
examination score over the seven years, although once again this gender difference
was not significant except in 2010-11. Core second year courses showed very
similar mean examination scores for male and female students. In both first and
second year the gender performance gap was much smaller for examination scores
than coursework scores. Despite consistent gender gaps on continual assessments,
overall course marks showed no statistical differences between final scores for male
and female students in the majority of cases.
Comparing results from consecutive year groups in core courses indicated large
variations in mean assessment scores, depending on the academic year analysed.
Longitudinal analysis conducted on two different year groups allowed for the
magnitude of the gender gap to be established for the same cohort of students
across four years of the degree programme. By keeping the population constant
for each course, the progression of the gender gap could be explored and it could
be determined whether different courses showed different levels of discrepancy
between male and female performance. However, one consequence of this was
the very small number of students included in each data set, particularly for
females. Different gender gap trends were witnessed for each longitudinal cohort.
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For students starting in 2006-07, the negative coursework gender gap seen in
the first year of study was positive in the ‘Physics 2A’ course, before once again
becoming negative in the second semester. Third year also showed a change in
the direction of the gender gap depending on the course, although the gap had
decreased greatly. Students who began their studies in 2007-08 had consistently
negative coursework gender gaps, although the size of this gender gap varied.
A similar trend was seen in examination results. As in the pseudo-longitudinal
study, the gender gaps for end-of-course examinations was much smaller than
those for coursework. The small population sizes resulted in large standard errors
on the mean scores, making it difficult to gain definitive conclusions from the data.
Perhaps one of the most intriguing outcomes from this research is in the
comparison of data from physics undergraduates with that of first year chemistry
and biology students. These three STEM subjects have very different proportions
of female students in their undergraduate populations, with the number of female
physics students dramatically lower than in chemistry or biology. In all three
degree subjects the first year coursework gender gap was negative. The mean
gender gaps between 2006-13 for the three disciplines tentatively suggested that
as the proportion of females in the cohort increases, the difference in gender
performance on continual assessment decreases. However, this trend should be
treated with some caution. There were large fluctuations in the size of this
gap depending on the academic year, suggesting that cohort demographics are
unlikely to be the only factor affecting course performance and other factors
such as changes in lecturing staff or the presentation of the course content
could potentially affect the relative performance of male and female students.
Examination results across the three sciences showed that the size of the
examination gender gap was much smaller than for continual assessments.
Results from the University of Edinburgh did not show as well defined a
trend as at the University of Colorado, where the examination results consistently
favoured male students [3]. While males had higher scores than females for almost
all years of the ‘Physics 1A’ course, this was not the case in chemistry and biology
where females consistently scored more highly than males.
How these gender differences in individual assessments manifest themselves in
the overall course grade is interesting. For physics courses, the majority of year
groups showed no performance gap. In those that did, females often outperformed
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males. This may be a consequence of females significantly outperforming on
continual assessment combined with a relatively balanced gender performance on
the final exam. First year undergraduate chemistry and biology courses showed
greater gender differences in final course marks than introductory physics courses,
with female students significantly outperforming males in several academic years.
The strength of PI is seen in results from analysis of in-lecture clicker questions
showing large learning gains between pre- and post-vote responses for the majority
of questions. This suggests that the introduction of PI has had an overall positive
effect on student learning. PI encourages students to engage with the material
and practice qualitative reasoning as they discuss potential solutions with their
peers. Participation levels suggested no gender bias in participation, although it
was impossible to discern from the data how many students attended the lecture,
but did not participate in the voting process. Data collected from each ‘clicker’
question indicated that the number of students answering each question posed
by the lecturer fluctuated within a single lecture, suggesting that some students
consciously decided to refrain from voting at a particular instance. It can be
unclear from purely quantitative data how PI truly affects students’ reasoning.
Difficulties can arise if students answer correctly but their reasoning is incomplete.
They may be confident that they fully understand the topic because they voted
correctly. In order to tackle this problem the instructor could reinforce the correct
conceptual reasoning after the answer has been revealed. Instructors must be
aware that low normalised gains could also be attributed to the wording or the
question itself, as was seen in PI episode 12. Editing of PI questions may be
necessary as students may approach and interpret the problem in unexpected
ways. There did exist some differences in gender performance on individual
‘clicker’ questions. On some questions females showed a higher normalised gain
than males and vice versa. Once again, this may suggest that different genders




Attitudes and Beliefs about
Learning Physics
The role played by students’ attitudes towards studying science has been widely
investigated over the last few decades, with particular emphasis placed on
exploring reasons why students choose to pursue scientific careers. It is hoped
that by identifying key reasons why students choose to study a subject, or equally
why they have chosen not to continue with a subject, a better understanding of
the current participation levels can be achieved. One major concern is the gender
participation discrepancy in many of the science subjects, in particular physics,
in which females are dramatically under-represented.
Evidence has also suggested that students’ performance on science courses can
be strongly influenced by the way in which they think about the subject [78, 166].
These attitudes can manifest themselves early on in a student’s education. There
are many areas which contribute to students’ ‘attitudes to science’: motivation
to studying science, enjoyment of the subject, attitudes of peers and parents and
achievement or fear of failure in the subject [80]. In this thesis the focus is on
the attitudes of undergraduate students towards studying physics in a university
environment. This is explored using both quantitative and qualitative techniques.
In this chapter, results are discussed from the implementation of the Colorado
Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) [84] which has been employed
to measure student attitudes toward learning and studying science. The change
in attitudes of first year undergraduate physics students after one year of study,
in particular any difference in these attitudinal changes with respect to students’
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gender, was explored. The attitudes of these students were compared to an expert
response predetermined by the survey instrument. Whilst the expert responses
to each of the survey items is independent of the student cohort being assessed,
it is unknown if this expert opinion, developed by US physics faculty during the
validation of the survey, is consistent across other academics with a different
educational background, with no published work available in this area at the
time of this PhD. Presented in this thesis are the results of a study examining
the attitudes of physics faculty and industry members in the UK. A comparison
of these responses with those of the US academics is made as well as a gender
analysis of their responses.
In addition to students’ attitudes and beliefs measured by the CLASS survey
instrument, qualitative data examining students’ future intentions, both at
the start and completion of their degree programme, will be discussed. The
reasons for students choosing to study their degree subject, as well as their
intended degree exit point, were explored through the use of surveys and
qualitative interviews. Finally, after having completed their undergraduate
degree, graduating students were given the opportunity to provide feedback on
their degree courses, the key results of which will be presented in this chapter.
7.1 Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science
Survey (CLASS)
The Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) is one of the
most widely recognised survey instruments used to measure students’ attitudes to
studying and learning science and has been widely implemented in North America
and worldwide [84, 85]. The survey quantifies students’ attitudes in comparison
with a view predefined by physics academics. A full description of the survey
instrument and its design and validation has been presented in Chapter 2 of this
thesis. A copy of the survey can be found in Appendix E.
The CLASS survey consists of 42 attitudinal statements marked on a five
point Likert scale (from strongly agree to strongly disagree). A percentage
favourable score (percentage agreement of the student responses with those of the
predefined ‘expert’ response) and a percentage unfavourable score (percentage
to which the student responses are in disagreement with the ‘expert’ opinion)
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can be determined. Student scores can be analysed both as an overall
favourable or unfavourable score and as scores from groups of questions. The
authors of the survey carried out a factor analysis of these statements in
order to determine a series of categories into which the statements could
be grouped. Eight categories were created: Personal Interest, Real World
Connection, Problem Solving General, Problem Solving Confidence, Problem
Solving Sophistication, Sense Making/Effort, Conceptual Understanding and
Applied Conceptual Understanding. Of the 42 statements in the final survey,
27 fall into these eight categories. A further 9 statements are included in the
overall favourable and unfavourable scores. There are 6 statements which were
concluded as being “not useful in their current form” and are subsequently not
included in the calculation of ‘expert-like’ thinking scores, but remain in the final
survey. Some of the statements in the survey are placed in one or more of the
eight categories.
CLASS has previously been employed at the University of Edinburgh to look
at students’ attitudes prior to 2010 [177]. In this thesis CLASS has been used for
the purpose of investigating the change in attitudes of students over their first year
in the physics degree programme and to examine potential differences between
different demographics, in particular gender, in the way in which students think
about studying physics.
7.2 First year undergraduates’ attitudes and
beliefs towards physics
In this section the attitudes and beliefs of first year undergraduate students at
the University of Edinburgh will be discussed. Differences between male and
female students’ attitudes towards studying physics were investigated as well as
changes in each year group over the period of one academic year. In this section
the results from three consecutive academic years between 2010 and 2013 will
be presented. The CLASS survey was distributed to students in the first year
undergraduate physics courses (‘Physics 1A’ and ‘Physics 1B’) to determine the
extent to which undergraduate students agree with the defined ‘expert’ view on
studying physics and how this agreement changed over the course of their first
year of study.
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Students at the University of Edinburgh received this survey during a weekly
tutorial workshop in their first week of undergraduate tutorials (week 2 of
semester 1) and again in the final week of their first year (week 10 of semester
2). At the beginning of the tutorial students were given a short introduction
explaining the survey and its use in investigating how students thought about
science and their approaches to learning science. It was emphasised that they
should respond as honestly as possible about each statement and that it was
important that they should complete it individually. The survey was presented
in paper form and no course credit was given for its completion. On average
students took approximately ten minutes to complete the survey. Only the
responses of students who completed both administrations of the survey (pre-
and post-instruction) were used in analysis.
Because the CLASS survey was carried out as a pre- and post-instruction
survey to explore the change in students’ opinions over time, it was not possible
to completely anonymise the survey results. Students were asked to provide their
student ID numbers on their written questionnaires. Participants were assured
that this was required only for analysis of data and that no individuals would be
identifiable after matching of pre- and post-instruction data. The collection of
this information allowed for the data to be analysed, not only for changes in the
whole class population, but also for potential gender differences and differences
between major and non-major students. The total number of matched (pre- and
post-instruction) surveys is shown in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Number of completed matched CLASS surveys for 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13
as a function of gender.
Cohort 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
All 104 76 123
Male 71 54 104
Female 33 22 19
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7.2.1 Results of whole class survey
A statistical ANOVA test carried out on data from the 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-
13 academic years showed that there was no statistical difference in percentage
favourable pre-test scores between the three populations. However, there was a
statistical difference at the 95% confidence level between the 2010-11 and 2011-12
cohorts post-instruction scores (p=0.007), with the average favourable post-test
score for the 2011-12 cohort (74(2)%) significantly higher than that for 2010-11
(68(2)%). Here, and in all subsequent values, the number in the brackets refers
to the standard error on the mean. Because of this statistical difference, the
three data sets were not combined into one larger data set. Results of the overall
favourable and unfavourable expert-like thinking scores for each academic year
will be discussed.
Figure 7.1: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction for 2010-
11, 2011-12 and 2012-13 first year undergraduate students. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. N(2010-11)=104, N(2011-12)=76 and N(2012-13)=123.
Looking at results for each academic year, as shown in Figure 7.1, it was seen
that first year students in each year group entered the undergraduate programme
with high levels of expert-like thinking compared to results published by survey
authors for American students [84]. Survey authors discussed results collected
from a calculus-based first semester physics course at a North American research
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university which showed an overall percentage favourable score of 65% [84].
The 2010-11 cohort indicated a 71(1)% agreement with the experts’ responses
at the start of the academic year. After two semesters of teaching, which made use
of interactive engagement techniques such as those discussed in previous chapters,
the population showed a decline in expert-like thinking, with a post-instruction
average of 68(2)%. This drop was found to be statistically significant using a
paired t-test (p=0.009). For the 2011-12 year group, students once again began
their degree programme with a high level of expert-like thinking, with a 74(1)%
favourable agreement with the predefined expert response. At the end of the
academic year students were resurveyed, but showed no change in their level of
expert-like thinking (p=0.891). A similar pattern was seen in 2012-13. Students
who entered with a level of expert-like thinking of 71(1)% were found to have a
post-instruction CLASS score of 70(1)% (p=0.689).
Figure 7.2: Percentage of unfavourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction for 2010-
11, 2011-12 and 2012-13 first year undergraduate students. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. N(2010-11)=104, N(2011-12)=76 and N(2012-13)=123.
As well as the percentage favourable score, which considers the extent to
which students agree with the expert responses to each statement, we can look at
the percentage unfavourable score, which measures the extent to which students
disagree with the expert responses. The results of this analysis can be seen in
Figure 7.2. The percentage of favourable and unfavourable responses do not
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necessarily always add up to 100% due to the fact that respondents are able to
chose a neutral response for survey statements. In 2010-11 students commenced
the degree programme with an average unfavourable score of 13(1)%. This level
of disagreement rose significantly to 15(1)% at the end of the academic year
(p=0.038). In 2011-12 students had a pre-test unfavourable score of 10(1)%.
After two semesters of teaching this increased very slightly to 11(1)%, although
this increase showed no statistical difference (p=0.691) as measured by a paired
t-test. In 2012-13 the level of disagreement with the expert opinion once again
remained constant between the pre-test (11(1)%) and post-test results (12(1)%).
The pre-instruction percentage of unfavourable expert-like thinking for the 2010-
11 cohort was significantly higher than in 2011-12 (p=0.009) and this statistically
significant difference remained in the post-test (p=0.011). In addition to this,
the 2010-11 cohort had a significantly higher post-instruction unfavourable score
compared to the 2012-13 cohorts (p=0.025). There were no differences between
the measured attitudes of the 2011-12 and 2012-13 year groups. It is difficult to
compare the level of disagreement with expert responses found at the University
of Edinburgh with results from other institutions because only favourable scores
have been reported in published literature.
Previous studies have shown that a consistent drop in expert-like attitudes
is witnessed in courses [84, 85], unless the curriculum is specifically designed to
address student epistemologies. There have been some cases showing an increase
in expert-like thinking of students [88, 89]. Although a statistically significant
decrease in expert-like thinking was measured in 2010-11 at the University of
Edinburgh, the two following years showed no significant change and therefore
differ from results seen in the literature. This was also not in line with previous
data found at the University of Edinburgh [177]. The timing of this change from
the previously consistent decrease in favourable scores coincides with the switch
to an inverted classroom lecture format. Whether this change is a direct result
of new teaching methodologies is difficult to conclude, but offers the prospect for
future research. If this lack of decrease in expert-like attitudes was to persist
in future years’ data it may suggest that teaching methodologies, such as Just
in Time Teaching and peer discussion in lectures, may help maintain students’
favourable attitudes towards studying physics.
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7.2.2 Comparison of major and non-major students’
expert-like thinking
As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, not all students enrolled on first year
introductory physics courses are intending to study for a physics degree.
Students can be classed as ‘majors’ or ‘non-majors’ depending on their degree
intention. In Chapter 3 large differences were found in major and non-major
students’ conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics, despite both cohorts
achieving the same entry qualifications. By examining CLASS scores for these
two cohorts, it can be determined whether they also have different attitudes
to learning and studying physics. Recalling the fact that both physics majors
and non-majors must achieve the necessary entry requirements for enrolling on
a physics degree, the only distinguishing feature between the two populations
is their degree intention. This in turn may suggest that we should expect a
difference between the attitudes towards studying this subject. Table 7.2 shows
the number of students, and proportion of each year’s cohort, who were classed
as majors or non-majors and who completed both the pre-instruction and post-
instruction CLASS surveys.
Table 7.2: Number of students and the percentage of each cohort as a function of subject








Table 7.3 shows the pre- and post-instruction percentages of expert-like
thinking for majors and non-majors for each of the three academic years
investigated. There are several points of interest that can be seen from these
figures. First, in each year there existed no statistically significant difference
between major and non-major physics students’ pre-instruction scores. Major
students did have a higher percentage favourable pre-instruction score compared
to non-majors in two of the three years. The difference was particularly apparent
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in 2010-11 where majors had a favourable score of 73(2)%, compared to non-
majors who had 69(2)% (Figure 7.3 (a)). For this year non-major students also
showed a significant drop in expert-like thinking after two semesters (p=0.011).
As a result, the post-instruction favourable scores were significantly different
between majors and non-majors in 2010-11 (p=0.016). In 2011-12 and 2012-13
there existed no statistically significant difference between major and non-major
students in either the pre- or post-instruction results, with both cohorts showing
almost no change over the academic year as shown in Figures 7.3 (b) and (c).
Table 7.3: Percentage of pre- and post-instruction favourable and unfavourable expert-like
thinking for major and non-major students. The percentage favourable and unfavourable
expert-like thinking do not necessarily add up to 100% due to the ability of students to choose
a neutral response to each statement. Numbers in the brackets represent the standard error on
the mean.
Pre-Instruction % Post-Instruction %
Year Majors Non-Majors Majors Non-Majors
Fav Unfav Fav Unfav Fav Unfav Fav Unfav
2010-11 73(2) 13(1) 69(2) 13 1) 72(2) 13(1) 64(2) 17(2)
2011-12 74(2) 10(1) 74(1) 10(1) 74(2) 11(1) 74(2) 11(1)
2012-13 72(2) 11(1) 70(2) 11(1) 70(2) 11(1) 70(2) 12(1)
Overall, with the one exception of 2010-11 post-test results, there were no
attitudinal differences between majors and non-majors and therefore this does
not help to explain the existence of the observed discrepancy between these two
cohorts on the FCI. The results from the major and non-major students in this
year do reflect the fact that when looking at the whole class cohort, 2010-11
showed a significant drop in expert-like thinking, unlike the 2011-12 and 2012-13
cohorts. It is also important, when comparing these results to other published
studies, to remember that non-major students enrolled on the first year physics
courses at the University of Edinburgh are very different from non-major students
discussed in results from North American universities, who are not required to
hold the same high school qualifications as physics majors. Results from the
literature show that non-major students appear to have significantly less expert-
like attitudes and beliefs towards physics compared to physics majors [178, 179].
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Figure 7.3: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction for (a)
2010-11, (b) 2011-12 and (c) 2012-13 major and non-major students. Error bars represent the
standard error on the mean.
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7.2.3 Comparison of male and female students’
expert-like thinking
The matched data was split to investigate differences between male and female
first year students. No differences were found between year groups for these
two cohorts. In this section the pre-instruction and post-instruction expert-like
thinking levels of males and females will be considered, looking at each academic
year separately. Pre-instruction and post-instruction favourable and unfavourable
percentage scores are shown in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Percentage of pre- and post-instruction favourable and unfavourable expert-like
thinking scores for male and female students. Numbers in the brackets represent the standard
error on the mean. For 2010-11 N(males)=71 and N(females)=33. For 2011-12 N(males)=54
and N(females)=22. For 2012-13 N(males)=43 and N(females)=19.
Pre-Instruction % Post-Instruction %
Year Males Females Males Females
Fav Unfav Fav Unfav Fav Unfav Fav Unfav
2010-11 70(2) 13(1) 72(2) 13 1) 66(2) 16(2) 72(2) 13(1)
2011-12 74(1) 10(1) 73(3) 11(1) 74(2) 11(1) 72(3) 11(1)
2012-13 71(1) 11(1) 70(3) 12(1) 70(1) 12(1) 70(4) 10(2)
In 2010-11 males entered the introductory physics course with a pre-
instruction favourable percentage of 70(2)% compared to females who had a
favourable percentage of 72(2)% (p=0.689), as shown in Figure 7.4 (a). At the
end of the academic year males showed a 4% decrease to 66(2)% (p=0.003). In
contrast, the expert-like response for females remained constant (p=0.805). For
first year undergraduate students in the 2011-12 year group (Figure 7.4 (b)),
there was no statistical difference between pre-teaching CLASS scores for males
and females (p=0.737). Unlike in the previous year, male students showed no
change in favourable score when presented with the survey at the end of the
academic year. Female students’ average favourable score decreased marginally
from 73(3)% at the beginning of the year to 72(3)% at the end of semester
two. Once again, there was no statistically significant gender gap post-test
(p=0.425). Finally, considering 2012-13 students (Figure 7.4 (c)), males entered
with 71(1)% agreement with experts and females entered with 70(3)% agreement
(p=0.815). Female students showed no decline in expert-like thinking post
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teaching (p=0.941). Male students showed only a minimal decrease to 70(1)%
(p=0.670).
By observing the percentage unfavourable scores for male students, it was seen
that there was a statistically significant increase in disagreement with the expert
responses for 2010-11 male students (p=0.015). Males in 2011-12 and 2012-13
showed no discernible change in average unfavourable scores. The unfavourable
scores for female students remained constant in 2010-11 and 2011-12. Although
the percentage disagreement decreased slightly for females in 2012-13, from
12(1)% to 10(2)%, it was not a significant drop (p=0.253).
These three years of data did follow the same trends seen in previous years
[177]. As was found in the 2008-10 data, there existed no statistical differences
between male and female students’ attitudes as they entered the university degree
programme (p=0.689 for 2010-11, p=0.737 for 2011-12 and p=0.989 for 2012-13).
Where in previous years a significant gender difference existed post-instruction,
there were no such differences between male and female students in any of the
three academic years (p=0.063 for 2010-11, p=0.425 for 2011-12 and p=0.986
for 2012-13). In contrast to the measurable decline in expert-like thinking scores
demonstrated in previous years, the three years presented in this chapter showed
no significant decline in male and female attitudes after two semesters of teaching.
7.2.4 Comparison of male and female major and
non-major students’ expert-like thinking
The academic cohort was split by both gender and degree major in order to
determine if degree intention has an observable effect on the physics attitudes and
beliefs of male and female students. Table 7.5 indicates the number of students
in each year group as a function of their gender and major. The proportion of
major and non-major students in the matched data set was approximately equal
in 2010-11 and 2011-12. In 2012-13 there was a higher proportion of non-major
students, particularly in the male cohort, than physics majors. In 2011-12 the
female population had a higher percentage of major students, although absolute
numbers were very small.
Pre- and post-instruction favourable expert-like thinking scores for male
and female major and non-major students in each academic year are shown
in Table 7.6. Female majors in 2010-11 had a significantly higher level of
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Figure 7.4: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction for (a)
2010-11, (b) 2011-12 and (c) 2012-13 male and female students. Error bars represent the
standard error on the mean.
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Table 7.5: Number of students as a function of subject major and gender who completed both
pre-instruction and post-instruction CLASS surveys.
Year Male Male Female Female
Majors Non-Majors Majors Non-Majors
2010-11 37 34 17 16
2011-12 25 29 13 9
2012-13 43 61 8 11
expert-like thinking, compared to all other cohorts as shown in Figure 7.5 (a)
(compared to male majors p=0.049, compared to male non-majors p=0.024 and
compared to female non-majors p=0.008). The gap between major and non-major
females was particularly evident. Majors scored 77(2)% and non-majors scored
66(4)%. In the post-instruction results this gap remained significant (p=0.031).
Interestingly, female majors showed no change in their attitudes whilst all male
groups decreased. The male non-majors showed a significant decrease of 7%
(p=0.003).
Table 7.6: Percentage of pre- and post-instruction favourable expert-like thinking scores for
male and female major and non-major students. Numbers in the brackets represent the standard
error on the mean.
Pre-Instruction % Post-Instruction %
Year Majors Non-majors Majors Non-majors
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
2010-11 71(3) 77(2) 70(2) 66(4) 69(3) 77(2) 63(3) 67(4)
2011-12 76(2) 71(5) 73(2) 78(2) 77(3) 67(5) 73(2) 78(3)
2012-13 72(2) 71(4) 70(2) 69(5) 71(2) 67(8) 70(2) 72(3)
In contrast, the 2011-12 academic year showed no significant differences
between any cohorts in either the pre- or post-instruction results. In addition,
each group showed very little change from the beginning to the end of the
academic year (Figure 7.5 (b)). This was also the case in 2012-13, where there
was no measurable difference between the populations (Figure 7.5 (c)). The size
of the cohorts should be taken into account when drawing conclusions from this
data. In particular, there are very small numbers of female majors and female
non-majors in each of the individual year groups, resulting in relatively large
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Figure 7.5: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction as
a function of gender and major for (a) 2010-11, (b) 2011-12 and (c) 2012-13 first year
undergraduate students.
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standard errors on the mean.
7.2.5 Results of CLASS categories
As well as the overall expert-like thinking scores, which take into account all
scored questions on the CLASS survey, analysis of scores from the eight question
categories can provide a greater insight into students’ attitudes and thinking.
Conducting analysis at this level can help determine if the change in students’
attitudes is related to a change in a specific area of their expert-like thinking which
would not be highlighted in their overall CLASS scores previously presented. As
mentioned previously, 27 of the survey questions have been placed into one or
more of these eight categories listed in section 7.1. Pre- and post-instruction
favourable category results for the whole class cohort in each academic year are
shown in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7: Percentages of favourable pre- and post-instruction CLASS responses for the overall
survey and the eight question categories. The numbers in the brackets represent the standard
error on the mean.
Categories 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Overall 71(1) 68(2) 74(1) 74(2) 71(1) 70(1)
Personal Interest 76(2) 73(3) 78(2) 80(3) 73(2) 73(2)
Real World Connection 73(3) 75(3) 76(3) 80(3) 74(3) 77(1)
PS General 78(2) 72(2) 84(2) 79(2) 77(2) 75(2)
PS Confidence 75(3) 71(3) 83(2) 76(3) 71(3) 70(2)
PS Sophistication 69(3) 63(3) 76(2) 74(3) 70(2) 67(2)
Sense making / Effort 82(2) 76(2) 83(2) 81(2) 82(2) 76(2)
Conceptual 71(2) 65(2) 74(2) 76(2) 73(2) 72(2)
Understanding
Applied Conceptual 59(3) 54(3) 63(2) 65(2) 61(2) 59(2)
Understanding
Although little change was observed in the overall favourable scores between
pre- and post-instruction, with the exception of the drop in 2010-11, there was a
wide range of scores on a category level. Student scores between the beginning
of the undergraduate degree and the end of their first academic year decreased
in some categories but increased in others. A comparison of results between
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the three academic years highlighted a few interesting features. First, specific
categories showed much higher or lower expert-like thinking scores than others. In
particular, students’ level of ‘Sense Making/Effort’ was very high, with students
beginning their degree with a favourable score of 82(2)% in 2010-11 and 2012-13
and 83(2)% in 2011-12. Conversely, their ‘Applied Conceptual Understanding’
scores were relatively low, particularly in 2010-11. This category contains seven
questions measuring students’ view of their ability to transfer physics knowledge
from one question to another. The ability to apply physics principles to questions
set in different contexts is an important skill in physics problem solving.
In the majority of cases there existed a decrease in scores between the pre- and
post-instruction survey results. In the case of the 2010-11 cohort, seven of the
eight categories showed a negative change in expert-like attitudes. The exception
to this was in the ‘Real World Connection’ category. In fact, in all three year
groups students’ ‘Real World Connection’ scores increased after two semesters
of teaching. This increase was not, however, statistically significant. A study
by Milner-Bolotin at a Canadian university saw a positive shift in expert-like
thinking in all eight categories including the ‘Real World Connection’ category
[180].
There were also some gender differences in the category scores (Table 7.8).
In particular, males outperformed females in the ‘Problem Solving Sophistication’
category in both 2011-12 and 2012-13 at the beginning of semester 1. In 2011-12
males had a pre-test favourable score of 79(2)% compared to females who had
a favourable score of 70(6)%, but this difference was not significant (p=0.162).
Similarly, in 2012-13 males had a pre-test score of 72(2)% compared to females
who scored 60(6)% agreement with the expert responses (p=0.078). Looking at
the ‘Real World Connection’ category, male and female students had equal levels
of expert-like thinking in 2010-11 and 2012-13. In 2011-12 female students had
a much higher percentage favourable score compared to male students, although
this was not significant at the 95% level (p=0.154). A study using an Arabic
version of the CLASS survey in Saudi Arabia amongst introductory physics
students also looked at gender differences at a category level [85]. They noted that
women, particularly those on pre-med courses, tended to have equal or higher
scores in the ‘Personal Interest’ category and demonstrated more expert-like
beliefs about physics than men overall. This is in slight contrast to our results in
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which male and female students showed no difference in their levels of ‘Personal
Interest’.
Table 7.8: Percentages of favourable pre-test CLASS responses for the overall survey and the
eight question categories as a function of gender. The numbers in the brackets represent the
standard error on the mean.
Categories 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13
Males Females Males Females Males Females
Overall 70(2) 72(2) 74(2) 73(3) 71(1) 70(3)
Personal Interest 76(3) 75(4) 78(3) 77(5) 73(2) 75(5)
Real World Connection 73(3) 73(4) 73(4) 83(6) 74(3) 74(7)
PS General 78(3) 79(3) 85(2) 82(4) 77(2) 78(5)
PS Confidence 74(3) 77(2) 84(3) 81(5) 70(3) 71(7)
PS Sophistication 68(3) 70(5) 79(2) 70(6) 72(2) 60(6)
Sense Making / Effort 83(2) 82(3) 84(2) 78(5) 82(2) 81(3)
Conceptual 70(3) 74(3) 75(3) 74(5) 73(2) 70(5)
Understanding
Applied Conceptual 57(3) 62(4) 63(2) 62(5) 62(2) 54(5)
Understanding
Each category defined in the CLASS survey contains very few questions, with
the maximum number of questions included in any category being eight and
the minimum being four. This means that a shift in favourable or unfavourable
responses to an individual statement can result in a large change in the overall
category score. This adds a degree of caution with which the comparison of
category scores between two different cohorts should be treated. In particular,
the ‘Real World Connection’ category comprises only four statements.
7.2.6 Summary of CLASS results
Results have shown that students entering the first year of the undergraduate
physics programme at the University of Edinburgh have relatively high levels
of expert-like thinking. Although the 2010-11 year group showed a statistical
decrease in this level of expert-like thinking, this was not the case for the following
two academic years, perhaps suggesting that teaching methodologies implemented
in the first year courses have had a positive effect on maintaining students’ expert-
like thinking. No significant discrepancies were found between the attitudes and
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beliefs of major and non-major physics students at the beginning of the semester.
In two of the three years examined this remained the case after two semesters of
teaching. Similarly, there were no differences between male and female cohorts in
either the pre- or post-instruction survey results. This was in direct contrast with
results seen prior to 2010, in which females had significantly lower levels of expert-
like thinking than males at the end of the academic year. Analysis indicated that
students’ levels of agreement with the US ‘expert’ responses differed depending
on the question category. In particular, students had very low levels of ‘Applied
Conceptual Understanding’.
7.3 UK academics’ attitudes towards learning
and studying physics
One of the key features of the CLASS survey, in comparison with other attitudinal
tests, is its ability to not only provide a quantitative measure of the change
in students’ attitudes over a defined period of time, but to compare responses
from students with those of ‘experts’. As discussed in Chapter 2, during the
design of the instrument the survey statements were presented to physics faculty
members at the University of Colorado. A total of 16 academic staff completed
the survey and their responses were used to create the ‘expert’ opinion against
which students are scored. In situations where no consensus was reached between
staff responses, the statement was further discussed amongst the staff to try and
agree on a favourable or unfavourable response. Six statements were not given an
expert response, but remain in the survey as unscored statements. This section
details results from work carried out to compare attitudes of male and female
academics, industry members and people at different levels of academia in the
UK. Comparisons were made between responses from academics in the UK and
the US academics who participated in the original survey validation. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time this instrument has been used to test the
attitudes of a range of physics academics across the UK.
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7.3.1 Methodology and demographics of respondents
The CLASS survey was distributed to members of the Institute of Physics (IOP)
in order to gain a measure of expert views from physics graduates across the
UK. The survey was distributed in May 2011 using the online survey tool ‘Survey
Monkey’. In addition to answering the survey, participants supplied demographic
information including their gender, current role of employment (level of academic
role or whether they were currently working in industry) and the number of years
since the completion of their first degree. Each participant answered the survey
only once rather than twice as in the pre- and post-test methodology. This means
that results are representative of the current level of expert-like thinking of each
sub-group, rather than a measure of their change in agreement of expert-like
thinking over a period of time.
A total of 421 completed surveys was collected, with respondents coming
from a diverse range of backgrounds: academics1, postdoctorates (PDRAs),
postgraduates and industry members (as shown in Table 7.9). Of these
participants, 75% were male and 25% were female. The numbers in each group
do not add up to the total number of respondents as some people did not provide
information concerning their current role of employment or academic position.
The percentage of male academics (lecturers, senior lectures, professors) was
much higher than that for postdoctorates or postgraduate researchers. Only
16% of academics who completed the survey were female, reflecting the national
average for all physics academic staff in higher education institutions in the UK
(17%) [181]. When looking at male and female academics, it was seen that 69%
of males and 58% of females had 20 years or more experience since the completion
of their first degree. A further 29% of males and 38% of females indicated it was
11-16 years since the completion of their degree.
7.3.2 CLASS responses as a function of academic
background
Table 7.10 shows the percentage favourable expert-like thinking scores for each
employment level. Moving up the academic career level, results showed an overall
1The term academics used in this study refers to those working in academia at a level higher
than postdoctorate (i.e. lecturers, senior lecturers, professors).
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Table 7.9: Number of survey responses from IOP members as a function of gender and
employment level.
N N(Males) % Males N(Females) % Females
All 421 315 75% 106 25%
Academics 160 135 84% 25 16%
PDRAs 56 36 64% 20 36%
Postgraduates 115 78 68% 37 32%
Industry Members 53 41 77% 12 23%
trend of increased CLASS scores. In particular, academics had a higher favourable
score compared to all other groups, with a favourable score of 86(1)%. Comparing
academics to PDRAs indicated a statistically significant difference (p=0.014), as
was the difference between academics and postgraduates (p<0.001). Members
of the IOP not currently working in academia had an expert-like thinking score
of 81(1)%. Once again, this was found to be significantly lower than that of
academics (p=0.004).
Table 7.10: Percentage of favourable and unfavourable expert-like thinking scores for each
employment level group. Numbers in the brackets refer to the standard error on the mean.
N Favourable % Unfavourable %
All 421 82(1) 7(0)
Academics 160 86(1) 5(0)
PDRAs 56 82(1) 7(1)
Postgraduates 115 80(1) 9(1)
Industry Members 53 81(1) 7(1)
It is not necessarily the case that we should expect all experts to have a single
and consistent view for all items on the survey. Therefore it is not necessarily
expected that respondents will score 100% agreement with the pre-defined expert
response. However, looking at the percentage disagreement with the expert
responses, it was seen that all populations had a lower percentage unfavourable
score compared to first year undergraduate students at Edinburgh, as seen in
Figure 7.2.
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7.3.3 CLASS responses as a function of gender
Of particular interest was whether there existed any gender differences in
responses within each employment group. Data was subsequently split by gender
and average CLASS scores calculated for each cohort. Results of favourable
agreement scores are shown in Figure 7.6.
When analysing all 421 responses to the survey as a function of gender,
there existed no statistical difference between male and female overall favourable
scores, with males scoring 82(1)% and females scoring 81(1)%, nor were there any
significant gender differences on individual categories. The one exception to this
was for the category of ‘Applied Conceptual Understanding’ which contains seven
questions probing how students solve problems (for example their use of formulae
or application of similar strategies to solve different problems) and whether they
feel that physics consists of ‘many disconnected topics’. Here males showed a
significantly higher level of expert-like thinking than females (p=0.003). Male
respondents had an average favourable score of 75(1)%, compared to 67(2)% for
females.
Figure 7.6: Percentage favourable expert-like thinking scores as a function of gender and
employment level. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Numbers above each
bar represent the percentage agreement of expert-like thinking for each population.
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There were also no significant gender differences for PDRAs (p=0.312),
postgraduates (p=0.820) or industry members (p=0.302). There was, however,
a significant difference between male and female academics (p=0.047), with
female academics having a significantly higher favourable expert score than
male academics. The distribution of these scores is shown in Figure 7.7. Male
academics had a much larger range of favourable scores than female academics.
Male academics had an overall favourable score of 85(1)%, compared to female
academics who had an overall score of 88(1)%. This was the only cohort in which



































Figure 7.7: Boxplot of male and female academics’ overall percentage favourable scores.
What is particularly intriguing was that female academics scored more
highly than male academics in all eight of the survey categories. Percentage
favourable scores for each category can be seen in Figure 7.8. For the ‘Real
World Connection’ category this difference was statistically significant (p=0.026).
Female academics showed significantly higher agreement (94.2%) with the expert
response than male academics (88.6%). This category contains four statements
probing to what extent participants use personal experiences or real world
situations to further their understanding of physics. This result supports the
hypothesis made earlier about female undergraduates relating physics principles
to ‘real world’ situations to a greater extent than males. When we consider only
respondents who identified themselves as working in industry, we found that there
were no differences between male and female attitudes across all eight categories.
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This was also the case for male and female postdoctorates and postgraduates.
Figure 7.8: Male and female UK academics’ favourable percentage scores on each of the eight
CLASS categories. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
7.3.4 Questions showing gender differences between
academics
The results from undergraduate students, discussed in section 7.2, compared the
expert-like thinking of first year undergraduates with those of a physics faculty
at an American university. Having identified a significant difference between
the level of expert-like thinking of male and female UK academics, it was queried
whether this overall discrepancy between cohorts would have the effect of altering
the expert agreement or disagreement response to any of the individual CLASS
statements. If the expert response to a particular statement was different between
these cohorts this could have the effect of altering the ‘Agree’ or ‘Disagree’
response against which students are graded, thereby having an effect on their
overall score.
The percentage of IOP members who identified themselves as an academic,
who agreed, disagreed or remained neutral for each statement was calculated to
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determine if there was a lack of consensus (or even disagreement) with the original
expert view. A level of consensus of 2/3 (67% agreement with the expert view)
was chosen as the threshold to identify questions for which it was deemed there
was not a broadly consistent view amongst our survey population of academic
staff. Applying this criterion, it was found that the responses by UK and US
academic staff to items on the CLASS survey were not consistent for five of the
statements, each of which will be discussed below.
CLASS statement 5
One example of a question falling below this threshold was statement 5 of the
survey:
“After I study a topic in physics and feel that I understand it, I have difficulty
solving problems on the same topic.”
The ‘expert’ response to this statement, as defined by US faculty members
is ‘Disagree’. Responses from UK academics indicated that only 65.2% of
participants disagreed with the statement (i.e. agreed with the ‘expert’ response).
A further 14.3% agreed with the statement and 20.5% chose to remain neutral.
When we look at these responses as a function of gender, a slightly higher
percentage of female academics agreed with the US ‘expert’ response (68.0%)
compared to male academics (64.7%). This question belongs to three statement
categories: ‘Problem Solving Sophistication’, ‘Conceptual Understanding’ and
‘Applied Conceptual Understanding’.
In order to answer the question of whether undergraduates at the University
of Edinburgh look more like UK experts than US experts, the percentage of male
and female first year 2012-13 students who agreed or disagreed with each of these
statements at the beginning of semester one was determined. For statement 5,
65.4% of male undergraduates and 42.1% of female undergraduates disagreed with
the statement (i.e. agreed with the ‘expert’ response). The distribution of male
responses across the ‘Agree’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Disagree’ statements was very similar
to that of the UK academics. Female students were more evenly distributed
across all possible answers, with 26.3% agreeing with the statement and 31.6%
remaining neutral.
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CLASS statement 12
Statement 12 of the attitudinal survey states:
“I cannot learn physics if the teacher does not explain things well in class.”
The ‘expert’ response defined for this statement is to ‘Disagree’. Only 60.9%
of UK academics disagreed with this statement. Once again, the percentage of
respondents who chose a neutral agreement to this statement was relatively high
(21.7%), with the remaining 28 participants (17.4%) choosing to disagree with the
predefined expert response. There was a large discrepancy between the opinions
of male and female UK academics. Only 59.6% of males had the same opinion as
US faculty members, compared to 68.0% of females. This higher percentage of
female agreement with the expert response may suggest that female instructors
are more inclined to believe that students will complete reasonable amounts of
self-study and seek help if they do not feel they completely comprehend a subject.
Question 12 did not belong to any CLASS category.
Undergraduate students’ responses to this statement were very different from
those of the UK and US experts. Only 21.2% of males chose to ‘Disagree’, with
38.5% answering ‘Agree’. Female undergraduates in 2012-13 were even more
unlikely to agree with the expert response. Only two of the nineteen female
students (11%) chose to ‘Disagree’ with the statement and 63.2% chose to ‘Agree’
that they couldn’t learn physics unless it was well explained by the instructor.
CLASS statement 14
Participants were asked to give their opinion to statement 14 which states:
“I study physics to learn knowledge that will be useful in my life outside of
school.”
Only 58.8% of academics agreed with the expert response which was ‘Agree’.
In this instance, both male and female academics from the IOP had a percentage
expert-like response below the chosen threshold of 67%. In total, 57.8% of male
academics and 64.0% of female academics agreed. This statement was an example
of a statement from the ‘Personal Interest’ category in which respondents are
prompted to see if they have a personal connection to physics and its uses in
everyday life. Although both genders showed relatively low agreement with the
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US expert response, female academics did show a higher percentage agreement
compared to male, suggesting that females may be more likely to try to relate
physics to everyday situations, as was discussed in earlier chapters.
Once again, the responses of first year undergraduates in 2012-13 were
compared to those of the UK and US academics. Both cohorts showed good
levels of agreement with the UK experts, with 52.9% and 63.2% of male and
female students answering ‘Agree’ to statement 14 respectively.
CLASS statement 16
Statement 16 of the survey belongs to two categories: ‘Problem Solving
General’ and ‘Problem Solving Confidence’. Respondents were asked to agree
or disagree with the statement:
“Nearly everyone is capable of understanding physics if they work at it.”
Interestingly, only 57% of physics academics agreed with the predefined
‘expert’ response which was ‘Agree’. A further 24.4% of respondents chose to
give a neutral reply, the remaining 18.6% disagreeing. The level of agreement
with the expert response was particularly low for male academics in the IOP, only
54.1% of whom agreed with the statement. In contrast, 69.2% of females agreed
with the predefined expert answer. This large gender discrepancy is perhaps
surprising. One possible explanation may be that female academics are more
aware of the need to invest in self-study if they are unsure of a certain concept
and are therefore more diligent than males. From the perspective of an instructor,
this could suggest that female academics are more inclusive of everyone’s ability
to learn physics, whilst some male academics may be less aware of the potential
need for additional support for some students.
As with the UK academics, a higher proportion of female first year under-
graduates than males chose to answer ‘Agree’ to the above statement. In total,
68.4% of females and 59.6% of males agreed with the expert response, suggesting
that the undergraduates had similar attitudes to the UK population of academic
staff.
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CLASS statement 37
The final statement which did not show a consensus at the 67% level was
statement 37 which states:
“To understand physics, I sometimes think about my personal experiences and
relate them to the topic being analyzed.”
In total 66.3% of academics agreed with the US expert response which was
‘Agree’. This survey item showed a very large gender discrepancy between the
responses of UK academics. While only 62.7% of males shared the same response
as the US physics faculty, 84.6% of females agreed with the ‘expert’ response.
This question belonged to the ‘Real World Connection’ category, and once again
reiterates the idea of a female bias towards ‘real world’ comparisons.
The percentage agreement with the ‘expert’ response was much lower for
undergraduate students than the UK academics. Only 51.9% of males and 57.9%
of females chose to ‘Agree’ with statement 37. The higher percentage agreement
of females relative to males was nevertheless reflected in the undergraduate
responses.
Results from the above analysis revealed that the five statements which showed
a lack of consensus by UK academics did not belong to a single statement category,
but in fact were distributed amongst seven of the eight categories. There is
no available information pertaining to the percentage of the original US faculty
members who initially agreed or disagreed with each statement with which to
compare UK data. During the survey validation process each expert response was
determined through a straight consensus. It is therefore unclear which statements
required further discussion amongst ‘experts’ for a consensus to be reached.
As part of the study, participants were encouraged to provide comments
or feedback on the test questions after they had completed the survey. These
comments highlighted several potential factors affecting participants’ responses.
One male academic commented that statement 22, which states:
“If I want to apply a method used for solving one physics problem to another
problem, the problems must involve very similar situations.”
does not specify what is meant by the term ‘situations’. He commented that this
statement could be ambiguous in its interpretation and said that “If two different
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completely physical systems follow the same mathematical law, is that the same
situation?”.
Another question considered ambiguous by several respondents was statement 41:
“It is possible for physicists to carefully perform the same experiment and get
two very different results that are both correct.”
One respondent commented that it would depend on whether statistical variation
had been taken into account and:
“it is possible for physicists to carefully perform the same experiment and get
two very different results that are both correct. I replied ‘Agree’, as it depends if
the experiment has been successfully constructed to observe the variable of
interest, controlling all others. If the experiment is not controlling all factors,
then there could be natural unexplained variation.”
One academic commented further saying that theorists and experimentalists
may have differing expert responses to some of the statements. This level
of detail was not recorded during this study but offers a potential area of
investigation for future research. It should be recognised that, although this
survey was deliberately administered to academics and industry members who
have completed their undergraduate education, several of the survey statements
are targeted towards students and their experiences of school and undergraduate
teaching, as can be seen by the language used in the statements.
7.3.5 Summary
There is evidence to suggest that there exist some gender differences for academics
on both category and individual item responses, suggesting that women in
academia may have different attitudes and beliefs from men about their subject.
These results also indicated that the expert view for some items of the CLASS
survey, as measured by responses from UK academics, is not the same as that
of the US faculty members used to validate the original survey. In fact, for
academics, females had a higher expert-like thinking score than males. This
research has been undertaken using a much larger cohort of faculty than when
the instrument was originally validated. Whilst there existed statements for which
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there appear to be a lack of consensus on the defined ‘expert’ view, these did not
have the effect of changing the defined expert response for any statement from
‘Agree’ to ‘Disagree’ or vice versa. For this to happen the level of agreement with
the predefined expert response would need to be below 50% on an individual
item. Nevertheless the differences in academic attitudes highlighted in this study
may have future implications for how we should calibrate student responses to
such a survey. The fact that UK academics did not score 100% agreement with
the view of US physics faculty suggests that it may not necessarily be sensible to
expect our students to achieve this level of expert-like thinking.
The methodology of this process was somewhat different to that undertaken by
US faculty members, as UK academics were not given the opportunity to discuss
their opinions with other academics in order to reach a consenus. Respondents’
comments suggested that some of the survey questions are ambiguous in their
meaning and could cause discrepancies in the way in which they are interpreted.
It was also commented that some of the questions relating to students’ opinions
of how physics is presented in a classroom are not relevant to those no longer in
high school or university. This may also have had an affect on how academics
responded to such questions. It needs to be considered whether the variations
witnessed in academics’ responses are the result of variations in academic
attitudes or whether they are the result of structure of the survey instrument.
7.4 Undergraduate physics students’ intentions
In order to gain a better understanding of why students choose to undertake a
physics degree and whether this reasoning differs for male and female students,
first year undergraduate students enrolled on the 2010-11 introductory physics
course (‘Physics 1A’) were presented with a paper survey asking them to
specify their current degree programme, their highest secondary school physics
qualification and their intended degree exit point (BSc, MSc2 or PhD). Surveyed
students were also asked to comment on up to three reasons for pursuing their
chosen degree. The survey was undertaken during the first week of formal
teaching, so it may be necessary to consider the fact that university was
2The first year ‘Physics 1A’ population comprises students from both physics and other
degree programmes and therefore the MSc qualification can refer to both the Integrated Masters
in the School of Physics and Astronomy or to a Masters qualification from another discipline.
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a new experience and their only exposure to the subject had been through
their experiences of school teaching methods. Students in other years of the
undergraduate programme were also surveyed and asked about their school
physics qualifications and intended degree exit point, creating a cross-sectional
view of students opinions throughout the undergraduate degree.
7.4.1 Intended degree
Students completing the survey were asked to indicate the degree programme
on which they were currently enrolled from a choice of six disciplines: Physics,
Mathematics, Chemistry, Informatics, Engineering and Other. The flexibility of
the degree system at the University of Edinburgh enables students to change their
degree course during or after their first year of study, depending on the courses
taken during this first undergraduate year. Consequently, the results of this
survey indicated the distribution of the ‘Physics 1A’ cohort across different degree
programmes at the start of their university career and may not be representative
of the distribution after one year of study.
Of the students who replied, 50% were intending to study towards a Physics
degree, as shown in Figure 7.9. Chemistry and Engineering were also well
represented, with 14% and 15% of students respectively. The introductory course
comprised 10% Informatics students and 7% Mathematics students, with the
remaining respondents enrolled on other degree courses. When looking in detail at
the gender differences in degree choice, it was seen that Engineering, Mathematics
and Informatics students taking ‘Physics 1A’ were more likely to be male. A
higher proportion of the female cohort was enrolled on a Physics or Chemistry
degree compared to males. This is in contrast to the overall gender participation
gap in favour of males on the physics degree programme and is most likely a
result of the fact that, of the 207 students enrolled in 2010-11, only 115 answered
this question. This also meant that the absolute number of students in each of
these categories was relatively small.
In addition to their degree choice students were asked “How sure are you that
you will graduate in that discipline?”. Answers were coded on a five point Likert
scale (Very Sure, Sure, Neutral, Unsure and Very Unsure). Results showed that
the vast majority of students had a positive conviction that they had chosen the
correct degree discipline. Of those who completed the survey, 69% said that they
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Figure 7.9: Percentage of male and female first year students enrolled on degree programmes
in each discipline. N=115, N(males)=81 and N(females)=34. Numbers above each bar represent
the absolute number of students in each group.
were either ‘Very Sure’ or ‘Sure’ that they would graduate in that discipline.
Only 9% of students were either ‘Very Unsure’ or ‘Unsure’, with the remaining
22% choosing to remain ‘Neutral’. While male students who answered favourably
were split almost equally between ‘Very Sure’ and ‘Sure’, female students were
much more likely to choose ‘Sure’. Only one male student indicated that they
were ‘Very Unsure’.
7.4.2 Why did students choose their intended degree?
Students were presented with a blank survey and asked to write down up to
three reasons why they chose to study their degree course. The total number of
completed survey responses was 154 (N(male)=108 and N(female)=46). The total
number of comments written by students was 364, some students providing three
reasons and others only one or two comments. The comments were subsequently
grouped into nineteen categories, each defining a different reason for choosing to
study their degree. Any flippant or irrelevant comments were excluded from the
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analysis. The categories and corresponding number of comments, ranked in order
of popularity, are shown in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11: Reasons for choosing to study intended degree ranked in order of popularity.
N(male)=108 and N(female)=46.
Category Number of Comments
All Males Females
Enjoyed subject at school 73 49 24
Interest 61 43 18
Job or financial prospects 50 34 16
Flexibility of degree/ Combines well with other subject 29 20 9
Good at it / Find it easy 28 22 6
Greater understanding of how things work 20 13 7
Research interests 17 14 3
Subject is applicable/ Relevant 15 12 3
Like maths 15 11 4
Challenging / Problem Solving 10 8 2
Travel opportunities 8 6 2
Course content 8 6 2
Unsure 7 7 0
Experiments 6 4 2
Career advice / Work experience 5 5 0
Interest in computing/ Programming 5 4 1
Reputation of degree 3 2 1
Reputation of department 2 2 0
Logical thinking 2 0 2
By providing them with blank pieces of paper and offering no guideline as
to potential comments or categories, students were able to freely express their
views. The most popular category, making up 20% of all comments, referred to
students’ enjoyment of the subject whilst at secondary school. Stating that they
found it interesting and that the subject would offer promising job prospects upon
completion of their degree were also very popular statements amongst students
as a whole, written by 61 (17%) and 50 (14%) students respectively.
Comparisons were made between male and female reasons for choosing their
degree programme to determine whether any gender differences existed. If gender
differences were to exist this may go someway to help explain the existence of the
gender participation gap. However, the three most popular categories were the
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same for males and females. Comments about their enjoyment of studying the
subject at school made up 19% of male comments and 24% of female comments.
Their interest in the subject was reflected in 16% of male comments and 18% of
female comments. Both cohorts listed future job and financial prospects as a top
reason for their choice, although males took this into consideration more (30% for
males and 16% for females). Interest in current scientific research was a relatively
popular comment, particularly amongst male students. This may reflect the fact
that there was a higher proportion of males who stated they intended to pursue
a PhD qualification in section 7.4.4.
The comments reflected the students’ choice in their degree discipline,
rather than in choosing to take ‘Physics 1A’ as a course subject. Therefore
categories of response may be linked to the specific degree programmes. For
example, almost all the eight students who referred to ‘Travel opportunities’
were geophysicists, with two engineering students also stating that they saw
their degree as an opportunity to pursue a “job/career that may involve a lot
of travelling”. Many non-majors, in particular those pursuing an engineering
degree, commented on the fact that physics complimented their degree choice
and that they enrolled on ‘Physics 1A’ because of the flexibility allowed by the
university curriculum to choose an outside course. Encouragingly, many of the
students who discussed current scientific research, or the reputation of the degree
or department, identified themselves as physics students. They commented on
specific developments in research, such as experiments taking place at CERN, as
well as their personal desire to enter the research community.
7.4.3 What are students’ highest physics qualifications?
Research has suggested that students’ background and grounding in physics and
mathematics at school level may influence their commitment to physics [182].
Students in each year of the undergraduate degree programme were asked to state
their highest physics qualification achieved prior to university: Higher, Advanced
Higher, A-level, International Baccalaureate, Irish Leaving Certificate or Other.
As discussed in Chapter 3, Scottish students usually have a background of Higher
or Advanced Higher physics, whilst English students in general leave school with
A-level physics. The first year course also has approximately 25% international
students. At Edinburgh, approximately 40% of students who begin their physics
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degree withdraw or transfer to another degree course before completion of the
BSc programme [97]. One hypothesis is that, as they move up through the
years in the undergraduate programme, the students who withdraw are more
likely to be those who entered with only Higher physics, whilst the ones who
remain until 5th year are those who completed A-level or Advanced Higher physics
qualifications. This hypothesis was explored by surveying students in each year of
the degree programme to gain a cross-sectional view of students’ highest physics
qualifications. Results from this study are shown in Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.10: Highest physics qualifications of undergraduate students enrolled in each year
of the undergraduate programme in 2010-11. N(first year)=113, N(second year)=93, N(third
year)=38, N(fourth year)=47 and N(fifth year)=24.
When looking at the range of qualifications first year students have upon
entering university, Advanced Higher physics was the most highly represented
school qualification, completed by a third of students. A-level students were also
very well represented, with 27% of students, followed by Higher physics with 20%.
Over 13% of first year students chose ‘Other’ as their latest physics qualification,
suggesting that they belong to the international student cohort. If results from
only students whose intended degree is physics are considered these relative
proportions remain very similar. In total 36% of these respondents completed
Advanced Higher, 28% completed A-level, with a slightly lower percentage of
Higher students (13%).
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Results from the same survey presented to second year students showed a
similar pattern. Once again, Advanced Higher physics was the most popular
physics qualification amongst students (34%) followed by A-level physics (27%).
The distribution of students amongst the possible school physics qualifications
was very different for 3rd year undergraduates. After surveying students in the
junior honours year group it was found that an equal number of students (32%)
had come from a background of Advanced Higher and A-level physics. Only
three of the thirty-nine third year students surveyed came from a Higher physics
background. Similarly, in senior honours only seven students (13%) entered the
physics degree programme with Higher physics. The proportion of students
coming in with Advanced Higher physics had increased to 41%, whilst A-level
physics continued to be the second most popular qualification. In the fifth year of
undergraduate only 24 students replied to the survey. Only one of these students
left school with Higher physics. Half of the students left with Advanced Higher
physics, with a further quarter leaving with an A-level physics qualification.
International Baccalaureate and students with ‘Other’ qualifications were still
represented by a handful of students.
There existed some gender differences in each year group. In first year,
Advanced Higher physics was the most represented qualification for males
(36%) followed by A-level physics (25%). This differed from the female cohort
who had an almost equal number of respondents who entered with Advanced
Higher and A-level qualifications. This trend was reflected in responses from
second year students. Once again, an almost equal number of female students
completed Advanced Higher and A-level qualifications. Advanced Higher physics
remained the most popular response for male students. Only fifteen third year
students were female. Of these, seven completed Advanced Higher physics,and
four completed A-level physics, with the remaining students split between the
International Baccalaureate and Other. Of the forty-one male students in that
year group, fourteen studied A-level physics before university, with a further
eleven completing Advanced Higher physics. The small sample size of female
cohort, and the obvious reduction in absolute numbers of females seen after the
completion of 4th year, means that very little can be inferred about the trends
regarding females.
The implications that students entering with Higher Physics are the least likely
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group to progress beyond BSc suggest that there may be the need to recognise
this in first year, where there may exist a gap of knowledge compared with those
entering with Advanced Higher or A-level physics. The percentage of students
whose latest physics qualification was Higher Physics showed a significant decline
as we move up the undergraduate year groups. A fifth of students entered
university with a Higher qualification, but this decreased dramatically to only
10.8% by second year and decreased further in junior and senior honours. The
percentage of Advanced Higher physics students remained fairly consistent during
the first three years of undergraduate study, increasing by fourth and fifth year
where it represented 50% of all MPhys students. The representation of A-level
students remained consistently high throughout undergraduate years (25-26% of
students).
7.4.4 Students’ intended exit point
Students in each year group were asked whether they were intending to leave
university after a Bachelors, Masters or PhD degree. By gaining a cross-sectional
picture of the percentage of students considering each exit point as a function
of undergraduate year of study (Figure 7.11), we are able to develop a better
understanding of the changes in the motivation of students towards studying
university level physics.
When surveyed in their first week of teaching, 46% of first year students
indicated an intention to complete a Masters degree, with a further 21% intending
to complete a BSc qualification. One limitation of the survey was that it did not
differentiate between the intention to complete the Integrated Masters (MPhys) in
physics and a postgraduate Masters (MSc). The percentage of women intending
to complete the Masters programme (51%) was higher than for males (43%).
This was also the case in the second year undergraduate results. Once again, the
proportion of females intending to do a Masters (63%) was much higher than that
of the male population (51%). The BSc was the most unpopular option for the
whole class population, chosen by approximately 20% of students in both years.
When physics students began their undergraduate education a surprisingly
high proportion of students (33%) considered remaining in research after their
degree to pursue a PhD. The percentage of males intending studying for a PhD
(38%) was quite a bit higher than that for the female population surveyed (23%).
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Figure 7.11: Intended exit point of undergraduate students enrolled in each year of
the undergraduate programme in 2010-11. N(first year)=113, N(second year)=94, N(third
year)=56, N(fourth year)=54 and N(fifth year)=24.
This level of interest from the cohort as a whole remained high after the transition
into second year, with only a slight decrease in the number of students intending
to do a PhD, although the proportion of the male cohort choosing this option
(37%) was much higher than of the female cohort (17%).
By the start of junior honours, the percentage of students expressing an
intention to do a PhD increased to 41%. In contrast, the distribution of intended
exit points changed dramatically by senior honours. At this point in time there
was a very balanced proportion of students considering BSc, Masters and PhD
options. The physics degree programme at the University of Edinburgh has
the option for students to complete a fifth year of undergraduate study for an
Integrated Masters. For students who remain for the Integrated Masters, a year
with a large focus on a Masters research project (worth 40% of the year), a PhD
becomes an even more popular option. This data is however only a cross-sectional
representation of each year in the undergraduate degree programme and is reliant
on the response rate from students, which means that conclusive trends cannot be
established from the data. The small number of female students in each cohort,
particularly in fourth and fifth year, makes it difficult to draw definitive patterns
of gender intentions from the data.
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7.5 Students who change degree courses
When considering the issue of retention, this thesis investigated why some
students make a conscious decision to swap degree programmes during their
undergraduate career. A cross-sectional study of the 2010-11 undergraduate
population illustrated that students made use of the flexibility of the system to
change degree subject and/or endpoint over the course of their time at university.
In some cases students changed their degree course on multiple occasions. These
changes took place both within the range of Physics degree programmes and to
non-physics degree courses such as Chemistry and Engineering.
7.5.1 Survey results
Students in the second to final years of the undergraduate physics degree
programme were surveyed to determine the extent to which students utilise
the flexibility of the Scottish degree system which enables students to transfer
between degree courses, particularly during their pre-honours studies.
Of the 129 students surveyed during a core second year undergraduate physics
course, 27 students (21%) commented on having changed their degree course by
either subject or endpoint (BSc or MPhys) since entering first year, with a further
6 students commenting that they intended to change within the next academic
year. Examining this for each gender, the proportion of the female cohort (24%)
who had changed their degree subject and/or endpoint since first year was found
to be slightly higher compared to the proportion of males (20%). This increased
to 34% of the total surveyed population in third year and 41% in fourth year. In
both third and fourth year the proportion of male students was much higher than
that for females (44% and 45% for males and 7% and 25% for females). In the
third year population surveyed only one female student indicated that they had
changed their degree course. The relatively small sample size of female students
in both year groups makes it difficult to gain a reliable conclusion from these
results. Nevertheless, the overall findings suggest that students make good use of
the flexibility inherent in the degree programme structure.
The subjects from which students changed were also examined in more
detail. As mentioned previously, in second year 27 students changed their degree
intention. Of these students 11 (7 male and 4 female) changed from a non-physics
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degree course, such as Chemistry or Engineering into Physics. Changes within the
physics department were also very popular, with second year students choosing
to change to a different physics degree programme (for example changing from an
MPhys Mathematical Physics degree to a MPhys Physics degree). The remaining
surveyed students changed from physics into the School of Geoscience.
By the time students reach their third year of studies there are no longer any
students taking physics as an outside course. Of the 19 students who indicated
that they had changed their degree course, 15 had made this change within the
School of Physics. Two male students began their university career as Chemistry
or Engineering students and one male and one female student had entered from
the School of Mathematics. The number of fourth year students who had begun
their undergraduate studies outside the physics department was again very small.
Only 4 of the 18 students who had changed their degree course had converted
from a non-physics degree. All integrated masters students had entered university
with the intention of completing a physics degree.
7.5.2 Students who transferred out of the physics
degree programme
When looking at the progression of students from one year of the physics degree
programme to another, it is unclear from quantitative data when within that
year the decision to withdraw or transfer from the degree programme is made.
Despite approximately 40-50% of students enrolling in first year of undergraduate
study not completing a physics BSc or MPhys degree [97], only the destinations
of students who have transferred to a different degree programme within the
University of Edinburgh are known. The destinations of those students who
withdraw from the university or transfer to a different university are unclear.
In 2011, 35 students (20 males and 15 females) who transferred out of a
physics degree programme to pursue studies in other disciplines at the University
of Edinburgh between 2006-10, were contacted and surveyed about their reasons
for choosing to study physics initially and their reasons for ultimately leaving
the programme. Of these students, 17 responded to the survey (7 males and 10
females). As part of this process, students were asked to think back to the time
just before they left the physics programme and answer seven questions on a 5
point Likert scale (ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree). These
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responses were then collapsed into three categories: Agree, Neutral and Disagree.
Male and female responses to each of these statements can be seen in Table 7.12.
Table 7.12: Number of male and female students who replied Agree (A), Neutral (N) and
Disagree (D) to each statement on the survey regarding transferring out of degree programme.
Percentages correspond to the percentage of male and female cohorts respectively.
Males Females
A N D A N D
The subject was not what I had 4 0 3 3 1 6
expected it to be 57% 0% 43% 30% 10% 60%
I did not perform as well in 2 1 3 2 2 6
my exam as I had hoped 29% 14% 57% 20% 20% 60%
I applied myself to my studies 5 2 0 6 1 3
to the best of my ability 71% 29% 0% 60% 10% 30%
I could do the physics but had 1 2 4 1 0 9
problems with the maths 14% 29% 57% 10% 0% 90%
I had significant personal and/or 1 1 5 3 2 5
health problems that affected my studies 14% 14% 71% 30% 20% 50%
I became more interested in 5 1 1 8 1 1
my outside courses 71% 14% 14% 80% 10% 10%
I found my Director of Studies 5 1 1 9 0 1
in physics helpful and supportive 71% 14% 14% 90% 0% 10%
A chi-squared test of each distribution showed no statistically significant
differences at the 95% level between male and female responses to any of the
questions. When asked if the subject was different to their expectations, 57%
of males agreed, compared to 30% of the female population. This implies that
when choosing university courses students may not have sufficient awareness of
the course content and what the subject entails. There may exist a discrepancy
between a student’s expectations of the subject and the prescribed course
outcomes or objectives.
It was not the case that students made the decision to transfer to another
degree subject as a consequence of their course performance. Only two males and
two females answered either ‘Strongly Agree’ or ‘Agree’ to the second statement,
with the majority of students disagreeing. This is also reflected in the high
proportion of responses from both genders who answered favourably to the
statement “I applied myself to my studies to the best of my ability”.
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It was hypothesised that a large proportion of students who transfer out of
physics do so because they have been discouraged by the number of compulsory
mathematics courses involved in the physics degree programme. This was not
reflected in students’ responses. Only two students indicated any problem with
the mathematics. When asked if they had found their Director of Studies helpful
and supportive, 14 of the 17 students who responded to the survey replied
favourably. Results suggest that students were not transferring from the physics
programme as a result of problems with the physics course but because they
became more interested in other courses taken in their first year of study. Overall,
71% of males and 80% of females indicated that they had become more interested
in their outside courses. Only two students indicated that this was not the case.
This result was explored further through interviews with a selection of survey
respondents and will be discussed in the next section.
7.5.3 Discussion of qualitative survey responses
Students who had transferred from the physics department into other degree
courses within the University of Edinburgh were approached to discuss, through
qualitative interviews, the reasons for their decision to choose to study physics
and for subsequently transferring to another degree. These interviews aimed to
expand on the previously collected quantitative survey responses discussed in
section 7.5.2. As in the interviews discussed in Chapter 5, these interviews were
recorded using a Livescribe pen [150]. A full transcript of each interview was
made. Seven students (3 males and 4 females) participated in the study. Results
from these interviews will be presented alongside comments left by students who
completed the online survey discussed in the previous section.
At the start of each interview participants were asked to discuss where their
interest in physics originated; whether at school or from personal experiences.
Several students commented on the impact of specific experiments or demonstra-
tions they had witnessed. While the majority of the interviewees stated that their
decision to continue with physics started in the later years of secondary school,
while studying for their Advanced Higher or A-level exams, one female recalled
being fascinated by a demonstration of centripetal force (a ball being swung in
a circle above the teacher’s head) and the fact that this led her to begin reading
popular science books at a young age. The popularity of experimental physics
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was a key feature of several interviews. A male student voiced his disappointment
that:
“we had to wait until second semester to do that [practicals] so I was a little
disappointed with that. I was also not a fan of the maths which was more
tutorials and lectures. Expected to be more hands on.”
The use of practicals or lecture demonstrations allows students to see the real
life applications of physics concepts learnt throughout the course. The desire
for earlier opportunities to take part in practical physics courses was not a view
shared by all students. Some students who replied to the online survey indicated
that they had chosen to transfer to a Mathematics degree. A common theme
in their comments was their increased interest in the theoretical aspects of the
subject.
When asked about the transition from school to university, the students who
had completed Advanced Higher or A-level physics felt that the transition was
easier than expected, with several students attributing this to the overlap of
material between the school curriculum and the first year course content. Because
of the range of educational backgrounds of incoming students discussed earlier in
this chapter, the first year physics course is targeted to cover material accessible to
students who enter with different qualifications and ensure that all students have
the same content knowledge at the end of their first year of study. A consequence
of this is that, particularly in first semester, some of the concepts discussed in
lectures and tutorials have already been introduced in school courses, although
the teaching methods and mathematical content may differ. One female student
commented that:
“I think it was less of a jump than I was expecting, but that might be due to the
fact that I did Advanced Higher physics in high school and I think it is kind of
similar to first year university physics ... yeah there was quite an overlap. So in
terms of learning and how you learn it was different but I didn’t feel it was a big
jump, like the biggest jump was more probably in the social aspect of university
and in living away from home was maybe a bigger impact.”
This view was not shared by all students. Those who had left school with a
Higher physics or maths qualification stated that they found it a larger transition
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than expected and that it was the style and rate of teaching that they found most
difficult. One male participant who took Higher physics stated that:
“I think it was kind of too big a step almost because we suddenly had to do twice
as much maths as I was really used to. And at school I did just Higher maths. I
didn’t do Advanced Higher ... I just found it quite difficult to suddenly be doing
maths which was really aimed at a broader spectrum for Chemistry and Physics,
and it just seemed a bit too much as well.”
When asked if this was a major contributing factor to his decision to convert to
a degree in Biological Sciences, he agreed.
The School of Physics and Astronomy offers entrants the option of enrolling
directly into second year. Those that choose to do this must achieve higher
entrance requirements compared to those entering into first year. Two of the
students who participated in these interviews entered through the direct entry
programme. One female student, who was from an American school background,
said that she chose to enter straight into second year due to financial reasons
as an international student. She was happy with her choice as it allowed her
to challenge herself and it was a bit more “mathematically rigorous”, which she
enjoyed. Conversely, another female student wrote:
“I still wondered if I hadn’t done direct entry whether I would still be studying
physics.”
She went on to comment that she struggled with the mathematics content of the
second year course and felt that there needed to be further guidance with the
maths that she missed from opting not to complete first year. The success of
the direct entry programme is very dependent on the ability and dedication of
individual students.
In order to further understand the high proportion of surveyed students who
stated that they became more interested in their outside courses, discussed in
Section 7.5.2, the interviewer asked participants if they took advantage of the
Scottish system of being able to choose a third of their first year courses from
outside their degree programme. One male student, who took Medical Biology
as an outside course in his first semester, said:
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“I took Medical Biology in second semester because I wanted to see what the
biology courses were like. Well, it was really just to see whether I really wanted
to be changing courses at that point. So I went for it for a couple of weeks and I
really enjoyed it and then asked to change at the end of first year.”
It was evident from discussions with students that the outside courses chosen
in first year enabled then to explore other subjects that were not available in
secondary school curricula, for example engineering. By taking them as an
elective they were able to use this year to look into other subjects that might
be of interest to them, whilst still working towards their chosen degree. One
student commented that their Director of Studies had specifically recommended
that they choose their outside course from something they were interested in and
may want to considering pursuing later on. One key feature of the discussions
was that students transferring to Engineering degrees often changed their degree
course because they found engineering to be a more applicable subject and one
that could offer more job opportunities after graduation. This was evident in the
statement:
“I felt that none of the [physics] subject matter was linked to real world. It was
quite interesting, but I did not feel it was preparing me for any career path. I
chose Mechanical Engineering as it uses the principles of physics to solve real
world practical problems.”
A participant who transferred to the School of Engineering said that she found
the theory hard to understand during the lectures and preferred discussing the
applications of physics concepts. Another student commented:
“I felt that I had more career opportunities with Engineering and that studying
an applied science would be more useful in a workplace than physics. I am very
practical minded, and physics seemed like too much theory.”
When considering the attrition rates for physics at the University of Edin-
burgh, it may be beneficial for instructors to highlight the range of potential
job prospects available to physics students. By calling attention to career
opportunities in the early years of the undergraduate degree, rather than focusing
on them only at the end of the degree programme, those students who were
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previously unaware of the options may make the decision to stay on the degree
course. Some students feel that the majority of physics graduates enter business
after finishing their degree rather than continuing in science careers. One student
exaggerated this in their comment left on the online survey which stated:
“80% of physics graduates go on to become investment bankers and I want to
use my degree. Engineering had much better job prospects.”
Students were very positive about the ease with which they were able to
transfer from one degree programme to another. As in results from the online
survey (Table 7.12), they were keen to comment on the positive guidance they
were offered by their Directors of Studies.
The key points to be taken from this analysis are that, in general, students
based their decisions on a greater interest in outside subjects taken over the
course of their first year. The students who transfer out are not necessarily
the weakest students, with the majority attaining A or B grades in their first
semester physics examination, nor does there appear to be an intrinsic gender
bias. For the majority of students, their reasons for choosing to study physics
at university originated from their enjoyment of it at secondary level and the
fact that it was one of their strongest subjects at (Advanced) Higher or A-level.
This was consistent with results found from the surveys in Section 7.4.2. Many
were determined to emphasise that their decision to transfer out of physics was
not a consequence of a failure in the physics teaching, but instead a result of a
change in their personal interest. This was made clear in a final statement by
one student:’
“The change in course had nothing to do with the way Physics was taught. I
thought the lectures were very engaging and the lecturers were extremely
enthusiastic. It was merely a realization that I wasn’t interested enough in the
subject and I wanted to know how things were applied, instead of studying the
reason for things happening.”
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7.6 Graduating students’ perspectives on
their degree experiences
Studies of student progression through the undergraduate degree programme
have shown that a significant proportion of undergraduates leave the physics
programme between first and fourth year. It has been found that there exists
no difference in the proportion of male and female students leaving during these
years. For example, 46% of female students and 45% of male students who started
the programme in 2008-09 graduated from the School of Physics and Astronomy
[97].
Considering the final degree classification of graduating students, it was found
that male students were more likely to receive a first class degree classification
on the MPhys programme than female students [97]. Between 2008-2013, 46%
of males were awarded a first class MPhys degree, compared to only 18% of
females. It needs to be noted that the number of female students in each year
group remained very small, with just 33 females graduating over these five years,
compared to 155 males. Looking at upper second degrees (2.1) awarded, females
appeared disproportionately more likely to gain a 2.1 (64%) than males (33%).
This was not the case for those graduating with a BSc degree. The proportions of
male and females awarded a first class honours were very similar (28% for females
and 26% for males) [97].
After graduating from university a large proportion of physics graduates do
not stay in the field of academia, or even science, with many using their degree to
enter careers in business. In 2011-12 and 2012-13 students in their final year of
the BSc and MPhys degree programmes were surveyed about their experiences of
studying physics in undergraduate courses, the results of which are discussed in
this section. The Course Experience Questionnaire (CEQ), developed at Curtin
University [183], was administered online using ‘Survey Monkey’. In addition
to this, paper copies were made available to students at a reception held for
graduating students. A copy of this survey is shown in Appendix J. At the end
of the survey additional questions relating to the degree programme on which
they were enrolled (BSc or MPhys) and their future career intentions were asked.
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7.6.1 Results of survey questions
The survey contains 23 statements to which students mark their level of agreement
on a 5-point Likert scale. Chi-square tests carried out on the responses to
each of these statements showed no statistically significant differences between
male and female responses or between the 2010-11 and 2011–12 year groups.
Consequently, the results presented in this section represent responses from the
combined 2011-13 population. In total 84 students completed the survey. As
well as the statements mentioned, students were asked two open-ended questions
about their overall experiences of their degree:
1. What aspects of your degree programme were most in need of improvement?
2. What were the best aspects of your degree programme?
A selection of survey statements will be addressed in this section, alongside
qualitative comments provided by students.
Statement 2: “The teaching staff normally gave me helpful feedback
on how I was going.”
Figure 7.12: Response profile for 2011-13 students to Statement 2 of the graduating student
survey. Numbers above each bar represent the number of students selecting each response.
N=84.
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The response profile of students’ answers to this statement is shown in Figure
7.12. Although the most popular answer to this statement was ‘Agree’ (36%),
a large number of students responded negatively. In addition to this, 23% of
graduating students remained neutral. This indicated that students felt they
may have benefited from additional feedback from teaching staff throughout their
degree courses. One student’s commented on this by saying:
“The quality of responses to submitted work and time given to individual
interaction with lecturers/tutors were the poorest aspects of this course.”
The issue of feedback for written coursework assignments was commented on by
many students and is widely recognised as a topic of contention in the National
Student Survey [184]. This was seen as one of the few opportunities to get
feedback on their individual progress and understanding during the academic
year, which could then be used when preparing for end-of-course examinations.
Alongside this, when asked what areas of the degree programme were most in
need of improvement, many commented on the fact that the majority of junior
and senior honours courses were assessed solely through a single examination.
This led to students feeling that:
“it was difficult to gauge the progress we were making. It would help if the 4th
year courses had hand-ins like the 3rd year ones.”
One female student said:
“I don’t find grades given 100% based on exams very fair - I find myself, as well
as many of my coursemates, learning a lot better from assignments, rather than
cramming in all the course material in a week, and most likely forgetting it after
a few months.”
This reflected evidence shown in Chapter 6, where female students were seen
to consistently outperform male students in coursework assessments. The student
above has commented on the fact that working through coursework may in fact
improve students’ retention of information, compared with short term learning
for exams. This result was consistent with that found by Woodfield et al. in a
survey of male and female undergraduate students, where students expressed that
they found coursework to be a “better test of their abilities and effort” [68]. One
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student also expressed a wish to get more individual feedback on exam scripts.
Statement 7: “The programme sharpened my analytic skills.”
Figure 7.13: Response profile for 2011-13 students to Statement 7 of the graduating student
survey. Numbers above each bar represent the number of students selecting each response.
N=84.
When asked about the analytic skills learned during their undergraduate
studies, students were very positive (Figure 7.13). Almost 95% of the survey
population replied either ‘Strongly Agree’ or ‘Agree’ to Statement 7. This
suggested that they were aware of the transferable skills gained during their
studies. A female student stated:
“I have attained a very broad range of transferable skills which makes it easier
to impress a prospective employer (i.e. in addition to problem solving,
programming, mathematics and analytical skills, also obtained skills in team
work, communication and presentation skills).”
Statement 11: “The programme developed my problem-solving skills.”
Students responded similarly to Statement 11, shown in Figure 7.14, which
asked students if they felt there had been an improvement in their overall problem-
solving ability. A total of 88% of students agreed with this statement, with only
4 students (5%) indicating disagreement. This result is very encouraging. One
of the primary aims of the physics curriculum is the ability for students to apply
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different concepts and problem solving methods to a variety of situations. This
was acknowledged by a male student who wrote:
“The exams are too short. They can only test a limited part of the
understanding since there is no time for effective problem-solving in 2 hours.
And problem solving is the only way to test the understanding of students.
Therefore, exams should be more difficult but should allow enough time for
thinking and re-thinking over the problems.”
Figure 7.14: Response profile for 2011-13 students to Statement 11 of the graduating student
survey. Numbers above each bar represent the number of students selecting each response.
N=84.
Students’ desire to improve their problem solving skills and skills that would
make them “more marketable” for future employers was evident in the qualitative
comments left in the online survey.
“... more of these types of courses where students are required to develop a core
toolset for solving problems ... I would advocate open book exams or other forms
of continuous assessment where the student has full access to resources ... That
way the problems given would not be ones that could simply be looked up, but the
student actually has to use his problem solving facilities.”
Open book exams have been introduced in the first year courses. Despite
students being able to bring course notes into the exam, it has not led to a
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significant increase in final marks, but has instead led to questions involving more
application of concepts and problem-solving, rather than the recall of information.
Graduating students’ responses suggest that introducing such a change, or a
greater emphasis on coursework assessment, in later years could be beneficial and
promote more productive study techniques.
Statement 20 “My degree programme helped me to develop the ability
to plan my own work.”
Figure 7.15: Response profile for 2011-13 students to Statement 20 of the graduating student
survey. Numbers above each bar represent the number of students selecting each response.
N=84.
Another important aim of any degree programme is to improve students’
independent learning. This is a particularly important skill for those intent on
postgraduate study. In response to Question 20 of the survey, 75% of students
answered either ‘Strongly Agree’ or ‘Agree’, as shown in Figure 7.15. Only 6% of
students answered either ‘Strongly Disagree’ or ‘Disagree’. Several of the survey
responses came from students on the Integrated Masters programme. These
students stated that one of the best aspects of their degree programme was
their Masters project, upon which their final year of study is focused. Students
commented that it was “an immensely rewarding experience” and that it “taught
me how to be fully self-reliant”. The aim of the masters project is to give students
an opportunity to cultivate both technical and presentation skills which will be
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useful, both if they decide to remain in a research-based environment or choose
to leave academia.
In addition to the independent research skills developed over the course of the
degree and final year research projects, students commented on the insight into
“real research” these provided. They commented that they enjoyed interacting
with staff about their personal research areas:
“Amazing is the way that lecturers and the environment pushes you to study and
learn. It stimulates the mind and definitely it teaches you to have an intuitive
mind for many problems, even not related with physics. I really do feel I have a
different way of viewing the world.”
This final year acts as a time in which several students make the decision
to either remain in further education and pursue postgraduate qualifications
or to seek employment after graduation. One male student stated that, after
completing his fifth year research project:
“I have since gained the inspiration to pursue further education from that ...
from having enjoyed the projects so much.”
Statement 23 “Overall I was satisfied with the quality of this pro-
gramme.”
The final survey statement asked students to indicate their overall satisfaction
with their experience of the physics degree programme. The response profile
for this question is shown in Figure 7.16. The results were very positive, with
71% of respondents choosing to ‘Strongly Agree’ or ‘Agree’ to the statement.
Despite this, 20% of students indicated that they were not completely satisfied
with the quality of the programme, indicating that there are areas in which
students’ comments could be taken into consideration to improve the overall
degree experience.
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Figure 7.16: Response profile for 2011-13 students to Statement 23 of the graduating student
survey. N=84.
7.6.2 Graduating students’ intentions
The career intentions of graduating students were tabulated and are shown in
Table 7.13. A total of 76 students responded between 2011-13. Of these students,
64 were male and 12 were female. With respect to exit points, 31 responses
came from students graduating from the BSc programme and 45 from the MPhys
programme. Students were asked if they intended to continue with postgraduate
studies or if they planned to enter employment after graduation. Whether they
had already secured a position for the following year was also noted.
Table 7.13: Future intentions of 2011-13 BSc and MPhys students. N=76, N(males)=64 and
N(females)=12.
All Students Male Students Female Students
BSc MPhys BSc MPhys BSc MPhys
Postgrad secured 12 19 9 16 3 3
Postgrad intended 5 8 5 6 0 2
Employment secured 6 7 4 7 2 0
Employment intended 4 8 4 7 0 1
Undecided 4 3 4 2 0 1
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It can be clearly seen that the majority of students surveyed (58%) intended to
continue studying for a postgraduate qualification. This percentage was slightly
higher for MPhys students (60%) than for BSc students (55%). Of those intending
to pursue a postgraduate degree, a large proportion indicated that they had
already secured a position, either here or at another university. Nevertheless, 30%
chose ‘Postgrad intended’. A further 33% of students stated they were planning
on entering employment after graduation, of which 52% had already secured a
position. Finally, 7 students (9%) remained undecided.
When investigating potential gender differences in the intentions of physics
students after graduation, it was difficult to draw clear conclusions due to the very
small numbers of female respondents to the survey. Only 12 females responded,
of which 8 (67%) were intending to go into a postgraduate position. The number
of females who had already secured this position was equal for BSc and MPhys
graduates. Of the remaining four students, two had secured employment, one
intended to find a job outside academia and one remained undecided. A large
proportion of male students intended to complete a postgraduate qualification
(56%). This was particularly the case for those who completed the MPhys
programme. A further 34% were intending to enter employment, half of which
had already secured a position.
7.7 Chapter discussion and summary
In this chapter the attitudes and opinions of physics students were investigated
at two keys points in their undergraduate education: at point of entry to first
year and just before their graduation. Both quantitative surveys and qualitative
analysis have been employed.
Attitudes of first year undergraduate physics students, both prior to and post
teaching, were examined using the CLASS survey instrument. Students at the
University of Edinburgh entered the degree programme with high levels of expert-
like thinking compared to previously published results [84, 85]. Post-tests results,
however, differed depending on the academic year in question. For example,
students in 2010-11 showed a significant drop in their level of agreement with the
expert response. This drop has been widely reported in the literature, although
the reasons for this observed change in attitudes and beliefs are not conclusive.
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Results collected from the two following years indicated no such drop in expert-
like thinking amongst our first year students. The timing of this lack of change
coincided with the introduction of the inverted classroom format in first year
lectures [63]. The extent of the effect of this transition on students attitudes
towards learning and studying physics is unclear, but may allude to the idea that
introducing more interactive engagement methods into lectures has minimised
the drop in students’ attitudes.
Despite major students having a higher percentage expert-like thinking score
than non-majors, there existed no statistical difference between the cohorts at
the start of the first semester. Differences were found between the two cohorts
in 2010-11 after two semesters. Non-major students showed a significant drop
in favourable expert responses and the gap between majors and non-majors
increased significantly by the end of the year. These observed differences
cannot be explained by differences between entry qualifications (both populations
achieving the entry qualifications for the physics degree programme) or prior
learning for these two groups. One possible explanation may be a difference in
major and non-major students’ motivation, depending on the importance they
place on courses that are compulsory for their degree programme and those that
are chosen electives.
When investigating gender differences between students, it was found that
in each of the three years analysed there were no differences between male and
female students in either the pre- or post-instruction survey results. Both groups
of students showed little change over the two semesters. This result differs from
those collected at the University of Edinburgh in years prior to 2010, where female
students showed significantly less expert-like levels of thinking after two semesters
of teaching [177].
Interesting differences were observed when examining scores on individual
categories. Students scored very highly on some categories, such as ‘Sense
Making/Effort’, while they scored much lower on others, including ‘Applied
Conceptual Understanding’. Of particular interest was the consistent increase
in expert-like thinking scores by all year groups in the ‘Real World Connections’
category. Changes in category scores must be dealt with with some degree of
caution. Each category contains only a small number of statements. Therefore,
small shifts in responses to individual statements can result in larger overall
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changes in category scores.
It is difficult to comment decisively on the reasons for these changes, but
several factors should be taken into consideration when considering the presented
results. There were differences in the way in which the CLASS survey was
administered to students in Edinburgh compared to how it was presented to
students by the original survey authors. First year physics students in Edinburgh
were presented with the survey during a tutorial and took an average of 5-10
minutes to complete it. When the survey was first tested in the US students
received it in an online format and were allowed three to seven days for its
completion. Unlike in this study, students were also given course credit for
participation. There are also reasons to suggest that the 2010-11 academic year
had a different student population. There was a higher proportion of non-major
students than physics majors and the proportion of females was dramatically
higher than in proceding years. As has been mentioned previously, this year also
marked the beginning of a selection process for choosing incoming students.
The second study presented in this chapter was a comparison of US and
UK academics’ attitudes, as measured by the CLASS survey. At the time of
publication of this thesis no other studies have been undertaken to derive a level
of expert-like thinking from physics academics in the UK. Results from members
of the Institute of Physics showed a statistical difference between the opinion of
male and female academics. Interestingly, female academics showed a higher level
of agreement with the US experts. In fact, female academics had a higher expert
agreement on all eight of the categories and this gender gap was significant for
the ‘Real World Connection’ category. Perhaps most noteworthy is the fact that
five survey statements showed inconsistencies in the level of consensus amongst
academics. Although the level of agreement with the predefined expert response
from the original survey did not fall below 50%, the low agreement from UK
academics raises the question of whether there are differences between experts’
attitudes in the US and UK. The CLASS survey was originally compiled from
responses from all male physics faculty members. Potential gender differences
may need to be considered when analysing the level of favourable responses of
different populations.
It is clear from first year survey responses that students enrol onto the
introductory physics courses from a wide range of physics and mathematics
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backgrounds. A large number of students leave physics courses between the
first and final years of the degree programme. What was of particular interest
was the school leaving qualifications of students as they progress through the
degree programme. Although A-level, Advanced Higher and Higher physics
qualifications were all relatively popular amongst students in their first year, the
number of students with a Higher physics qualification showed a decline towards
the final years of the degree. Student intended exit points also changed over the
five years of undergraduate physics. The majority of first year students intended
to complete either a Masters or PhD qualification. While this intention remained
relatively stable during pre-honours, the number of students considering leaving
after the BSc increased greatly at the beginning of fourth year. This may suggest
that students’ experiences in junior honours may have had an effect of their desire
to continue studying. Equal percentages of students intended to leave with a BSc,
Masters or PhD qualification at this point in their degree.
Survey responses about students’ choices to transfer out of the physics degree
programme were very positive about their experiences in the department. It was
clear from qualitative interviews that students based their decision on the fact
that they had become more interested in another subject, often the subject chosen
as an elective in first year. When asked about their experiences of their physics
courses, many emphasised that it was not a failure of the physics curriculum or
teaching, but simply a change in their personal interests. In terms of gender,
there were no observable differences in male and female students’ opinions. This
may partially be the result of the small sample size, making it difficult to infer
any gender differences.
Graduating students, surveyed just after their final degree examinations,
highlighted several features of the degree programme they felt could be improved
to enhance the undergraduate experience. An increase in individual feedback from
lecturers, both on coursework assignments and exams, was a key issue raised by
students. In addition to this, a female student stated that coursework provided
a better learning opportunity compared to short term memorization that often
occurred before exams. Students were keen to comment on the fact that they felt
the degree improved their problem solving and analytical skills, particularly in
final year research projects. Overall, students showed a high satisfaction in their
undergraduate experience. As with the transferring students, the qualitative
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analysis showed no differences in male and female responses to survey statements
or to the comments left by graduating students about their degree experiences.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Summary
This thesis has probed the existence and extent of gender differences in
undergraduate physics courses in many different contexts. The gender issue has
been explored, first from the perspective of male and female participation rates,
secondly in terms of student performance in different courses and on different
forms of assessment, and, finally, through students’ perceptions and attitudes to
learning physics and their experiences of the undergraduate degree programme.
In this chapter a summary of the main findings of this thesis will be presented as
well as suggestions for possible areas for future research.
Examining differences between male and female participation rates, both at
secondary school and undergraduate level, has shown that females are consistently
under-represented in physics. While the numbers of students deciding to study
physics in their final year of secondary school and at university have shown an
increase in the last decade, as discussed in Chapter 1, the proportion of female
students has remained relatively constant. The proportions of females taking
physics at Higher and A-level is approximately equal to that at undergraduate
level. This suggests that it may be unrealistic to expect changes to be made
to the gender participation discrepancy in physics once students have enrolled
in higher education, and that we need to target this gender gap much earlier in
students’ schooling.
We have seen that the introduction of new teaching methods can have a
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positive effect on student learning, for example the use of interactive engagement
techniques such as Peer Instruction or the ‘flipped classroom’ approach in lectures.
In some cases this has resulted in a decrease in the gender performance gap.
Consequently, it is important to continue to encourage instructors to try new
teaching and assessment methods in their courses. Having identified areas in the
undergraduate physics degree curriculum at the University of Edinburgh which
have shown performance and attitudinal differences between males and females, it
is important to consider reasons behind these discrepancies, as well as the options
available to change the current situation.
8.1.1 Student participation
The undergraduate population at the University of Edinburgh discussed through-
out this thesis is typical of UK physics departments in that female students
are highly under-represented compared to males. Although the first year
undergraduate cohort has had an average of 24% female students over the last
seven years, direct comparisons between cohorts were complicated by variations
in the number of females in each year group. The percentage of females
enrolled in first year courses at Edinburgh is in fact slightly higher than the UK
national average which has remained approximately 19% over the last decade [21].
Approximately 20% of students studying Advanced Higher and A-level physics
in the UK are female. The fact that the proportion of female students studying
Advanced Higher and A-level physics courses is approximately the same as that
for undergraduate courses [14, 185], suggests that those students who want to
continue with physics in higher education have the opportunity open to them
and that university courses are maximising on their intake.
There existed no clear distinction between male and female students’ reasons
for choosing to study physics at university level at Edinburgh. Interviews with
students who transferred out of the physics degree programme in their first two
years of university emphasised that their decisions were based on a change in
their personal interests and career intentions, rather than a negative effect of
the physics programme. These results suggest that the participation gender gap
originates earlier on and needs to be targeted at a time prior to future study
decisions being made by school pupils, even as early as primary school [186]. It
is therefore unrealistic to expect for there to be any effect on the participation
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gap once students have enrolled on university courses. Nevertheless, it is vital
that students’ interest and enthusiasm in the subject be maintained, alongside
the promotion of career opportunities. This should help encourage students to
remain in STEM careers after graduation.
8.1.2 Student performance
One of the primary focuses of this thesis has been on students’ conceptual
understanding of key physics concepts. This has been probed using both
quantitative and qualitative methods, the results of which are discussed in
Chapters 3 to 5. At the point of entry to the degree programme students
showed a wide range of levels of understanding of Newtonian mechanics, as
measured by pre-test FCI scores. After being exposed to eleven weeks of teaching,
using interactive engagement techniques in both lectures and workshops, post-
test results showed marked improvement by both genders. Results from seven
consecutive diets of the first year undergraduate physics course have provided
evidence of positive learning gains for the whole cohort, which remained high
after the introduction of the ‘flipped-classroom’. This is an encouraging result
and demonstrates the effectiveness of introducing new teaching methodologies.
Investigating gender differences on entry to the degree programme found that
male students had higher levels of conceptual understanding than females, with
all year groups analysed showing a gender gap on the FCI diagnostic test. Despite
the class as a whole showing good improvement at the end of the course, there
remains some concern over the persistence of a gender performance gap after a
semester of teaching. Although the gender difference was reduced, there continued
to be a statistically significant difference between male and female scores in all
year groups. Ideally, both cohorts would show equal levels of understanding of
these fundamental physics concepts, as was seen by the complete closure of the
gender gap at Harvard [55], however this result was not replicated by the data
presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, the decline in the gender gap was consistent
with previously published literature [56, 57, 62].
Perhaps even more compelling evidence for the existence of the gender dispar-
ity in Newtonian mechanics was the distribution of male and female populations
across FCI performance quartiles. In many year groups approximately half of
the entire female population was in the lowest performing quartile. It was also
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observed that a large proportion of students who began the academic year in
this pre-test quartile remained in the lowest quartile at the end of the semester.
This was particularly the case for female students. Perhaps additional support
needs to be provided specifically to these students, whether that takes the form
of additional help with regards to the course content or, more generally, to
study skill strategies. Conducting this analysis consistently across three different
UK universities [118], each with a different population of incoming students,
illustrated that the gender performance issue is not unique to the University of
Edinburgh, but is indicative of a wider problem as has been previously suggested
by published results from US institutions [55, 56, 62].
A comparison of physics majors and non-majors indicated that gender was
not the only differentiating factor in performance. Despite both majors and non-
majors meeting all the necessary entry requirements for the first year course,
there existed a difference between the initial levels of conceptual understanding
of force and motion between the two populations. Those students who had the
intention of completing a physics degree scored significantly higher than non-
major students at the start of the semester. These differences may suggest
that a student’s perception of their studies may influence their performance
depending on whether it is their main subject area or whether they approach
it as a subsidiary subject. The motivation of students toward their studies of
an outside course may affect their performance. The type of motivation is also
an important factor to be considered [129]. Whether it is ‘intrinsic’ motivation,
stemming from how interesting or satisfying a student finds the course material,
or ‘extrinsic’ motivation, based primarily on achieving a specific outcome, may
influence a student’s course performance [129]. In this respect, non-majors’ under-
performance compared to majors may suggest that they choose to focus the
majority of the time spent on their studies on their core degree subjects and
perceive their performance on an ‘outside’ elective to be of lesser importance.
The identification of common misconceptions surrounding a physics concept
amongst undergraduates is key to understanding where emphasis should be placed
when addressing these concepts during instruction, both for the benefit of the
class as a whole and for addressing the existing gender gap. Furthermore,
students may answer questions correctly without a full understanding of the
concept, a point made clear from student interviews presented in Chapter 5.
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Understanding students’ preconceptions is also important for designing effective
physics problems and multiple choice distractors for future concept evaluation
instruments. Misconceptions emanate from students’ prior instruction and
learning and it is widely recognised that, particularly for Newtonian mechanics,
students’ misconceptions are often the result of their personal experiences in the
physical world [131, 132]. There is extensive literature discussing the origins of
these beliefs and how, through instruction, they can develop into a more expert
understanding [187, 188]. Theories suggest that these perceptions of the physical
world can develop in early childhood and students bring these knowledge schemes
with them to future learning situations [188].
As well as the need to fully understand what the misconceptions held by
students are in order for teaching to be used to target individual preconceptions,
in some cases it needs to be noted that the difficulty lies in individual student’s
struggles to resolve their knowledge of the physics concept with their ‘common-
sense belief’ or their view of the ‘real world’ [132]. For example, in many cases
when students were interviewed they were able to correctly state Newton’s laws,
but had difficulty applying these laws to physics problems or reconciling them
with their own personal experiences. This barrier to learning new concepts is
not restricted to physics education, but is applicable across all disciplines and is
particularly relevant as students make the transition from school to university.
This is a period where students are exposed to, not only new material, but new
teaching methods and are required to undertake more independent study. In
some instances the necessary conceptual change requires students to add new
information to an already existing knowledge structure [130, 132, 189]. In this
case, students try to form connections between this material and that previously
studied. Alternatively, students may need to revise their already existing beliefs
[189]. Perry’s model of intellectual development describes the transition of
students’ development through their university career [190]. He suggests that
most students enter university with an assumption that knowledge is certain and
that there is only one correct answer which is handed down by a figure of authority
(‘dualism’). As students progress through the course they become more aware
that knowledge is relative and context dependent, and are therefore better able to
resolve the discontinuity in their understanding. Tabor discusses the consequence
of the presence of misconceptions by students on their learning and the need for
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instructors to explicitly confront incorrect preconceptions [191]. He comments
that if students are presented with new material which is inconsistent with their
prior intuition, it is important for instructors to challenge students’ understanding
and make the distinctions between their conflicting ideas clear. Similarly, steps
must be taken if students are unaware of the relevance of concepts that they have
already learnt to those being currently presented.
Smith et al relate the need to overcome these misconceptions as a transition
from naive theories towards expert concepts, and comments that learning involves
both the “acquisition of expert concepts and the dispelling of misconceptions”
[132]. This is similar to the discussion by Chi et al on the difference between how
novices and experts categorise physics problems, whether by physics principles
or surface features [162]. This was observed with students from Edinburgh, Hull
and Manchester, who showed evidence of trying to solve problems by associating
them with previously answered questions set in similar contexts, rather than
by identifying the relevant fundamental physics principle. Students may base
their choices on their own experiences, whilst ‘experts’ in a discipline often
base their solutions on a conceptual model. However, it may not be the case
that all misconceptions arise through students’ personal experiences and some
students’ confusion may be a result of the presentation of material by instructors
or textbooks [192]. Because instructors know what the underlying meaning of a
statement is, they may be unconscious of where the confusion arises and of the
need to explicitly clarify the correct interpretation of a concept.
The results from the exploration of multiple choice responses to force and
motion questions indicated the prevalence of common misconceptions amongst
our first year students, and observations and interviews with students were in
agreement with the literature discussed above, with some participants referring
to their personal experiences. Furthermore, the results of this thesis imply that
there may be an additional gender dimension to the extent to which students hold
on to these misconceptions. Analysis of the specific incorrect multiple choice
answers chosen by students on the FCI revealed that males and females may
hold on to certain misconceptions to a different degree, as was shown in Chapter
4. The qualitative results reported in Chapter 5 supported these quantitative
findings and pinpointed several weaknesses in students’ understanding of key
physics principles. For example, one prevalent misconception noted was students’,
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particularly females’, incorrect assumption that all motion required the presence
of a force and that the magnitude of this force dissipates over time if the source
is no longer in contact with the object [160, 161]. This misunderstanding of
‘impetus’, which persisted throughout several test questions, was observed when
answering a question involving throwing an object upwards. For example, females
were more likely to assume that there exists an upwards force on the object after
it has left the thrower’s hand. As has been well documented in the literature,
results also showed that students had great difficulty when applying Newton’s
Third Law to a situation [136, 137], although no gender discrepancies existed,
with both cohorts showing equal levels of confusion. These results, along with
other preconceptions discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, emphasise the importance
of addressing such gaps in understanding in order to lay the foundations for
the assimilation of future knowledge. Why certain misconceptions are more
apparent in females is still unclear. One possible explanation may be that females
have more difficulty abandoning their previous convictions than males, and are
subsequently more likely to maintain misconceptions even after being presented
with new information which contradicts their prior knowledge. Conversely, it
may suggest that males are less likely to try to relate different physics concepts
to prior experiences.
Results from qualitative interviews at the Universities of Edinburgh, Hull and
Manchester demonstrated no overarching differences in the approach or reasoning
of male and female students. However, it should be noted that the sample size
was small and it was difficult to recruit participants from the lower performance
quartiles where the largest gender discrepancies in performance existed. The
time scale involved in completing such a study for a large sample of students
or for a whole cohort would be extensive, but such a study could allow for a
better comparison of gender approaches to problem solving in addition to their
conceptual understanding.
One emerging feature of the qualitative interview analysis was the difference
in confidence levels of female and male students when indicating their chosen
answers. Interestingly, females were more likely to show a higher degree of
confidence when giving an incorrect response than males. Conversely, male
students showed a higher confidence level in their correct answers than females.
One could speculate that males are more conservative in showing their confidence
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when they are uncertain of the correct solution. This observed difference may
also suggest that female students are more likely to choose an answer based
on their first instinct, or one which coincides with their preconceptions, whilst
male students may consider each possible answer option before stating their final
response to the question. A further consideration is that those female students
who showed very high levels of confidence in their chosen response may be doing
so as a result of inherent stereotype threat and consequently feel they need to
show a high degree of confidence in their work [30].
Multiple assessment methods have been used in the study of students’ physics
performance, each of which contributes a different perspective on the undergrad-
uate gender issue. Whilst at university students’ performance is measured both
through continual assessments, such as weekly written assignments, and final
examinations. A clear trend in female bias towards continuous assessments was
witnessed. As well as in physics, this gender gap was seen in biology and chemistry
courses at Edinburgh, both of which have much higher proportions of females
in their undergraduate populations. The under-performance in coursework
of males compared to females has been witnessed across science and social
science disciplines, both at secondary school and university level [3, 56, 66, 68].
Some studies have also shown a contrasting gender gap in favour of males on
examinations [3, 62]. In the case of undergraduate degree courses investigated in
this thesis, no such gender bias was seen in examinations. Having recognised this
consistent gender gap in assessment performance, we must ask why females do
better on continual assessments than males. It has been debated the extent to
which the gender discrepancy is caused by the structure of the assessment and how
much is a result of students’ perceptions and confidence level in their ability to
perform well [69, 193]. It can be argued that coursework and examinations result
in different types of learning and that instructional recommendations should be
based on which offer the greatest learning benefits to students. Examinations can
result in a focus on short term rote learning and memorisation, whereas continual
assessments provoke students to consider individual concepts in more depth [68].
Comments from graduating students, presented in Chapter 7, discussed the issue
of coursework and open-note exams, with many suggesting that these promote
more productive learning than courses assessed purely through closed-book
examinations. They felt that weekly written assignments allowed them to judge
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their performance at various stages throughout the semester. Unsurprisingly,
in addition to this, students expressed a desire for an increase in coursework
and examination feedback, a result widely recognised and documented by results
from the National Student Survey [184]. Another possible explanation for this
female bias in coursework scores may be a gender discrepancy in student diligence
towards their studies or the amount of time they spend working on their written
assessments. In light of the results presented in this thesis, in which females
outperformed males in weekly assignments and laboratory assessments, it must be
asked whether courses assessed entirely through coursework would preferentially
favour females.
8.1.3 Student perceptions
The topic of students’ perceptions to learning physics has been touched on in
Chapter 7 of this thesis. The attitudes of students towards studying physics
were measured using the CLASS survey for three first year undergraduate year
groups. No gender differences were found in either the overall pre-instruction
or post-instruction CLASS results for each of the three years analysed. In the
first of these years students showed a decline in expert-like thinking, a result
consistent both with previously published literature [84, 85] and data collected
from first year students at the University of Edinburgh prior to 2010 [177]. In
contrast however, one of the main findings of this research showed that in 2011-
12 and 2012-13 there was no statistical decrease in the expert-like thinking of
the first year cohort. This change coincided with a reconfiguration of the format
of lectures to a ‘flipped-classroom’ approach [63]. The timing of this change
presents the possibility that the increase in interactive engagement methods and
peer discussion associated with the format of the ‘flipped-classroom’ may result
in the drop in positive expert-like thinking being minimised. One could further
speculate that by encouraging students to partake in peer discussion during
lectures, students are encouraged to develop some of the characteristics of an
‘expert’, where an expert tends to reason through a problem qualitatively with
reference to the relevant underlying physics principles [162]. If following year
groups continue to show no drop in expert-like thinking after two semesters of
teaching, this may provide additional evidence for the effectiveness of the inverted
classroom approach in lectures and the benefit it has on maintaining students’
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expert-like attitudes to the subject.
In addition to overall favourable and unfavourable levels of agreement with the
‘expert’ responses to learning physics, students showed different levels of expert-
like thinking on certain categories of the CLASS survey. In particular students
showed a consistent increase in scores in the ‘Real World Connections’ category
between pre- and post-tests. Although the small number of statements within an
individual category means that conclusions made between comparison of cohorts
on a category basis must be treated with some caution, this high level of ‘Real
World Connections’ is consistent with results from first year diagnostic tests
and interviews suggesting that students often try to contextualise new physics
concepts within a situation with which they are personally familiar [188].
Results from the use of CLASS with the undergraduate population led to an
investigation into the similarities and differences between ‘expert’ physicists in
the UK and US. This is the first time that such a measurement of the attitudes
of UK physics academics and industry members has been undertaken and, unlike
in the original US survey validation, enabled a comparison of male and female
academics to be made. The data collected indicated that the expert view of
UK academics was below that of the 100% US academic level, suggesting that
academics at UK institutions may have different viewpoints to those in North
American universities. Some individual survey statements included in the CLASS
survey did not show an overwhelming agreement with those of the US faculty
members who helped in the survey validation process [84]. While the results
from UK academics did not have the effect of changing the defined ‘expert’
response from ‘Agree’ to ‘Disagree’ (or vice versa) for any statement, the data
and comments left by participants suggest that we should not expect a 100%
agreement with the US experts for some of the statements. This raises the
question of how expertise is defined and why there are differences between US
and UK, and male and female academics. This also raises the question of what
level of expertise should be expected of students. Results from this study may
suggest that it is prudent to explain students’ favourable agreement scores above a
certain percentage level to be evidence of expert-like thinking, allowing for some
natural variation in students’ personal attitudes. Nevertheless, the use of the
instrument as a measure of the change in student attitudes is unaffected. Because
we compare students expert-like thinking scores prior to and post-instruction
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using the same instrument, any potential differences between expert opinions do
not affect comparisons we make of the change in students’ attitudes over the
course of a period of teaching. As well as an overall statistical difference between
male and female UK academics, gender discrepancies between academics were
evident on several independent CLASS statements. These referred to how useful
they felt physics knowledge was in their day-to-day life and how able they felt
to transfer knowledge from one physics problem to another. In each case females
showed a higher level of agreement with the US expert response.
The final topic of results presented in this thesis considered the opinions of
students who chose to transfer out of physics to another degree programme and
those of students preparing to graduate from the degree programme. Overall,
students were very positive about their experience of the physics teaching, with
students stating that their decision to leave the physics programme was based on
their personal interest in another subject or future career prospects. Graduating
students commented on the wide range of skills they acquired during their studies,
particularly those used in final year research projects. Both of these qualitative
studies showed no differences between male and female responses, suggesting
male and female students share similar views on their degree experiences overall.
These observations also compound the view that there needs to be more emphasis
placed on encouraging the study of physics and the promotion of potential career
opportunities in early years of education if we want to increase the number of
physics graduates in years to come.
8.2 Future research
In order to improve the gender balance in participation in physics courses at
university level, it is important to encourage more students, and particularly
females, to study STEM subjects at an early age. It is sometimes questioned
why we should aim for more gender equality in STEM subjects. Increasing the
number of both male and female science students is important, for the growth of
both industry and academic research and it is therefore important to ensure that
efforts are made to make physics and other sciences available and approachable
for women who want to study these disciplines.
Students who have enrolled on the first year introductory ‘Physics 1A’ course
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are in essence a self-selecting group who have overcome stereotypes and gender
obstacles in order to choose to pursue their interest in the subject. Having found
no gender differences in the reasons for first year physics students choosing to
enrol on the physics courses, one interesting area for future research would be to
ask pupils in secondary school, prior to the age where critical subject decisions
are made, to comment on their reasons for continuing with physics (or equally
their reasons for choosing not to continue studying physics) at tertiary level and
their perceptions of physics as a career option. This may allow teachers and
university instructors to better understand students’ attitudes towards physics.
One hypothesis is that students are unaware of the vast range of careers available
to physics graduates. This was suggested by interviews with students who
transferred out of the physics degree programme. They commented that they
found other subjects to be more applied and offer “much better job prospects”.
The IOP ‘Closing Doors’ report suggests that gender stereotyping is an important
factor and actively needs to be addressed, even at primary school [185]. If it was
evident that these stereotypes continued to exist or that students at secondary
school were unaware of the range of job opportunities available with a physics
degree, greater emphasis could be placed on providing additional career advice at
school level and at the point of entry to university and continuing into the early
years of the degree programme. Looking at the destination of previous physics
graduates and disseminating these results to current students may also broaden
their outlook on future career options.
There are several areas in which further exploration into university physics
performance could be undertaken. As noted from survey data presented in
Chapter 7, students arrive at university having completed a variety of school
qualifications. Although all enrolling students have achieved the necessary
entrance qualifications for the physics degree programme, differences in the course
syllabi of school courses means that it is not guaranteed that all first year students
have covered the same material prior to university. This is borne out by the
wide range of familiarity with basic concepts of Newtonian physics. It would be
interesting to explore whether there was a correlation between students’ school
leaving qualifications (and, for A-levels, the specific physics modules completed)




A significant portion of this research has concentrated on measuring students’
conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics using the well established
FCI diagnostic test. At the time of writing this thesis only two years of data
pertaining to the FCI were available, with all previous year groups completing
the FCIext. Despite this, the results from the 2011-12 and 2012-13 cohorts showed
similar male and female differences to the prior five years. While in some cases
several years of data have been amalgamated into a single data set, allowing for
higher confidence in statistical results to be achieved, there nevertheless remain
limitations in some of the conclusions that can be made due to the small number
of participants in the populations explored. This is particularly the case when
considering female cohorts. One primary example of this is in the longitudinal
coursework and examination analysis conducted in Chapter 6. While this method
had the benefit of eliminating the effect of differences between consecutive year
groups of students, the number of students in the final years of the undergraduate
degree programme is much smaller than those in pre-honours years, making
gender analysis particularly difficult. Analysis of additional data sets in future
years could provide further confirmation of the observed gender differences and
any changes in the gender gap over time.
Question by question analysis and qualitative interviews with first year
students have gone some way towards identifying and confirming specific common
misconceptions relating to force and motion. While out of the scope of this
project, finding the origins of such misconceptions, or the time in students’
education when these misconceptions manifest themselves, could prove very
useful in trying to eliminate the preconceptions which the students hold when
entering university. Results from the FCI pre-test at Edinburgh suggest that
such misconceptions exist when entering university and therefore originate during
secondary school when students are first introduced to each topic. Administering
the FCI, or a similar diagnostic, to students in their final years of secondary school
could not only confirm the existence of the same misconceptions, but also be used
to inform teachers of weaknesses in students’ understanding at the point of initial
introduction to the subject material. When the FCI was first used by Mazur to
gauge the effect of Peer Instruction teaching on students at Harvard University,
he felt confident in their ability to perform highly on the test questions [194].
Students’ scores were surprisingly low compared to the perceived difficulty of the
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conceptual inventory test. It may therefore not necessarily be clear or obvious to
instructors that their students are misunderstanding certain physics rules.
The fact that female students consistently outperform male students in
continual assessment, both in physics and other STEM subjects, strongly suggests
that there may be a gender bias in term of the type of assessment which students
need to complete. What causes this gender bias in assessment type is unclear
[68, 69, 193]. One hypothesis is that coursework performance may be linked
to an individual’s diligence and commitment to their work and the time spent
‘on task’ as discussed by Gibbs [195]. One avenue for future work would be to
explore the ‘diligence’ of students and any potential gender differences that may
exist in this area. Exploring the way in which students study or prepare for
continual assessments and examinations may shed light on the observed gender
disparity witnessed in physics, chemistry and biology results. In light of the
observed gender performance gap, first year physics students in the 2012-13
academic year at Edinburgh were presented with a survey on study processes
[196]. Results suggested that our students had a predominately ‘strategic’ or
‘achieving’ approach to their learning, which has been described by the literature
as learning involving the use of “any technique that achieves highest grades” which
results in a “level of understanding patchy and variable” [196]. This result was not
surprising as it relates to a focus on studying with the aim of completing end-of-
course examinations, but it does present a challenge when students are presented
with university style teaching which focuses more on applying techniques to a
range of physics problems set in a variety of contexts. A study skills intervention
was piloted in the 2012-13 academic year, inviting students to take part in
voluntary sessions in which they were given study skills materials that were not
subject specific. Unfortunately the uptake for this pilot programme was very low,
both when students in the lowest FCI performance quartiles were targeted and
when it was subsequently opened up to the whole class. One suggestion for the
future would be to incorporate this into class time or personal tutor meetings. By
encouraging a move towards a deeper approach to learning, students may improve
their overall understanding of physics concepts which could in turn enable them to
transfer this knowledge to physics problems in a range of contexts. It is important
for instructors to be aware that differences exist in the learning strategies of their
students.
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As mentioned in the previous section, results from the latest two years of
CLASS data have shown no statistically significant decrease in level of expert-
like thinking of first year students. Repeating this analysis for additional year
groups can determine whether this result is a true effect or whether it is due to
statistical fluctuations. If these results were to be replicated in future academic
years, it may suggest that by adopting the format of the ‘flipped classroom’,
in which students are presented with, and work through, the course material
prior to the lectures, any decrease in the attitudes of students towards studying
physics is eliminated and students maintain the same level of expert-like thinking
after a semester of teaching. It could further confirm that introducing more
interactive engagement methods into undergraduate teaching can have the effect
of minimising the observed decline in students’ attitudes to studying physics,
compared to more traditional instruction methods. The study comparing US
and UK academics attitudes to studying and learning physics has highlighted
potential cultural differences in physics expert-like thinking, as well as noting
a significant difference between male and female UK academics. It would be
interesting to undertake further comparisons with other academics, particularly
a larger North American academic population, to further investigate where these
potential attitudinal differences exist.
8.3 Implications for instructors
Having discovered gender differences in the three aspects of undergraduate
students’ degree experiences, the next step is to determine what can be done
to address such imbalance and reduce the gender participation and performance
gap. Actions taken should be beneficial to both gender cohorts and improvements
in the gender gap should not be to the detriment of male students.
• Increasing the number of female students who choose to pursue a degree
in physics is imperative if we want to minimise the gender participation
imbalance in tertiary education and academic careers. In order to encourage
more students generally to continue studying physics and other STEM
subjects, emphasis could be placed on better informing students about
career prospects at an earlier age. Increasing the profile of women role
models could also have the effect of making science more approachable
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to a wider female population. It is also important to maintain this at
undergraduate level, a time when some students make the decision to
transfer out of physics into other science disciplines.
• Instructors should be aware that quantitative results collected by diagnostic
tests, although a good indication of the whole class performance, may mask
underlying misconceptions held by both male and female students. As a
result further discussion with students may be required to fully understand
where such misconceptions lie.
• Misconceptions surrounding fundamental physics concepts of force and
motion can result in students being unable to transfer their knowledge of
physics concepts from one physics problem to another. Instructors should
be aware of the wording of problems and explanations and how incorrect use
of technical language amongst students can reinforce misconceptions. When
using Peer Instruction in lectures, the lecturer could listen for appropriate
use of technical language (for example correct distinction between force,
acceleration and velocity) and ensure that students’ discussions are focused
on the intended physics concepts tested by the question.
• It is important for instructors to understand the efficacy of new teaching
methods on improving students’ conceptual understanding. Using a variety
of interacting teaching methods can help to improve performance of both
genders.
• Results have shown that students often try to rationalise their thinking
by comparing the context of a problem with a ‘real world’ situation or
with their personal experiences. Using examples and applications familiar
to both females and males and of how physics principles are applied in
everyday situations could improve students’ understanding. In turn this
could evoke awareness in students that studying physics can be valuable in
various future careers.
• It is important to increase student engagement and for instructors to be
aware of different learning environments which benefit different groups of
students. Providing the opportunity for students to discuss problems with
each other can be beneficial, as has been seen in results for in-lecture PI
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episodes. Results have also indicated that female students outperform male
students on continual assessments, and that both gender cohorts expressed
a desire for courses to be assessed using multiple methods, rather than those
based solely on a final examination.
• Student confidence plays an integral role in both their perceptions of
studying a subject as well as their overall performance. This study has
shown that female students, compared to males, have a lower confidence
level in their ability when answering correctly, but a slightly higher
confidence in an incorrect answer. An individual’s confidence can affect the
level of engagement they have with their studies and can have a subsequent
effect on their attitude towards studying a subject. It is therefore vital that
instructors are aware of this issue.
8.4 Conclusion
The issues surrounding gender in physics education are complex and results
suggest that there are multiple factors contributing to the differences between
male and female participation, performance and attitudes in undergraduate
physics. The under-representation of females in university physics cohorts is
widely reported. The consistency of the proportion of females in university
physics courses over the last decade suggests that it is very difficult to influence
change once students have chosen the subjects that will dictate their choices
in tertiary education. Exploration of course demographics has indicated that,
although the percentage of female students enrolled in physics courses at the
University of Edinburgh remained much lower than in other STEM subjects,
there existed no gender differences in students’ reasons for choosing their degree
programme. This suggests that in order to improve the gender equality of both
secondary school and undergraduate populations, the gender issue needs to be
targeted earlier in students’ primary and secondary education, a point at which
students are often influenced by stereotypes and can subsequently lose interest in
the sciences.
The inclusion of interactive engagement techniques in introductory physics
courses has had an overall positive effect on students’ performance and on
reducing the gender gap in conceptual understanding tests. However, results
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from this study have uncovered strong evidence of gender performance differences
across different assessment methods despite the introduction of such teaching
methodologies. The introductory physics course taken by students in their first
semester of the physics degree made use of interactive engagement methods during
lectures and tutorial workshops but nevertheless indicated a persistent gender
gap on a test of Newtonian mechanics in favour of males. In contrast, analysis of
coursework results across several years of the physics degree programme showed
a consistently higher performance by females compared to males, whilst end-of-
course examinations showed less of a gender discrepancy. These results continue
to raise the question of the extent to which gender performance is influenced by
the structure of the assessment administered.
Identifying weaknesses in male and female students’ understanding of key
physics concepts is vital to pinpoint areas that need addressing during instruction.
Examining interview comments and multiple choice response profiles to Newto-
nian mechanics questions allowed the question of whether these observed gender
differences were a result of overall low conceptual understanding or if they related
to specific misconceptions to be investigated. Results indicated that answers
were strongly rooted in common misconceptions in students’ understanding of key
concepts and that in some cases this level of understanding differed by gender. By
ascertaining where such conceptual difficulties exist and how students’ attitudes
change over time, instructors can more effectively support students during their
undergraduate degree.
With regards to students’ perceptions of their studies, results from attitudinal
surveys hinted that the encouraging lack of decline in recent years in Edinburgh
students’ attitudes towards studying physics may be linked to changes in the
lecture structure. Overall, male and female physics students were seen to share
similar views on their degree experiences but observations once again suggested
that further emphasis on promoting potential career paths should be undertaken
in early years of education. This thesis has developed a greater understanding of
the areas in which gender differences exist in physics students’ degrees. Its results
have highlighted areas for further investigation into factors that may influence
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Force Concept Inventory (FCI)
This concept inventory was administered to first year undergraduate physics
students at the University of Edinburgh between 2011-13. A full copy of the
Force Concept Inventory can be found through contact with the survey authors
[46].
In 2011-12 and 2012-13 a second version of the Force Concept Inventory, in which
the question were reordered, was administered to first year physics students. The
order of questions for the ’Random Order’ Force Concept Inventory was:
Questions 13, 18, 5, 6, 21, 22, 23, 24, 12, 29, 30, 19, 25, 26, 27, 15, 16, 14, 3, 7,
4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 1, 2, 28, 10
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Revised and extended Force
Concept Inventory (FCIext)
A revised and extended version of the Force Concept Inventory was administered
to first year undergraduate physics students at the University of Edinburgh




Force and Motion Conceptual
Evaluation (FMCE)
The Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation [36] was administered to students
in their second year of the physics undergraduate degree at the University of




Brief Electricity and Magnetism
Assessment (BEMA)
The Brief Electricity and Magnetism Assessment was administered to students
in their second year of the physics undergraduate degree at the University of





about Science Survey (CLASS)
The following section contains a copy of the Colorado Learning Attitudes about
Science Survey (CLASS) [84]. This survey contains 42 statements categorised
into eight categories as follows:
Personal Interest: Questions 3, 11, 14, 25, 28 and 30.
Real World Connection: Questions 28, 30, 35 and 37.
Problem Solving General: Questions 13, 15, 16, 25, 26, 34, 40 and 42
Problem Solving Confidence: Questions 15, 16, 34 and 40
Problem Solving Sophistication: Questions 5, 21, 22, 25, 34 and 40
Sense Making / Effort: Questions 11, 23, 24, 32, 36, 39 and 42
Conceptual Understanding: Questions 1, 5, 6, 13, 21 and 32
Applied Conceptual Understanding: Questions 1, 5, 6, 8, 21, 22 and 40
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Name:       Student ID Number: 
 
Introduction 
Here are a number of statements that may or may not describe your beliefs about learning physics. You 
are asked to rate each statement by selecting a number between 1 and 5 where the numbers mean the 
following: 
 
   1. Strongly Disagree 
   2. Disagree 
   3. Neutral 
   4. Agree 
   5. Strongly Agree 
 
Choose one of the above five choices that best expresses your feeling about the statement. If you don't 
understand a statement, leave it blank. If you have no strong opinion, choose 3. 
 
Survey 


















5.  After I study a topic in physics and feel that I understand it, I have difficulty solving problems on 








7.  As physicists learn more, most physics ideas we use today are likely to be proven wrong. 
 
 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
CLASS 
 
(Colorado Learning Attitudes 
about Science Survey) 
 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
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8.  When I solve a physics problem, I locate an equation that uses the variables given in the problem 




















































20.  I do not spend more than five minutes stuck on a physics problem before giving up or seeking help 






Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
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21.  If I don't remember a particular equation needed to solve a problem on an exam, there's nothing 





22.  If I want to apply a method used for solving one physics problem to another problem, the problems 




23.  In doing a physics problem, if my calculation gives a result very different from what I'd expect, I'd 

































31.  We use this statement to discard the survey of people who are not reading the questions. Please 












34.  I can usually figure out a way to solve physics problems. 
 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
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37.  To understand physics, I sometimes think about my personal experiences and relate them to the 
















41.  It is possible for physicists to carefully perform the same experiment and get two very different 




42.  When studying physics, I relate the important information to what I already know rather than just 





Final few questions: 
Are you: 
Male     Female  
 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 


























Figure F.1: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2006-07 male and female majors and























Figure F.2: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2007-08 male and female majors and






















Figure F.3: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2008-09 male and female majors and























Figure F.4: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2009-10 male and female majors and






















Figure F.5: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2010-11 male and female majors and























Figure F.6: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2011-12 male and female majors and






















Figure F.7: Mean pre-test and post-test FCI scores for 2012-13 male and female majors and
non-majors. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean.
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Appendix G
FCI Quartile Distribution Graphs
Pre-test Score (%)





























Figure G.1: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2006-07. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.
N(males)= 78 and N(females)=38
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Figure G.2: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2007-08. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.
N(males)= 137 and N(females)=54
Pre-test Score (%)






























Figure G.3: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2008-09. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.
N(males)= 139 and N(females)=48. Only one female student is in the top quartile.
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Figure G.4: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2009-10. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.
N(males)= 223 and N(females)=57
Pre-test Score (%)






























Figure G.5: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2010-11. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bAar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each
bar. N(males)=126 and N(females)=55
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Figure G.6: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2011-12. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.
N(males)= 116 and N(females)=45
Pre-test Score (%)




























Figure G.7: FCI post-test scores as a function of male and female pre-test performance
quartiles for 2012-13. Error bars represent the standard error on the mean. Percentage values
above each bar represent the percentage of students from each cohort represented by each bar.







































Figure H.1: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the 2006-07 data set. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from
each gender cohort represented by each bar. N(males)=173 and N(females)=54.
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Figure H.2: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the 2007-08 data set. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from
each gender cohort represented by each bar. N(males)=198 and N(females)=60.
Coursework Mark (%)





































Figure H.3: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the 2008-09 data set. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from
each gender cohort represented by each bar. N(males)=208 and N(females)=67.
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Figure H.4: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the 2009-10 data set. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from
each gender cohort represented by each bar. N(males)=235 and N(females)=53.
Coursework Mark (%)




































Figure H.5: End-of-course examination scores of ‘Physics 1A’ as a function of male and female
coursework performance quartiles for the 2010-11 data set. Error bars represent the standard
error on the mean. Percentage values above each bar represent the percentage of students from





































Figure I.1: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction as a
function of gender and major for 2010-11 first year undergraduate students. N(male majors)=71



































Figure I.2: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction as a
function of gender and major for 2011-12 first year undergraduate students. N(male majors)=25


































Figure I.3: Percentage of favourable expert-like thinking pre- and post-instruction as a
function of gender and major for 2012-13 first year undergraduate students. N(male majors)=43




The following three pages contain a copy of the survey presented to graduating
students to study their attitude to their experiences of their undergraduate degree
programme, the results of which are detailed in Chapter 7.
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As part of an ongoing project within the Physics Education Research Group we are 
interested in gaining a greater understanding of students' perspectives on their experiences over 
the course of their degree studies.  
 
It should take no more than 5-10 minutes to complete and your responses would be 
greatly appreciated.  All responses will remain anonymous so please answer as openly and 
honestly as possible. 
 
The following questions all ask you to rate your agreement / disagreement on a 5 point scale 












































1 The staff put a lot of time into commenting on my work      
2 The teaching staff normally gave me helpful feedback 
on how I was going 
     
3 The programme helped me develop my ability to work 
as a team member 
     
4 It was always easy to know the standard of work 
expected 
     
5 The teaching staff on this programme motivated me to 
do my best work 
     
6 The programme provided me with a broad overview of 
my field of knowledge 
     
7 The programme sharpened my analytic skills      
8 My lecturers were extremely good at explaining things      
9 The teaching staff worked hard to make their subjects 
interesting 
     
10 The programme developed my confidence to 
investigate new idea 
     
11 The programme developed my problem-solving skills      
12 The staff made a real effort to understand difficulties I 
might be having with my work 
     














































13 I usually had a clear idea of where I was going and 
what was expected of me in this course 
     
14 University stimulated my enthusiasm for further 
learning 
     
15 The programme improved my skills in written 
communication 
 
     
16 I learned to apply principles from this programme to 
new situations 
 
     
17 It was often hard to discover what was expected of me 
in this programme 
 
     
18 I consider what I learned valuable for my future 
 
     
19 As a result of my degree programme, I feel confident 
about tackling unfamiliar problems 
 
     
20 My degree programme helped me to develop the ability 
to plan my own work 
 
     
21 The staff made it clear from the start what they 
expected from students 
 
     
22 My university experience encouraged me to value 
perspectives other than my own 
 
     
23 Overall, I was satisfied with the quality of this 
programme 
 
     
 







25. What were the best aspects of your degree programme? 
 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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